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Abstract

Background: Obesity surgery has proven its effectiveness in weight loss. However, after a loss phase of about 12 to 18 months, between 20% and 40% of patients regain weight. Prediction of weight evolution is therefore useful for early detection of weight regain.

Objective: This proof-of-concept study aimed to analyze the postoperative weight trajectories and to identify “curve families” for early prediction of weight regain.

Methods: This was a monocentric retrospective study with calculation of the weight trajectory of patients having undergone gastric bypass surgery. Data on 795 patients after a 2-year follow-up allowed modeling of weight trajectories according to a hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) tending to minimize the intragroup distance according to Ward. Clinical judgement was used to finalize the identification of clinically relevant representative trajectories. This modeling was validated on a group of 381 patients for whom the observed weight at 18 months was compared to the predicted weight.

Results: Two successive HCA produced 14 representative trajectories, distributed among 4 clinically relevant families: Of the 14 weight trajectories, 6 decreased systematically over time or decreased and then stagnated; 4 decreased, increased, and then decreased again; 2 decreased and then increased; and 2 stagnated at first and then began to decrease. A comparison of observed weight and that estimated by modeling made it possible to correctly classify 98% of persons with excess weight loss (EWL) >50% and more than 58% of persons with EWL between 25% and 50%. In the category of persons with EWL >50%, weight data over the first 6 months were adequate to correctly predict the observed result.

Conclusions: This modeling allowed correct classification of persons with EWL >50% and could identify early after surgery the patients with potentially less that optimal weight loss. Further studies are needed to validate this model in other populations, with other types of surgery, and with other medical-surgical teams.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e13672) doi:10.2196/13672
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Introduction

Obesity surgery has proved to be effective in the long term for weight loss and for remission or improvement of comorbidities associated with excess weight. In the long term, however, weight regain occurs in 20% to 40% of patients [1-7], and this is a major factor in the recurrence of comorbidities.

Many factors have been studied to predict weight regain but few have been found to be relevant [8]. Ritz et al [9] showed...
that patients in failure at 2 years according to the Reinhold criteria [10] developed an unfavorable weight trajectory from the early postoperative period. Careful monitoring of early postoperative weight trajectories could thus be one way to achieve early identification of patients with weight regain. Ideally, self-monitoring of weight could empower patients to alert health care providers sufficiently early so that solutions can be studied.

Wise et al [11] have shown that an exponential decay can describe the weight path in the 3 months after gastric bypass. They used excess weight loss (EWL) and did not show a long-term 5-year prediction value of the classification. EWL calculations can be difficult for patients who are not used to this arithmetic. An easy-to-use application for computing weight paths using only weight would help patients in monitoring their weight loss.

This proof-of-concept study aimed to analyze the postoperative weight trajectories and identify “curve families” for early prediction of weight regain. We combined a method of classification of unsupervised curves and clinical expertise to define the reference weight trajectories after gastric bypass surgery.

**Methods**

**Study Design**

This was a monocentric retrospective study modeling the weight trajectories of patients having undergone gastric bypass surgery.

**Ethics**

All procedures performed in this study involving human participants were in accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional and/or national research committee and the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its later amendments or comparable ethical standards.

**Patients**

Group 1 comprised 795 patients who had gastric bypass surgery between 2003 and 2012 with at least 2 years of follow-up in the same reference center, performed by two surgeons (GB and PT). They were included for modeling their weight trajectories. They were within the Haute Autorité de Santé criteria for obesity surgery [12]. The patients analyzed represented 63.00% (795/1262) of the initial patients. A total of 11.01% (139/1262) were excluded because they were lost to follow-up within the 2 years after surgery.

Group 2 comprised 381 patients with a follow-up of 5 years after gastric bypass. They were classified according to the Reinhold criteria and allowed us to assess predictive capability of the model when applied within the first 18 months to predict later weight.

**Evaluation Criteria for Weight Loss**

Weight was measured with patients wearing undergarments during postsurgery follow-up visits (1, 3, 6, 9, 12, and 18 months). The reference weight was that of the day before surgery. Certain data were missing. The EWL was calculated based on a body mass index (BMI) of 25 kg/m², with equation

\[ \text{EWL} = \frac{(\text{initial weight} - \text{actual weight})/(\text{initial weight} - 25 \times \text{height}^2)}{ \text{weight in kg and height in meters}.} \]

The Reinhold [10] criteria were used to define failure (EWL after 18 months of less than 25%), success (EWL after 18 months exceeding 50%), and an intermediate result (EWL between 25% and 50%).

**Calculations and Statistics**

Calculations were performed using R version 3.0.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) and MATLAB version 2010a (The MathWorks, Inc).

**Objectives**

The main objective was to establish weight trajectories representative of all trajectories in group 1 (795 patients). After imputation for missing values, all the initial trajectories were clustered into an optimal number \( y \) of trajectory groups. One representative trajectory was extracted for each group of trajectories. All the representative trajectories were merged into a smaller number of families according to the behavior of the trajectories evaluated by clinical expertise. The validity of this collection of representative trajectories was evaluated using the weight trajectories of group 2.

**Management of Missing Data**

The proportion of missing data was 9.4% at 1 month, 56.7% at 3 months, 51.7% at 6 months, 37.1% at 9 months, 35.6% at 12 months, and 38.7% at 18 months. The missing data were replaced by multiple imputation [13] in 5 iterations based on age, sex, presurgery weight, height, and the presence of diabetes.

**Creation of a Catalog of Weight Trajectories**

**Representative of the Base**

To constitute trajectory groups that maximize the interclass distance and minimize the intraclass distance (the Ward method), successive hierarchical cluster analyses (HCA) without a priori on the number of classes that were used [14]. The number of classes retained \( (x) \) after the first HCA was that of preceding an overly heterogeneous association (while optimizing distance of Ward). Starting from this first classification, one representative curve per class was extracted using a criterion of representativity of the group, according to Dimeglio [15]. We thus obtain \( x \) representatives.

We performed as many additional HCA as necessary on this base of \( x \) representatives to continue reducing the number of classes to a clinically acceptable level, which we defined here as a maximum of 15 classes. Here \( y \) is the number of representative trajectories obtained at the last iteration. These \( y \) representatives constituted the reference base of weight trajectories.

**Clinical Classification of Representative Trajectories**

The final \( y \) representative curves were grouped into a number of families according to the behavior of weight trajectories evaluated by clinical expertise (gradual decrease, weight rebound, etc).
Validation of Representative Trajectories
For a given patient, their weight trajectory was brought closer to one of the representative trajectories by minimizing the distance between them [16]. Figure 1 gives a graphic illustration of the procedure.

Figure 1. Graphic illustration of the procedure.

Application to the Weight Trajectories of Group 2
To determine the predictive validity of the reference base (the representative trajectories), the procedure was applied to the 381 patients in group 2. Each patient was associated to a representative trajectory that predicted EWL at 18 months according to the Reinhold classification [10]. Similarly, the Reinhold classification was applied to the weight result observed at 5 years. The two values obtained after these Reinhold classifications were compared. Figure 2 illustrates the procedure. To estimate the variability of our classification results, we chose to randomly extract 100 times 100 trajectories among the 381 patients in group 2 (bootstrap procedure). Thus, we compared 100 times the known identification of 100 patients to that obtained by bringing them closer to one of the representative trajectories.

Figure 2. Procedure for validation of trajectories in patients in group 2.

Results
Constitution of Weight Trajectories Representatives
A total of 795 patients were included in this study (141 men and 654 women). The variability of data did not allow us to summarize the information in a single representative trajectory (Figure 3). Homogeneous groups of trajectories were necessary to summarize the entirety of the information. A total of 56 classes of representative trajectories came from the first HCA. After two successive HCA, the number of representative trajectories was reduced to 14 classes. Figure 4 shows the trajectories of the representative curve of each class.
Clinical Classification of Representative Trajectories

Several of these representative trajectories had the same behavior (Figure 5):

- Weight decreased systematically over time or decreased and then remained stable (class 1). This family includes 6 of the 14 trajectories.
- Weight decreased, then increased, and then decreased again (class 2). This family includes 4 of the trajectories.
- Weight decreased and then increased (class 3). This family includes 2 of the 14 trajectories.
- Weight stagnated at first and then started to decrease (class 4). This family includes 2 of the 14 trajectories.

Preoperative factors (age, sex, presence of diabetes) did not modify the trajectory predictions.
Figure 5. The four families of weight trajectories.

Application to the Weight Trajectories of Group 2

The Reinhold classification applied to weight observed at 18 months identified 87.4% (333/381) of patients in the category EWL >50% and 12.6% (78/411) of patients in the category EWL between 25% and 50%. There were no patients in the category EWL <25%.

The Reinhold classification was applied to the estimated weight at 18 months based on representative trajectories. Only one trajectory (7.1%) was classified EWL <25%. Six trajectories (42.9%) were classified EWL between 25% and 50%. Seven trajectories (50%) were classified EWL >50%.

The match between the Reinhold classification [10] based on observed or predicted weight is shown in Table 1. Classification with reference trajectories produced an overall rate of correct classification of more than 93%. It allowed correct classification of 97.6% (325/333) of persons with EWL >50% and more than 59% (46/78) of persons with EWL between 25% and 50%.

Table 2 shows the influence of the number of early weight values used in the prediction on the results at 5 years. The more the number of points increased, the more precise was the classification of the different profiles (best mean and lowest variability). For the persons who would be in the category EWL >50% at 18 months, the match rates increased with the number of values over time, but as of 6 months postsurgery, 91.6% (305/333) were well classified.

For the persons who would be in the category EWL between 25% and 50%, the match rate showed little increase over time (going from 47% to 56%). Therefore, between 44% and 53% of patients were poorly classified by the trajectories.

Table 1. Match between the Reinhold classification applied to observed and predicted weight of persons in group 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EWL calculated with observed weight</th>
<th>Predicted weight, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EWL &gt;50%</td>
<td>EWL 25%-50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observed weight, mean (SD)</td>
<td>Observed weight, mean (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWL &gt;50%</td>
<td>97.6 (1.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWL 25%-50%</td>
<td>41.3 (12.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aEWL: excess weight loss.*
A prediction of weight trajectory is clinically useful. A hierarchical cluster analysis allowed us to identify 4 profiles of weight trajectories associated with clinical expertise. The patients who were the most successful were those who lost weight regularly. The persons who lost the least had difficulties in the initial phase or had a secondary weight regain.

None of the preoperative parameters differed between the families of curves. This agrees with other published studies [8]. It seems difficult to predict weight loss after surgery with factors that do not consider the capacity for personal, psychological, or metabolic adaptation during the postsurgery period. The factors classically associated with poor weight loss results are postoperative (recurrence of depression, eating disorders, lack of follow-up, lack of arrangements for changes of eating habits, and physical activity) and usually occur late after surgery (24 months). The early identification of a trajectory is therefore an interesting feature of this model. Applied to a population of persons having undergone surgery and at 18 months after this surgery, this classification correctly identified more than 97% of EWL >50% and more than 58% of EWL between 25% and 50% and no patient in weight loss failure. It is possible that the classification of patients with average weight loss will improve with better-balanced validation database. A machine learning process added to the application would provide evolutive classifications as the amount of data increases [17-19].

### Analysis of the Results

This study shows that a hierarchical cluster analysis allowed us to identify 4 profiles of weight trajectories associated with clinical expertise. The patients who were the most successful were those who lost weight regularly. The persons who lost the least had difficulties in the initial phase or had a secondary weight regain.

None of the preoperative parameters differed between the families of curves. This agrees with other published studies [8]. It seems difficult to predict weight loss after surgery with factors that do not consider the capacity for personal, psychological, or metabolic adaptation during the postsurgery period. The factors classically associated with poor weight loss results are postoperative (recurrence of depression, eating disorders, lack of follow-up, lack of arrangements for changes of eating habits, and physical activity) and usually occur late after surgery (24 months). The early identification of a trajectory is therefore an interesting feature of this model. Applied to a population of persons having undergone surgery and at 18 months after this surgery, this classification correctly identified more than 97% of EWL >50% and more than 58% of EWL between 25% and 50%.

Wise et al [11] recently published a comparable study. In a retrospective analysis of a cohort of gastric bypassed patients followed for 3 years, the authors demonstrated the exponential nature of the decrease of EWL and analyzed the factors influencing the trajectory, such as age. Our study used an original mathematical approach and adds to the study of Wise et al [11] because it validates the concept of trajectories in an early prediction of weight trajectory is clinically useful. A success prediction may empower postsurgical patients to carry on and reassure them, as many are anxious about regaining weight because of their past history of weight loss failures. This does not mean that weight will no longer be monitored. This also suggests that if a person is not classified as a later success, every effort should be made to understand the reasons and implement early corrective strategies. In that sense, the factors classically associated with less than optimal weight loss can be used not as predictors (with little efficiency) but as targets for an early additive strategy. Despite the low power to predict future results in this category, the idea of an early alert is clinically useful. Validation studies on other cohorts are needed. We should also point out that the validation database was very imbalanced (87.4% of EWL >50% vs 12.6% with EWL between 25% and 50% and no patient in weight loss failure). It is possible that the classification of patients with average weight loss will improve with better-balanced validation database. A machine learning process added to the application would provide evolutive classifications as the amount of data increases [17-19].

### Strengths and Limitations

Unsupervised classification methods like the HCA that we used here makes it possible to define families of trajectories without a priori on the number of classes to obtain. This is a very commonly used method. In this study, it allowed us to determine families of weight trajectories only from their general appearance and without using additional variables, like in the research of Wise [11]. One of the advantages is that the classification can be updated as new weight data are added to the previous one. Also, we chose to use weight and not EWL (or the percentage of weight loss) to develop the trajectories because they are accompanied by arithmetic biases. For example, for a very high initial BMI, EWL will be less than for a lower BMI, despite an equivalent weight loss. We only used EWL to compare the value predicted by the trajectory to the observed value in group 2. The concept of predicting later weight is therefore valid from this data. The use of weight trajectories rather than trajectories of EWL or of percentages of weight loss was also preferred for conserving the maximum of behaviors within the trajectories.

The cohort came from the same center with two surgeons and a formalized protocol for the preparation and follow-up of patients. However, that limits the variability introduced by multiple teams using different preparation and follow-up protocols. This study did not analyze known factors of failure or of inadequate weight result like those identified by other authors [11]. The prediction is better for the patients who lose a lot of weight. This is explained by the initial imbalance between the three classes based on EWL in the database. Further analyses on more balanced bases are needed.

An early prediction of weight trajectory is clinically useful. A success prediction may empower postsurgical patients to carry on and reassure them, as many are anxious about regaining weight because of their past history of weight loss failures. This does not mean that weight will no longer be monitored. This also suggests that if a person is not classified as a later success, every effort should be made to understand the reasons and implement early corrective strategies. In that sense, the factors classically associated with less than optimal weight loss can be used not as predictors (with little efficiency) but as targets for an early additive strategy. Despite the low power to predict future results in this category, the idea of an early alert is clinically useful. Validation studies on other cohorts are needed. We should also point out that the validation database was very imbalanced (87.4% of EWL >50% vs 12.6% with EWL between 25% and 50% and no patient in weight loss failure). It is possible that the classification of patients with average weight loss will improve with better-balanced validation database. A machine learning process added to the application would provide evolutive classifications as the amount of data increases [17-19].

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

This study shows that it is possible to model weight loss over the 18-month period after a gastric bypass in representative trajectories. Applied to a group of patients at 5 years postsurgery, the representative trajectories correctly predicted more than 93% of the values. Postoperative data available for 1 to 6 months are sufficient to provide a satisfactory prediction of EWL >50%.

#### Strengths and Limitations

Unsupervised classification methods like the HCA that we used here makes it possible to define families of trajectories without a priori on the number of classes to obtain. This is a very commonly used method. In this study, it allowed us to determine families of weight trajectories only from their general appearance and without using additional variables, like in the research of Wise [11]. One of the advantages is that the classification can be updated as new weight data are added to the previous one. Also, we chose to use weight and not EWL (or the percentage of weight loss) to develop the trajectories because they are accompanied by arithmetic biases. For example, for a very high initial BMI, EWL will be less than for a lower BMI, despite an equivalent weight loss. We only used EWL to compare the value predicted by the trajectory to the observed value in group 2. The concept of predicting later weight is therefore valid from this data. The use of weight trajectories rather than trajectories of EWL or of percentages of weight loss was also preferred for conserving the maximum of behaviors within the trajectories.

The cohort came from the same center with two surgeons and a formalized protocol for the preparation and follow-up of patients. However, that limits the variability introduced by multiple teams using different preparation and follow-up protocols. This study did not analyze known factors of failure or of inadequate weight result like those identified by other authors [11]. The prediction is better for the patients who lose a lot of weight. This is explained by the initial imbalance between the three classes based on EWL in the database. Further analyses on more balanced bases are needed.

An early prediction of weight trajectory is clinically useful. A success prediction may empower postsurgical patients to carry on and reassure them, as many are anxious about regaining weight because of their past history of weight loss failures. This does not mean that weight will no longer be monitored. This also suggests that if a person is not classified as a later success, every effort should be made to understand the reasons and implement early corrective strategies. In that sense, the factors classically associated with less than optimal weight loss can be used not as predictors (with little efficiency) but as targets for an early additive strategy. Despite the low power to predict future results in this category, the idea of an early alert is clinically useful. Validation studies on other cohorts are needed. We should also point out that the validation database was very imbalanced (87.4% of EWL >50% vs 12.6% with EWL between 25% and 50% and no patient in weight loss failure). It is possible that the classification of patients with average weight loss will improve with better-balanced validation database. A machine learning process added to the application would provide evolutive classifications as the amount of data increases [17-19].

#### Analysis of the Results

This study shows that a hierarchical cluster analysis allowed us to identify 4 profiles of weight trajectories associated with clinical expertise. The patients who were the most successful were those who lost weight regularly. The persons who lost the least had difficulties in the initial phase or had a secondary weight regain.

None of the preoperative parameters differed between the families of curves. This agrees with other published studies [8]. It seems difficult to predict weight loss after surgery with factors that do not consider the capacity for personal, psychological, or metabolic adaptation during the postsurgery period. The factors classically associated with poor weight loss results are postoperative (recurrence of depression, eating disorders, lack of follow-up, lack of arrangements for changes of eating habits, and physical activity) and usually occur late after surgery (24 months). The early identification of a trajectory is therefore an interesting feature of this model. Applied to a population of persons having undergone surgery and at 18 months after this surgery, this classification correctly identified more than 97% of EWL >50% and more than 58% of EWL between 25% and 50%.

Wise et al [11] recently published a comparable study. In a retrospective analysis of a cohort of gastric bypassed patients followed for 3 years, the authors demonstrated the exponential nature of the decrease of EWL and analyzed the factors influencing the trajectory, such as age. Our study used an original mathematical approach and adds to the study of Wise et al [11] because it validates the concept of trajectories in an
independent population at 5 years. Like Wise et al [11], we conducted the analysis using EWL without showing better results than with weight only.

**Clinical Relevance**

Given the prevalence of weight regain after obesity surgery, early identification of a nonoptimal weight trajectory would help to strengthen the second lines of treatment by reinforcing measures for behavioral change (self-care, physical activity, nutrition). This study proves the concept that a simple application could allow surgical patients to enter weight data themselves, evaluate the result, and eventually alert the health care provider.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic health (eHealth) services may help people obtain information and manage their health, and they are gaining attention as technology improves, and as traditional health services are placed under increasing strain. We present findings from the first representative, large-scale, population-based study of eHealth use in Norway.

Objective: The objectives of this study were to examine the use of eHealth in a population above 40 years of age, the predictors of eHealth use, and the predictors of taking action following the use of these eHealth services.

Methods: Data were collected through a questionnaire given to participants in the seventh survey of the Tromsø Study (Tromsø 7). The study involved a representative sample of the Norwegian population aged above 40 years old. A subset of the more extensive questionnaire was explicitly related to eHealth use. Data were analyzed using logistic regression analyses.

Results: Approximately half (52.7%; 9752/18,497) of the respondents had used some form of eHealth services during the last year. About 58% (5624/9698) of the participants who had responded to a question about taking some type of action based on information gained from using eHealth services had done so. The variables of being a woman (OR 1.58; 95% CI 1.47-1.68), of younger age (40-49 year age group: OR 4.28, 95% CI 3.63-5.04), with a higher education (tertiary/long: OR 3.77, 95% CI 3.40-4.19), and a higher income (>1 million kr [US $100,000]; OR 2.19, 95% CI 1.77-2.70) all positively predicted the use of eHealth services. Not living with a spouse (OR 1.14, 95% CI 1.04-1.25), having seen a general practitioner (GP) in the last year (OR 1.66, 95% CI 1.53-1.80), and having had some disease (such as heart disease, cancer, asthma, etc; OR 1.29, 95% CI 1.18-1.41) also positively predicted eHealth use. Self-rated health status did not significantly influence eHealth use. Taking some action following eHealth use was predicted with the variables of being a woman (OR 1.16, 95% CI 1.07-1.27), being younger (40-49 year age group: OR 1.72, 95% CI 1.34-2.22), having a higher education (tertiary/long: OR 1.65, 95% CI 1.42-1.92), having seen a GP in the last year (OR 1.58, 95% CI 1.41-1.77), and having ever had a disease (such as heart disease, cancer or asthma; OR 1.26, 95% CI 1.14-1.39).

Conclusions: eHealth appears to be an essential supplement to traditional health services for those aged above 40 years old, and especially so for the more resourceful. Being a woman, being younger, having higher education, having had a disease, and having seen a GP in the last year all positively predicted using the internet to get health information and taking some action based on this information.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e13106) doi:10.2196/13106
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Introduction

Online resources, including the use of search engines, social media, apps, and online video services, are becoming increasingly important for people in their everyday lives [1,2]. For example, 84% of US adults use the internet [3]. In the European Union (EU) in 2012, 73% of the population were online [4], and in Norway, in 2013, this was the case with 85% of the population [5]. When it comes to the specific use of social media, in 2016, a total of 68% of US adults used Facebook [6].

Electronic health (eHealth) is the use of Information and Communication Technology, such as the internet, to enable or improve health care [7]. While other eHealth activities, such as using health apps to make appointments and order prescriptions and using social media for communicating with health professionals, are becoming more popular, by far, the most frequent eHealth activity is finding information about health and illness on the internet [8-12]. Approximately 77% of online health searches start at a search engine [13]. In 2012, 59% of Americans had searched the internet for health information [12], and in 2013, 78% of Norwegians had used the internet for health purposes [14]. Prior studies have suggested that being young, being a woman, and being highly educated are central predictors of eHealth use [13]. A prior study found that 19% of smartphone users had at least one health app, and this was more frequent among women, those of a younger age, those with high incomes, and the college-educated [14]. One study found that 35.7% of all seniors and 89.1% of all those that were online used Facebook, Twitter, etc, to find and share health information [10]. Being a woman and highly educated predicted social media use for health information [10]. People with a primary health care provider, chronic disease, and of a younger age have been found to be more likely to use social media for health [11]. Thus, prior research has established that searching for health information is, overall, the most frequent eHealth activity. We also know that some demographic groups have been found to be more active online health-information seekers, but we lack updated information on this topic from a Nordic setting.

The aging population in many Western countries is likely to increase demands on health services. An increasing number of people with chronic illnesses are likely to stretch the capacity of health services further, and as many as 45% of US adults have one or more chronic illnesses [15]. eHealth may add to traditional services by engaging patients, helping patients to get information, empowering patients, increasing shared decision-making, and helping patients manage their health [16-21]. eHealth literacy is the competency required to use and make sense of eHealth tools and services [22], and it has been associated with younger age, a higher education, and having more devices [10]. eHealth has also been suggested as a means whereby shortages in health care staff and funding can be addressed (ie, the current crisis in the British National Health Service) [23]. Furthermore, eHealth, in combination with good eHealth literacy, might reduce the currently elevated number of unnecessary visits to doctors [24]. Thus, prior research has suggested that eHealth could help empower patients [25], and it has also been suggested that eHealth could help address resource shortages in the traditional health services, but the effect of eHealth use on traditional health service consumption has not been well established in the Nordic countries.

It remains unclear how eHealth influences traditional health service use in Norway, whether eHealth tools and services can replace traditional services or whether eHealth tools and services should be added to existing health service use [26]. Studies from other countries have found different results. One study found that 35% of US adults had gone online to figure out a medical condition and that 53% of these followed up with a visit to a medical professional [12]. Online self-diagnosing was more common among younger white adults, high earners, and the highly educated compared to others [12]. Other studies in the United States, Japan, and Taiwan have found that the use of the internet either increased or had no significant influence on traditional health care use [27-32]. For instance, Lee [27] found that increased internet use at survey wave one positively predicted health professional contact at survey wave two. Ybara and Suman [28] found that an increase in internet use increased the chance of the respondent visiting a physician. Hisieh et al [29], in a Taiwanese study controlling for a range of variables, including sex and age, found that increased internet use and chronic illness both predicted increased outpatient visits. Baker et al [31] found that female gender, younger age, higher education, and worse health were all variables that predicted increased internet use for health information searching but found that internet use had little influence on the use of traditional health professional consultations. Takahashi et al [32] found that younger age, higher education, and higher income were associated with an increase in searches for online health information but found no significant influence of online research on general practitioner (GP) visits. Interestingly, one Dutch study found a reduction in the use of traditional health services after the introduction of a high-quality, online health-information service [33]. More research is needed to explore how the use of eHealth will impact the use of traditional health services (such as GP visits) in Norway.

While prior studies have suggested that there are social divisions in the use of the internet for health purposes, many of these have been based on web-panels and other samples that might not have been fully representative of the general population [34]. In Europe, one major study included patients from seven countries [35], with a total of 8000 respondents. The study showed that Northern European countries, such as Denmark and Norway, had higher rates of eHealth use than Southern European countries, such as Portugal and Greece. Among those online, young adults, women, and the highly educated, as well as those who had visited a GP in the last year, and those who had a chronic illness more often searched online for health information. The study was carried out in 2005 and used random dialing within strata to sample respondents. A survey of 13,000...
Europeans participating in an online panel found that younger adults, females, those living in larger households, those who had children or elderly family members, those with health problems, and those that were caring for others had a higher propensity towards intensive eHealth use [36]. Smaller studies from Europe of health information searching on the internet have suggested rates of searching are increasing across the continent [1,37,38].

In the United States, at least two larger studies have used representative samples: the Health Information National Trends Survey (HINTS) study [9,13,39,40] and the Pew Internet Study [3,6,12,14,15]. However, their findings might not be directly applicable to Western Europe, where services are organized differently and funded differently than in the United States. While the government, using taxation, funds nearly all health care in Nordic countries and many European countries (such as the United Kingdom), health care in the United States is typically based on different types of insurance. This means that while all citizens, regardless of their financial situation, have (at least in principle) equal access to health care in the Nordic model, access to and use of health services in the United States depends on an individual’s insurance coverage. While little is known about the importance of traditional health service organization on eHealth use, one could speculate that eHealth could see less use in a model where traditional services are more or less free (i.e., the Nordic model). A representative, population-based study in a Nordic country will give more reliable data about the use of eHealth services in the general population in a setting with a free-for-all (i.e., tax-funded), government-operated health service, including data on the possibly increasing importance of more recent sources of health information, such as social media, apps, and online video services [41-44].

Nordic countries, especially the subarctic regions, are sparsely populated, and access to specialist health services may be limited in rural areas. eHealth services could be particularly relevant for stakeholders and policymakers in sparsely populated, rural, and remote areas [45,46]. It is essential for health providers and decision-makers in the health services to know how new media impacts information seeking about health and illness. Knowledge about the use of eHealth services, including health information consumption, may be used to modify and target health information to specific groups and to establish whether existing services are tailored to current needs [9]. Age, gender, educational level, health status, and others are variables that are likely to influence the use of eHealth services, as these factors may be of importance to questions that arise around the ability to use these services. In this light, it becomes central to establish which resources are available and are used, who utilizes eHealth services and who does not, and to what extent eHealth services are replacing traditional health services.

The seventh, population-based Tromsø Study included a questionnaire about the use of eHealth. In a series of four papers, we explore data from this questionnaire and how the use of eHealth related to a range of other variables that were measured in the Tromsø Study. In the first paper (this paper), we present our main findings regarding the characteristics of the participants and their use of eHealth. In the present study, we examined the use of eHealth in the population above 40 years of age, predictors of eHealth use, and predictors of participants acting following their use of eHealth services. In the second paper [47] we will present and discuss how having different illnesses influences the use of eHealth. In the third paper [48] we will examine outcomes of the use of eHealth, and in the fourth paper [49] we will study how eHealth consumption influences actual doctor visits.

### Methods

#### The Seventh Survey of the Tromsø Study

The Tromsø Study is a population-based, longitudinal health study conducted by the University of Tromsø in cooperation with several other Norwegian public agencies [50]. Inhabitants of the municipality of Tromsø were invited to participate in the study. Tromsø is the major city of North Norway, with a population of about 75,000 inhabitants. The seventh survey of the Tromsø Study (Tromsø 7) was conducted in 2015-2016. All inhabitants from the age of 40 years old and older in the Tromsø municipality were mailed an invitation. A total of 21,083 subjects (10,009 men and 11,074 women) aged 40 years old and above attended, which was 65% of those invited to participate.

#### Questionnaire

As part of a more extensive questionnaire on health and illness (in total more than 300 questions), the participants completed a questionnaire with data about their use of different types of eHealth services. The following question was asked:

**How often during the last year have you used the following Internet-services for information and advice on health and disease issues:** Applications (‘Apps’) for smart phone or tablet?, Search engines (like Google)?, Social media (like Facebook)?, Video services (like YouTube)?

For each item, it was possible to respond either “never,” “once,” “a few times,” or “often.” Those who responded that they had used at least one of the services were subsequently asked the following question:

**If you during the last year have used Internet-services for information and advice on health and disease issues, based on the information you found on the Internet: Have you decided to go to the doctor?, Have you decided not to go the doctor?, Have you discussed the information with a doctor?, Have you changed your medication without consulting a doctor?, Have you been unsure whether the treatment you have received is correct?, Have you decided to seek out complementary or alternative treatment?, Have you made lifestyle changes?, Have you felt anxiety?, Have you felt reassured?, Have you felt more knowledgeable?, Have you felt more confused?**

For each of the items, it was possible to respond either “never,” “once,” “a few times,” or “often.”

The questions and their respective response options are also available online at the Tromsø Study website [51], and this was
the first time these types of questions on eHealth were included in the Tromsø Study. Participants could choose to complete the questionnaire on paper or online, with most completing the questionnaire at home. However, all participants were required to attend the study center in order to participate in the study. The questionnaire (of which the eHealth questions were a small part) was supplemented with a range of tests that required people to attend in person (ie, blood tests, body measurements, electrocardiograms, ultrasounds of various organs).

**Study Sample**

Variables obtained from the Tromsø 7 questionnaire included gender, age, education, occupation/work status, household income, whether the participant had seen a GP in the last year, assessment of own health, living status with a spouse, self-reported diseases, and use of the internet for finding health information. We excluded participants who had missing information on the use of the internet for health information searching (through search engines, social media, apps, or video services; n=384), and those with missing information on any of the other variables: gender, age, education, occupation, household income, GP consultation, assessment of own health, living status with spouse, and self-reported diseases (n=2202). The final analytical sample consisted of 18,497 participants (9138 men and 9359 women).

We also carried out separate analyses, including those who took health decisions (acted or not acted) following information gathering from online services (search engines, social media, apps, or video services). This subcohort included 9698 participants (4243 men and 5455 women), who had given information on these variables.

**Assessment of the Use of the Internet for Health Information and Self-Reported Diseases**

Information on the use of the internet for health and participants’ self-reported diseases was taken from the Tromsø 7 questionnaires. Self-reported disease conditions included: high blood pressure, heart attack, heart failure, atrial fibrillation, angina, stroke, diabetes, kidney disease, bronchitis, asthma, cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, arthrosis, migraine, psychological problems, and chronic pain. The options on these questions were “no,” or “yes,” or “yes, previously.”

The information on those (n=9698) who completed questions regarding the effect of using internet resources for health information or advice (through search engines, social media, health apps, or video services) was used in the subcohort analyses. The responses included in the present analyses were: if they had decided to visit (or not visit) the doctor, discussed information found online with a doctor, changed medication without consulting a doctor, if they had been unsure about whether the treatment they had received was correct, if they had made lifestyle changes, and if they had sought alternative or complementary treatment. The options were “never,” “once,” “a few times,” or “often.”

**Statistical Analyses**

We performed multivariable logistic regression analysis with the use of the internet for health information as the dichotomous dependent variable, and gender, age, education, occupation/work status, household income, GP consultation, assessment of own health, living status with spouse, and self-reported diseases as the independent variables. The use of the internet for health information was dichotomized into never/ever by grouping those who had never used any of the resources (search engines, social media, health apps, or video services) as never, and those who had used at least one of the resources for health advice as ever. Similarly, we grouped participants who never had any of the disease conditions as never, and those participants who previously or currently had at least one condition as ever. Age was grouped into four groups: 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, and 70 years old and older. Education was grouped into four groups: primary or partly secondary education (up to 10 years of school), upper secondary education (minimum of three years), short tertiary education (college or university for less than four years), and long tertiary education (college or university for four years or more). Occupation/work status was categorized into works full time, works part-time, unemployed, housekeeper, retired, student/in military service, on disability benefit or work assessment allowance, and on family income supplement. Household income in kr per annum: less than 250,000 (<US $25,000), 250,000-450,000 (US $25,000-$45,000), 451,000-750,000 (US $45,100-$75,000), 751,000-1,000,000 (US $75,100-$100,000), and more than 1,000,000 (>US $100,000). Living status with a spouse and consultation with the GP (during the last year) were either yes or no. Assessment of own health was either very bad, bad, neither good nor bad, good, or excellent.

We checked for possible interactions between education and occupation/work status, education and income, and occupation/work status and disease condition. We further explored the relationship between the use of the internet for health information and the independent variables stratified by disease conditions (never/ever).

All P values were considered statistically significant at a level of <.05, and all statistical tests were two-sided. We used Stata for Windows version 15.0 (StataCorp, College Station, Texas, United States) to conduct all statistical analyses.

**Ethics**

All participants gave written informed consent. The Regional Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics approved the study (REK Nord, reference 2014/940).

**Results**

**Participants’ Characteristics**

Regarding age, about 60% (11,036/18,497) of the participants were within the 40-59 years old age range. Only about 15% (2759/18,497) were 70 years old or older (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The male participants had a mean age of 57.5, while the female participants had a mean age of 56.9 years. Our study sample consisted of an approximately equal proportion of men (49.4%; 9138/18,497) and women (50.6%; 9359/18,497).

For education, occupation/work status, and income, about half of the participants had tertiary education while the other half had either primary or secondary school education. The
respondents were mostly in full time employment (60%; 11,188/18,497) or retired (21%; 3866/18,497). About half (51%; 9474/18,497) earned more than 750,000 kr (US $75,000) per annum, while less than 5% (890/18,497) earned 250,000 (US $25,000) or less.

A clear majority of the respondents (77.3%; 14,305/18,497) stated they were living with a spouse. As for health and psychological variables, most of the participants (80%; 14,781/18,497) had had at least one appointment with their GP during the last year, even though 70% (12,901/18,497) rated their health as excellent or good. About 73% (13,552/18,497) had had at least one of the diseases of interest in this study (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

The Use of Electronic Health Services

One of the main findings of this study was that 52.7% (9752/18,497) of the respondents in the last year had used at least one eHealth service (ie, search engine, social media, apps, or video services) to get information and advice about health and illness (see Multimedia Appendix 1). However, the odds of using the internet for health information decreased significantly with age, with senior citizens (70 years old or older) mostly at a disadvantage (OR 0.23, 95% CI 0.20-0.28) when compared to those in the age range of 40-49 years old (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

In the multivariable analyses, we found that women had 1.58 times the odds of using internet resources (at least one of these: search engine, social media, apps, or video services) for health information when compared to men (OR 1.58, 95% CI 1.47-1.68). Also, educational level and household income positively predicted the use of the internet for health information searching. Those who had a long tertiary education had 3.77 times the odds of using internet resources to look for health information compared to those who only had primary or partly secondary school education (OR 3.77, 95% CI 3.40-4.19). Similarly, those who earned the most were significantly at increased odds of using internet resources (OR 2.19, 95% CI 1.77-2.70) when compared to those who earned the least. Occupation or work status did not predict the use of internet resources for health information. However, those on disability benefits and other family welfare benefits had 1.71 times the odds of using the internet for health information when compared to those who worked full time (OR 1.71, 95% CI 1.05-2.78).

In regard to living with a spouse, those participants had 0.88 times the odds of using the internet for health information when compared to those who were not living with a spouse (OR 0.88, 95% CI 0.80-0.97). We also found that those who had consulted their GP in the last year had 1.66 times the odds of using internet resources for health information compared to those who had not consulted their GP. Similarly, those who had ever had at least one of the diseases of interest were at increased odds of using the internet for health information (OR 1.29, 95% CI 1.18-1.41). Intriguingly, assessment of own health did not predict the use of internet resources for health information searching (see Multimedia Appendix 1).

Taking Action After Obtaining Information

About 58% (5624/9696) of those who answered this question took some form of action after having obtained information about health and illness on the internet (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The action taken varied from deciding to see a doctor or not to see a doctor, discussing the information with a doctor, changing a medication without consulting a doctor, questioning previous treatment, deciding to seek alternative or complementary treatment, or changing lifestyle.

In the multivariable analyses of the subcohort (n=9698) who made health decisions following use of the internet for health information searching, we found that similar to the use of internet resources for health information, the odds of making health-related decisions following use decreased with age. Those aged 70 years old and above had nearly half the odds of making health-related decisions/actions when compared to those that were 40-49 years old (OR 0.58, 95% CI 0.45-0.75). Also, we found that women had 1.16 times the odds of making health-related decisions following the use of internet resources when compared to men (OR 1.16, 95% CI 1.07-1.27).

Regarding education and income, educational level positively predicted making health-related decisions following the use of internet resources for health information. Those with a long tertiary education had 1.65 times the odds of making health-related decisions following use when compared to those who had primary or partly secondary school education (OR 1.65, 95% CI 1.42-1.92). However, household income did not significantly predict health-related decision-making following the use of internet resources.

Unlike in the use of the internet for health information, not living with a spouse did not significantly predict health-related decision-making following the use of internet resources. Additionally, those who had consulted their GP in the last year (OR 1.58, 95% CI 1.41-1.77) and those who had had at least one of the diseases of interest (OR 1.26, 95% CI 1.14-1.39) had increased odds of taking health actions following internet resources use (see Multimedia Appendix 1). We found that occupation or work status and assessment of own health did not predict health-related decision-making following the use of internet resources, which is similar to our findings concerning the use of internet resources for health information.

Discussion

Use of Electronic Health and Predictors of Use

Overview

We found that approximately half of the respondents had used some form of eHealth during the last year. This figure is lower than what has been suggested in some prior studies [8,12,13]. However, as our study consisted of a sample of the population that is 40 years old and older, we did not include the younger generation that is likely to have a higher internet use. Moreover, our sample was from the general population and not restricted to internet users, which in part may explain the lower rate of eHealth use in our study [34].
Age
Younger age was a significant positive predictor of eHealth use, in line with the findings of several prior studies [8,13,17,35]. Unsurprisingly, the younger are more knowledgeable and comfortable with eHealth services, as more young people use online services [13]. This finding is also consistent with prior studies that have determined that younger users are more accurate and have more attention to detail when using eHealth resources [52,53]. Moreover, older adults may have barriers to technology use because of perceived complexity that may limit confidence and interest in engaging with the technology [54]. Internet use has been shown to be especially lower among those above 75 years of age [55]. Increased age has been related to lower rates of shared decision-making in traditional health services [56]. As the use of eHealth could be related to shared decision-making (ie, informed and empowered patients are more likely to be interested in shared decision-making), lower eHealth use in the oldest age groups might in part be explained by a lower rate of shared decision-making among the most senior.

Some prior studies have suggested higher rates of use in the older age groups than we did in the present study [26,39,57], but differences in the range of the age groups between studies make direct comparisons challenging. Another possible cause of differences in results regarding use could be related to whether participants are sampled from the general population or from groups of internet users (eHealth use is likely to be higher among internet users). It might be of concern that those who are in the age groups most in need of health services (ie, the elderly, who typically are iller than the younger generation) use these services less. Helping elderly patients find appropriate online information and better adapting the information to suit their needs (in terms of content, style, readability), might increase use [58]. However, this age-related difference might diminish as more older people are accessing the internet. In the EU in 2012, 42% of those in the 55-74 years old age group were regular users [4], and in 2015 a total of 58% of US senior citizens were online [3]. In summary, our finding that the younger use eHealth more often is supported by prior literature.

Gender
We also found that being a woman was a significant predictor of use, in line with previous findings [8,9,13,35,59]. This gender difference in eHealth use could be explained by the fact that women are more engaged in health care in general because they often serve as family caregivers, holders of health information, and care managers [60-62], and also have a higher use of social media [63], possibly because of gender roles. Thus, prior studies have suggested that women are more active eHealth users than men, and our findings strengthen this idea.

Education, Occupation/Work Status, and Income
We found that having a higher education positively predicted the use of eHealth. Higher education has also previously been shown to predict eHealth use [9,13,17,35], a finding that could be related to higher health literacy (ie, “the degree to which individuals have the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic health information and services needed to make appropriate health decisions” [64]) and higher patient engagement (ie, “promote and support active patient and public involvement in health and healthcare and to strengthen their influence on healthcare decisions, at both the individual and collective level” [65]) in health among the higher educated.

A review study has found that patients’ engagement with digital health decreases with higher age and lower health literacy [66]. People working in some professions, such as those who routinely use the internet at work [67], may have more time to search for health information. Some prior studies have suggested that occupation and work status might be of importance [17,68], although the finding has not been consistent [8]. In our study, occupation and work status were, overall, not significant predictors. As our study has a large sample and consequently high statistical power, our finding may suggest that occupation and work status are less significant central predictors, at least in a Nordic setting. In line with a prior study [13], we found that increased household income also positively predicted eHealth use. In summary, while higher education and income positively predicted eHealth use in our study, we did not find a similar relationship for occupation and work status.

Living With a Spouse
While loneliness is known to increase the risk of death [69], living with a spouse reduces rates of illness and death from a range of illnesses [70]. These positive health effects have been associated with the support spouses offer each other [70]. An American study found that 39% of adults were caregivers, and many of these cared for their partner [71]. Those who search online for health information for others are more likely to live in households with others [72]. Drawing on some prior research [12,71], one could assume that spouses might have a higher use for eHealth because they might be searching for information relating to their partner. However, living with a spouse negatively predicted eHealth use in our study, possibly because spouses might either inform or comfort each other in such a way that the need for health information from other sources is reduced. Our finding that living with a spouse negatively predicted eHealth use thus stands somewhat in contrast to what some prior researchers have found.

Health and Psychological Variables
Health and psychological variables have, to varying degrees, been found to predict health-related internet use [17]. In our study, having seen a GP in the last year positively predicted eHealth use. Respondents who stated that they had (or previously had) an illness also used eHealth more, while self-reported health status was not a significant predictor. Poor or fair self-reported health or chronic illness has predicted health-related internet use in some other studies [8,31,35,73]. Fox and Duggan [12] found that living with a chronic disease had an independent negative effect on internet access in the United States. However, internet users with chronic illness were more likely to gather online information about medical problems. As a high percentage of Norwegians have internet access, one might consequently expect that having an illness would predict eHealth use, as we found in the present study. Thus, having an illness or having seen a GP positively predicted eHealth use in our study, as might be expected in a country with a very high internet access rate.
Taking Action Based on Online Information

Overview

The finding that about 6/10 acted based on information gained from using eHealth services suggests that health information on the internet plays a surprisingly important role in people’s decision-making processes regarding their health care. The action taken included deciding to see a doctor or not to see a doctor. It is not surprising that health information may help people make such a decision, and many people probably search for health information online to get a basis for deciding whether they need professional help or not.

Other actions taken were discussing the information with a doctor, changing medication without talking with a doctor, deciding to see an alternative practitioner, or changing lifestyle. Prior studies have suggested that many patients obtain information from the internet that they want to discuss with their doctor [8,39,74], and sometimes such information may lead the patient to question the diagnosis or the treatment given by the doctor [74]. Lifestyle advice, such as advice relating to starting to exercise, stopping smoking, or dieting, is one of the most popular types of health-related information that people seek on the internet [8]. Many people use complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) and search for information related to CAM online [75,76]. In summary, we found that online health information was important for many in making decisions relating to their health.

Gender, Age, Education, and Health

Many of the same variables were of importance to acting on the information as to accessing it in the first place, and being a woman, being of younger age, having higher education, having seen a GP in the last year, and having ever had an illness all predicted taking some form of action. Searching for information and acting on this information are qualitatively different processes. However, both behaviors are determined by many of the same variables. Household income was not a predictor of acting on the information, possibly because health care is covered by national insurance in Norway. Thus, searching for information and acting on this information were predicted by mostly the same variables.

Electronic Health and Traditional Health Services

eHealth was associated with the use of traditional health services (ie, having seen the GP during the last year). It is possible that using online health information may increase traditional health service consumption. We know that health-related information on the internet, on social media, and video services may be wrong, misleading, or biased [17,77-79] and that this information may generate increased uncertainty or anxiety among users and result in a need for clarification and interpretation [27,29,39,80,81]. Doctors are still considered the most reliable source of information [82], and most (88%) Norwegians still favor seeing their GP face-to-face [8]. In paper 4 [49] in this series, we further explore the association between eHealth use and an increase in GP visits in Norway.

Reducing the Digital Divide

We have found that higher age, being male, and having lower education, not having an illness, and not having seen a GP in the last year were associated with a lower use of eHealth services. We do not know why some subgroups used the internet less for health purposes. We suggest that a lower degree of engagement in health, in general, might explain some of the differences in eHealth use. Furthermore, some may not access eHealth services because they are unaware of the service [83], because they find it difficult to use [84], because they find it irrelevant [85], or because they find it difficult to trust. Many websites with quality health information have low readability and may be difficult to understand for people with low literacy levels [86]. The fact that some groups use online health information and eHealth tools less often suggests that these services and tools need to be matched to the eHealth-use abilities of these underserved groups [84]. Suggesting appropriate sources of online information and using other types of health information, including traditional offline media, might be considered as a strategy for reaching those who use the internet less for health purposes [13].

Strengths and Limitations

This is the first representative, large-scale, population-based study of eHealth use in Norway. We have given a representative picture of the use of eHealth in a population 40 years old and older, predictors of eHealth use, and predictors of taking action following the use of eHealth services. There are important differences in the organization and funding of health care in the United States, Norway, and much of Europe. Despite these differences, lower age, female gender, higher educational level, and having a chronic illness seemed to predict increased eHealth use both in the United States and in Norway.

There are some central limitations to this study. There might be a self-selection bias because not everyone who was invited chose to participate. As this study was based on cross-sectional data obtained from questionnaires, there is a possibility of recall bias (ie, that participants either underestimated or overestimated their use of eHealth or their actions taken). However, the validity and reproducibility of self-reported (ie, recalled) findings from the Tromsø Study have been reported as quite high and of sufficient quality for epidemiological research [87,88]. Also, due to the cross-sectional design of the study, we are unable to establish causation. There is also a risk that there might be unmeasured confounding variables. We did not have variables on patients’ trust in online information or on patients’ literacy levels. One variable used was self-reported health, which has been shown to be influenced by socioeconomic class [89]. The questionnaire did not include more detailed questions about how people use and experience different eHealth services, and this issue is an important avenue for future large-scale studies.

Conclusions

About half of respondents used some form of eHealth in the last year, and about 6/10 of this half used the information to take some form of action. The use of eHealth was associated with the use of traditional health services. This study has provided new knowledge about the importance of the internet,
social media, apps, and online videos for health information and how this information impacts patients and the general public. While one might hope that eHealth services can benefit those most in need, the present study suggests that it is those with the most resources, the highly educated and well-off, that consume eHealth services the most. Being in poor health did not predict the use of online health information. Clinicians should be aware that many patients above 40 years of age use eHealth to find information about health and illness, and that they also often act on this information [26,39,57]. The provision of high-quality eHealth services should, therefore, be a priority for clinicians and health service providers. Clinicians should be aware that the use of eHealth sometimes has important medical consequences, such as when patients decide not to visit their doctor or to stop taking their medication without consulting their doctor. Some groups of patients, such as the oldest and those with little education, appear to use eHealth less than other groups, possibly because the services are not adequately matched to their needs. Clinicians might consider recommending adapted online or paper-based information specifically for these groups.
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Abstract

Background: Patient access to electronic health records (EHRs) is associated with increased patient engagement and health care quality outcomes. However, the adoption of patient portals and personal health records (PHRs) that facilitate this access is impeded by barriers. The Clinical Adoption Framework (CAF) has been developed to analyze EHR adoption, but this framework does not consider the patient as an end-user.

Objective: We aim to extend the scope of the CAF to patient access to EHRs, develop guidance documentation for the application of the CAF, and assess the interrater reliability.

Methods: We systematically reviewed existing systematic reviews on patients' access to EHRs and PHRs. Results of each review were mapped to one of the 43 CAF categories. Categories were iteratively adapted when needed. We measured the interrater reliability with Cohen’s unweighted kappa and statistics regarding the agreement among reviewers on mapping quotes of the reviews to different CAF categories.

Results: We further defined the framework’s inclusion and exclusion criteria for 33 of the 43 CAF categories and achieved a moderate agreement among the raters, which varied between categories.

Conclusions: In the reviews, categories about people, organization, system quality, system use, and the net benefits of system use were addressed more often than those about international and regional information and communication technology infrastructures, standards, politics, incentive programs, and social trends. Categories that were addressed less might have been underdefined in this study. The guidance documentation we developed can be applied to systematic literature reviews and implementation studies, patient and informal caregiver access to EHRs, and the adoption of PHRs.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e15150) doi:10.2196/15150
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Introduction

Patient access to electronic health records (EHRs) is becoming increasingly common and is even a legal right in many countries. EHRs have been associated with increased patient engagement and improved health care quality outcomes [1-8]. However, there are also barriers to patients’ access to EHRs. For example, some patients have difficulties logging in to patient portals and personal health records (PHRs), which facilitate access, due to complicated security procedures [1-8]. A framework is needed to assess the determinants and outcomes of PHR and EHR adoption that facilitates this access. This framework should
consider patients and informal caregivers as users rather than health care providers alone. This framework would enable the comparison and aggregation of evidence, and provide an overview of any important factors involved, which can then be used as a guide in implementations and health care policies as well as to address the gaps in knowledge.

“The Clinical Adoption Framework (CAF) is a general evaluation framework to assess the success of health information system (HIS) adoption in healthcare organisations” [9,10]. PHRs and EHRs are types of HISs, and thus this framework is also applicable to them. “As shown in Figure 1, it addresses the micro level, which encompasses the dimensions of quality, use and net benefits of the HIS; the meso level, consisting of the dimensions people, organisation and implementation; and the macro level, incorporating the dimensions healthcare standards, legislation, policy and governance, funding and incentives, and societal, political and economic trends” [10]. Within each dimension, several categories were distinguished, for example “01. Functionality”, “02. Performance”, and “03. Security” are categories of the dimension “HIS quality” at the micro level. “It is hence an integrated framework that covers a wide range of aspects involved in HIS adoption” [10]. The CAF was developed and validated through consultation with health information technology professionals, comparisons with other survey instruments, and a meta-review of 50 systematic reviews on HIS implementation [11]. Categories, dimensions, and levels of the CAF were originally described by Lau, Price, and Kashevjee [9]. Throughout the categories, dimensions, and levels there are feedback loops, which are indicated by the arrows in Figure 1, that resembles the interplay between the factors and nondeterministic characteristics of HIS adoption and the outcomes of HIS use [9,11]. The CAF was applied in over 30 studies [12-18].

Figure 1. Clinical Adoption Framework with levels, dimensions, and categories. HIS: health information system. Originally published in [10, 18].

The CAF is a complex framework consisting of 43 categories that belong to 15 dimensions (illustrated as small boxes in Figure 1), which are further separated into the 3 previously mentioned micro, meso, and macro levels [9]. The CAF was considered difficult to apply as there was no guidance documentation with explicit descriptions and rules regarding its use [11]. Consequently, studies [15-18] that have applied the CAF differed in their interpretations and applications. Furthermore, HIS adoption increasingly involves sharing medical data with patients and informal caregivers. Therefore, patients and caregivers should also be considered when understanding successful HIS implementation, because they might value different factors than health care providers. This patient and caregiver perspective was not explicitly taken into account during the development of the CAF.

The primary objective of this study was to extend the CAF to make it useful for evaluating patients’ access to EHRs and the adoption of PHRs. The second objective was to improve the consistent application of the CAF in literature and implementation studies. For this purpose, we aimed to assess the interrater reliability of applying the framework, discuss which areas of the CAF could be improved, and develop guidance documentation.
Methods

We systematically reviewed existing systematic review papers on determinants and outcomes of patients’ access to their personal health data. Results from each review paper were mapped to categories in the CAF, which was adapted when needed to reach consensus. The protocol for this review study was developed using the first 6 review papers [19-24], which were the most recent publications at the beginning of this review study. We used 13 subsequent review papers [25-37] in this study to refine the CAF and to assess the interrater reliability. The review protocol was registered at PROSPERO under CRD42018084542 [38]. We then reported the results of adapting the CAF, including its reliability, to make it suitable for an evaluation of the adoption of PHRs and patients’ access to EHRs. The results of the review study on the determinants and outcomes of patients’ access to medical records were reported separately [10].

To improve the CAF and its definitions, one reviewer (HM) extracted quotes from the literature that described determinants and outcomes for the adoption of EHRs and PHRs, and another reviewer (RD) verified these extracted quotes. The two reviewers independently mapped the extracted quotes. The interrater reliability for the agreement on the mapping was calculated with Cohen’s unweighted kappa [39,40]. Each quote was mapped to two CAF categories: one for the determinant of the quote and the other for the outcome. Within each category, the quotes were classified into metrics by thematic analysis, as illustrated in Figure 2. The metrics and categorizations were iteratively revised to ensure consistent and meaningful categories for summarizing results, which was similar to the process described in Bassi, Lau, and Lesperance [15]. The mapping to two categories is visualized in Figure 2. For example, in the quote “Online record access and service users tended to be slightly older (t-test, P<0.001)” [31], the determinant metric could be “Age” and the outcome metric “Adoption”. Age would be classified as “21. Personal characteristics”, under the dimension “People” at the meso level, while adoption would be classified as “07. Use behaviour/pattern”, under the dimension “Use” at the micro level. For the sake of the review, we added the category “44. Other” to denote when a quote could not be classified using the CAF.

![Figure 2. Example of how a quote is mapped to a determinant metric and outcome metric. CAF: Clinical Adoption Framework.](image-url)

The results of this mapping and the differences in quote interpretation and CAF categorization were discussed among the two reviewers to achieve consensus. When necessary to achieve consensus, the definitions of the CAF were adapted and extended with inclusion and exclusion criteria to make them clearer. We presented the number of definitions for categories that were introduced, extended, or unchanged in each level. For agreements and disagreements between reviewers on mapping quotes to categories, we calculated the number of times each unique combination was agreed or disagreed upon (ie, number of times there was agreement on one certain category or disagreement between two specific categories). We counted the number of quotes that were classified into each category by a reviewer as well as how many quotes could not be mapped to the CAF. The level of agreement between reviewers on mapping quotes to each category indicated how ambiguous or well-defined the category was. This process resulted in a list of metrics that we distinguished. Statistical analysis was carried out in R version 3.5.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) with RStudio 1.1.453 (RStudio Inc, Boston, MA). The R script can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Results

In this section, we first list the definitions that were unchanged, extended, or introduced. Second, we discuss the interrater reliability and the spread of mapping quotes to CAF categories.

Adaptation of CAF Categories and Found Metrics

Definitions were introduced to the CAF for the 19 micro level categories, because they were missing in the original publication of the CAF. For example, the category “01. Functionality” of the dimension “System quality” was defined with the inclusion criteria “Actual or missing features/functionalities of the HIS...” (details can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1).
and their quality” and the exclusion criteria “If adoption or use of the HIS in general, without a particular functionality, then choose 07. Use behaviour/pattern”. Thus, the exclusion criteria were made explicit for when a quote must be classified in another category. For the 24 meso- and macro level categories, the definitions from Lau, Price, and Kashevjee [9] were used, either unchanged (9 categories) or extended (15 categories), to cover cases of patient and informal caregiver use and disambiguate the categories with refinements and exclusion criteria. For example, the definition for the category “21. Personal characteristics” of the dimension “People” was extended with “socio-economic status, ethnicity, computer skills, (health) literacy, health status” and “Behaviour”. These are factors that were found to be important for the adoption of a HIS by patients and caregivers, and were not included in the original CAF category definition. Table 1 shows the number of categories for each level and how many were introduced, extended, or unchanged. Table 2 shows the categories that were changed and provides an example for each level. The resulting definitions for disambiguation in each category are listed in Table A in Multimedia Appendix 2. The metrics of each category can be found in Table B in Multimedia Appendix 2.

### Table 1. The number of categories with introduced, extended, and unchanged definitions per level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Introduced</th>
<th>Extended</th>
<th>Unchanged</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meso</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Categories where inclusion and exclusion criteria were added.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Categories changed</th>
<th>Example [additions in brackets]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro</td>
<td>All categories from “01. Functionality” to “19. Access”</td>
<td>Inclusion criteria introduced for “01. Functionality”: [Actual or missing features/functionalities of the HIS(^a) and their quality.] Exclusion criteria introduced for “01. Functionality”: [For adoption or use of the HIS in general, not a particular functionality, use category “07. Use behaviour/pattern”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meso</td>
<td>“20. Individuals and groups”</td>
<td>Inclusion criteria extended for “21. Personal characteristics”: “Degree to which an individual’s characteristics, such as age, gender, education, [socio-economic status, ethnicity, computer skills, (health) literacy, health status,] experience and expertise can affect the adoption of an HIS” [9]. [Behaviour].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“21. Personal characteristics”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“22. Personal expectations”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“23. Roles and responsibilities”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“25. Culture”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“27. Info- and infrastructure”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“28. Return on value”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“30. Project”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“31. HIS-practice fit”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macro</td>
<td>“35. Legislative acts”</td>
<td>Definition extended with exclusion criteria for “35. Legislative acts”: [For privacy concerns use category “22. Personal expectation.”]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“36. Regulations and policies”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“39. Added values”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“41. Societal trends”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“42. Political trends”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“43. Economic trends”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)HIS: health information system.

### Interrater Reliability and Spread

From the 13 reviews [25-37], we extracted 624 quotes. Each of the 624 quotes were mapped twice (ie, to a determinant and an outcome category) resulting in 1248 mappings. We achieved a percentage agreement of 67.0% (418) and a kappa of 0.58 for the determinant category, and a percentage agreement of 62.5% (390) and a kappa of 0.55 for the outcome category. As shown in Table C and Table D in Multimedia Appendix 2, the three categories that were least ambiguous, based on their high agreement scores, were “16. Efficiency”, “21. Personal characteristics”, and “13. Patient safety”. In contrast, categories “09. Intention to use”, “04. Content”, and “30. Project” showed low agreement scores. Some disagreements between two categories occurred more often than others. For example, a feature relating to secure messaging or access to medical records was interpreted by one reviewer as “‘01. Functionality” and the other reviewer as “‘07. Use behaviour/pattern” 94 times. This happened for instance with the quote “Patients experienced easier communication and interactive discussion with their physician after reading the medical file” [37]. There was one quote that did not fit into any one of the categories: “Two articles proposed achieving data exchange by setting up (Regional) Health Information Exchanges that can standardize data and facilitate exchange among different organizations.” [24]. This result referred to infrastructure that exists outside of an organization to facilitate data exchange between organizations and would, therefore, fall into the macro level.
Discussion

Principal Findings
The definitions of the CAF categories were extended to be applicable to patient access to EHRs and the adoption of PHRs. This was achieved by adding factors that were found in the reviewed literature on patient access to EHRs, but were not present in the CAF yet, as was illustrated in the example of “21. Personal characteristics” in the results section. In addition, we developed guidance documentation in the form of inclusion criteria, exclusion criteria, and a list of metrics found. The interrater reliability of the reviewers applying the adapted CAF was moderate. However, we found the CAF to be a highly suitable and comprehensive framework to address patients’ access to EHRs, as we could achieve consensus on the mappings through discussion, and almost all results could be categorized in the CAF. The original content for the definitions of the CAF were unchanged and only extended with additional inclusion and exclusion criteria for disambiguation and for the application to patients’ access to EHRs. The number of agreements and disagreements and percentage of agreements varied among the CAF categories, just like the number of quotes that were mapped to each category. Some categories were not found at all in the reviews, especially those on the macro level.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Study
We showed how the CAF can be applied to studies evaluating patient access to EHRs and PHRs. Despite many publications on the application of the CAF, we are the first, to our knowledge, to provide measures on the interrater reliability. However, the unweighted Cohen’s kappa does not consider that categories actually reflect an order and results within each review are all correlated and come from the same study. Nonetheless, the moderate agreement indicates that the extended CAF is applicable in a consistent way. Because this study was a systematic review of systematic reviews, we have not investigated how to apply these results in primary implementation studies. The categories that were mapped to a lesser extent might have been underdefined, especially those at the macro level. It is possible that these categories may not have been reported in the literature, but also the literature may not have addressed the topics from those categories, or those categories could have been reported in other types of literature such as in policy, law, or gray literature, rather than scientific medical literature. Those categories with relatively high disagreement should also be further evaluated and redefined. Furthermore, the CAF could be used in studies to present their results in a more structured and standardized way. This will improve the ability to compare the results of different studies.

Results in Relation to Other Studies
The variability in the application of the CAF categories found in previous studies [15-18] can be explained by ambiguities that were addressed by the inclusion and exclusion criteria of this study. In addition, we found that mapping to a determinant and an outcome CAF category, instead of only one, decreased some of the ambiguity. Only one result, concerning regional information exchange, could not be mapped in the original CAF. This shows that overall the CAF is sufficiently comprehensive. However, we believe that the infrastructure that is available in the environment of an organization forms a missing category in the framework. This category could be introduced in the framework at the macro level to incorporate regional information and communication technologies (ICT) infrastructure, which might be more advanced in some regions than in others.

Implications of the Study
This adapted framework can be used in other reviews and in implementation studies of HISs, especially when the HIS has patients and informal caregivers as users. The definitions and metrics provided will still be of value to implementation studies by pointing out several aspects and metrics that have to be considered when carrying out HIS implementations. Furthermore, the results of this study fulfill part of the need for more guidance documentation when applying the CAF [11]. Our definitions with inclusion and exclusion criteria as well as the metrics found may contribute to a more consistent application of the framework. We recommend addressing specific relationships between determinants and outcomes using this framework, as we did by mapping quotes from the literature to two CAF categories.

Conclusions
The scope of the CAF was extended to the adoption of PHRs, in addition to EHRs, by health care providers, patients, and informal caregivers. Further definitions and inclusion and exclusion criteria disambiguate and guide the application of each category. We found moderate interrater reliability in applying the framework and variance among the categories in the framework. Future research should address the application of the CAF in primary implementation studies and studies focusing on macro level topics such as international and regional ICT infrastructures, standards, politics, incentive programs, and social trends.
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Abstract

Background: Clinical narratives represent the main form of communication within health care, providing a personalized account of patient history and assessments, and offering rich information for clinical decision making. Natural language processing (NLP) has repeatedly demonstrated its feasibility to unlock evidence buried in clinical narratives. Machine learning can facilitate rapid development of NLP tools by leveraging large amounts of text data.

Objective: The main aim of this study was to provide systematic evidence on the properties of text data used to train machine learning approaches to clinical NLP. We also investigated the types of NLP tasks that have been supported by machine learning and how they can be applied in clinical practice.

Methods: Our methodology was based on the guidelines for performing systematic reviews. In August 2018, we used PubMed, a multifaceted interface, to perform a literature search against MEDLINE. We identified 110 relevant studies and extracted information about text data used to support machine learning, NLP tasks supported, and their clinical applications. The data properties considered included their size, provenance, collection methods, annotation, and any relevant statistics.

Results: The majority of datasets used to train machine learning models included only hundreds or thousands of documents. Only 10 studies used tens of thousands of documents, with a handful of studies utilizing more. Relatively small datasets were utilized for training even when much larger datasets were available. The main reason for such poor data utilization is the annotation bottleneck faced by supervised machine learning algorithms. Active learning was explored to iteratively sample a subset of data for manual annotation as a strategy for minimizing the annotation effort while maximizing the predictive performance of the model. Supervised learning was successfully used where clinical codes integrated with free-text notes into electronic health records were utilized as class labels. Similarly, distant supervision was used to utilize an existing knowledge base to automatically annotate raw text. Where manual annotation was unavoidable, crowdsourcing was explored, but it remains unsuitable because of the sensitive nature of data considered. Besides the small volume, training data were typically sourced from a small number of institutions, thus offering no hard evidence about the transferability of machine learning models. The majority of studies focused on text classification. Most commonly, the classification results were used to support phenotyping, prognosis, care improvement, resource management, and surveillance.

Conclusions: We identified the data annotation bottleneck as one of the key obstacles to machine learning approaches in clinical NLP. Active learning and distant supervision were explored as a way of saving the annotation efforts. Future research in this field would benefit from alternatives such as data augmentation and transfer learning, or unsupervised learning, which do not require data annotation.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e17984) doi:10.2196/17984
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Introduction

Clinical narratives represent the main form of communication within health care. In comparison with generically coded elements of electronic health records (EHRs), the narrative notes provide a more detailed and personalized account of patient history and assessments, offering a better context for clinical decision making [1]. Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of artificial intelligence that studies the ways in which the analysis and synthesis of information expressed in a natural language can be automated. It has repeatedly demonstrated its feasibility to unlock evidence buried in clinical narratives, making it available for large-scale analysis down the stream [2]. Traditionally, rule-based approaches were commonly used to unlock evidence of specific types [3]. Their development requires some form of direct interaction with clinical experts to convert their knowledge, often tacit, into a set of explicit pattern-matching rules.

Machine learning has long been hailed as a silver bullet solution for the knowledge elicitation bottleneck, the main argument being that the task of annotating the data manually is easier than that of eliciting the knowledge [4]. Nonetheless, the amount of data required to train a machine learning model may require as much time to annotate as the knowledge elicitation itself [5]. Much like the law of energy conservation, it seems that the knowledge required to inform the creation of an accurate computational model is simply transferred from one form to another. Instead of explicit knowledge in the form of rules, machine learning is based on implicit knowledge in the form of annotations and their distribution, with the time involved in their acquisition remaining virtually constant.

Another problem associated with the machine learning approach is the availability of clinical narratives given the sensitive nature of health data and privacy concerns [6]. These problems (ie, unavailability of manually annotated data) may result in the lack of representativeness of the training data and consequently substandard performance of the corresponding machine learning models. For these reasons, the main aim of this review was to provide systematic evidence on the properties of text data used to train machine learning approaches to clinical NLP. In addition, we investigate the types of NLP tasks that have been supported by machine learning and how they can be applied in clinical practice.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We start by explaining the methodology of this systematic review in detail. We then discuss the main findings of the review. Finally, we conclude the review by outlining future research directions in this field.

Methods

Overview

On the basis of the guidelines for performing systematic reviews described by Kitchenham [7], our methodology is structured around the following steps. First, research questions (RQs) were used to define the scope, depth, and the overall aim of the review. Next, a search strategy was designed to identify all studies that are relevant to the RQs in an efficient and reproducible manner. In addition, inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined to refine the scope. A critical appraisal of the included studies was conducted to ensure that the findings of the review are valid. During data extraction, the relevant information was identified from the included studies and semistructured to facilitate the synthesis of evidence and support the findings of the review.

Research Questions

The overarching topic of this review is concerned with the properties of text data used to enable machine learning approaches to clinical NLP. The main aim of the review was to answer the RQs given in Table 1. RQ1 aims at describing the properties of data that are relevant for interpreting the performance of machine learning. These properties include size, provenance, heterogeneity, annotations, and others. Here, heterogeneity refers to content, structure, and clinical domains. RQ2 classifies the problems addressed by machine learning in the context of NLP into different types of computational tasks. Finally, RQ3 focuses on the ways in which NLP based on machine learning can be applied to tackle practical problems encountered in clinical practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>RQ</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>What are the key properties of data used to train and evaluate machine learning models?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ2</td>
<td>What types of NLP(^b) tasks have been supported by machine learning?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ3</td>
<td>How can NLP based on machine learning be applied in clinical practice?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)RQ: research question.  
\(^b\)NLP: natural language processing.

Search Strategy

We used PubMed as a search engine to retrieve relevant documents from the MEDLINE database of 28 million citations from life sciences and biomedical literature, which are indexed by Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). MeSH is a hierarchically organized controlled vocabulary used for manually indexing articles in MEDLINE in a uniform and consistent manner to facilitate their retrieval. We derived a list of search terms to describe the topic of this review: machine learning, deep learning, text, natural language, clinical, health, health care, and patient. Here, machine learning and deep learning are used to retrieve articles that employ this methodology. Note that MeSH includes the term machine learning, thus making it easier to retrieve relevant articles.
unnecessary to include specific machine learning techniques such as support vector machines or conditional random fields into the search query. The following 2 search terms, text and natural language, refer to the relevant type of input into the learning methods. The final 4 terms were used to refer to clinical applications. Owing to the broad nature and common use of the last 6 terms, their mentions were restricted to titles and abstracts only. In an attempt to prevent retrieval of nonoriginal studies and NLP applications developed to support systematic reviews, we negated the terms literature, bibliometric, and systematic review. Finally, to focus on the emerging application of machine learning, we restricted the search to the period from January 1, 2015. The search was performed on August 8, 2018. The search terms were combined into a PubMed query as follows:


We identified 389 candidate articles according to the described search strategy. The results were further screened against the selection criteria.

**Selection Criteria**

The scope of this systematic review was formally defined by the inclusion and exclusion criteria given in **Textboxes 1 and 2**, respectively. Having screened the retrieved articles against the inclusion and exclusion criteria, a total of 149 articles were retained for further processing.

**Textbox 1.** Inclusion criteria.

1. The study has to use natural language processing.
2. Machine learning has to be used to support such processing.
3. Input text has to be routinely collected within health care boundaries.
4. Input text has to be written or dictated.
5. The article has to be peer reviewed.
6. The full text has to be freely available online for academic use.

**Textbox 2.** Exclusion criteria.

1. Articles written in a language other than English.
2. Natural language processing of a language other than English.
3. Natural language processing of spoken language.

Given the interdisciplinary nature of articles considered for this review, we encountered a wide diversity of venues in which they were published. Not surprisingly, some studies put an emphasis on the clinical aspects but neglected to describe the computational aspects of the study in sufficient detail to support its reproducibility. To be included in this review, articles needed to provide sufficient information to support answering RQs defined in Table 1. In other words, they needed to describe the datasets used; define the NLP problem clearly; describe the features used to support NLP; state the machine learning methods used and, where appropriate, their parameters; and provide a formal evaluation of the results. A total of 39 studies were found not to match these criteria. This further reduced the number of selected articles to 110 [8-117]. Figure 1 summarizes the outcomes of the 4 major stages in the systematic literature review.
Data Extraction

We explored the selected studies to extract data that contribute to answering the RQs given in Table 1. Data were extracted from the full text of articles under the following headings: data, task, clinical domain, and clinical application. The data properties considered included their size, provenance, collection methods, annotation, and any relevant statistics. The task was defined as a subfield of NLP (e.g., text classification, information extraction (IE), named entity recognition (NER), and word sense disambiguation [WSD]). This was supplemented with task-specific information; for example, for NER, we also specified the type of named entities considered. Clinically relevant information was extracted to identify the potential for practical applications. The extracted data were then used to facilitate a narrative synthesis of the main findings.

Results

The first step in developing a machine learning model is to collect data relevant to the problem at hand. Ultimately, the model’s performance will depend on the properties of such a dataset. We summarized these properties, including data size, key data sources, training annotations, and types of clinical documents considered.

Size

Among other factors, the performance of machine learning models and the significance of test results depend on the size of the dataset used for training and testing, respectively. In this section, we examine the size of datasets used in the studies included in this review. Owing to large variations in data sizes, we used a logarithmic scale to fit this information into the chart shown in Figure 2, which stratifies the datasets according to their order of magnitude. Some studies used as few as 40 documents [48] and as few as 15 patients [28]. The vast majority of datasets have the cardinality in the range of hundreds or thousands. Only 10 studies used tens of thousands of documents, with a handful of studies utilizing more than that despite the fact that machine learning approaches are data hungry in the sense that their performance is strongly correlated with the amount of training data available.

Relatively small datasets were utilized even when much larger datasets were available. Figure 3 demonstrates data utilization on a logarithmic scale, with some studies utilizing as little as 0.002% of available data [44] and as much as 11.88% [11]. Specific examples illustrate this issue: 500 from 188,843 [32], 300 from 4025 [59], 62 from 6343 [25], 323 from 16,000 [24], 1188 from 10,000 [11], 1610 from 52,746 [39], 1004 from 96,303 [112], 1058 from 376,487 [34], 10,000 from 103,564 sentences [36], less than 12,000 out of 137,522+28,159 [101], 562 from 2.5 million [44], 8288 from 2,977,739 [13], 6174 from 2.6 million [113], 3467 from 8,168,330 [68], and 2159 from 24 million [19].
Annotation

The main reason for such poor data utilization is the annotation bottleneck faced by supervised machine learning algorithms, which require training data to be annotated to generalize them into predictive mathematical models. Compiling manually annotated corpora is both labor-intensive and error prone. The fact that annotations are task-specific means that the training data rarely get to be recycled. The labor and time limitations imposed on individual studies will naturally be correlated with the volume of manually annotated training data. Active learning aims to address the annotation bottleneck by involving human experts in the machine learning process in an attempt to improve performance with relatively small annotation effort [20,54,100].

An active learning algorithm can iteratively sample a subset of data for manual annotation, depending on the current predictive performance. Sampling strategies can be based on a disagreement between different predictive models or different measures of uncertainty, density, and expectation of a single predictive model. Such sampling depends on the quality of a predictive model and may not be efficient when retraining the model lasts relatively long. Alternatively, diversity measures can be used to prioritize annotation. For instance, pair-wise cosine similarity was used to compare sentences and prioritize those least similar to annotated sentences for annotation [20]. However, this may lead to the selection of outliers, whose presence in the training data can result in a degradation of predictive models. By considering representativeness and informativeness, outliers are less likely to be selected, thus leading to better coverage of the data characteristics and, consequently better predictive models. Here, the average similarity between a sentence and all other sentences indicates
trained on such data is their provenance. The structure and style of clinical narratives may vary greatly between institutions [119]. Therefore, when the provenance of data is confined to a small number of contributing institutions, the data may not be representative. This, in turn, may lead to overfitting, a modeling error that occurs when a complex model adapts to the idiosyncrasies of the training data and fails to generalize the underlying properties of the problem. Unfortunately, the majority of studies reviewed here were limited to the authors’ host institutions [8,10,12,15,17,22,24,25,28,30-33,35,40,41,44,66,70,76,79,84-86,89,90,94,95,99,105,106,111,113]. Rarely are such datasets freely accessible to the community. A notable exception is the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) [120], a freely accessible critical care database that stores a wide range of clinical narratives, including radiology reports [87], clinical notes [102] and discharge summaries [16,39]. Although it is a single-site dataset, some consolation may be found in the sheer volume of data. More importantly, its public availability allows for rigorous and detailed direct comparison of competing approaches, a rare commodity in clinical NLP.

Only 9 studies used data from 2 institutions [36,47,50,56,61,100,103,109,112]. Three studies used data from 3 institutions [45,71,87]. A handful of studies managed to obtain data from multiple sources: 5 [38], 6 [73], 18 [19], and 28 [37]. The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) [121,122], as the largest integrated health care system in the United States, provides centralized access to data from multiple institutions, enhancing the credibility of results achieved on such data [13,14,29,34,55,68,72,77,97].

**Availability**

Most datasets used in the included studies originated from a few institutions, thus offering no hard evidence about the transferability of machine learning models. Knowing that the format and style of clinical notes may vary substantially across institutions [119], it is not uncommon to observe a significant drop in performance when training a model in one institution and testing it in another [33,61,75,105,109]. This remains an ongoing concern for the clinical NLP community, where the confidentiality of data involved requires a careful balance between accessibility and privacy protection. In this section, we discuss wider availability of data that provide opportunities for secondary uses, including research. In this context, the NLP community challenges play an important role in providing access to clinical data to a wider pool of researchers and establishing benchmarks for future comparisons. Not surprisingly, many studies reviewed here have been enabled by the datasets shared in community challenges, which are described in Table 2.

---

**Provenance**

Besides the small volume of training data, another issue that might affect the performance of machine learning methods how representative it is [54]. The higher the similarity, the more representative the sentence is.

In principle, supervised learning approaches are convenient when labels are readily available. For instance, EHRs combine different types of data elements from unstructured data such as free text and images to structured data (ie, discrete elements such as numbers, dates, and codes) from controlled medical terminologies [118]. In the studies included in this systematic review, larger datasets (ie, those ranging from tens of thousands to millions, see Figure 2), were used mostly in cases where existing structured data were utilized as labels. For instance, in relation to hospitalization, readily available information about events such as in-hospital death [102], discharge [90], readmission [9], and emergency department visits [37] was used to train models to predict future events of this type well in advance to inform an appropriate course of action. Similarly, in relation to diagnostics, both prior (eg, imaging protocol [17,94]) and posterior (eg, test result [69]) information was utilized for supervision. International Classification of Diseases (ICD) diagnosis codes were used to train predictive models from historical data to identify patients at risk [16,22,50] or to facilitate disease surveillance [76]. Similarly, supervised models trained with ICD procedure codes otherwise used for billing can be used for cost optimization but also improving the quality of care [81]. Indeed, all of these examples have clear applications in care improvement and resource management. In some other cases (eg, classification of clinical notes into medical subdomains [103]), the utility of such information remains unclear.

Some types of learning problems such as WSD lend themselves well to semiautomated labeling based on greedy matching. Not surprisingly, the corresponding methods were tested on large datasets [33,105]. Similarly, using the concept of distant supervision, which utilizes an existing knowledge base to automatically annotate raw text, as much as 9.5 million clinical notes were annotated with adverse drug events [99]. Where manual annotation was unavoidable, crowdsourcing was explored. This approach is suitable for patient-facing problems such as readability of medical documents [116], where lay annotators are indeed ideally suited for the annotation task. The concept of crowdsourcing was explored for problems that require medical expertise [24]. Even though the interannotator agreement among crowdsourced workers was found to be much lower than that of medical experts, with Krippendorff alpha coefficient over .7, it was still found to be good agreement beyond chance. However, privacy constraints do undermine the feasibility of crowdsourcing in the context of clinical narratives.

**Provenance**

Besides the small volume of training data, another issue that might affect the performance of machine learning methods
Table 2. Datasets used in clinical natural language processing community challenges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Provenance</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Annotations</th>
<th>Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010 i2b2/VA [123]</td>
<td>PHC&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;, BIDMC&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;, UPMC&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Discharge summaries, progress reports</td>
<td>871</td>
<td>Medical problems, treatments, tests, and relations among them</td>
<td>[20,49,64,67,96,104]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 i2b2/VA [124]</td>
<td>PHC, BIDMC, UPMC, Mayo&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Discharge summaries, progress reports, radiology reports, pathology reports, other reports</td>
<td>978+164</td>
<td>Coreference chains for the problem, person, test, result, treatment, anatomical site, disease or syndrome, sign or symptom, etc</td>
<td>[63]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012 i2b2 [125]</td>
<td>PHC, BIDMC</td>
<td>Discharge summaries</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>Clinical events, temporal expressions, temporal relations</td>
<td>[64]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 ShARe/CLEF eHealth [126]</td>
<td>BIDMC</td>
<td>Discharge summaries, electrocardiogram reports, echocardiogram reports, radiology reports</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Disorders, acronyms, and abbreviations</td>
<td>[54,57,88,98,114]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 i2b2/UTHealth [127,128]</td>
<td>PHC</td>
<td>Longitudinal medical records</td>
<td>1304</td>
<td>Protected health information; risk factors for heart disease</td>
<td>[18,21,26,52,62,64,80,82,91,107,108]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015 SemEval/THYME [129]</td>
<td>Mayo</td>
<td>Clinical notes, pathology reports</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>Times, events, and temporal relations among them</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Size is expressed as the number of documents.  
<sup>b</sup>Partners Health Care (PHC) is a nonprofit hospital and physician network that includes Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Massachusetts General Hospital.  
<sup>c</sup>Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (BIDMC) is a teaching hospital of Harvard Medical School. Both organizations are based in Boston, Massachusetts, United States.  
<sup>d</sup>The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center (UPMC) is a global nonprofit health enterprise that integrates over 35 hospitals, 600 clinical locations, and a health insurance division.  
<sup>e</sup>The Mayo Clinic is a nonprofit academic medical center based in Rochester, Minnesota, which focuses on integrated clinical practice, education, and research. The clinic specializes in treating difficult cases through tertiary care.

Similarly, MIMIC dataset represents a key driver of open research in clinical NLP. It is notable for being the only freely accessible critical care database of its kind [120]. Data analysis is unrestricted once a data use agreement is accepted, enabling clinical research and education internationally. The open nature of the data supports the reproducibility of findings and enables continual research advances. MIMIC is a large, single-center database that stores deidentified, comprehensive clinical information relating to patients admitted to critical care units at the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Centre in Boston, Massachusetts, United States, a large tertiary care hospital. Its content, which spans more than a decade, integrates different types of data (see Table 3). Of interest to this systematic review are free-text data, which include various types of notes and reports. Their integration with coded data offers an opportunity to circumvent manual annotation of data for supervised learning and evaluation purposes. For instance, Berndorfer and Henriksson [16] used a large dataset of 59,531 discharge summaries with at least one assigned ICD diagnosis code to automate the process of diagnosis coding. However, in many cases, accurate classification of medical conditions exists only in clinical narratives. Therefore, it may be necessary to annotate relevant phrases in the free text to train classification models. For instance, Gehrmann et al [39] manually annotated 1610 discharge summaries from MIMIC to automatically learn which phrases are relevant for 10 patient phenotypes considered. Similarly, Tahmasebi et al [87] manually annotated 860 radiology reports from MIMIC and 2 other institutions to evaluate an unsupervised approach to detecting and normalizing anatomical phrases.
In addition to openness, an important driver of advancing state of the art in clinical NLP is an ability to access a wide range of data sources, many of which may not be compatible with national or organization-wide standards. As the largest integrated health care system in the United States, which provides care at 1243 health care facilities, including 172 medical centers and 1062 outpatient sites of care of varying complexity, the VHA [121,122] has the potential to address this challenge. The VHA offers veterans (ie, those who served in the active military, naval, or air service and who were discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorable) a wide range of inpatient, outpatient, mental health, rehabilitation, and long-term care services, which are all linked by an EHR platform. The construction of the VHA’s information infrastructure, the Veterans Information Systems Technology Architecture (VistA), began in 1982 and became operational in 1985. VistA integrates multiple applications seamlessly that are accessible via a graphical user interface, the Computerized Patient Record System, first launched in 1997. Designed primarily to support clinical care delivery rather than billing, the system has been used since 2004 to document all routine clinical activities currently storing more than 16 billion clinical entries.

On average, 1 million free-text notes (eg, progress notes and discharge summaries), 1.2 million provider-entered electronic orders, 2.8 million images (radiologic studies, electrocardiograms, and photographs), and 1 million vital signs were stored in VistA daily. Such proliferation of data quickly outgrew the original plans for storage capacity, network bandwidth, support staff, and information technology budget, leading to the construction of the Corporate Data Warehouse (CDW) in 2006. The new repository for patient-level data extracts so that they can be shared outside of the VHA. Such uses, the VHA has partitioned a section of the CDW for use by health services and informatics investigators, who can access these data in secure workspaces within the VHA’s firewall. The VHA is developing mechanisms to fully deidentify data extracts so that they can be shared outside of the VHA.

Similar to MIMIC, integration of structured (coded) and unstructured (free-text) data offers an opportunity to circumvent manual annotation of data for supervised learning and evaluation purposes. In this manner, Ben-Ari et al [14] utilized postoperative notes of 32,636 patients by cross-referencing them to prescription data. However, most studies still rely on manual annotation of information that is not well documented in structured data. For example, Bates et al [13] manually annotated 8288 radiology reports as fall or not fall at the document level. Similarly, Maguen et al [68] annotated 3467 randomly selected psychotherapy notes with respect to the use of evidence-based psychotherapy. Patterson et al [77] manually annotated 2000 colonoscopy procedure notes with an indication, which included screening, nonscreening, noncolonoscopy, and unknown. Walsh et al [97] annotated 3900 snippets of text referring to axial spondyloarthritis in a corpus sampled from 500 million clinical notes and 120 million radiology notes. Divita et al [29] sampled 948 records from 164 preselected document types and annotated them manually to identify 5819 positively asserted symptoms within the documents. Kim et al [55] annotated a corpus of 1465 echocardiography reports, radiology reports, and other note types from multiple medical centers sampled at random for mentions and assessments of left ventricular ejection fraction. Fodeh et al [34] sampled 1058 clinical notes of 101 types and manually annotated fine-grained information about pain assessments, which included not only pain mention but also its features such as intensity, quality, site, and etiology. Meystr et al [72] sampled a cohort of 1083 patients and annotated their clinical notes of more than 10 preselected types with information regarding congestive heart failure treatment performance measures. These in-document annotations were summarized at the clinical note and patient level for binary classification of patients as meeting the treatment performance measure or not. These studies illustrate the extent of manual annotation effort involved in developing machine learning approaches to clinical NLP. Unfortunately, manual annotations remain underutilized.

http://medinform.jmir.org/2020/3/e17984/
Types of Narratives
The vast majority of studies focused on a single type of clinical narrative. This may be driven by a specific clinical application. For instance, Mai and Krauthammer [69] focused exclusively on free-text test orders to predict whether a patient would test positive for a particular virus in a quest to reduce viral testing volumes. To support service improvement, Elmessiry et al [30] focused solely on patient complaints. Similarly, applications related to patient safety focused on relevant documents such as adverse event reports [15], patient safety event reports [35], and incident reports [101].

Not surprisingly, most clinical applications of NLP focus on diagnosis and prognosis as they are central to medicine. Clinicians and health policymakers need to make predictions about the diagnosis and disease prognosis to support their decision making. These 2 applications focus primarily on various types of reports. For instance, electroencephalography reports were used to study epilepsy [41,70], whereas echocardiography reports were used to extract information relevant to cardiovascular medicine [55]. Most studies explored radiology reports [13,24,43,45,85,87,110,111]. They typically focus on a single imaging modality such as computer tomography [11,48,71,106,112] or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [17,47,94]. Such a segregated approach may be warranted by the intrinsic differences in the types of images produced, which may be reflected in the types of information discussed in the corresponding reports. For instance, MRI better differentiates between soft tissues than x-ray imaging does. Therefore, their respective reports may focus on different types of anatomical structures and their pathologies. This implies that machine learning models trained on one type of report may not be transferrable to another.

Nonetheless, aggregating findings from multiple imaging modalities [19,46,73] and other types of examination may increase diagnostic accuracy, especially when planning surgical treatments. In particular, pathology and radiology form the core of cancer diagnosis, leading to an initiative to integrate pathology and radiology studies to support making correct diagnoses and appropriate patient management and treatment decisions [132]. In this context, Bahl et al [10] combined mammographic reports, image-guided core needle biopsy reports, and surgical pathologic reports to avoid unnecessary surgical excisions. An important data source that supports this type of integration is RadBank, a database that links radiology and pathology reports [133]. It contains more than 2 million reports and allows full-text search by patient history, findings, and diagnosis by radiology and pathology. Still, the majority of studies focused on pathology reports alone [8,22,38,66,75,76]. Combinations of different report types were mostly used in enabling studies that focused on NLP tasks without a specific clinical application in mind (eg, NER approaches trained on electrocardiography, echocardiography, and radiology reports) [54,57,88,98,114].

Heterogeneity across different types of reports, including cardiac catheterization procedure reports, coronary angiographic reports together with integrated reports that combine history and physical report, discharge summary, outpatient clinic notes, outpatient clinic letter, and inpatient discharge medication report retrieved from the Emory Cardiovascular Biobank [134] was utilized to train robust machine learning models [115]. Different subsets drawn from clinical notes, admission notes, discharge summaries, progress reports, radiology reports, allergy entries, and free-text medication orders are typically used to support fundamental NLP applications such as spell-checking [56]; coreference resolution [63]; WSD [100], including that of abbreviations [105]; and NER [20,64]. Finally, colonoscopy reports were used to explore the feasibility of NLP in a clinical setting [77,93].

Discharge summaries are used as the primary communication means between hospitals and primary care and, as such, are essential for ensuring patient safety and continuity of care. Their content and structure may vary greatly between institutions and clinicians [135]. Typical components include dates of admission and discharge, reason for hospitalization, significant findings from history and examination, significant laboratory findings, significant radiological findings, significant findings from other tests, list of procedures performed, procedure report findings, stress test report findings, pathology report findings, discharge diagnosis, condition at discharge, discharge medications, follow-up issues, pending test results, and information provided to patients and family. Practically, discharge summaries may be viewed as amalgamations of different types of clinical narratives, some of which we discussed previously. Although this may make their processing more challenging, any algorithms trained on discharge summaries are more likely to be applicable across a wider range of clinical narratives. Discharge summaries tend to provide the most informative accounts of patient phenotypes and have been used to automate cohort selection [39]. This also makes them well suited for training and testing NER approaches [59,96,104], extraction of relationships between them [49,67], or predicting diagnoses [16].

Other types of clinical narratives considered include physician notes [84], progress notes [25,40,90], EHR notes [74,81,116], surgical notes [14,79], and emergency department notes [50,109]. Unspecified type of clinical notes [102] were used mostly for classification [9,12,31,61,86,95,103,113], WSD [33], and disambiguation and IE [36,51,99].

Psychiatric notes were used mainly in an NLP community challenge to extract protected health information and symptom severity [23,27,42,53,58,65,78,83,92]. These narratives are key enablers of mental health informatics as the fine-grained context of actionable information does not readily lend itself to predefined coding schemes. Other types of documents used to support mental health applications include psychotherapy notes [68], event and correspondence notes [32], progress notes [40], and those in general clinical context including admission notes and discharge summaries [117].

Longitudinal EHRs were mainly used in NLP community challenges [18,21,26,52,62,80,82,91,107,108]. In practical applications, cumulative patient profiles were used to predict frequent emergency department visits [37]. Longitudinal records
consisting of encounter and clinical notes were used to determine whether a candidate problem is genuine or not [28]. Similarly, encounter notes were used to determine whether a specific dermatological problem was definite, probable, or negative [44].

**Clinical Applications**

This section focuses on the clinical applications of NLP approaches based on machine learning. We mapped 21 clinical applications against 7 NLP tasks (see Figure 4). It should be noted that we excluded a total of 39 studies that did not provide sufficient information to support answering RQs defined in Table 1. These studies may have described their own clinical applications, which are not discussed in this section.

![Figure 4. Clinical applications underpinned by natural language processing tasks.](image-url)

Not surprisingly, the vast majority of studies focused on the task of text classification, which naturally lends itself to supervised machine learning. Most commonly, the classification results were used to support phenotyping, prognosis, care improvement, resource management, and surveillance.

EHR-based phenotyping approaches leverage data collected routinely in the course of health care delivery to identify cohorts of individuals that share certain clinical characteristics, events, and service patterns [136]. Their data can then be used for the secondary purposes of observational and interventional studies, prospective recruitment into clinical trials, health services research, public health surveillance, and comparative effectiveness research. Standardized computable phenotypes can enable large-scale studies while ensuring reliability and reproducibility. For instance, historical trial patient enrollment decisions were used to demonstrate the potential of NLP to increase trial screening efficiency by 450% and reduce workload associated with patient cohort identification by 90% [137]. Different types of events identified from EHRs include falls [13] and long bone fractures [43]. Most often, EHR phenotyping focused on a single medical condition, eg, axial spondyloarthritis [97], hypertension [89], systemic lupus erythematosus [95], dermatitis [44], obesity [61], celiac disease [22], epilepsy [41], autism [84], or psychiatric problems in general [40]. Two studies differentiated between multiple disorders. Tran and Kavuluru [92] focused on 11 mental disorders including attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, anxiety, bipolar disorder, dementia, depression, eating disorder, grief, obsessive compulsive spectrum disorder, psychosis, and posttraumatic stress disorder. Gehrmann et al [39] focused on a less homogeneous list of 10 disorders including advanced cancer, advanced heart disease, advanced lung disease, chronic neurologic dystrophies, chronic pain, alcohol abuse, substance abuse, obesity, psychiatric disorders, and depression.

In terms of prognosis, text classification results were used to predict 3-month survival [12], the likelihood of intracranial hemorrhage [11] and the development of coronary artery disease [18,26,62,80,82,91,107,108] or prognosis based on cancer staging [75].

At the other end of the spectrum from text classification were lower-level tasks such as coreference resolution [63,110] and WSD [33,100,105], which were not associated with any particular clinical application. However, their importance lies in enabling other higher-level NLP tasks. Similarly, as a subtask of IE, NER can be used to support structuring text into predefined templates, whose slots need to be filled with named entities of relevant types. The majority of NER studies were related to NLP community challenges such as those described in studies by Uzuner et al [123], Suominen et al [126], and Stubbs et al [131]. They focused on entities such as medical
problems, tests, and treatments [20,49,67,96,104]; disorders [54,57,88,98,114]; and protected health information [27,58,65].

Unlike NER, the more complex task of IE found a wider variety of clinical applications, the most prominent of which include prognosis and care improvement. For instance, cancer stage is one of the most important prognostic parameters in cancer, but this information is typically recorded in clinical narratives, which means that medical abstractors have to read through large volumes of text to extract such information. Given the importance and laboriousness of this task, it is not a coincidence that all IE approaches with prognosis as the most obvious clinical application focused on cancer staging [8,38,111]. Another IE approach related to cancer focused on extraction of symptoms experienced by patients during chemotherapy [36]. Rather than prognosis, this information can be used to improve patient care through modifying treatments and recognizing and managing symptoms. Similarly, extraction of information about assessments and medications can be used to improve management and outpatient treatment of patients suffering from chronic heart failure [72].

Triage is a process for sorting patients into groups based on their need for or likely benefit from medical treatment. Clustering, which is the task of grouping objects in a way that objects within a cluster are more similar to one another than to those in other clusters, can, therefore, naturally be applied to triage patients. Clustering was used to identify latent groups of lymphoma patients from their pathology reports [66]. Another study confirmed that automatically generated clusters of radiology reports coincided with major topics in radiology investigations [46]. Surprisingly, triage was not found to be a common clinical application of NLP and was largely associated with a single author [45–48].

**Summary**

In this review, we examined the key properties of data used to train and evaluate machine learning models. We found that the size of the training dataset tends to be relatively small. For instance, the vast majority of studies included only hundreds or thousands of documents. Relatively small proportions were utilized for training even when much larger datasets were available. Beside their volume being small, training data were typically sourced from few institutions. In addition to the NLP community challenges such as i2b2, ShARe/CLEF eHealth, and CEGS N-GRID, most commonly used data sources were MIMIC and VHA. The vast majority of studies focused on a single type of clinical narratives, which ranged from imaging reports to hospital discharge summaries. Most often, training data were used to support the tasks of text classification, IE, and NER. Only a handful of studies focused on tasks such as clustering, ranking, coreference resolution, and WSD. Most commonly, the classification results were used to support clinical applications such as phenotyping, prognosis, care improvement, resource management, and surveillance. The remaining NLP tasks did not have clear clinical applications. In fact, the majority were used to enable other higher-level NLP tasks.

**Discussion**

The use of text data in health informatics applications present quite a few challenges, the main ones being the preservation of patient privacy and the annotation bottleneck. Consequently, the training datasets become afflicted with problems typically associated with an unrepresentative sample. In other words, they may not reflect the distribution of characteristics of the target problem. In machine learning, such bias may lead to overfitting, a modeling error that occurs when a complex model adapts to idiosyncrasies of the training data and fails to generalize the underlying properties of the problem.

Unfortunately, most datasets used in the included studies originated from few institutions, thus offering no hard evidence about the generalizability and transferability of machine learning models. With the format and style of clinical notes varying substantially across institutions [119], a significant drop in performance was observed when training a model in one institution and testing it in another [33,61,75,105,109]. In this context, NLP community challenges play an important role in providing access to clinical data to a wider pool of researchers and establishing benchmarks for future comparisons. Not surprisingly, many studies included in this systematic review were enabled by the datasets shared in NLP community challenges. Unfortunately, relying on these challenges to provide clinical text data to NLP researchers seems like putting a Band-Aid on a proverbial bullet wound. Alternative opportunities have presented themselves in the form of synthetic health data, which contain the health records of realistic albeit not real patients. For instance, Synthea, the original open source synthetic health data software, can be used to simulate disease progression and the corresponding medical care to produce risk-free health care records at scale [138]. As synthetic data are not associated with any privacy concerns, crowdsourcing remains an option for their annotation though it may still require medical expertise, which remains an expensive commodity.

In terms of data annotation, lessons can be learned from other fields such as computer vision and speech processing, which have similarly been plagued by the lack of annotated data. They use data augmentation techniques to diversify data available for training of machine learning models without actually collecting any new data [139]. Similar techniques are now increasingly used to augment text data in a quest to improve generalization performance of the corresponding machine learning models [140-143]. Alternatively, transfer learning can be applied to leverage knowledge (features, parameters, etc) acquired in one domain and/or task with sufficient training data to support learning in another, which has got significantly less training data, thereby reducing expensive data annotation efforts [144,145]. In some cases, manual data annotation can be avoided altogether by applying the concept of distant supervision, which relies on an existing knowledge base to annotate text data automatically [146].

Some problems (eg, in-hospital death [102], discharge [90], readmission [9], and emergency department visits [37]), where labels are readily available, lend themselves naturally to supervised learning approaches. For instances, EHRs combine
free-text data with codes from controlled medical terminologies, which can be utilized as class labels [118]. These codes were used to train predictive models from historical data to identify patients at risk [16,22,50], facilitate disease surveillance [76], or optimize the cost and quality of care [81]. For other problems, where data have to be annotated manually from scratch, insisting on supervised learning is very much like trying to fit a square peg through a round hole, leaving unsupervised approaches such as topic modeling largely underexplored even though they may be better fit for purpose for clinical applications such as EHR phenotyping, patient triage, care, and service improvement. In summary, we identified the data annotation bottleneck as one of the key obstacles to machine learning approaches in clinical NLP. Active learning has been explored as a way of using the annotation efforts in a more strategic manner. However, the clinical NLP community could benefit from using alternatives such as data augmentation, transfer learning, and distant supervision. Ultimately, unsupervised learning avoids the need for data annotation altogether and, therefore, should be used more frequently to support clinical NLP.
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Abstract

\textbf{Background:} The United States is in the midst of an opioid epidemic. Long-term use of opioid medications is associated with an increased risk of dependence. The US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention makes specific recommendations regarding opioid prescribing, including that prescription quantities should not exceed the intended duration of treatment.

\textbf{Objective:} The purpose of this study was to determine if opioid prescription quantities written at our institution exceed intended duration of treatment and whether enhancements to our electronic health record system improved any discrepancies.

\textbf{Methods:} We examined the opioid prescriptions written at our institution for a 22-month period. We examined the duration of treatment documented in the prescription itself and calculated a duration based on the quantity of tablets and doses per day. We determined whether requiring documentation of the prescription duration affected these outcomes.

\textbf{Results:} We reviewed 72,314 opioid prescriptions, of which 16.96\% had a calculated duration that was greater than what was documented in the prescription. Making the duration a required field significantly reduced this discrepancy (17.95\% vs 16.21\%, \(P < .001\)) but did not eliminate it.

\textbf{Conclusions:} Health information technology vendors should develop tools that, by default, accurately represent prescription durations and/or modify doses and quantities dispensed based on provider-entered durations. This would potentially reduce unintended prolonged opioid use and reduce the potential for long-term dependence.

\textit{(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e16199)} doi:10.2196/16199

\textbf{KEYWORDS}
informatics; electronic health record; opioids; prescription; duration

Introduction

The United States is in the midst of an opioid epidemic [1,2]. The rate of death from opioids is increasing; more than 67\% of the 70,237 overdose deaths in the United States in 2017 were attributed to opioid drugs [3]. Drug overdoses could soon become the number one cause of death of Americans under the age of 50 years [4]. Opioid overdoses are a public health crisis associated with significant medical costs and resource utilization [5-11]. Chronic opioid use is often preceded by treatment of acute pain [12], and long-term prescription opioids are associated with progression to illicit opioid abuse [13]. Despite the clear correlation between prescription opioid use and mortality, opioids continue to be routinely prescribed [2,14,15]. While the United States makes up only 4.3\% of the global...
In the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, there were 5456 drug-related overdoses in 2017 [18], the third-highest of any state for drug-related deaths in the nation [19]. In 2016, 60% of all Pennsylvania counties had prescribing rates higher than the national average. In 2017, even though there was an overall decline in opioid prescriptions, enough oxycodone and hydrocodone were dispensed to provide every Pennsylvanian with 32 dosage units of these drugs [18].

Reduction in the number of opioid prescriptions, opioid doses, and duration of treatment are critical to curbing the opioid epidemic. State prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs) allow physicians to assess a patient’s controlled-substance prescription history [20]. Chronic opioid use and risk of death have been associated with higher prescription doses and longer durations [12,21]. After the third day of use in an opioid-naïve individual, the likelihood of chronic opioid use increases daily. This increase is most drastic on days 5 and 31 [22]. Therefore, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has authored guidelines on opioid dosing and duration for acute and chronic pain [23,24]. Specifically, they recommend a duration of 3 days or less for acute pain, and advise that more than 7 days is unlikely to be required. The CDC also recommends that prescriptions should be of no greater quantity than what is required for the duration of treatment [23]. Consequently, opioid prescriptions with unintentionally prolonged durations of treatment may result in increased risk of chronic opioid use and associated morbidity and mortality [25].

Health information technology can play a critical role in improving quality of care while improving guideline adherence and decreasing errors [26]. Electronic health records (EHRs) have been associated with advanced quality of patient care [27-29], and computerized provider order entry (CPOE) is associated with improved efficiency and safety [30]. CPOE can improve medication ordering through clinical decision support systems in both active (ie, a pop-up warning of drug-drug interactions) and passive (ie, a dose-appropriate default prescription setting) approaches [31].

Some health information technology interventions that require providers to review aspects of current or prior opioid prescriptions have been demonstrated to affect opioid prescribing patterns. For instance, PDMP mandates that require the review of controlled substance prescription history prior to and during opioid prescribing have demonstrated a reduction in opioid prescribing rates [32]. Additionally, while some hospitals have attempted to control opioid prescribing patterns through prescription presets of a specific number of tablets [33,34], others have demonstrated both reductions and increases in tablets dispensed when requiring manual entry of number of tablets to dispense in a prescription [35,36].

Our current vendor-based EHR’s CPOE ordering screen has four fields for opioid prescription entry: (1) dose (ie, number of tablets), (2) frequency (eg, three times a day), (3) duration (ie, number of doses or days), and (4) quantity (ie, the number of tablets dispensed). Previously, the system did not auto-calculate duration from dose, frequency, and quantity or vice versa. Instead, it alerted the provider within the CPOE ordering screen and recommended updating the duration or quantity. This means a provider could write a prescription with a duration of 3 days and a quantity of 200 tablets with only a soft alert. Additionally, prior to August 2018, our institution did not require a duration value to be entered into our CPOE, meaning this field could be left blank. In August 2018, we introduced a number of interventions via modifications to our EHR’s opioid prescription settings: (1) duration was set to be a required field, (2) a quick button for 3 days’ duration was added to coincide with CDC guidelines for acute pain, and (3) tablet quantity for all opioid orders was preset to 10.

The purpose of this research is to examine if there are differences between the duration of treatment as written in an opioid prescription versus the duration associated with the dose and number of pills dispensed. That is to say, we examined how long the number of dispensed pills at the prescribed frequency would last (ie, the calculated duration) and compared that to the duration documented by the prescriber (ie, the written duration) for opioids ordered by providers at our institution. Additionally, we examined whether the requirement of a value in the duration field—from the interventions described above—had any effect on accurately representing the calculated duration of the prescription. We take special interest in those durations that are calculated to be longer than what was written in the duration field, as these directly contradict the CDC prescribing guidelines [23] and may increase risk of the associated negative effects of prolonged opioid use.

Methods

Data Acquisition

We queried the EHR system of the Center City division of our health care system, which includes an urban academic tertiary care center, an urban academic community hospital, and multiple ambulatory clinics. We examined data generated by Epic (Epic Systems Corporation) via a third-party analytics software, Qlik Sense (QlikTech International), to develop a list of all outpatient opioid prescriptions, including discharge medications, written over 22 months from October 2017 to July 2019. This includes an 11-month preintervention period and an 11-month postintervention period.

We extracted a number of variables, including the quantity of tablets, the dosage units (ie, mg), the route of administration (ie, oral vs buccal), the discrete dose (ie, 15 mg vs 10-15 mg, based on the number of tablets per dose), the written duration, and the frequency of administration.

For the purposes of this study, we limited the route of administration to oral and excluded all nontablet formulations. Finally, we excluded the medications buprenorphine and methadone, as these are routinely used for the management of opioid use disorder.

Calculated Duration

In order to compute the calculated duration of each prescription, we took each of the unique possible frequencies in the system (ie, twice a day or every 4 hours) and mapped these to the
equivalent number of administrations per 24-hour day. For pro re nata (PRN) medications, we selected the maximum frequency possible. Therefore, “twice a day PRN” resulted in two daily administrations and “every other day” resulted in a daily administration of 0.5.

Next, we took all doses that contained ranges for their discrete dose (ie, 20-30 mg) and isolated the maximum dose possible per administration (ie, 30 mg). We calculated the number of tablets per administration by dividing the maximum dose by the dose per tablet. We calculated the total number of possible doses by dividing the quantity dispensed by number of tablets per administration. Finally, we computed the calculated duration, measured in days, by dividing the total number of doses by the number of administrations per 24 hours. The choice of the maximum dose per administration means that our calculated duration is the shortest possible when holding the other variables constant.

**Statistical Analysis**

We first converted all written durations to be represented in units of days. We then examined the proportion of prescriptions that did not have a written duration to determine if our intervention had an effect on the documentation of this field. We also examined the proportion of prescriptions for which we could not compute a calculated duration to ensure the preintervention and postintervention periods were similar. Finally, we compared the number of prescriptions written with ranges (ie, 20-30 mg) to see if our intervention had an effect on this category of prescriptions.

To compare what was documented (ie, written duration) to what was dispensed (ie, calculated duration) for each prescription, we then generated our study cohort by excluding any prescription that did not hold a value for both of these fields. Also, since we computed the calculated duration in units of days, we excluded all written durations not also documented in units of days.

We examined the written duration of each prescription and compared it to the calculated duration. We categorized each relationship as a written duration equal to, greater than, or less than the calculated duration. We examined whether there were any changes in the relationships between written duration and calculated duration before and after our interventions, with specific interest regarding the requirement to document a written duration. See Table 1 for examples of each field and how we coded relationships.

**Table 1.** Examples of each field extracted from the electronic health record system, with written duration and calculated duration demonstrated, along with their relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dispense quantity</th>
<th>Written duration</th>
<th>Administrations per day</th>
<th>Maximum dose per administration</th>
<th>Calculated duration&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Morphine:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 mg tablets</td>
<td>Take 1-2 tablets as needed twice a day for 3 days</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30 mg (2 tablets)</td>
<td>3 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 mg tablets</td>
<td>Take 1-2 tablets as needed twice a day for 3 days</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30 mg (2 tablets)</td>
<td>2 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 mg tablets</td>
<td>Take 1-2 tablets as needed twice a day for 3 days</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3 days</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30 mg (2 tablets)</td>
<td>5 days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Calculated duration=((quantity of tablets × drug dose in mg) / maximum dose per administration) / administrations per day.

Data cleaning and calculations were performed in Qlik Sense. Statistical analysis was performed in the statistical software R, version 3.3.2 (The R Foundation). Chi-square analysis was used for categorical values. The t test was used for parametric data and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used for nonparametric data.

**Results**

**General Results**

There were 92,462 unique opioid prescriptions that met initial inclusion criteria during our study period for 30,426 individual patients. There was a mean number of prescriptions per month of 4202.82 (SD 204.32) and a median number of prescriptions per person per month of 1 (IQR 1-2).

In the preintervention period, there were 47,131 prescriptions for 16,863 individual patients; in the postintervention period, there were 45,331 prescriptions for 17,483 individual patients. There was no significant difference (P=.06) between mean number of prescriptions per month in the preintervention period (mean 4284.64 [SD 200.68]) versus the postintervention period (mean 4121.00 [SD 180.74]). The median number of 1 prescription per person per month did not change (IQR 1-2, P=.37).

There was a statistically significant decrease in the proportion of prescriptions with no written duration documented postintervention (33.54%, 95% CI 33.12-33.97, vs 9.45%, 95% CI 9.19-9.72, P<.001). Evaluation of the remaining 9.45% of prescriptions without a written duration appear to be due to refills of prior prescriptions, which were exempt from the new documentation requirement.

There was a small but significant difference in the proportion of prescriptions in which we were unable to compute the calculated duration when comparing the preperiod and the postperiod (6.01%, 95% CI 5.80-6.23, vs 3.61%, 95% CI 3.44-3.79, P<.001).
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There was no significant difference pre- and postintervention in the number of prescriptions that contained ranged doses (ie, 20-30 mg) (4.42%, 95% CI 4.23-4.61, vs 4.66%, 95% CI 4.47-4.86, \( P = .08 \)).

There were 72,364 out of 92,462 (78.26%) total prescriptions that had a written duration documented. Of these, there were 2,632 (3.64%) prescriptions whose written duration units were converted from other duration units to days, while the rest were already written in this unit of measurement. Out of 72,364 prescriptions, 50 (0.07%) were excluded because the calculated duration could not be computed. This resulted in 72,314 out of 92,462 (78.21%) total prescriptions meeting the inclusion criteria for our comparison: out of 72,314 prescriptions, 31,300 (43.28%) were in the preintervention period and 41,014 (56.72%) were in the postintervention period. Figure 1 demonstrates the inclusion and exclusion criteria and separate cohorts for comparison.

**Figure 1.** Breakdown of cohorts based on inclusion and exclusion criteria and separation into preperiod and postperiod cohorts.

### Comparison of Written and Calculated Durations

Of the 72,314 prescriptions, 41.97% (30,353 total, 95% CI 41.61-42.33) had calculated durations that were equivalent to their written durations, 41.06% (29,694 total, 95% CI 40.70-41.42) had calculated durations that were less than their written durations, and 16.96% (12,267 total, 95% CI 16.69-17.24) had a calculated duration that was greater than the written duration.

Requiring a written duration to be documented significantly improved the number of calculated durations that were equal to their corresponding written duration, from 38.86% (12,163/31,300, 38.86%, 95% CI 38.32-39.40) to 44.35% (18,190/41,014, 44.35%, 95% CI 43.87-44.83, \( P < .001 \)). Additionally, requiring a written duration resulted in a reduction in prescriptions where the calculated duration was longer than the written duration (5617/31,300, 17.95%, 95% CI 17.52-18.37, vs 6650/41,014, 16.21%, 95% CI 15.86-16.57, \( P < .001 \)). Changes in percentages of each relationship between written duration and calculated duration, pre- and postintervention, are presented in Table 2.

**Table 2.** Totals and percentages of each cohort and their associated relationships for pre- and postintervention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Preperiod (N=31,300), n (%)</th>
<th>Postperiod (N=41,014), n (%)</th>
<th>( P ) value</th>
<th>Total (N=72,314), n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculated duration equal to written duration</td>
<td>12,163 (38.86)</td>
<td>18,190 (44.35)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>30,353 (41.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated duration less than written duration</td>
<td>13,520 (43.19)</td>
<td>16,174 (39.44)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>29,694 (41.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculated duration greater than written duration</td>
<td>5617 (17.95)</td>
<td>6650 (16.21)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>12,267 (16.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Principal Findings

The opioid epidemic is a major concern in the United States, specifically in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania [1,18] where the governor has issued a state emergency disaster declaration since 2018 [37]. Our hospitals and clinics are located in the heart of a major urban area within the state, in a county that hosts the highest estimated frequency of overdose deaths [38] and neighbors a district considered to be the epicenter for illicit opioid trade in the region [39].

In order to aid in many state-, city-, and hospital-level initiatives, our clinical informatics group has recently employed solutions to combat the opioid epidemic. These include simplifying PDMP queries, modifications of prescription settings in the emergency department, and analytics tools to track opioid prescribing throughout the institution [40,41].

Reduction in opioid prescriptions is a key step in combating this epidemic, and the duration of prescriptions has a significant effect on a patient’s risk of becoming a chronic opioid user [12,22].

In order to study our upcoming planned interventions, we realized we needed a reliable way to calculate durations of opioid prescriptions. Given the prior lack of requirement to document a written duration in our EHR system, we wanted to explore whether this was an accurate representation of a prescription’s true duration and whether making this a requirement improved overall representation of the duration of a prescription as measured by the calculated duration.

Overall, written duration was equal to the calculated duration (41.97%) or less than the calculated duration (41.06%) the majority of the time. However, 16.96% of the time our prescriptions had a longer calculated duration than the written duration, which contradicts CDC prescribing guidelines. We are concerned that unintentionally prolonged opioid prescription durations could be contributing to an increased risk of opioid dependence. We must take this opportunity to stress that we do not imply that these prescriptions were intentionally written to break guidelines or to prolong a patient’s duration of opioid therapy. We are simply stating that we observed a difference in these two values and we believe this requires attention. One solution to this issue could be modifications to the EHR system.

In order to provide peak levels of patient safety and end-user satisfaction, EHRs require continuous review and optimization. A lack of a required field allowed prescription durations to not match what the provider had documented, or likely intended. This is apparent in that requiring documentation of this field reduced those prescriptions without written durations, improved the percentage of written durations that accurately represented their corresponding calculated durations, and reduced the number of calculated durations that exceeded written durations. As discussed in our results, we explored the remaining 9.45% of prescriptions that continued to lack a written duration after our intervention and determined that they were likely due to renewals of prescriptions written prior to our modifications, where the system allows the field previously left blank to remain. Additionally, our intervention did yield a small but significant reduction in prescriptions where we were unable to compute a calculated duration (6.01% vs 3.61%). We attribute this to the addition of a quick button, as described in our methods.

Many studies have demonstrated how modifications to CPOE can affect opioid prescribing, though most of the literature focuses on tablet counts and not duration of treatment. Delgado et al demonstrated that when transitioning from an EHR that had no preset dispense quantity to an EHR that required a preset of 10 tablets, the median number of oxycodone 5 mg/acetaminophen 325 mg tablets dispensed by two emergency departments decreased from 11.3 to 10.0 and from 12.6 to 10.9, respectively [33]. Similarly, Chiu et al demonstrated that when opioids were prescribed at discharge for outpatient surgery, modification of the default pill count from 30 tablets to 12 tablets reduced the median number of tablets dispensed from 30 to 20 tablets [34]. However, they did not examine prescription duration, noting that duration guidelines are usually “far longer than most patients will need,” and modifications of number of tablets dispensed will have a more profound affect [34]. While we believe reduction of tablets dispensed is critical to combating the opioid epidemic, at this time, CDC guidelines consider prescription duration to be an important measurement in reducing opioid therapy and combating the epidemic [23,24].

Conversely, other studies have demonstrated results from entirely removing presets for opioid tablets dispensed. Santistevan et al showed that in an emergency department setting, removal of the default of 20 tablets for hydrocodone and oxycodone, and the requirement of the prescriber to enter a number of tablets to dispense, reduced the median number of tablets prescribed from 20 to 15 [35]. The authors concluded that EHR presets may hinder providers’ ability to prescribe opioids to appropriately fit the variability in patient care (ie, more painful clinical conditions need more tablets) and that prescriptions written at the provider’s discretion may be more appropriate. Contrary to these results, Zwank et al demonstrated an increase in mean number of tablets from 15.31 to 15.77 after removing their 15-tablet preset and requiring manual entry of tablets dispensed [36].

Crothers et al also examined the effects of transitioning between EHR systems, from a homegrown system to a vendor-based system [42]. Their prior EHR system auto-calculated the maximum number of dispense units for PRN opioid prescriptions based on dose, frequency, and duration documented. During their implementation, they removed this functionality and instead developed preset dispense quantities, with outpatient prescriptions for clinics and inpatient discharges defaulted to 30 tablets for oxycodone and null for hydrocodone. This resulted in a decrease of 1.4 dispense units overall and 3.9 dispense units for inpatient discharge [42].

While these studies have examined the effect of changes in the requirement to document the number of tablets dispensed [33-36], to our knowledge we are the first to examine the requirement of documenting a duration field and comparing the duration intended by a prescriber (ie, written duration) to the...
calculated duration based on the number of tablets dispensed and instructions provided.

Our results confirm that simple documentation of an opioid prescription’s duration is not sufficient. When a duration field is not directly linked to other elements of the prescription and there is no automated calculation of duration from dose, frequency, and quantity—or vice versa—inaccuracies remain. While it is interesting that Crothers et al demonstrated that removal of such functionality reduced opioid dispensing [42], this was performed during a transition of EHR systems and with the addition of prescription presets, which likely influenced their results. Given the importance of the duration of an opioid prescription in the associated risk of long-term use, as well as further potential for overdose, it is vital to have data that accurately represents this value. Additionally, we have demonstrated that retrospective computation of a calculated duration is a viable alternative when written durations are not available for the study of EHR prescribing data.

In order to improve compliance to CDC opioid prescribing guidelines, EHR system vendors should consider rapidly developing tools that, by default, accurately represent prescription durations and/or modify doses and quantities dispensed based on provider-entered durations. As described in the Introduction, this calculation already exists in our system, but no hard stop or passive updating of prescription fields exists. If a provider intends to prescribe one tablet, three times a day for 3 days, the system should automatically set the quantity at nine tablets; if the provider reduces the quantity to six tablets, the duration of the prescription should automatically be reduced to 2 days.

Limitations
Our study was performed at a single, urban academic institution and its associated ambulatory clinics; therefore, our results may not represent the majority of the country’s hospitals. However, given that our institution is located in the state with the third-highest rate of drug overdose, our results may be valid when compared to other states of similar rates of overdose. Additionally, as discussed in our methods, we intentionally biased our process of computing the calculated duration to make our resulting durations as short as possible by assuming individual doses were the higher of the possible range (ie, a possible dose was 5-10 mg, we assumed the dose was 10 mg, thereby meaning that the quantity was used faster and the duration was shorter). This means that our calculations may underrepresent the number of prescriptions where the calculated duration was longer than the written duration if patients were to ration their medications and take lower doses over a longer period of time. Further, while our main intervention was making the duration field a requirement, we also added quick-action buttons and modified some prescription settings, which may have influenced our postperiod results, though we expect this to have been minimal. Finally, we used EHR data to represent durations of medications. While we believe it is important for our prescriptions to accurately represent the intended therapy and to abide by CDC guidelines, we did not determine whether individual patients took their prescribed medication as written, nor did we examine whether each prescription was filled at a pharmacy.

Conclusions
Accurate documentation of an opioid prescription’s duration is critical, both for patient safety and for secondary use in analysis of the status of the opioid epidemic, as well as for evaluating interventions implemented to combat this public health crisis. Our study demonstrates that more than 17% of prescriptions written at our institution had durations documented in the EHRs that were shorter than durations calculated via the dose, frequency, and quantity of tablets prescribed. Requiring documentation of the duration field in a prescription improved these errors statistically but, clinically, a large number of prescriptions continued to not match the calculated duration. EHR vendors should invest in research and development to create functions that automatically calculate and fill values of the opioid prescription to ensure prescriptions are accurately represented, while physicians and hospitals should invest in informatics initiatives to study and improve provider-prescribing practices.
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Abstract

Background: Insurance organizations are essential stakeholders in health care ecosystems. For addressing future health care needs, insurance companies require access to health data to deliver preventative and proactive digital health services to customers. However, extant research is limited in examining the conditions that incentivize health data sharing.

Objective: This study aimed to (1) identify the expectations of insurance customers when sharing health data, (2) determine the perceived intrinsic value of health data, and (3) explore the conditions that aid in incentivizing health data sharing in the relationship between an insurance organization and its customer.

Methods: A Web-based survey was distributed to randomly selected customers from a Finnish insurance organization through email. A single open-text answer was used for a qualitative data analysis through inductive coding, followed by a thematic analysis. Furthermore, the 4 constructs of commitment, power, reciprocity, and trust from the social exchange theory (SET) were applied as a framework.

Results: From the 5000 customers invited to participate, we received 452 surveys (response rate: 9.0%). Customer characteristics were found to reflect customer demographics. Of the 452 surveys, 48 (10.6%) open-text responses were skipped by the customer, 57 (12.6%) customers had no expectations from sharing health data, and 44 (9.7%) customers preferred to abstain from a data sharing relationship. Using the SET framework, we found that customers expected different conditions to be fulfilled by their insurance provider based on the commitment, power, reciprocity, and trust constructs. Of the 452 customers who completed the surveys, 64 (14.2%) customers required that the insurance organization meets their data treatment expectations (commitment). Overall, 4.9% (22/452) of customers were concerned about their health data being used against them to profile their health, to increase insurance prices, or to deny health insurance claims (power). A total of 28.5% (129/452) of customers expected some form of benefit, such as personalized digital health services, and 29.9% (135/452) of customers expected finance-related compensation (reciprocity). Furthermore, 7.5% (34/452) of customers expected some form of empathy from the insurance organization through enhanced transparency or an emotional connection (trust).

Conclusions: To aid in the design and development of digital health services, insurance organizations need to address the customers’ expectations when sharing their health data. We established the expectations of customers in the social exchange of health data and explored the perceived values of data as intangible goods. Actions by the insurance organization should aim to increase trust through a culture of transparency, commitment to treat health data in a prescribed manner, provide reciprocal benefits through digital health services that customers deem valuable, and assuage fears of health data being used to prevent providing insurance coverage or increase costs.
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**Introduction**

**Background**

The paradigm shift toward person-centric health care promotes the engagement of individuals in their care process, providing pervasive digital interventions for preventative and proactive health and wellness [1,2]. At the core of this paradigm shift are health data, as data usage is the cornerstone for health care and pivotal for the success of the health data economy [3]. Individuals are being empowered with health data sharing capabilities through mechanisms such as interoperability and portability, which are slated to facilitate a wide range of financial, academic, societal, and personal benefits for health and wellness [4]. For example, patient-led health data sharing on the digital platform, PatientsLikeMe, has led to better outcomes in areas such as symptom management and medication adherence [5]. Similarly, monitoring platforms for home-based self-measurements can support the decision-making processes of health care professionals using real-time patient-generated health data [6]. The mechanisms for health data sharing are enacting in the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) throughout Europe and implicate data processors and controllers to facilitate desirable outcomes such as access to health data [7]. Consequently, traditional business models are being disrupted and transformed to sustain organizations, now that the power to control health data has been shifted toward data subjects such as patients, individuals, or customers [8-11].

Extant literature has mostly focused on the barriers of health data sharing in the public setting [4], emphasizing personalization, care improvement, and the intended use of health data as conditions that facilitate sharing [12-14]. Objections to health data sharing with insurance organizations are much more prevalent in the existing literature. Nearly half of the participants in a study in the United States, including doctors and patients, were found to strongly object to disclosing health data because of concerns about discrimination. The participants expected their shared health data to be used as leverage to impede medical care or insurance coverage [15]. In the Nordic countries especially, there is only limited empirical research on customers sharing health data in the private insurance sector [16]. In particular, there is a lack of case study research wherein relevant stakeholders are studied holistically to develop insights into the motivations for and perceptions about sharing health data [17]. Studies that are available indicate similar findings; the majority of individuals are unwilling to share their health data with insurance organizations. Approximately 57% of customers from a Finnish insurance organization indicated an unwillingness to share their health data [18]. Further conflating the matter, institutional barriers within insurance organizations can obstruct obtaining a holistic understanding of the customers’ willingness to share health data [19]. A study in Canada reported that an overwhelming 79% of physicians and 67% of patients do not want private insurance organizations to have access to health data, even if anonymized or used for research [20], depicting private insurance organizations to be more untrustworthy than the pharmaceutical industry or the government for sharing health data.

Severe distrust is reflected across other health data sharing studies as well, especially when insurance organizations are suspected of profiting from selling or using health data—an unintended consequence of health data sharing [21-23]. When customers perceive that organizations are only using their data for self-interest value creation, customers will not be motivated to share their data and ultimately lose trust in the organization [24]. The social exchange theory (SET) presumes that to get something, you must give something of equivalent perceived value in return [25]. In the context of the insurance industry, this would mean that for customers to share their health data, the insurance organization would need to offer the customers something in return. What this something is, however, is unclear.

**Objectives**

As previous research indicates, there exists a high reluctance of individuals to share health data across the insurance industry. However, at the same time, a need for health data sharing to drive digital health services is increasing as part of the data economy, marking a clear research gap. In response to this gap, we asked the following question: What would customers expect in return for sharing their health data?

We aimed to address this gap by investigating the expectations of insurance customers for sharing their health data. Furthermore, we sought to garner insight into the customers’ perceived values that are intrinsic to their expectations when sharing health data. Finally, we explored the conditions that the insurance organizations should facilitate to incentivize customers’ health data sharing, all to aid in the design and development of proactive digital health services.

**Methods**

**Case Study**

The insurance organization chosen for this case study is one of the largest in Finland. For anonymity purposes, the moniker Omega is used. In Finland, health care is mostly decentralized and has three main avenues of distribution: primary public health care; occupational health care, which all employers are obligated to provide; and private services, where voluntary private insurance exists [26]. Omega offers both occupational health care and private health care services, including a Web-based virtual hospital. As business models are transforming in response to an abundance of data [8], Omega is currently making strategic movements away from traditional insurance models to a more proactive one. To be able to provide more proactive health services that help prevent illness or injury to the customer, Omega requires access to customers’ health data [27,28]. The control of how any type of data is shared or managed affects the organizations that rely on it. Understanding the conditions under which customers will share data is vital for driving the shift in preventative health care provision. This change makes Omega highly suitable for this study to determine customers’ expectations in sharing health data.

**Survey Design and Development**

The information provided about the survey follows the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys [29]. The survey was designed iteratively. It included a variety of survey utilities
that were both quantitative and qualitative in nature. No randomization of question order was included. There were 5 screens (ie, 4 subject areas and informed consent) and a total of 23 questions across 4 key subject areas: customer characteristics (5 questions), health data (7 questions), value creation (6 questions), and social media (5 questions). The survey was pilot tested with 4 Finnish testers through Web-based testing and feedback and 2 cognitive walkthroughs in English and Swedish. The feedback was summarized and used to iterate the next version of the survey. The content and clarity of questions were improved to ensure uniform meaning across the 3 languages (ie, Finnish, Swedish, and English) in which the survey was available. Native speakers were involved when translating the survey into all 3 languages. A check for completeness was added, as were nonresponse options, the ability to review answers by moving back and forth through the survey, and a progress bar to indicate the percentage of completion at the bottom of the screen.

Data Collection
A probability-based sampling technique was used within the population of Omega’s customers as the response rate in previously distributed surveys varied based on topic and was therefore unpredictable. A simple random sampling approach was chosen to provide a high degree of sample probability and minimize probabilistic sampling method biases [30]. The survey itself was randomly allocated to 5000 customers with the only constraints being that respondents had to be Omega’s existing customers aged older than 18 years (for consent purposes) and had to have email addresses (so they may be reached). A minimum of 385 responses from Omega’s customer base of approximately 1.3 million was required to accommodate our goal of acquiring a 95% CI (descriptive statistics of the same survey [18]). A total of 452 viable responses were received from 5000 customers (response rate: 9.0%) selected as a predetermined sample size. The 452 responses provided us with a rich dataset for a qualitative analysis of free-text answers. In this paper, we did not use the data for the quantitative analysis. The survey was sent on January 30, 2018, and was live for 6 weeks (until March 15, 2018). The time frame was determined by monitoring the number of responses received. Most of the responses were received within the first 15 days.

Data Analysis
For the purposes of this paper, only the customers’ characteristics and qualitative health data responses have been discussed. More detailed descriptive statistics about Omega can be found in another paper [18]. A single open-text question from the health data section was analyzed. The question was “If you were to share your health data with Omega, what would you expect in return?” The expectation of the customer was asked in a neutral manner so that the customer was not biased toward negative or positive expectations. The output of the text was intended to be analyzed qualitatively to avoid the pitfall of quasi-content of free text in surveys [31]. A total of 452 translated quotes were extracted from the survey and sequenced into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. With the exception of one response, which was in Swedish, all open-text answers were in Finnish and translated to English for analysis. During the analysis, a native Finnish speaker (second author) actively participated to allow for nuances and social contexts to be discussed. Each quote was inductively coded by the first and second authors. No text recognition or automated frequency software was used; all analyses were performed manually to ensure coding familiarity. Once the codes were saturated, similar open-text answers were grouped together through content-driven analysis and then built into themes. Finally, the SET framework was applied (detailed in the following section).

Social Exchange Theory Framework
With classic origins, the SET is a prominent concept used across a variety of disciplines [32] and has been used in more modern information and digital settings, such as knowledge-sharing power plays in interdisciplinary collaborations [33]. Here, we applied Emerson’s [25] definition of SET, which is built on the work by Blau in sociology [34] and Homans in social psychology [35]. Emerson [25] advocates that SET is in fact not a theory but rather a framework to gather relevant assumptions in the context of structural functionalism where exchange occurs upon the contingency of perceived values. Other disciplines have previously borrowed SET to generate new theoretical insights [35,36]. However, few studies have connected intangible values such as data with social exchanges between organizations and their customers [37]. The SET framework used in our analysis was adopted from a study by Wu et al [38], which synthesized SET issues to develop a model for partner prerequisites for information sharing in supply chains. They determined that for partners to be willing to share information, the constructs of commitment, power, reciprocity, and trust need to be established. This framework was suitable for adoption into our context as data are entangled with supply and value chains in organizations. More specifically, in the case of an insurance organization strategizing to develop more proactive health services, access to their customers’ health data is necessitated, making health data an integral part of their supply chain. Definitions of the 4 SET constructs are summarized in Table 1. Columns 1 and 2 of Table 1 show the SET construct as well as a summary of the definition of the respective construct based on the study by Wu et al [38]. Furthermore, they are contextualized to elucidate how the framework was used in the analysis of the survey data and the delineation of the customer expectation. Column 3 describes how the SET constructs were present in our data. Column 4 gives an example of how the expectations identified in the empirical data were interpreted and can be read in the context of the SET constructs.
Table 1. Summary of the social exchange theory framework definitions, application for data analysis, and expectation delineation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social exchange theory construct</th>
<th>Summarized definition [38]</th>
<th>Meaning in data analysis</th>
<th>Explanation of expectation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commitment</td>
<td>Commitment is the inclination to achieve a shared purpose with the ongoing expectation to conditionally maintain the relationship</td>
<td>Activities for health data processing that motivate the formation and stabilization of the relationship between Omega and its customers</td>
<td>Customers expect Omega to commit to certain conditions when sharing their health data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Power is the expectation that the partner with control over the desired resources influences the behavior of the other dependent partner</td>
<td>How Omega uses health data as part of its decision-making process for their customers regarding health-related outcomes</td>
<td>Customers expect Omega to use its power to act in either a positive or a negative manner when health data are being shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
<td>Reciprocity is the expectation of mutually beneficial outcomes between partners</td>
<td>Entering or perpetuating a relationship that offers perceived advantages for both Omega and its customers when using health data</td>
<td>Customers expect Omega to reciprocate with some form of a benefit in exchange for sharing their health data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Trust is the ability to establish equal confidence between partners with the expectation that the partners will act in each other’s best interest</td>
<td>Indications of what behaviors would increase the customers’ confidence in Omega when providing Omega with their health data</td>
<td>To be able to trust Omega with shared data, customers expect Omega to behave in a certain manner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ethical Considerations

No ethical declaration was required as the survey data used by the researchers were anonymous, no customer under the age of 18 years was asked to participate, and no identifying personal data were requested, only attitudes and opinions. Full disclosure text on the purpose of the study, the affiliation with a Horizon 2020 project, and the expected length of time to take the survey (between 5 and 10 min) were made available to all customers during the commencement of the survey in 3 languages.

Results

Customer Characteristics

Of the 5000 customers who were sent the survey, 452 surveys (response rate: 9.0%) were completed, and all were determined eligible. Table 2 presents the customer characteristics. The results of the customer characteristics were compared with internal demographic models at Omega from January 2018, and the survey sample was confirmed to be representative of Omega’s customer base. In addition to customer characteristics are the 3 result categories that did not fit within the SET framework, as the answers in the survey were skipped, customers reported having no expectations, or customers were unwilling to enter the exchange relationship. First, 10.6% (48/452) of customers intentionally skipped the open-text question in the survey, which was mandatory. This was typically denoted with repeated punctuation such as “?????” Second, 12.6% (57 of 452 customers) of the total responses included some variation of “I can’t really say.” These responses indicated that the customers had no expectations when sharing health data. Finally, 9.7% (44/452) of customers indicated an unwillingness to share health data, thus abstaining from the exchange relationship. Customers similarly stated, “I wouldn’t share my health data” (Customer 254). Their unwillingness to share their data was grounded in the opinion that Omega had no business with their health data or that their health data were private. Furthermore, customers emphasized that their health data were not for sale and that there is no motivator or incentive that would influence their willingness to share health data.

We identified several expectations that customers had in relation to sharing their health data with Omega. Table 3 summarizes the expectations resulting from our analysis, displaying the SET construct (column 1 and first-order), the larger themes that we grouped the expectations into (second-order), the actual expectations (third-order), and the percentages of answers in which this expectation was expressed (column 2). It is possible for an answer to be coded in more than one of the constructs as the responses typically included more than one theme. For example, a passage may contain a desire for something in return for an answer to be coded in more than one of the constructs as the responses typically included more than one theme. For example, a passage may contain a desire for something in return for an answer to be coded in more than one of the constructs as the responses typically included more than one theme. For example, a passage may contain a desire for sharing health data and a fear of not receiving compensation for it. This means that the percentages provided in the results (Table 3) are not summative. Customers’ responses that expressed an unwillingness to share health data (44/452, 9.7%) and thus an unwillingness to enter the social exchange overall could not be classified with SET and are not included in Table 3. Furthermore, customers’ responses that expressed no expectations when sharing health data (57/452, 12.6%) were not included in Table 3.

Next, we describe our findings in detail.
Table 2. Customer characteristics representing the number of customers (N=452) and their reported gender, age, and highest level of education. Customers disengaged from the exchange relationship are also included.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Customers, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>227 (50.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>224 (49.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age range (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>11 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>43 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>87 (19.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>99 (21.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>104 (23.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>86 (19.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥75</td>
<td>22 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Highest level of education</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary or comprehensive school</td>
<td>32 (7.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or vocational school</td>
<td>145 (32.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college credit, no degree</td>
<td>30 (6.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>146 (32.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>98 (21.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral degree</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Customers disengaged from the exchange relationship</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skipped survey responses</td>
<td>48 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No expectations when sharing</td>
<td>57 (12.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unwillingness to share</td>
<td>44 (9.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total customers</td>
<td>149 (33.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Expectations of insurance customers for sharing health data (N=452).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social exchange theory construct, theme, expectation</th>
<th>Customers, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commitment</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for data treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access and control</td>
<td>7 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>16 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>10 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use</td>
<td>31 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total customers</td>
<td>64 (14.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Power</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative consequences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>4 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profiling</td>
<td>18 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total customers</td>
<td>22 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reciprocity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discounts</td>
<td>128 (28.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible goods</td>
<td>7 (1.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total customers</td>
<td>135 (29.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benefits</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer experience</td>
<td>14 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General advantages</td>
<td>52 (11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personalization</td>
<td>63 (13.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total customers</td>
<td>129 (28.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trust</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassion</td>
<td>8 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>13 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>13 (2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total customers</td>
<td>34 (7.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Commitment**

Commitment is the inclination to maintain the exchange relationship on certain conditions. Customers expected Omega to meet certain requirements for treating their health data. These requirements were access and control, security, privacy, and use.

The Requirement of Access and Control

Customers expected Omega to facilitate access and control to their health data. A total of 1.5% (7/452) of customers conveyed that they require access to their health data in some form and that access to their health data should be strictly regulated and only available to pertinent persons. Customers also valued the presence of accountable actions when access to health data occurs by tracking and logging why the data were accessed and who accessed them; this data log should also be made available to the customers upon request: “I would see who accesses my information” (Customer 396). Having access control to health data is also expected by customers to manage their health data to perform tasks such as correcting any misinformation, managing what information is shared, and deleting information if desired.

The Requirement of Security

Customers expected Omega to act as a data guardian to ensure the security of their health data. Overall, 3.5% (16/452) of the customers specifically mentioned that they would expect Omega to store and secure their data against external attacks. As part of the requirements for data treatment, customers expect technical and legal measures to be in place for storing, processing, and controlling their health data: “Taking care of information security” (Customer 234).
The Requirement of Privacy
A total of 2.2% (10/452) of customers expected Omega to act with a high degree of discretion, much like the belief in those who swear by the Hippocratic oath, that is, only those who are authorized to engage with the data will do so and will also conduct themselves with the level of confidentiality seen in health care professionals. This is illustrated by the following quote: “Similar restrictions and confidentiality obligations in relation to accessing the data, that exists in the healthcare sector...” (Customer 195).

The Requirement of Use
Customers expected Omega to provide details about the use of their health data in the insurance organization. Overall, 6.9% (31/452) of customers expressed that knowing the use or purpose of the data is an important condition for sharing their health data. The sentiment of being informed was echoed repeatedly: “Complete information about what the data will be used for” (Customer 102). This signifies that there is a current lack of or no understanding of what Omega would use health data for. Furthermore, 7 of the 31 customers reporting on their data use expectations explicitly were concerned about the dark side of use, that is, they expected assurances that their data were not going to be sold or used by external parties and that the terms of use would not be altered without their consent: “A hundred per cent certainty that the information will only be used for means that have been agreed on together, and Omega won’t unilaterally expand the [means of] use” (Customer 201).

Power
Power is the level of influence one partner has by controlling access to desired resources. Omega has the capacity to make positive or negative decisions that affect the health and well-being of customers and to deny or limit financial support. Customers expected that sharing their health data would lead to Omega abusing their power in the form of misleading policy and health profiling.

The Negative Consequence of Policy
Customers expected Omega to purposefully make policy documentation difficult to understand in layman’s terms. A total of 0.9% (4/452) of customers expected that Omega would intentionally mislead their customers through unclear policy practices: “You can’t expect anything from the kind of insurance company that cheats their customers with nonexistent insurance policies” (Customer 62). All 4 customers were fearful that Omega would leverage their power through fine print in their policies to avoid compensating their customers in the case of an accident or illness.

The Negative Consequence of Profiling
Some customers expected Omega to use the health data they shared against them by profiling their health. However, a surprisingly small number of responses had negative expectations when sharing their health data with Omega. Overall, 18 of 452 customers (response rate: 4.0%) thought that sharing their health data would ultimately lead to Omega using these data to charge the customers more money, reduce compensation, and utilize the health data to exert their power over the customer: “I wouldn’t be ready to share my data because I believe that the issue would always be flipped around to be the customer’s fault by using their health data, if compensation was required” (Customer 127). No positively oriented responses were made by customers.

Reciprocity
Reciprocity is the facilitation of mutually beneficial outcomes for partners in an exchange. Reciprocity is connected to the perceived values of each party. Customers provided extensive and detailed expectations for getting something in exchange for sharing their health data, which indicates that they perceive their health data to be valuable enough to merit something in return. Reciprocity is split into 2 themes: compensation, which is finance-related rewards for sharing health data, and benefits, which provide the customer with an advantage they deem worthy.

Discounts as Compensation
Customers expected discounts in exchange for sharing their health data, placing most of their perceived value on decreasing the overall insurance costs. A total of 128 of 452 customers (response rate: 28.3%) expected a form of financial compensation for sharing their health data through discounted insurance payments or services: “Lower insurance payments” (Customer 367). Despite the total number of responses falling under this theme (135/452, 29.9%), there is not much variation between financial compensation expectations. Customers generally indicated that shared health data provide value to Omega and expected to pay less in return. However, some of the customers emphasized that this discount should be substantial, significant, or in the form of “a whopping discount on insurance policies” (Customer 35).

Tangible Goods as Compensation
A total of 1.5% (7/452) of customers expected compensation in the form of tangible goods. Furthermore, 3 customers specifically requested a fitness device for monitoring purposes: “A device with which activity, exercise, and heartbeat is monitored” (Customer 382). The remaining 4 customers expected outright money in exchange as their privacy would be decreased or because Omega would be making additional profits: “Money and a lot of it...” (Customer 369).

Benefits of a Better Customer Experience
A total of 3.1% (14/452) of customers expected Omega to be able to provide a better customer experience if it has additional information (in the form of their health data). The majority of answers were vague as to what better customer services meant and how it would be implemented. However, some did specify what more meaningful services meant for them. Emphasized among them was the desire for standardization when it came to decisions about compensation for insurance claims, so that it would not matter which insurance clerk made the decision as it would always be the same decision, as highlighted in the following quote: “I would expect equality in processing, so that decisions wouldn’t change based on who handles them” (Customer 36). This was also coupled with the desire to have a relationship with an employee to create a smoother and more familiar customer experience.
**Benefits in the Form of General Advantages**

Customers expected general advantages when sharing health data with Omega in a variety of forms. A total of 11.5% (52 of 452 responses) of the open-text answers alluded to an advantage in a vague form. This was typically characterized by a demand for “Perks” (Customer 153) or “Bonuses!!” (Customer 317). The advantage could also take the form of services where customers repeated the expectations for “good service” (Customers 133, 181, 259, and 386). However, there was no indication of what would specifically improve the services offered by Omega for these customers. Furthermore, 4 customers suggested that loyalty benefits would encourage the sharing of their health data with Omega: “The benefits for regular customers should be significantly better” (Customer 99).

**Benefits of Personalization**

One of the largest saturated results from this survey was that of personalized health services. A total of 13.9% (63/452) of customers expected some form of tailored help with their health in the form of personalized digital health services. The majority of these customers desired help to living a healthier lifestyle or improving their overall health through these customized services, as stated by a customer, “A proactive take on what [kind of things] one should watch out for” (Customer 21). However, many customers took it a step beyond proactive digital health services by also requesting that their insurance plans reflect this personalization as well, such as “[personalized] services and insurance policies ‘designed for me’” (Customer 69). Customers also expected that having good health or living a healthy lifestyle would reduce their risk category. Supplemented by health data as proof of their health status and shared with Omega, the overall cost of their health services should decrease as they represent a decreased risk for expense.

**Trust**

Trust is the ability to establish confidence between partners. Customers expected Omega to show empathy by being compassionate, confident, and transparent with them.

**Empathy Through Compassion**

Customers expected compassion from Omega as they believed that sharing health data makes the relationship more human. In total, 1.8% (8/452) of customers described scenarios where they wished Omega would be compassionate or more understanding of their customers. Echoed in the open-text answers are expectations that during the turmoil of illness, Omega would strive to ensure that the insurance process is a source of support, not a burden. The following quote illustrates the expectations for emotional support in difficult life situations: “When falling seriously ill, one would get treatment, and wouldn’t need to wrestle with the insurance company about finances” (Customer 314).

**Empathy Through Confidence**

Customers expected Omega to show confidence in its customers. To share health data, customers will be giving Omega the authority to process and control their data. Overall, 2.9% (13/452) of customers expected that sharing health data is aligned with absolute trust between themselves and Omega and that trust should be mutual. Therefore, Omega needs to conduct itself in a manner the customers deem trustworthy because by sharing health data, customers are establishing themselves as trustworthy. This was highlighted in the comments as “unconditional trust” (Customer 27). No specific mechanism is mentioned for what actions would enable mutual trust in practice.

**Empathy Through Transparency**

Customers expected transparency from Omega about its actions and intentions with health data. Similar to the conditions for data treatment (use), 2.9% (13/452) of customers wanted Omega to be more transparent about use. This was not just specific to health data but rather the organization’s processes in general. They expected Omega to provide fair and open treatment to its customers as well as provide clear insurance policies that convey simple and meaningful information: “Fair, transparent, and egalitarian treatment” (Customer 284). Only 2 customers (Customers 195 and 431) suggested how Omega might enact this transparency, both suggesting external validation: “Transparency in the handling. Some outside body to evaluate the insurance company’s compensation verdicts” (Customer 431). This indicated a certain level of distrust in Omega, despite Customer 431 purchasing multiple insurance services from Omega.

**Discussion**

### Principal Findings

In this research, we asked what insurance customers would expect in return for sharing their health data. Our contribution was three-fold. First, we identified concrete customer expectations. Second, we determined the perceived values that are intrinsic to health data. Third, we explored the conditions that aid in incentivizing health data sharing in the relationship between an insurance organization and its customer. Our findings contribute to research on health data sharing to aid in the design and development of proactive digital health services [12,13]. Next, we discuss each of our contributions.

First, with regard to the expectations of customers, our findings showed that the majority of customers saw their health data to be valuable and thus wanted something in exchange. We classified these expectations with the help of SET and identified that customers expect the organization to be committed to fulfill certain requirements for data treatment (eg, access and control of health data), to provide the customer with some form of compensation or benefits (eg, personalization of health services) in reciprocity, and to show empathy toward the customers to increase the customers’ trust (eg, by being transparent about the use of health data). The majority of Omega’s customers expected reciprocal advantages in exchange for sharing their health data, hinging on the contingency that they would receive personalized digital health services that would help to prevent illness in their lifetime. This finding is congruent with the quantitative data of this survey presented in another paper [18]. Customers also expect digital health services to provide personalized and proactive interventions, a trade-off between the concerns of information privacy and the perceived value of digital health services [39]. A surprisingly small number of
customers (22/452, 4.9%) expected a negative outcome when sharing their health data either through profiling or using policy to assuage insurance claims, a consequence of Omega’s perceived power.

Second, our results had some indication of the perceived value that is intrinsic to health data. Our findings showed great diversity in the value that customers ascribe to their health data. On the one end of the continuum are those who said that they want nothing in return for sharing their health data, thus ascribing a very low value to health data. On the other end are those who expressed that they would not share their health data with the company under any circumstances, thus ascribing a very high value to the data. In between these extremes, almost a third of the total expectations detailed a form of benefit or compensation as a reciprocal condition in the exchange relationship. Some customers, for example, expected money or tangible goods for sharing their health data. Interestingly, this gives health data a specific value, such as the price of a fitness tracker. For example, the approximate price of the base Fitbit Flex available is US $99, whereas the Fitbit Charge HR is slightly more expensive at US $149; the Apple watch varies greatly in price starting from approximately US $349 [40]. Perhaps the most significant finding was that health data are perceived to enable a shift of power from the insurance company to the customer. The understanding that the insurance company has power over the customer was present in several forms, including how insurance companies make decisions about compensating customer claims. This decision is made based on the information that is available to the insurance company through the claim process and is supported by Finnish legislation [19]. As power and data are intrinsically linked, data can be understood to be a form of currency, and customers understand that sharing their health data requires an exchange of power for this currency. To balance the inequality of power, conditions such as data treatment help shift the asymmetry of power away from the dominance of the insurance industry and more toward the customers. However, this requires strategic movements by the insurance organization to ascribe the customers’ value in business models by incentivizing data sharing [9]. As made evident in our analysis, the customer (unconsciously or consciously) is willing to share health data if certain conditions are met to equalize the power in the relationship.

Insurance organizations, similar to most health care stakeholders, require access to health data [9]. As our third contribution, and based on the identified expectations, we were able to ascertain certain conditions that should be met by the insurance organization to incentivize health data sharing and correct negative perceptions held by the customers. Our results showed a certain lack of trust as some customers are skeptical about the trustworthiness of specific processes and policies in insurance contexts. Customers assume that complicated legal jargon and fine print writing in contract agreements will impede them from receiving health insurance coverage. Complex insurance policies act as barriers to a customer’s access to health coverage, such as medication or surgery, potentially harming rather than helping customers [41]. Through transparent actions and by establishing a culture of transparency, customers could better understand how their health data will be used [42]. Increased transparency should also focus on decreasing the fear of health data being used to prevent insurance coverage provision or to increase insurance costs for individuals based on their health data.

Previous research shows that patients’ access to their Web-based health data empowers them to make more informed decisions and supports a more proactive role in their health [43-45]. Primarily because of legal actions, such as the GDPR, and empowering movements, such as MyData [7,10], individuals now have more digital power than ever before and control how their health data are shared. Our findings indicated that customers are also aware of their rights, as 14.2% (64/452) of customers expressed certain data treatment requirements. Thus, the organization should make explicit how it will treat the customers’ health data, who will have access to the data, how the data will be used, and what measures will be taken to protect the data from unwanted access. In addition, some customers either had no expectations when sharing health data (57/452, 12.6%) or preferred to not engage in an exchange relationship with Omega (44/452, 9.7%). This is interesting when comparing our findings with a Canadian primary care practice context, which reported a much higher degree of unwillingness to share data with private insurance companies (79% of physicians and 67% of patients) [20]. However, passive exchange partners can still form relationships without engaging in health data sharing beyond what is necessary, such as initial screening for health insurance. For Omega and the health data economy, this suggests that some individuals will be passive or even indifferent participants, some of whom would need additional stimulation or education to meaningfully be incentivized to engage in digital health solutions [3,12,46].

Limitations

There are some limitations to this study that are worth mentioning. First, a major criticism of SET is that it is most useful in describing post hoc patterns but has limited utility in pinpointing specific a priori predictions [47]. However, we used the SET framework as a way to develop an understanding of how customers perceive value in health data, providing conditions for insurance organizations to make future strategic movements for health data sharing, not predicting how the customer will act. Second, although our survey provided a rich source of data, the response rate could have been higher, given more time and resources to send follow-up fill-in reminders or prompts through other means. Third, despite our best efforts to verify that only the intended 5000 customers who fit our inclusion criteria (ie, an active customer, >18 years of age, and with an email address) participated in the survey, a relatively small number may not have been active customers. The final limitation, also related to our survey, is the response bias, as those who were more willing to fill in the survey may also be more willing to engage with Omega in other areas such as sharing health data, meaning that those who contributed represent a higher percentage of people who might wish to participate in sharing health data. However, as our survey results captured a diverse range of responses, in our view, Omega’s customers are well represented.
Conclusions and Future Research

Data sharing is the foundation on which the health data economy can be formed to be mutually beneficial for all health care stakeholders [3]. Our survey found that the majority of customers in an insurance organization are open to exchanging their health data under certain conditions. However, it is apparent that no single offering or exchange for customers can apply as a one-size-fits-all solution. Personalization of research streams should aim to cover the scope of need of all customers in digital health services to aid in design and development.

In the case of reciprocal benefits to customers, there is the potential to perpetuate the exchange of health data under the right conditions. The ongoing collection and sharing of data from activity monitors provided by insurance organizations positively affect willingness to share data when customers perceive the benefits of sharing to have a positive impact on their health and wellness [48]. Organizational research should focus on the development of trust between the organization and its customers to improve proactive digital health services so that those services would provide more value to the customers. The power possessed by insurance organizations highlights the negative side of data sharing, and acts of transparency to increase trust could help alleviate this negative valence. Fortuitously, Omega is aware that transparency is a concern [19]. Future research should aim to understand transparent actions and how they can be implemented in a manner that shifts the balance of power for mutually beneficial outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) is used as an aid tool by radiologists on breast lesion diagnosis in ultrasonography. Previous studies demonstrated that CAD can improve the diagnosis performance of radiologists. However, the optimal use of CAD on breast lesions according to size (below or above 2 cm) has not been assessed.

Objective: The aim of this study was to compare the performance of different radiologists using CAD to detect breast tumors less and more than 2 cm in size.

Methods: We prospectively enrolled 261 consecutive patients (mean age 43 years; age range 17-70 years), including 398 lesions (148 lesions>2 cm, 79 malignant and 69 benign; 250 lesions≤2 cm, 71 malignant and 179 benign) with breast mass as the prominent symptom. One novice radiologist with 1 year of ultrasonography experience and one experienced radiologist with 5 years of ultrasonography experience were each assigned to read the ultrasonography images without CAD, and then again at a second reading while applying the CAD S-Detect. We then compared the diagnostic performance of the readers in the two readings (without and combined with CAD) with breast imaging. The McNemar test for paired data was used for statistical analysis.

Results: For the novice reader, the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) improved from 0.74 (95% CI 0.67-0.82) from the without-CAD mode to 0.88 (95% CI 0.83-0.93; P<.001) at the combined-CAD mode in lesions≤2 cm. For the experienced reader, the AUC improved from 0.84 (95% CI 0.77-0.90) to 0.90 (95% CI 0.86-0.94; P=.002). In lesions>2 cm, the AUC moderately decreased from 0.81 to 0.80 (novice reader) and from 0.90 to 0.82 (experienced reader). The sensitivity of the novice and experienced reader in lesions≤2 cm improved from 61.97% and 73.23% at the without-CAD mode to 90.14% and 97.18% (both P<.001) at the combined-CAD mode, respectively.

Conclusions: S-Detect is a feasible diagnostic tool that can improve the sensitivity for both novice and experienced readers, while also improving the negative predictive value and AUC for lesions≤2 cm, demonstrating important application value in the clinical diagnosis of breast cancer.

Trial Registration: Chinese Clinical Trial Registry ChiCTR1800019649; http://www.chictr.org.cn/showprojen.aspx?proj=33094

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e16334) doi:10.2196/16334
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Introduction

Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers in women, and the second leading cause of cancer-related mortality worldwide [1,2]. Early diagnosis of breast cancer can increase the treatment options and survival rate of patients [3], in which breast ultrasound plays an important role in detecting breast cancer. Operator experience-dependence remains the main limitation in ultrasound-based diagnosis [4,5]. S-detect is a recently developed computer-assisted diagnosis (CAD) system for breast cancer, which is based on the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) lexicon and classification [6]. Many studies have reported that S-detect has potential to become a novel diagnostic tool for radiologists [7-10]. However, no study has evaluated the diagnosis performance of CAD in breast lesions with respect to size (less and more than 2 cm). Therefore, the purpose of this study was to compare the performance of detecting breast cancer using CAD between radiologists with different levels of experience for lesions greater and less than 2 cm in size.

Methods

Patient Selection

We prospectively enrolled 261 patients who presented with a total of 398 lesions from November 2018 to May 2019. All patients underwent ultrasound before surgery. The mean age of the examined patients was 43.11 (SD 12.55) years (range 17-70 years). The diameter of lesions ranged from 0.26 to 9.50 cm, with a mean diameter of 1.92 (SD 1.26) cm. All 398 lesions were examined after surgery to confirm their pathological type. This prospective study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Third Xiangya Hospital. Informed consent was obtained from all patients.

The inclusion criteria were follows: patients aged 17-70 years with breast requiring surgery. The exclusion criteria were a history of neoadjuvant chemotherapy or endocrine therapy before surgery, lesions punctured by core-needle biopsy or Mammotome System, breast equipped with a prosthesis, lesions unclear as displayed by ultrasound, and patients unwilling to take part in the study.

Ultrasound Image Acquisition

All images were obtained with an RS80A ultrasound system (Samsung Medison Co Ltd, Seoul, Korea) with a 5-13-MHz bandwidth linear transducer. All ultrasound examinations were performed by an independent radiologist with 3 years of experience. Typical images of the tumor in longitudinal and transverse planes were stored in the ultrasound system.

Computer-Assisted Diagnostic System

Our CAD system (S-Detect) extracts features using an integration of artificial neural network classifiers internally installed in the ultrasound equipment (RS80A). The sensitivity of the instrument can be adjusted, with greater sensitivity yielding a higher potential rate of false-positive findings. We chose the default setting. To test the reproducibility of CAD marks with the same image, we randomly selected 20 of 398 (5.0%) examinations, which were sent through the CAD system three times, and the results showed that the markings were consistent in all images.

In S-Detect, the cursor on the center of the lesion was identified, and a region of interest was drawn along the border of the mass automatically by the ultrasound system. The ultrasound features of the lesion were analyzed according to the BI-RADS lexicon, and the final assessment classifications were automatically performed by the ultrasound system. If the borderline was considered inaccurate in any area of the tumor, it was manually edited to achieve the optimum fitness. In the S-Detect system, the final assessment classification was divided into “possibly benign” or “possibly malignant.”

Diagnostic Criteria

According to the fifth version of BI-RADS, the radiologists classified the lesion from BI-RADS category 3 to BI-RADS category 5. BI-RADS category 4 was further subdivided into category 4A, 4B, and 4C. Category 3 is considered probably benign (<2% likelihood of malignancy) and categories 4A, 4B, 4C range from low to high suspicion (2-10%, 10-50%, 50-95% likelihood of malignancy, respectively). Category 5 indicates a high malignancy rate (>95% likelihood of malignancy). The malignant signs in breast ultrasound imaging included irregular shape, antiparallel orientation, noncircumscribed margin, microcalcification, acoustic halo, posterior shadowing, and abnormalities of the surrounding tissue. No definitive malignant sign is assigned to category 3; one, two, and three malignant signs are assigned to category 4A, 4B, and 4C, respectively; and more than four malignant signs is assigned to category 5. Accordingly, category 3 and 4A lesions were regarded as benign, and category 4B, 4C, and 5 lesions were regarded as malignant [11,12].

For assessments of the combination of ultrasound and the CAD system, we took longitudinal and transverse planes of the tumor for CAD. If one plane indicated “possibly malignant,” it was considered a positive outcome, and the BI-RADS category diagnosis was increased by one level (ie, 3 to 4A, 4A to 4B, 4B to 4C, 4C to 5). If both planes indicated “possibly benign,” it was considered a negative outcome, and the BI-RADS category diagnosis was decreased by one level (ie, 5 to 4C, 4C to 4B, 4B to 4A, 4A to 3) [13].

Readers, Reading Modes, and Training

Two readers were involved in the study: a novice reader with 1 year of ultrasound experience and an experienced reader with 5 years of ultrasound experience. Both readers were trained on the reading procedures with 20 ultrasound images that were not part of the study set, 10 of which were read in without-CAD mode. The other 10 images were assessed in combined-CAD mode, in which the readers first read the ultrasound images without CAD and then combined the indications of CAD marks to make the final decision.

Both readers reviewed every examination at each reading mode independently and were blinded to any information about the patients, including age, manifestation of symptoms, and previous radiology reports. The readers were asked to read for at least 2
hours a day to simulate the typical process of batch reading in such examinations.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical evaluation was performed using SPSS software (SPSS for Windows 19.0, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Taking the pathology results as the gold standard, we analyzed the diagnostic sensitivity, specificity, and area under the receiving operating characteristic curve values (AUCs) in without-CAD mode and combined-CAD mode [14]. The combined-CAD mode and without-CAD mode diagnostic parameters were compared using the McNemar test (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value [PPV], negative predictive value [NPV], accuracy) for match-paired data. We used the Hanley and McNeil method to analyze the differences between pairs of AUCs. For all statistical tests, $P<.05$ was considered to indicate statistical significance.

**Results**

### Basic Characteristics of Lesions

Patient and lesion characteristics on the basis of lesion size are summarized in Table 1. Of the 398 breast lesions in the 261 patients included in this study, 250 (62.8%) were ≤2 cm and 148 (37.2%) were >2 cm. The mean sizes for all lesions, malignant lesions, and benign lesions at ultrasound were similar and close to 2 cm, with benign lesions being the smallest (1.73 cm) and malignant lesions being the largest (2.22 cm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>All lesions (n=398)</th>
<th>Lesions≤2 cm (n=250)</th>
<th>Lesions&gt;2 cm (n=148)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>43.10 (12.57)</td>
<td>43.62 (11.875)</td>
<td>42.22 (13.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (range)</td>
<td>45 (17-70)</td>
<td>45.0 (17-70)</td>
<td>44.5 (17-70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size of all lesions (cm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.92 (1.26)</td>
<td>1.1629 (0.42)</td>
<td>3.1876 (1.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (range)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.26-9.5)</td>
<td>1.1 (0.26-2.0)</td>
<td>2.8 (2.1-9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size of malignant lesions (cm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.22 (1.08)</td>
<td>1.331 (0.42)</td>
<td>3.02 (0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (range)</td>
<td>2.11 (0.26-6.2)</td>
<td>1.30 (0.26-2.0)</td>
<td>2.8 (2.1-6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size of benign lesions (cm)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.73 (1.33)</td>
<td>1.10 (0.40)</td>
<td>3.38 (1.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (range)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.4-9.5)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.4-2.0)</td>
<td>2.9 (2.1-9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Histologic type of malignant lesions, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>150 (37.7)</td>
<td>71 (47.3)</td>
<td>79 (52.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraductal carcinoma in situ</td>
<td>5 (3.3)</td>
<td>5 (7.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive lobular carcinoma</td>
<td>11 (7.3)</td>
<td>10 (14.1)</td>
<td>1 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mucinous adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>2 (1.3)</td>
<td>2 (2.8)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medullary carcinoma</td>
<td>2 (1.3)</td>
<td>1 (1.4)</td>
<td>1 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invasive ductal carcinoma</td>
<td>130 (86.7)</td>
<td>53 (74.6)</td>
<td>77 (97.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Histological type of benign lesions, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>248 (62.3)</td>
<td>179 (72.2)</td>
<td>69 (27.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraductal papilloma</td>
<td>29 (11.7)</td>
<td>29 (16.2)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granulomatous mastitis</td>
<td>5 (2.0)</td>
<td>1 (0.6)</td>
<td>4 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibroma</td>
<td>171 (69.0)</td>
<td>110 (61.5)</td>
<td>61 (88.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperplasia-induced lesions</td>
<td>42 (16.9)</td>
<td>38 (21.2)</td>
<td>4 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scar tissue</td>
<td>1 (0.4)</td>
<td>1 (0.6)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reader Performance

In all lesions, the AUCs of the reading improved at combined-CAD mode compared to those of the without-CAD mode for both the novice and experienced reader (Table 2, Figure 1). For the novice reader, the improvement in AUCs was significant between the without-CAD and combined-CAD modes ($Z=4.90$, $P<.001$), whereas there was no significant difference in AUCs between modes for the experienced reader ($Z=1.06$, $P=.29$).
In subgroup analysis, for lesions ≤2 cm, the AUCs of the reading improved significantly in combined-CAD mode for both the novice and experienced readers. However, in lesions >2 cm, there were no significant differences in AUCs between two reading modes for both the novice and experienced readers (Table 2).

When a BI-RADS category 4A threshold was used, the sensitivity and NPV improved at the combined-CAD mode compared with that at the without-CAD mode for both the novice reader and experienced reader in all lesions and subgroup analyses (Table 2). However, in lesions ≤2 cm, there were no significant differences between without-CAD and combined-CAD modes for the novice reader with respect to specificity, PPV, and accuracy. By contrast, significant differences were observed for the experienced reader in specificity and PPV, whereas there was no significant difference in accuracy. In lesions >2 cm, there was a significant decrease in specificity and a significant increase in NPV between without-CAD and combined-CAD modes for both readers, and there was a significant decrease in PPV for only the experienced reader. There was a moderate reduction in accuracy between the without-CAD and combined-CAD modes for both readers, and in PPV for the novice reader (Table 2).
Table 2. Diagnostic performance of the readers in two reading modes with a Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System Category 4A threshold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesions</th>
<th>Novice Reader</th>
<th>Expert Reader</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Combined with CAD</th>
<th>Without CAD</th>
<th>Combined with CAD</th>
<th>Without CAD</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Combined with CAD</td>
<td>Without CAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesions≤2 cm Pathology</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity b</td>
<td>61.97</td>
<td>90.14</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>73.24</td>
<td>97.18</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity b</td>
<td>87.71</td>
<td>87.15</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>94.97</td>
<td>81.56</td>
<td>.004</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV c</td>
<td>66.66</td>
<td>73.56</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>85.25</td>
<td>67.65</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV d</td>
<td>85.33</td>
<td>95.71</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>89.95</td>
<td>98.65</td>
<td>.005</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>80.40</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.67-0.82)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.83-0.93)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.84 (0.77-0.90)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.86-0.94)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesions&gt;2 cm Pathology</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>77.22</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>86.67</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>84.06</td>
<td>59.42</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>96.72</td>
<td>66.66</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>84.72</td>
<td>73.83</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>96.30</td>
<td>77.45</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>76.32</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>88.06</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>80.41</td>
<td>81.08</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>91.74</td>
<td>84.46</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.73-0.88)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.72-0.87)</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>0.90 (0.84-0.95)</td>
<td>0.83 (0.76-0.91)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All lesions Pathology</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>95.33</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>79.33</td>
<td>98.66</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>86.69</td>
<td>79.43</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>94.75</td>
<td>79.03</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPV</td>
<td>76.08</td>
<td>73.71</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>90.15</td>
<td>74.00</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV</td>
<td>82.69</td>
<td>96.57</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>88.34</td>
<td>98.98</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>80.40</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>88.94</td>
<td>86.43</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC (95% CI)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.73-0.83)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.84-0.91)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.87 (0.83-0.91)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.85-0.92)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCAD: computer-aided diagnosis.
bBreast Imaging Reporting and Data System assessment categories 4B, 4C, and 5 were considered positive for cancer for the calculation of sensitivity and specificity.
cPPV: positive predictive value.
dNPV: negative predictive value.
eAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
Management of Diagnostic Feature Decision Change

At the combined-CAD mode, the management of diagnostic feature decision changes compared with the without-CAD mode was 164/398 (41.2%) of all ultrasound images for the two readers. For the novice reader, with CAD support, 38/150 (25.3%) of the malignant lesions (20 lesions ≤ 2 cm, 18 lesions > 2 cm) were correctly upgraded from category 4A to 4B, whereas none (0%) of the malignant lesions was incorrectly changed from 4B to 4A. In addition, 18/248 (7.3%) benign lesions (12 lesions ≤ 2 cm, 6 lesions > 2 cm) were correctly downgraded from category 4B to 4A; however, 36/248 (14.5%) benign lesions (11 lesions ≤ 2 cm, 24 lesions > 2 cm) were incorrectly changed from category 4A to 4B.

For the experienced reader, 30/150 (20.0%) malignant lesions (18 lesions ≤ 2 cm, 12 lesions > 2 cm) were correctly changed from category 4A to 4B, and only 1 of 79 (1%) malignant lesions (≤ 2 cm) was incorrectly changed from category 4B to 4A. In addition, 4/248 (1.6%) benign lesions (3 lesions ≤ 2 cm, 1 lesion > 2 cm) were correctly downgraded from category 4B to 4A, whereas 38/248 (15.3%) benign lesions (3 lesions ≤ 2 cm, 20 lesions > 2 cm) were incorrectly changed from category 4A to 4B.

Discussion

Principal Findings

CAD systems have been recently applied to improve diagnostic performance in breast ultrasonography. S-Detect is a CAD system based on a neural network learning algorithm [7], which applies a novel feature extraction technique and vector machine classifier that categorizes breast masses into benign or malignant depending on the suggested feature based on the BI-RADS lexicon [15]. Choi et al [10] recently reported that both experienced and inexperienced readers had significantly higher specificity and AUCs in reading ultrasounds in combination with S-Detect, and the inexperienced reader also showed significant improvement in sensitivity. However, the diagnosis of breast lesions of different sizes is one of the most difficult challenges in clinical practice [16,17]. Radiologists with different levels of experience typically perform breast ultrasound, and thus the usefulness of S-Detect may be different according to experience. For example, radiologists with less experience may have a greater benefit in using S-Detect for the diagnosis of small breast lesions.

In our study, when combining ultrasound reading with S-Detect, both the experienced and novice readers showed significantly higher sensitivity and NPV compared to those obtained without S-Detect, which is in line with the findings of the previous studies for CAD systems mentioned above. In addition, 38/150 (25.3%) and 30/150 (20.0%) breast cancers initially assessed as category 4A by the novice and experienced readers were categorized as probably malignant by S-Detect, regardless of size. Combining the results of S-Detect led to significant improvements in AUCs for both readers in lesions < 2 cm. However, in lesions > 2 cm, the combination of S-Detect did not confer improvements in accuracy and AUC for either reader.

Our results suggest that S-Detect could be used as an additional tool with breast ultrasound regardless of the experience of the reader, and may help to reduce the misdiagnosis ratio of early-stage breast cancer. Although the sensitivity, NPV, and AUCs were improved, there was no significant improvement in the accuracy of the readers when using S-Detect compared to that obtained by the ultrasound reading alone. This may be due to the fact that both readers already showed high AUC values with ultrasound alone, and therefore there was minimal room for improvement.

Strengths and Prospects

Our results showed that readers with less experience may benefit more by using S-Detect in detection of smaller breast lesions. Several studies have reported the application of different types of CAD to breast ultrasound [6,18,19]. Overall, these studies showed that the CAD systems promoted the diagnostic performance of breast ultrasound, especially specificity and accuracy. Shen et al [18] argued that CAD systems could be helpful in evaluating fuzzy category 4 lesions. Wang et al [19] suggested that combining CAD with ultrasound was more helpful for inexperienced radiologists than for experienced radiologists owing to greater improvement in the diagnostic performances observed in the inexperienced group. In our study, the sensitivity, NPV, and AUCs of both readers were improved, supporting the idea that S-Detect can reliably provide a second view that can be referred to by readers. High sensitivity is a remarkable superiority of S-Detect, and similar results were reported in some previous studies [20,21]. Compared to these...
previous studies, there was a relatively smaller proportion of benign lesions in our study and the mean size of lesions in our study was larger. In addition, all patients had a breast mass as the prominent symptom, which may explain the different results. Moreover, since S-Detect provides the final assessment in a dichotomized form of possibly benign and possibly malignant, this factor may have also affected the accuracy of readers in the combined-CAD mode.

This result is encouraging for clinical breast cancer screening, as breast cancer is a highly aggressive disease with multiple pathological subtypes, including those associated with higher rates of metastases and poorer survival rates [22]. Thus, it is important to detect cancer early to reduce the mortality rate [23]. In addition, S-Detect is a user-friendly and concise program that is integrated in an ultrasound machine to enable obtaining a terse result for radiologists immediately during real-time ultrasonography, which can easily be applied to routine work. However, it is not recommended to apply CAD alone or use it as a replacement for a radiologist in the diagnosis of breast lesions, especially for tumors>2 cm, which is consistent with the results of Kim et al [13]. As one example from this study, a fibroadenoma lesion with a size of 2.94×1.76 cm (Figure 2A) that showed an unclear margin and a large lobulated shape was misdiagnosed as malignant by S-Detect, and was inversely excluded by the radiologist after combining the results with information on the patient’s history. In another example, a lesion of invasive ductal carcinoma with a size of 3.09×1.36 cm (Figure 2B) showing a clear border and microcalcification was classified as BI-RADS category 4B by conventional ultrasound, whereas S-Detect diagnosed this lesion as benign. Further investigation along with technical progress are anticipated to lead to the development of a more sophisticated algorithm using the multiple-planes assessment BI-RADS ultrasonographic categories.

Likewise, ultrasound scanning is a real-time and multi-angled imaging method, which can observe the lesion from different planes to collect the imaging features such as the internal situation, relation of the lesion with surrounding tissues, and the blood supply model, along with patient history and other available information. Therefore, more image data and clinical information can be obtained with ultrasound than with CAD. Consequently, in lesions≤2 cm, the combination of S-Detect and ultrasound allows for the weaknesses of each method to be counteracted by the strengths of the other, which could assist both novice and experienced readers in making a more accurate final diagnosis. As one example from this study, an invasive ductal carcinoma lesion with a size of 1.75×1.56 cm (Figure 3A) that showed an unclear margin, irregular shape, and microcalcification was correctly diagnosed as malignant by S-Detect and was classified as BI-RADS category 4C by both readers. In another example, a lesion of fibroadenoma with a size of 1.58×1.10 cm (Figure 3B) showing a clear border and regular shape was classified as BI-RADS category 3 by conventional ultrasound and was correctly diagnosed as benign by S-Detect.

**Figure 2.** A malignant and benign lesion > 2 cm misdiagnosed by S-Detect.
Figure 3. A malignant and benign lesion < 2 cm diagnosed correctly by S-Detect.

Limitations

There are several limitations of this study. First, a relatively small number of cases were included (N=261). Second, the presentation of calcifications was not included in the analysis, owing to the limited ability of S-Detect to detect microcalcifications [24]. Third, some small nodules (around 1 cm) classified as BI-RADS category 3 that were not surgically removed were excluded from the study, which may have affected the results. Fourth, only two representative still images of breast masses stored for analysis were chosen during image analysis by the radiologists and S-Detect, which may have caused variability in selecting images of representative planes. Fifth, the criterion of the size of lesions for comparison was set to 2 cm; thus, further studies using other stratifications with a larger number of samples may be warranted. Sixth, both readers had relatively minimal experience as breast imagers. In China, the specialty of breast imaging is somewhat new, and the staff in this field tend to be younger compared with staff of other imaging specialties. Therefore, these factors may have had a slight influence on our results.

Conclusion

In conclusion, S-Detect is a clinically feasible diagnostic tool that can improve the sensitivity of breast ultrasonography, in addition to improving the NPV and AUC for lesions ≤ 2 cm, with important application value in the clinical diagnosis of breast cancer.
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Abstract

Background: Multimorbidity is a global health problem that is usually associated with polypharmacy, which increases the risk of potentially inappropriate prescribing (PIP). PIP entails higher hospitalization rates and mortality and increased usage of services provided by the health system. Tools exist to improve prescription practices and decrease PIP, including screening tools and explicit criteria that can be applied in an automated manner.

Objective: This study aimed to describe the prevalence of PIP in primary care consultations among patients aged 65-75 years with multimorbidity and polypharmacy, detected by an electronic clinical decision support system (ECDSS) following the 2015 American Geriatrics Society Beers Criteria, the European Screening Tool of Older Person’s Prescription (STOPP), and the Screening Tool to Alert doctors to Right Treatment (START).

Methods: This was an observational, descriptive, cross-sectional study. The sample included 593 community-dwelling adults aged 65-75 years (henceforth called young seniors), with multimorbidity (≥3 diseases) and polypharmacy (≥5 medications), who had visited their primary care doctor at least once over the last year at 1 of the 38 health care centers participating in the Multimorbidity and Polypharmacy in Primary Care (Multi-PAP) trial. Sociodemographic data, clinical and pharmacological treatment variables, and PIP, as detected by 1 ECDSS, were recorded. A multivariate logistic regression model with robust estimators was built to assess the factors affecting PIP according to the STOPP criteria.

Results: PIP was detected in 57.0% (338/593; 95% CI 53-61) and 72.8% (432/593; 95% CI 69.3-76.4) of the patients according to the STOPP criteria and the Beers Criteria, respectively, whereas 42.8% (254/593; 95% CI 38.9-46.8) of the patients partially
met the START criteria. The most frequently detected PIPs were benzodiazepines (BZD) intake for more than 4 weeks (217/593, 36.6%) using the STOPP version 2 and the prolonged use of proton pump inhibitors (269/593, 45.4%) using the 2015 Beers Criteria. Being a woman (odds ratio [OR] 1.43, 95% CI 1.01-2.01; \( P = .04 \)), taking a greater number of medicines (OR 1.25, 95% CI 1.14-1.37; \( P < .04 \)), working in the primary sector (OR 1.91, 95% CI 1.25-2.93; \( P = .003 \)), and being prescribed drugs for the central nervous system (OR 3.75, 95% CI 2.45-5.76; \( P < .001 \)) were related to a higher frequency of PIP.

**Conclusions:** There is a high prevalence of PIP in primary care as detected by an ECDSS in community-dwelling young seniors with comorbidity and polypharmacy. The specific PIP criteria defined by this study are consistent with the current literature. This ECDSS can be useful for supervising prescriptions in primary health care consultations.

(***JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e14130***) doi:10.2196/14130

**KEYWORDS**
potentially inappropriate medication list; polypharmacy; multimorbidity; clinical decision support systems; primary care

**Introduction**

**Background**

Multimorbidity is defined by the World Health Organization as the coexistence of two or more chronic illnesses in a person [1]. It is a growing phenomenon that has become a health problem and an international health challenge [2] resulting from increased life expectancy and nontransmittable disease rates, among other factors. Patients with multimorbidity usually present with polypharmacy, defined as the simultaneous usage of several medicines. This definition is controverted, and there is no standard agreement on the number of drugs that indicates that the patient is polymedicated [3].

Polypharmacy entails a greater risk for potentially inappropriate prescribing (PIP), which is defined as “the prescribing of medications or medication classes that should generally be avoided in persons 65 years or older because they are either ineffective or they pose unnecessarily high risk for older persons and a safer alternative is available (potentially inappropriate medication, PIM)” [4]. PIP also includes prescription omissions as the lack of use of potential right treatments. Data from the US National Health Survey yielded a prevalence of polypharmacy of 39% in the population aged older than 65 years [5]. A European study on medication dispensing for 310,000 adults within the UK National Health Service observed that the proportion of adult patients prescribed with 5 or more medicines doubled between 1995 and 2014, reaching 20.8% of the population [6]. For the same population age range in Spain, the percentage of polymedicated patients was approximately 50% [7]. The prevalence of patients with PIP is high, although it differs among studies, many of which are aimed at hospitalized, institutionalized, or immobilized elderly patients [8]. In the primary care setting in Europe, the PIP prevalence varies between 36% in Ireland [9] and 39% or 40.4% reported in 2 studies in Spain [10,11]. The existence of PIP has been related to a higher risk of being hospitalized [12], greater use of health emergency services and family doctor visits, reduced functionality [13], and increased mortality rates [14]. In terms of economic impact, some European studies estimate that the direct cost associated with PIP ranges between €188 and €318 (US $213-US $370) per patient per year [9,15].

A number of tools have been developed for studying appropriate prescribing and facilitating the detection of PIP. There are implicit methods based on clinical judgment, such as the Medication Appropriateness Index [16], and explicit methods based on predefined criteria, such as the American Geriatrics Society Beers Criteria, the European Screening Tool of Older Person’s Prescribing (STOPP) Criteria, and the Screening Tool to Alert Doctors to the Right Treatment (START) Criteria. Although the Beers Criteria were the first to be published in 1991 [4] and have been the most widely employed to date, their application in the European setting is limited because they include a high percentage of pharmacological drugs not recognized in the majority of catalogs for European countries. To address this limitation, the criteria for the STOPP and START were set in 2008. Studies comparing the STOPP Criteria with other explicit criteria show that the STOPP Criteria are more exhaustive [9,15,17]. The STOPP, START, and Beers Criteria were updated and validated in Spanish in 2015 [18,19], but there are no studies comparing them.

Some studies indicate that using the abovementioned tools to check prescribed medication translates into improved health outcomes for patients (falls, functionality, hospitalizations, number of consultations, and use of emergency services) [20]. However, applying these criteria requires extensive and updated clinical knowledge, time, and access to various simultaneous sources of information. For their use to be viable at primary care consultations, health professionals need automated, quick-to-consult tools that facilitate and supervise the process of medication prescribing. Electronic clinical decision support systems (ECDSSs) can improve prescription quality and reduce medication errors [21,22]. Although electronic clinical records are largely implemented in the Spanish primary care system, no adequate ECDSSs are currently available. Several clinical trials are being conducted to evaluate the use of ECDSSs in clinical practice [23-27].

In Spain, an available ECDSS (CheckTheMeds Technology SL) has been used in the hospital setting and in pharmacological services offering a personalized system for medication dispensing [28,29]. This Web-based tool globally processes each patient’s information, combining clinical and pharmacological data, thus offering the health professional an analysis of criteria (Beers, STOPP, and START) for detecting PIP in real time.
Objective
The main aim of this study was to estimate the prevalence of PIP in young seniors (aged 65 to 75 years) with multimorbidity and polypharmacy, according to the updated criteria by the STOPP, START, and Beers, as detected by the ECDSS, at primary care consultations. The secondary objectives were to assess the relationships between clinical and sociodemographic variables and the presence of PIP.

Methods
Design
This was an observational, cross-sectional, descriptive, multicentric study conducted in the Spanish primary care setting.

Population
This study included patients aged 65-75 years with multimorbidity (≥3 diseases) and polypharmacy (≥5 consumed medicines for at least 3 months), who had attended their doctor consultation at least once over the last year and provided written consent to participate in the Multimorbidity and Polypharmacy in Primary Care (Multi-PAP) trial [30]. Institutionalized patients—those whose life expectancy was less than 12 months, as estimated by their doctor—and patients with any severe mental disorder were excluded. Recruitment physicians did not receive any economic incentives. Each doctor offered participation to patients from a random list of patients potentially meeting the inclusion criteria. A total of 117 family doctors from 38 health care centers from 3 Spanish regions (Andalucia, Aragon, and Madrid) included a total of 593 subjects who agreed to participate. On the basis of the previous studies reporting a PIP percentage of 39% [10], with this sample size, a maximum type I error of 3.9% with a 95% CI was reported.

Variables
The following sociodemographic variables were recorded for patients: age, gender, marital status, educational level, social class according to the Spanish classification [31], and family income in thousands of euros adjusted by the number of people in the household using the method proposed by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. In addition, the following clinical variables were collected: number of active pharmaceutical ingredients per patient according to the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system and chronic conditions in accordance with the International Classification of Primary Care, with the most relevant ones selected according to the criterion by O’Halloran et al [32]. The assessed PIP variables were existence of STOPP and START criteria following its Spanish-adapted 2014 version [18], existence of Beers 2015 version criteria [19], number of STOPP criteria, number of START criteria, number of Beers Criteria, and classification of the type of detected criteria.

Sociodemographic and clinical data were obtained between December 2016 and January 2017 through an interview by each patient’s doctor and recorded in a data collection notebook (DCN). Subsequently, in April 2018, the data were uploaded from the DCN into the ECDSS. One researcher with vast clinical and therapeutic drug monitoring experience supervised the information transfer to the CheckTheMeds Technology SL and used this tool to globally review the treatment of all patients. The latest versions of the STOPP, START, and Beers Criteria were employed.

All the STOPP and Beers Criteria were analyzed. In agreement with previous studies [33] and to avoid potential information bias, this research team agreed on omitting the A1 STOPP criterion from the analysis (any drug prescribed but not indicated by clinical evidence) to prevent its overestimation [33].

Statistical Analysis
Categorical variables were described by their frequencies and percentages. Quantitative variables were described by their mean and SD, with their corresponding 95% CI when they fit a normal distribution, or by their median and IQR in the case of asymmetric distributions. The presence of one or more PIP was identified, and the association between groups was assessed for the main variables using a chi-square test in the case of categorical variables or the Student t test (Mann-Whitney U test when the variable did not fit a normal distribution) in the case of quantitative ones. A multivariate logistic regression model was built to study factors related to PIP, with robust estimators that controlled for the effect of cluster sampling. The dependent variable was the presence of one or more PIP according to the STOPP version 2 (V2) criteria, and independent variables were those reaching statistical significance in the bivariate analysis or considered of clinical relevance. Stata version 14.0 (StataCorp LLC) and IBM SPSS 21 software (IBM Corp) were employed in the statistical analyses.

Results
A total of 4386 prescriptions were recorded for the 593 included patients (593/635, 93.4% of the total offered for participation). The average age of patients was 69.7 (SD 2.7) years; 56.3% (334/593) of the patients were women, 75.4% (447/593) were married, and 17.9% (106/593) lived by themselves. Multimedia Appendix 1 describes the main sociodemographic and clinical characteristics for each group according to the presence or absence of PIP or medication omissions according to the START Criteria. The most frequent pathologies were high blood pressure that amounted to 78.9% cases (468/593) and hypercholesterolemia with 50.2% cases (301/593). Of the 593 patients, 250 (42.2%) were diabetic, 215 (36.3%) had arthritis (knee, hip, or other joints), and 220 (37.1%) had mental disorders (for a complete list of disease prevalence, see Multimedia Appendix 2). The median number of chronic illnesses per patient was 5 (IQR 4-7). The median number of medicines per patient was 7 (IQR 6-9), and 17.9% (106/593) of the patients were prescribed ≥10 drugs. In terms of ATC groups, the cardiovascular one was the most frequent, with 95.3% (565/593) subjects taking at least one drug, followed by the digestive system/metabolism and the nervous system groups. The most prescribed drug was omeprazole, which was taken by 95.3% (565/593) of patients, simvastatin by 32.9% (195/593) of patients, and enalapril by 27.2% (161/593) of patients.
The frequency for the ECDSS to detect at least one explicit criterion was 57.0% (95% CI 53.6-61), 42.8% (95% CI 38.9-46.8), and 72.8% (95% CI 69.3-76.4) applying the STOPP, START, and Beers Criteria, respectively, all in their latest versions at the point when this study was conducted (Table 1). The percentage of patients that met three or more Beers Criteria was 16.5% (98/593). Of the overall criteria evaluated for the studied sample, 30 different criteria were detected in the STOPP, 21 in the START, and 34 in the Beers Criteria (see Multimedia Appendix 3). The most frequently found PIP according to the STOPP criteria were the prolonged use of benzodiazepines (BZD) in 36.6% of patients (217/593), followed by beta blockers in 12.5% (74/593) of patients with diabetes mellitus with frequent episodes of hypoglycemia and the prescribed use of opioids without associated laxatives found in 5.4% (32/593) of patients. Following the Beers Criteria, the most frequent PIP were the prolonged use of proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) by 45.4% (269/593) of patients, prolonged use of BZD and hypnotic drugs by 27% (160/593) of patients, and prolonged use of antidepressants or the combined use of 2 or more central nervous system depressants by 17.4% (130/593) of patients (Multimedia Appendix 2).

At least one PIP was detected using both methods in 40.8% (242/593) of patients, and disagreement was found in 32.0% (190/593) of patients for whom 1 PIP was detected according to the Beers Criteria but did not meet any criterion in the STOPP. On the contrary, 16.2% (96/593) of patients presented with some PIP using the STOPP criteria, but none using the Beers Criteria.

Factors that were found to relate to the presence of PIP were being a woman, greater medicine intake, belonging to social class 2 (qualified primary sector), and using a pharmacological treatment for the central nervous system (Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification system-nervous system [ATC-N]; see Table 2).

The most frequent omission of medicines detected by the START criteria in 593 patients were inhaled corticosteroids in 55 (9.3%) patients with asthma or severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD); prostaglandins, prostandime, or topical beta blockers in 40 (6.7%) patients with primary open-angle glaucoma; calcium and vitamin D supplements in 37 (6.2%) patients with osteoporosis; and inhibitors of 5α-reductase also in 37 (6.2%) patients for the treatment of symptomatic prostatism when prostatectomy is not necessary (see Multimedia Appendix 2).

Table 1. Percentage of detected potentially inappropriate prescribing (potentially inappropriate medication or prescription omission) according to the different criteria sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potentially inappropriate prescribing</th>
<th>Screening Tool of Older Person’s potentially inappropriate prescriptions version 2</th>
<th>Beers 2015 version</th>
<th>Screening Tool to Alert doctors to Right Treatment, version 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>n (%)</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with at least one PIM&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; or one MO&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>338 (57.0)</td>
<td>53-61</td>
<td>432 (72.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PIM/MO per patient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>257 (43.3)</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>214 (36.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>65 (11.0)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>120 (20.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥3</td>
<td>16 (2.7)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>98 (16.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>PIM: potentially inappropriate medication.
<sup>b</sup>MO: medication omission.
<sup>c</sup>N/A: not applicable.

Table 2. Factors associated with a potentially inappropriate medication according to the Screening Tool of Older Person’s Prescription criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Associated factors</th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>1.43 (1.01-2.01)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of drugs</td>
<td>1.25 (1.14-1.37)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Odds ratio (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unskilled</td>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled worker in the primary sector</td>
<td>1.45 (0.98-2.16)</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisors, managers, and directors</td>
<td>1.91 (1.25-2.93)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usage of drugs in Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification system-nervous system group</td>
<td>3.75 (2.43-5.76)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>N/A: not applicable.
Discussion

Principal Findings

The percentage of patients in the sample with one or more PIP was 57.0% (338/593) using STOPP (95% CI 53-61), 72.8% (432/593) with Beers (95% CI 69.3-76.4), and 42.8% (254/593) with START (95% CI 38.9-46.8). The most frequent PIPs were the use of BZD for more than 4 weeks according to the STOPP V2 criteria (217/593, 36.6%) and the prolonged use of PPI using the Beers 2015 version (269/593, 45.4%). Factors associated with a higher PIP frequency were being a woman (OR 1.43, 95% CI 1.01-2.01; P=.04), greater medicine intake (OR 1.25, 95% CI 1.14-1.37; P<.001), being a primary sector worker (OR 1.91, 95% CI 1.25-2.93; P=.003), and using pharmacological treatments for the central nervous system (OR 3.75, 95% CI 2.45-5.76; P<.001). Both the STOPP and Beers tools simultaneously detected one or more PIP in 40.8% (242/593) of the patients. Differences were found using the STOPP and Beers sets of criteria, and the difficulties for using some of the explicit criteria were found by the ECDSS.

Prevalence of Potentially Inappropriate Prescribing

The prevalence of PIP among community-dwelling young seniors varies depending on the explicit criteria employed as well as the different study designs and included populations [15,18,34]. This study obtained a prevalence of 57.0% in accordance with the STOPP criteria, which is higher than that of previous studies [9,10] using previous STOPP versions in the primary care setting and the European population (36% and 39%, respectively). Studies using the STOPP 2014 version found prevalence values of 8.7% and 40.4% [11,33]. The study by Blanco-Reina et al [11], with similar data to ours, obtained a prevalence of 40.4% in contrast to the 18.7% obtained using the original STOPP version and concluded that the latest version is more sensitive for PIP detection. The greater prevalence observed in this study can result from the included population, which had to meet the polypharmacy criterion to participate in the Multi-PAP trial group, whereas only 72.9% of the patients in the abovementioned study were polymedicated.

Following the Beers 2015 version criteria, the PIP prevalence (77.2%) was higher than that described in some previous studies. Owing to the repeated updates of these criteria (5 up to 2015) and different study designs and studied populations, there is great variability in the obtained prevalence values [34]. Studies using the Beers 2015 version reported a prevalence ranging from 53.5% in the hospitalized population [35] to 72.8% in studies based on big data [36]. In Spain, using the 2008 and 2012 versions, the prevalence of PIP varied from 24.3% to 44.0%, respectively [37].

Studies comparing the 2015 version with the 2012 versions of Beers Criteria [35] confirmed that the latest version has greater sensitivity for detecting PIP. The increased number of criteria in the Beers 2015 version and the adaptation of the medications catalog [17], together with the application of these criteria to a polymedicated population, can explain the higher prevalence found in our sample.

The percentage of patients with one or more medication omission was 42.8%, a figure superior to those in previous studies, where it ranged between 22.0% and 39.9% using the START criteria [10,11,33,37].

Most Frequent Screening Tool of Older Person’s Prescription and Screening Tool to Alert Doctors to Right Treatment, the Beers Criteria

In agreement with most previous studies, BZD and PPI were the most frequent PIP detected [10,11,15,33,37]. The proportion of patients using BZD for more than 4 weeks in the studied sample using STOPP V2 is similar to that found by Blanco-Reina et al [11] (36.6% vs 38.6%, respectively), whereas the use of BZD and hypnotic drugs using the Beers Criteria was lower than that observed in the mentioned study (26.9% vs 52.4%, respectively) but similar to that in a study by Zhang et al (29.8%) [35]. The reason for this difference can be that the most used BZD by patients in this study were lorazepam (13.5%), bromazepam (8.6%), and lormetazepam (6.9%), with the 2 latest being included in the catalog of medicines detected by the STOPP criteria but not in the catalog for the Beers. The work by Blanco-Reina et al [11], which did not specify what the most used BZD were, reported that 46.7% of patients had insomnia, a figure much higher than the one observed in our sample, which could explain the differences between them.

This study found that the prolonged use of PPI was the most frequent PIP detected by the Beers latest version (45.5%), although it was not detected using STOPP. Several systematic reviews report it as one of the most frequent PIP observed in the polymedicated population in accordance with different explicit criteria [15,34,38]. The Beers 2015 updated version included this criterion that is already described as frequent (41.9%) by some authors [35], although their samples are not comparable with ours. Some studies that identified this PIP as frequent [9,10] employed a modified version of STOPP that facilitates its detection, instead of the original criterion that is associated with a specific clinical condition that limits its capacity for such purpose (PPI for treating peptic ulcer disease without complications or peptic erosive esophagitis with full therapeutic doses for more than 8 weeks). For example, 40 mg of omeprazole was considered the full therapeutic dose by the ECDSS.

The use of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) also appears in the current literature as one the most frequently found PIP in the polymedicated population [15,34,38]. This criterion only was met by 1.5% of patients in the study by Blanco-Reina et al [11], which used a similar methodology to ours. As their own family doctors were the ones entering the pharmacological information for their patients in the DCN, a bias can be present in the outcome if the patient was taking the NSAIDs, but the doctor did not consider it as their regular chronic medication and hence did not include it in the DCN. This record omission, together with the ample information on increased cardiovascular risk associated with these drugs, can explain the observed differences.

In studies using the START 2014, the most relevant omission criterion is the use of inhaled corticosteroids in patients with
Asthma or severe COPD as well as the use of calcium and vitamin D supplements in patients with osteoporosis, as was the case in our sample. The criterion for prostaglandin, prostamides, or topical beta blockers in patients with primary open-angle glaucoma can be overestimated because topical medication was not recorded, which can partially explain the high prevalence of omissions in this trial.

Factors relating to the presence of PIP as detected using the STOPP are similar to those in previous studies [15,34] that have identified a relationship between being a woman and taking a greater number of medicines with the presence of PIP. These studies also found a correlation with poor economic status, which was not the case in our study, although the classification systems for the economic level and social class are not comparable. The ATC-N includes all the drugs in the BZD group as well as antidepressants, thus its association with the presence of PIP.

Agreement Between Methods

Only 40.0% (237/593) of patients were simultaneously detected with one or more PIP according to the criteria of the Beers and STOPP methods. The use of different medication catalogs by these tools does not entirely explain the observed discrepancies. Although previous studies have analyzed the agreement between both the tools in terms of the overall percentage of detected PIP [11,37,39], they did not take into consideration that the drugs and clinical scenarios assessed by each method are different and changed throughout their updated versions. In a review by Motter et al [17], a detailed analysis of differences among the existing explicit criteria since 1991 (STOPP, Beers, and others) was conducted: they concluded that these tools assess different parameters, medicines, and clinical scenarios, which are not readily comparable. Given the differences between these tools, their combined use in a complementary manner is probably the most adequate approach.

Algorithms Used by the Electronic Clinical Decision Support System

ECDSSs are very helpful tools for applying different explicit criteria simultaneously [40,41]. Translating the STOPP criteria into computerized algorithms to be used by an ECDSS can be more complicated than doing so for the Beers Criteria. This was evident in our study in terms of the overall percentage found in detecting the usage of PPIs for more than 8 weeks using the STOPP criteria, as previously mentioned. The majority of the STOPP criteria are linked to a clinical condition that is often difficult to codify or extract from the patient’s electronic clinical records [42]. Studies evaluating an ECDSS [43] that applies the explicit criteria in the latest versions of these tools estimate that 67% of the STOPP criteria require additional clinical information vs 31% for Beers. Many studies employ several criteria instead of the complete list; hence, the analysis of prescriptions remains incomplete [44], whereas others [10] use free adaptations of the criteria to facilitate the development of computerized algorithms.

Strengths and Limitations

Not exporting the data directly from clinical records but from a DCN designed ad hoc could have potentially introduced an information bias regarding illnesses and pharmacological treatment. Given the design of the Multi-PAP trial, health professionals may have prioritized pathologies they considered chronic and were included in the classification employed in the trial instead of registering the total number of patients’ diseases. Something similar may have occurred with topical medication as the research team decided not to include it in the study because it is not associated with significant adverse effects. This bias could have resulted in an overestimation of the prevalence of certain STOPP or START criteria that the research team tried to correct by adjusting the A1P criterion.

The pragmatic design of the study is among our strengths, with patients comprising a representative sample of the community-dwelling young seniors with multimorbidity and polypharmacy, who were interviewed and evaluated by their usual doctors during clinical practice. Overall, this age group has a good quality of life and substantial potential for early interventions.

Applicability of the Outcome

Using the ECDSS allows for a rapid, complete, and simultaneous evaluation of PIP based on different explicit criteria. This tool can support family doctors when deciding what the best therapeutic choice is for each patient, not only to review the therapeutic plan but also to prescribe new treatments. In any event, even after the information is provided via the ECDSS, the professional must always evaluate it and make the final decision. The decision to continue or discontinue certain treatments must be made based on clinical conditions and within a framework of a doctor-patient shared decision making. The evaluation of this tool in the future in clinical effectiveness and implementation of hybrid design studies will help in integrating them into the clinical electronic records of patients.
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Abstract

Background: The detection of dyskalemias—hypokalemia and hyperkalemia—currently depends on laboratory tests. Since cardiac tissue is very sensitive to dyskalemia, electrocardiography (ECG) may be able to uncover clinically important dyskalemias before laboratory results.

Objective: Our study aimed to develop a deep-learning model, ECG12Net, to detect dyskalemias based on ECG presentations and to evaluate the logic and performance of this model.

Methods: Spanning from May 2011 to December 2016, 66,321 ECG records with corresponding serum potassium (K⁺) concentrations were obtained from 40,180 patients admitted to the emergency department. ECG12Net is an 82-layer convolutional neural network that estimates serum K⁺ concentration. Six clinicians—three emergency physicians and three cardiologists—participated in human-machine competition. Sensitivity, specificity, and balance accuracy were used to evaluate the performance of ECG12Net with that of these physicians.

Results: In a human-machine competition including 300 ECGs of different serum K⁺ concentrations, the area under the curve for detecting hypokalemia and hyperkalemia with ECG12Net was 0.926 and 0.958, respectively, which was significantly better than that of our best clinicians. Moreover, in detecting hypokalemia and hyperkalemia, the sensitivities were 96.7% and 83.3%, respectively.
respectively, and the specificities were 93.3% and 97.8%, respectively. In a test set including 13,222 ECGs, ECG12Net had a similar performance in terms of sensitivity for severe hypokalemia (95.6%) and severe hyperkalemia (84.5%), with a mean absolute error of 0.531. The specificities for detecting hypokalemia and hyperkalemia were 81.6% and 96.0%, respectively.

**Conclusions:** A deep-learning model based on a 12-lead ECG may help physicians promptly recognize severe dyskalemias and thereby potentially reduce cardiac events.

*(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e15931) doi:10.2196/15931*
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**Introduction**

Dyskalemias—hyperkalemia and hypokalemia—are common causes of sudden cardiac death in clinical practice [1]. Prompt recognition and rapid correction of these potassium (K+) derangements are needed to prevent catastrophic outcomes [2]. Currently, the detection of dyskalemia relies on laboratory tests. Point-of-care blood testing provides rapid analysis of electrolyte levels, however, its accuracy and precision may not be as reliable as that from a clinical central laboratory; this is mainly due to dilution, which would underestimate plasma K+ concentration, and the inability to discern hemolysis from pseudohyperkalemia [3,4]. Electrocardiography (ECG) is universally needed in patients with emergent cardiac or noncardiac conditions, which may exhibit the typical changes seen in dyskalemia since cardiac tissue is very sensitive to this disease. The main ECG changes associated with hypokalemia include a decreased T wave amplitude, ST-segment depression, T wave inversion, a prolonged PR interval, and an increased corrected QT interval (QTc) [5]. The typical ECG findings for hyperkalemia progress from tall peaked T waves and a shortened QT interval to a lengthened PR interval and a loss of the P wave, followed by a widening QRS complex and ultimately a sine wave morphology [5,6]. Although these morphologic changes are well known in dyskalemias, even experienced clinicians frequently do not notice all of these subtle details [7].

Previous researchers have developed ECG quantification algorithms to predict serum K+ concentration based on T wave morphology, mainly using the slope and width of T waves. Hyperkalemia is associated with tall, narrow, and symmetrical T waves, whereas hypokalemia is associated with flat T waves [8-12]. The algorithms were mostly derived from continuous patient monitoring, such as during hemodialysis, with homogeneous ECG morphologies from a limited set of patients [8-12]. Recently, applying the processing of T wave morphologies manually has been used to improve the diagnosis of hyperkalemia [13]. Nevertheless, using T wave changes alone to detect dyskalemias is less sensitive and specific than a comprehensive ECG interpretation [14].

With the revolution in artificial intelligence (AI), several advanced deep-learning models, such as Oxford’s VGGNet [15], Inception Net [16], ResNet [17], and DenseNet [18], have been developed, providing an unprecedented opportunity to improve health care; this was initiated by AlexNet’s victory in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge in 2012 [19]. Existing deep-learning models have been shown to achieve human-level performance and be effective in medical applications when large annotated datasets are available [17,20-22]. This potential to improve diagnosis and patient care prompted us to develop a deep-learning model to assist emergency physicians in recognizing ECG changes associated with dyskalemias.

Our study aimed to train a deep-learning model, ECG12Net, to predict serum K+ concentration by ECG. The deep-learning model was an 82-layer convolutional neural network that underwent a series of training processes to optimize model performance. The AI system, which will learn from more than 50,000 electrocardiograms to identify critical morphologic changes, will help to reduce medical errors in emergency departments (EDs) resulting from intense time pressure and harried ED staff during busy periods in ED environments [23]. Facilitated by the system’s powerful computing ability, the performance of the trained model was compared with that of emergency physicians and cardiologists. Finally, we visualized ECG12Net’s calculation process to understand why and how it works.

**Methods**

**Data Source**

The data were obtained from Tri-Service General Hospital, Taiwan, and research approval was given by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) (IRB No. 1-107-05-047). From May 11, 2011, to December 31, 2016, 40,180 emergency patients were enrolled who had 66,321 ECG records within 1 hour before or after serum K+ concentration for reference. Serum K+ concentrations were measured in the laboratory using indirect ion-selective electrode methods that had been accredited by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standard ISO-15189 and the College of American Pathologists’ Laboratory Accreditation Program. All hemolyzed samples were excluded. Potential confounders, such as patients with chest pain or thyroid disorders, were not excluded from the study. We divided the dataset into training (~70%), validation (~10%), and test (~20%) sets by date. Emergency patients presenting before April 30, 2016, were included in the training set; those presenting between May 1 and July 20, 2016, were in the validation set; and those presenting after July 21, 2016, were in the test set to assess model performance. All records included in the training set were excluded from the validation and test sets; thus, there was no overlap among the three datasets. The ECG recordings were collected using a Philips 12-Lead ECG machine (PH080A). The ECG signal was recorded
in a digital format. The sampling frequency was 500 Hz with 2.5 seconds recorded in each lead. The estimated \( K^+ \) concentrations ranged from 1.5 mEq/L to 7.5 mEq/L. Predicted \( K^+ \) concentrations less than 1.5 mEq/L or greater than 7.5 mEq/L were indicated accordingly without further detail (ie, as either <1.5 mEq/L or >7.5 mEq/L). Patient characteristics and laboratory results were collected using an electronic health record system. The estimated glomerular filtration rate was calculated using the Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration formula [24]. Eight basic ECG morphology parameters (EMPs) were calculated by the Philips 12-Lead ECG machine: heart rate, PR interval, QRS duration, QT interval, QTc, P wave axis, RS wave axis, and T wave axis.

The Implementation of ECG12Net

We developed a 12-channel sequence-to-sequence model, which is modified from DenseNet [18]. The details are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. The architecture of ECG12Net is shown in Figure 1. We designed an ECG lead block with 80 trainable layers whose architecture is shown in Figure 1 A. This ECG lead block was used to extract 864 features from each ECG lead, making a basic output prediction based on each lead. Figure 1 B shows how ECG12Net integrates all the information from the ECG leads to make an overall prediction. ECG12Net is composed of 12 of these ECG lead blocks corresponding to each lead sequence. We designed an attention mechanism based on a hierarchical attention network to concatenate these blocks, increasing the interpretive power of ECG12Net [25]. ECG12Net-1, which uses only ECG wave information, contains 82 trainable layers. To improve prediction performance, we added an EMPNet, which is a multilayer perceptron with two hidden layers containing eight EMPs, to ECG12Net-1 to create ECG12Net-2.

Human-Machine Competition

We evaluated the performance of practicing physicians using a subtest set. We divided the data into five categories based on the serum \( K^+ \) concentration: (1) \( K^+ \leq 2.5 \) mEq/L, (2) \( 2.5 < K^+ \leq 3.5 \) mEq/L, (3) \( 3.5 < K^+ < 5.5 \) mEq/L, (4) \( 5.5 \leq K^+ < 6.5 \) mEq/L, and (5) \( K^+ \geq 6.5 \) mEq/L. Stratified sampling was used to create the subtest set due to the rarity of cases in the first and fifth categories. Each category of \( K^+ \) concentration comprised 60 cases, and a total of 300 cases were used in the test. The participating physicians included an emergency physician under training (second-year resident); two emergency physicians, one with 4 and the other with 13 years of experience; a chief resident in cardiology; and two cardiologists, one with 2 and the other with 9 years of experience. The physicians had no access to patient information and no knowledge of the data. The responses they provided were entered into an online standardized data entry program. We calculated their sensitivity and specificity and compared their results with those of ECG12Net.
Statistical Analysis and Model Performance Assessment

The study cohort was divided into training, validation, and test sets. We presented their characteristics as the means and standard deviations, the numbers of patients, or the percentages, where appropriate. This information was compared using either analysis of variance or the chi-square test as appropriate. We then analyzed the EMP differences between the five serum K⁺ groups, and the EMPs were subjected to post hoc analysis. All the dyskalemia groups were compared to the normal group.

The primary analysis was done to evaluate the performance in dyskalemia prediction between ECG12Net and the clinicians in a machine-human competition. Receiver operating characteristic curves and the areas under the curve (AUCs) were applied to evaluate the competition results. Additionally, the sensitivity, specificity, and balance accuracy of dyskalemia prediction by ECG12Net and the clinical physicians were calculated. The balance accuracy is defined as the mean of the sensitivity and specificity obtained in the study. Due to the stratified sampling process destroying the original prevalence, the positive predictive value and negative predictive value for the competition results are not presented.

The secondary analyses were performed on our test set with the data obtained after July 21, 2016, which had not been used in the training process. This was a simulated prospective study to evaluate the performance of the AI models with the mean absolute error (MAE) as the major measurement index due to the continuous predictions. Moreover, categorized analyses are also presented. Sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and the squared weighted kappa were used to evaluate the performance of the models. Finally, we conducted a series of logistic models to identify the effects of patient demographic characteristics on the performance of our deep-learning model.

We used a significance level of $P<0.05$ throughout the analysis. Bootstrap 95% CIs were calculated and presented for all measure indexes based on 10,000 permutations. No additional adjustments for multiple comparisons were used because of the small number of planned comparisons. The statistical analysis was carried out using the software environment R, version 3.4.3 (The R Foundation).

Results

Cohort Description

The training, validation, and test sets comprised records from 28,183; 3993; and 8004 patients, respectively. Table 1 shows the patient characteristics, which reveal similar distributions among the sets of gender, age, body mass index, marital status, education, and underlying comorbidities, including diabetes mellitus, coronary artery disease, hypertension, heart failure, hyperlipidemia, chronic kidney disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and pneumothorax. The training, validation, and test sets consisted of 46,692; 6407; and 13,222 pairs, respectively, of ECGs and K⁺ concentrations. The details of the laboratory and EMP analyses are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1. The detailed dyskalemia distribution (see Multimedia Appendix 1) shows a hypokalemia/hyperkalemia prevalence of 22.7%/2.6%, 22.9%/2.3%, and 22.7%/2.8% in the training, validation, and test sets, respectively.

Table 1. Patients’ characteristics in the training, validation, and test sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Training set (N=28,183)</th>
<th>Validation set (N=3993)</th>
<th>Test set (N=8004)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13,828 (49.07)</td>
<td>1942 (48.64)</td>
<td>3814 (47.65)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>14,350 (50.92)</td>
<td>2049 (51.31)</td>
<td>4190 (52.35)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>62.57 (19.45)</td>
<td>62.47 (19.33)</td>
<td>62.61 (19.25)</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm), mean (SD)</td>
<td>162.24 (9.37)</td>
<td>162.19 (9.58)</td>
<td>163.29 (36.90)</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (cm), mean (SD)</td>
<td>63.98 (14.12)</td>
<td>64.11 (14.16)</td>
<td>63.75 (13.79)</td>
<td>.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²), mean (SD)</td>
<td>24.32 (6.38)</td>
<td>24.39 (6.71)</td>
<td>24.07 (4.49)</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlying comorbidities, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>3553 (12.61)</td>
<td>476 (11.92)</td>
<td>1009 (12.61)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary artery disease</td>
<td>1694 (6.01)</td>
<td>257 (6.44)</td>
<td>485 (6.06)</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>5219 (18.52)</td>
<td>741 (18.56)</td>
<td>1496 (18.69)</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td>825 (2.93)</td>
<td>124 (3.11)</td>
<td>239 (2.99)</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperlipidemia</td>
<td>3868 (13.72)</td>
<td>520 (13.02)</td>
<td>1078 (13.47)</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic kidney disease</td>
<td>6294 (22.33)</td>
<td>859 (21.51)</td>
<td>1786 (22.31)</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease</td>
<td>1351 (4.79)</td>
<td>193 (4.83)</td>
<td>408 (5.10)</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumothorax</td>
<td>88 (0.31)</td>
<td>11 (0.28)</td>
<td>24 (0.30)</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Primary Analysis

The results of the human-machine competition are summarized in Figure 2. The AUCs of our ECG12Net-1 were 0.993, 0.926, 0.958, and 0.976 in the detection of severe hypokalemia, hypokalemia, hyperkalemia, and severe hyperkalemia, respectively. Due to the continuous nature of the K+ concentration predictions from ECG12Net, we used clinical cut points as described in the Methods section for further analysis. Our clinicians detected severe hypokalemia with sensitivities and specificities of 45%-78.3% and 74.4%-83.9%, respectively, whereas ECG12Net-1 achieved a sensitivity of 96.7% (95% CI 91.7-100.0) and a specificity of 93.3% (95% CI 89.4-96.7). In detecting severe hyperkalemia, the clinicians had nearly perfect specificity (92.8%-100.0%) but low sensitivity (16.7%-43.3%), while ECG12Net-1 exhibited a sensitivity of 83.3% (95% CI 73.3-91.7) and a specificity of 97.8% (95% CI 95.6-99.4). Including mild-to-moderate dyskalemias, ECG12Net-1 had the highest sensitivity in detecting hypokalemia (67.5%, 95% CI 59.2-75.8) and hyperkalemia (67.5%, 95% CI 59.2-75.8) in the human-machine competition. The details of the human-machine competition are shown in Table 2. In terms of balance accuracy, ECG12Net-1’s performance was significantly better than that of the best clinician (cardiologist 2) participating in the hypokalemia detection (80.4%, 95% CI 75.7-84.9, vs 66.7%, 95% CI 61.4-72.1). In detecting severe hyperkalemia, the balance accuracy of ECG12Net-1 was also significantly better than that of the best clinician (cardiologist 3) (82.7%, 95% CI 78.2-86.8, vs 70.6%, 95% CI 65.6-75.4). Although ECG12Net-2 exhibited lower performance compared with ECG12Net-1, it performed much better than all of the clinicians. The results of the consistency analysis are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. When inconsistency arose between the predictions made by ECG12Net and the experts, ECG12Net was approximately 3.85 times more likely to be correct (P<.001 based on the McNemar test).

Figure 2. Performance comparison in detecting dyskalemias from the human-machine competition (n=300). The receiver operating characteristic curves are made by the predictions of ECG12Net-1. The red triangles and blue circles indicate emergency physicians and cardiologists, respectively, in the human-machine competition. K+ ≤2.5 mEq/L, 2.5< K+ ≤3.5 mEq/L, 3.5< K+ <5.5 mEq/L, 5.5<6.5 mEq/L, and K+ ≥6.5 mEq/L were defined as severe hypokalemia (n=60), hypokalemia (n=120), normal (n=60), hyperkalemia (n=120), and severe hyperkalemia (n=60), respectively. AUC: area under the curve.
Table 2. Comparison between human experts and ECG12Net on the sensitivity and specificity in the subtest set (n=300).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of dyskalemia</th>
<th>Sensitivity(^a), 95% CI</th>
<th>Specificity(^a) (n=180), 95% CI</th>
<th>Balance accuracy(^b), 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall (n=120)</td>
<td>Severe (n=60)</td>
<td>Mild to moderate (n=60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hypokalemia (K(^+) ≤ 3.5 mEq/L)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency physician 1(^c)</td>
<td>0.300 (0.219-0.385)</td>
<td>0.483 (0.356-0.613)</td>
<td>0.117 (0.040-0.206)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency physician 2(^d)</td>
<td>0.508 (0.420-0.598)</td>
<td>0.683 (0.562-0.797)</td>
<td>0.333 (0.217-0.455)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency physician 3(^e)</td>
<td>0.467 (0.378-0.554)</td>
<td>0.700 (0.581-0.812)</td>
<td>0.233 (0.131-0.345)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologist 1(^f)</td>
<td>0.317 (0.236-0.403)</td>
<td>0.450 (0.323-0.579)</td>
<td>0.183 (0.091-0.288)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologist 2(^g)</td>
<td>0.550 (0.462-0.637)</td>
<td>0.783 (0.673-0.885)</td>
<td>0.317 (0.204-0.439)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologist 3(^h)</td>
<td>0.567 (0.477-0.654)</td>
<td>0.767 (0.654-0.870)</td>
<td>0.367 (0.246-0.492)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG12Net-1</td>
<td>0.675 (0.592-0.758)</td>
<td>0.967 (0.917-1.000)</td>
<td>0.383 (0.267-0.500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG12Net-2</td>
<td>0.675 (0.592-0.758)</td>
<td>0.967 (0.917-1.000)</td>
<td>0.383 (0.267-0.500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hyperkalemia (K(^+) ≥ 5.5 mEq/L)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency physician 1</td>
<td>0.192 (0.124-0.266)</td>
<td>0.250 (0.145-0.365)</td>
<td>0.133 (0.053-0.224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency physician 2</td>
<td>0.175 (0.110-0.244)</td>
<td>0.200 (0.103-0.304)</td>
<td>0.150 (0.065-0.250)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency physician 3</td>
<td>0.208 (0.137-0.282)</td>
<td>0.233 (0.130-0.344)</td>
<td>0.183 (0.089-0.288)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologist 1</td>
<td>0.108 (0.056-0.167)</td>
<td>0.167 (0.077-0.266)</td>
<td>0.050 (0.000-0.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologist 2</td>
<td>0.200 (0.131-0.274)</td>
<td>0.233 (0.132-0.345)</td>
<td>0.167 (0.078-0.265)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiologist 3</td>
<td>0.483 (0.393-0.571)</td>
<td>0.433 (0.305-0.558)</td>
<td>0.533 (0.403-0.661)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG12Net-1</td>
<td>0.675 (0.592-0.758)</td>
<td>0.833 (0.733-0.917)</td>
<td>0.517 (0.383-0.633)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG12Net-2</td>
<td>0.683 (0.600-0.767)</td>
<td>0.833 (0.733-0.917)</td>
<td>0.533 (0.400-0.650)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)The test provides three selections for prediction: hypokalemia (K\(^+\) ≤ 3.5 mEq/L), normokalemia (3.5 mEq/L < K\(^+\) < 5.5 mEq/L), and hyperkalemia (K\(^+\) ≥ 5.5 mEq/L).

\(^b\)The balance accuracy value represents the average of the overall sensitivity and specificity.

\(^c\)Emergency physician 1: second-year resident.

\(^d\)Emergency physician 2: 4 years of experience.

\(^e\)Emergency physician 3: 13 years of experience.

\(^f\)Cardiologist 1: chief resident of cardiology.

\(^g\)Cardiologist 2: 2 years of experience.

\(^h\)Cardiologist 3: 9 years of experience.

**Performance of ECG12Net on the Test Set**

The model performance on the test set is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. The performance of ECG12Net was better than that of each lead. ECG12Net-1 had the lowest MAE (0.531). Including EMP information did not improve the prediction of K\(^+\) concentration (MAE ECG12Net-1: 0.531; MAE ECG12Net-2: 0.538). When categorizing among three
classes—hypokalemia, normokalemia, and hyperkalemia—and five classes, with the addition of severe hypokalemia and severe hyperkalemia, as described in Multimedia Appendix 1, a similar performance was observed by ECG12Net-1; this demonstrated the highest squared weighted kappa of 0.354 in the three-class categorization and 0.396 in the five-class categorization. For the detection of hypokalemia, the sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value of ECG12Net-1 were 50.7%, 81.6%, 44.7%, and 85.0%, respectively; for hyperkalemia, they were 50.8%, 96.0%, 26.9%, and 98.5%, respectively. The confusion scatter plots for the predictions by the two ECG12Nets are shown in Figure 3. Importantly, in detecting severe hypokalemia and hyperkalemia, ECG12Net-1 demonstrated a sensitivity of 95.6% and 84.5%, respectively. ECG12Net-2 exhibited similar prediction capabilities for severe hypokalemia and hyperkalemia as ECG12Net-1.

**Figure 3.** Confusion scatter plots of ECG12Net-1 and ECG12Net-2 predictions on the test set (n=13,222). The x-axis indicates the true K+ concentration from laboratory testing. The y-axis presents the predicted K+ concentration by ECG12Net-1 (A) and ECG12Net-2 (B). Red points represent the highest density, followed by yellow, green, light blue, and dark blue. Perfect model performance would fall only along the red diagonal line. We categorized the K+ concentration into five groups (K+ ≤2.5 mEq/L, 2.5< K+ ≤3.5 mEq/L, 3.5< K+ <5.5 mEq/L, 5.5≤ K+ <6.5 mEq/L, and K+ ≥6.5 mEq/L) and calculated the case counts in each grid.

### Model Interpretation

A total of 58 severe hypokalemia cases were correctly detected by ECG12Net-1, of which 15 (26%) were overlooked by clinician consensus. The classical ECG findings of U wave and ST segment depression, especially in leads V2 and V3, were consistently recognized as severe hypokalemia by both the clinicians and ECG12Net-1 (see Figure 4 A). As shown in Figure 4 B, ECG12Net-1 predicted a case of severe hypokalemia from ST segment depression in the V3 lead; this case was misdiagnosed by all the clinicians. Two cases of severe hypokalemia were misclassified by ECG12Net-1 but diagnosed correctly by the clinicians (data not shown). These cases had severe noise in the presented ECG; however, the clinicians made the correct diagnosis based on the presence of a prolonged QTc.

A total of 50 severe hyperkalemia cases were correctly detected by ECG12Net-1, with 36 (72%) of these cases overlooked by clinician consensus. Figure 4 C shows a typical ECG presentation of severe hyperkalemia with tented T waves accompanied by a long QRS complex duration, which was correctly diagnosed by all clinicians and ECG12Net-1. Figure 4 D shows a case of severe hyperkalemia correctly recognized by ECG12Net-1, with ST depression followed by a peaked T wave in lead V6, which was misdiagnosed as hypokalemia by all the clinicians. There were also 10 cases of severe hyperkalemia overlooked by ECG12Net-1 and all clinicians.
Figure 4. Visualization analysis for ECG12Net-1 in selected severe hypokalemia and hyperkalemia cases. The lighter areas (green or yellow) indicate areas of focus by ECG12Net-1. Clinicians consistently recognized panel A as a typical case of severe hypokalemia but overlooked panel B. Similarly, clinicians consistently recognized panel C as severe hyperkalemia but overlooked panel D. From A to D, the real K⁺ concentrations were 2.3 mEq/L, 2.5 mEq/L, 9.1 mEq/L, and 7.1 mEq/L, respectively. AI: artificial intelligence.

Discussion

In this study, we developed a deep-learning model, ECG12Net, to detect dyskalemias through ECG analysis. Using a deep convolutional network extracting many useful ECG features with a training set of more than 50,000 ECGs, ECG12Net performed better than clinicians in detecting dyskalemias. Notably, ECG12Net performed well with sensitivities of 95.6% and 84.5% in detecting severe hypokalemia and severe hyperkalemia, respectively.

ECG interpretation is one of the most important skills in medical practice. Previous studies have analyzed morphological features, for instance, the R wave peak [26] and the QRS complex [27], combined with machine learning approaches for disease detection, such as atrial fibrillation [28]. These systems were relatively imprecise, making it troublesome to quantify specific rhythm morphologies [29]. Although some recent studies have used deep convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks mainly for arrhythmia detection [30-35], most of the data were collected from wearable devices without offering all the important information provided by a 12-lead ECG [11]. The clinical value of these findings is also dampened by the lack of laboratory-based diagnosis and annotation and the relatively small volumes of data. In contrast, our database was unprecedented, comprising 40,180 patients and 66,321 laboratory-annotated ECG records collected by standard 12-lead ECG machines.

Galloway et al recently developed a deep-learning model to screen for hyperkalemia in patients with chronic kidney disease, stage III or higher, using ECG [36]. We applied ECG12Net to a broad set of patients in the ED and developed a continuous prediction of both hypokalemia and hyperkalemia. Moreover, although the three-category classification task in our study is more difficult than the two-category classification task in theirs, our ECG12Net achieved an AUC greater than 0.9 in detecting hyperkalemia, which is similar to that of their model with an AUC of 0.85-0.88. This highlights the strength of ECG12Net.

The EMPs of different K⁺ concentration groups yielded several interesting findings. The EMPs, such as the PR and QTc intervals, and the data used for analysis were all collected from the original ECGs (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The impact of hyperkalemia on the T wave axis was more profound and substantial than the axes of the P and RS waves. Hypokalemia
was actually associated with a widening of the QRS complex, which may be explained by the decrease in conduction velocity caused by reduced K⁺ concentrations after hemodialysis [37]. Although the longest QTc occurred in the severe hypokalemia group, a well-documented finding, the QTc was longer in patients with hyperkalemia as well. In fact, for most of the intervals and durations, the nadir was in normokalemia, with increases on both forms of dyskalemia. Although the underlying mechanisms are unclear, these findings uncovered by big data may guide directions for further research.

Interestingly, the algorithm focusing only on morphologic changes (ie, ECG12Net-1) performed slightly better than that with additional EMP information (ie, ECG12Net-2). That the addition of EMP information did not improve the model’s predictive ability corroborates prior research that found that deep-learning models can automatically extract useful features for prediction without preprocessing [17,20,21]. This also highlights the importance of morphologic changes in ECG over EMPs in the detection of dyskalemias.

There are several clinical applications of ECG12Net shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. First, severe dyskalemia could be identified by ECG12Net within 5 minutes, much faster than laboratory testing, leading to more prompt management. Second, pseudodyskalemia, defined as an abnormal reported serum or plasma K⁺ concentration despite a normal in vivo K⁺ concentration, can be excluded early by ECG12Net to avoid inappropriate treatment. Third, the performance of ECG12Net is more than 10% better than that of the best cardiologist in our study, whose performance was similar to other experts in prior studies [38,39]. This means that emergency physicians could have access to a consistent, beyond cardiologist-level decision aid available 24 hours a day to help diagnose and manage dyskalemic patients. Fourth, the developed ECG12Net model can be included in a wearable device for dyskalemia detection, especially for patients with advanced chronic kidney disease or uremia on dialysis. Finally, the ECG12Net model could be incorporated into ECG machines in ambulances or remote areas to facilitate telemedicine.

Explainable AI plays a critical role in clinical practice [40,41]. The so-called “black box” approach in the deep-learning models often precludes the understanding of the decision-making process [42]. To increase the interpretability of our model, we established heatmaps to visualize the focus in the ECG by ECG12Net using class activation mappings [25,43], which can help physicians understand the logic of the AI decisions. Although our ECG12Net was approximately 3.85 times more likely to be correct when inconsistencies occurred between the AI and human predictions (see Multimedia Appendix 1), physicians who can integrate the AI suggestions with the symptoms and signs of patients should make the final decision to take appropriate action.

Some limitations of this study should be mentioned. First, the studied patients were only enrolled from one academic medical center, despite the similar distribution of blood K⁺ concentration in other large studies [44,45]. Multicenter validation is needed to confirm the value and application of this study. Second, only six clinicians participated in the competition with ECG12Net’s performance. Although their performance in severe hyperkalemia detection was consistent with that of the previous studies [38,39], comparisons should be made with more experts to confirm the superiority of ECG12Net. Third, only the patients in the ED with both an ECG and a serum K⁺ test were enrolled in this study, which may have caused selection bias and constrained the generalizability of the results. Fourth, although the sensitivity heatmap provides a glimpse into the basis for ECG12Net’s prediction, the reason why the particular ECG segment was highlighted remains unclear. Finally, ECG12Net showed decreased sensitivity in detecting mild-to-moderate hypokalemia, which accounts for the majority of dyskalemias, leading to low weighted averages of the sensitivities. Hypokalemia-associated ECG changes usually occur when the serum K⁺ level falls below 3 mEq/L [46], which may explain why our algorithm failed to accurately distinguish the ECG morphologies of mild-to-moderate hypokalemia from normokalemia.

In conclusion, we established a deep-learning model called ECG12Net to detect dyskalemias in the ED. The collaboration between physicians and AI can lead to better health care for our patients. This model will help emergency physicians promptly recognize severe dyskalemias and potentially reduce sudden cardiac death.
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Abstract

Background: More than 20% of patients admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) develop an adverse event (AE). No previous study has leveraged patients’ data to extract the temporal features using their structural temporal patterns, that is, trends.

Objective: This study aimed to improve AE prediction methods by using structural temporal pattern detection that captures global and local temporal trends and to demonstrate these improvements in the detection of acute kidney injury (AKI).

Methods: Using the Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care dataset, containing 22,542 patients, we extracted both global and local trends using structural pattern detection methods to predict AKI (ie, binary prediction). Classifiers were built on 17 input features consisting of vital signs and laboratory test results using state-of-the-art models; the optimal classifier was selected for comparisons with previous approaches. The classifier with structural pattern detection features was compared with two baseline classifiers that used different temporal feature extraction approaches commonly used in the literature: (1) symbolic temporal pattern detection, which is the most common approach for multivariate time series classification; and (2) the last recorded value before the prediction point, which is the most common approach to extract temporal data in the AKI prediction literature. Moreover, we assessed the individual contribution of global and local trends. Classifier performance was measured in terms of accuracy (primary outcome), area under the curve, and F-measure. For all experiments, we employed 20-fold cross-validation.

Results: Random forest was the best classifier using structural temporal pattern detection. The accuracy of the classifier with local and global trend features was significantly higher than that while using symbolic temporal pattern detection and the last recorded value (81.3% vs 70.6% vs 58.1%; P<.001). Excluding local or global features reduced the accuracy to 74.4% or 78.1%, respectively (P<.001).

Conclusions: Classifiers using features obtained from structural temporal pattern detection significantly improved the prediction of AKI onset in ICU patients over two baselines based on common previous approaches. The proposed method is a generalizable approach to predict AEs in critical care that may be used to help clinicians intervene in a timely manner to prevent or mitigate AEs.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e14272)  doi:10.2196/14272
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**Introduction**

**Adverse Events Prediction**

An adverse event (AE) refers to a patient’s injury or complication caused by medical care [1]. Previous studies have shown that AEs are responsible for 44,000 to 98,000 deaths per year, an average of 31 days increase in hospital length and about US $3900 increase in the patient’s hospital cost [2,3]. In intensive care unit (ICU) settings, the risk for AEs is even higher because of the complexity of care, the large number of interventions, and the patients’ fragile medical status [4]. However, more than 50% of AEs in the ICU are preventable through timely medical interventions [2]. Therefore, it is important to predict the onset of AEs in ICU patients as early as possible [5].

Patient data are collected over time at varying time intervals to monitor the patient’s status, provide situation awareness, and support medical decisions, leading to a wide variety of time series data (eg, vital signs, lab results) stored in electronic health record (EHR) systems. The most common approach to use time series data for AE prediction is to use static transformations (STs) to produce a representative value for each time series (eg, mean, first value, and last value in the series) [6]. Although the ST approach facilitates the prediction process by reducing dimensionality, it also results in information loss by ignoring the temporal trends in the time series, which could affect the accuracy of AE prediction [7]. An alternative approach, dynamic transformations (DTs), is to segment a time series into a sequence of fixed-sized, nonoverlapping, consecutive windows (or intervals) [8] and then identify the temporal pattern(s) of data values within and across windows. As a result, temporal pattern detection approaches reduce information loss by benefiting from hidden information embedded over different periods of the time series. The most common method to implement this is symbolic (categorical) temporal pattern detection, where each time interval is represented by the state of its values (eg, high, moderate, low blood pressure) and eventually patterns are extracted from the symbolic time intervals. Although this method can be effective when expert domain knowledge to discretize the values is available, it may lose accuracy from temporal discretization. An alternative method is using structural (numerical) temporal pattern detection where each time interval is represented by a set of numerical values capturing its pattern. This method overcomes the limitations of previous methods by benefiting from original data without any arbitrary discretization. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study in the literature investigating structural temporal pattern detection for the prediction of AEs in critical care.

The goal of this study was to leverage temporal data to predict AEs for ICU patients by using temporal pattern detection. As a case study, we focused on the prediction of acute kidney injury (AKI), one of the most common AEs in ICU settings [9]. More than 50% of all ICU patients develop acute kidney injury, which increases the risk of death in the hospital or shortly after their discharge [10]. Delays in the detection of AKI impair physicians’ ability to intervene in a timely manner to prevent AKI and its complications. A study on patients who died in the hospital with a primary diagnosis of AKI showed an unacceptable delay in the detection of AKI in 43% and preventable death in at least 20% of the patients [11]. Over the past decade, AKI prediction methods have been proposed to detect high-risk patients that are candidates for early management [12]. However, the performance of these methods is suboptimal, partially because they use the last value in the input time series for the prediction task, thus missing the rich information contained within the time series.

In this study, we investigated approaches to predict AEs in ICU settings using structural temporal pattern detection methods for both local (ie, within each time window) and global (ie, across time windows) trends. Specifically, using a factorial design, we compared the accuracy of the last recorded value method (mentioned earlier) versus local, global, and both temporal pattern detection methods in the prediction of AKI.

**Multivariate Time Series Representation**

EHRs contain a rich resource of multivariate time series data providing an important opportunity to discover new knowledge using various data mining methods. However, the classifications of these multivariate time series, especially discrete time series (eg, blood pressure, calcium, magnesium), are challenging [13-15] because data points in EHR time series are often sampled at different and sometimes irregular time intervals. Also, it is very common to have large amounts of missing data points due to intentional (ie, due to medical reason) or unintentional (ie, human mistake or operational constraints) reasons [16].

The most common approach to overcome the aforementioned issues is to transform raw multivariate time series data into a different form where the time series values are uniformly represented [17]. This can be performed by two types of transformations: static and dynamic [16]. In STs, each time series is represented by a predefined set of features and their values (eg, most recent platelet measurement, maximum hemoglobin measurement). In DTs, each time series is transformed to a high-level qualitative (categorical) or quantitative (numerical) form [17]. The most common method for qualitative transformation is temporal abstraction. Using this method, each time series (eg, series of white blood cell counts) is transformed into a set of intervals using temporal discretization where an alphabet represents the qualitative measure of the values in that interval [18]. Temporal discretization can be done using domain knowledge or an automated method, such as aggregate approximation (SAX) [8] or equal-width discretization (EWD) [19]. Previous research has found that while SAX is the most effective automated method, it is not as effective as knowledge-based methods [18,20]. In quantitative transformations, each time series is segmented into fixed-size, nonoverlapping windows, and each window is summarized by one or more numeric aggregation measures (eg, average).

After transforming the original time series (unevenly sampled) to a time series of high-level qualitative or quantitative measures, various standard classification methods can be applied to classify or predict the expected outcome. This is usually done
by finding patterns that distinguish different classes of the outcome [17]. Depending on the qualitative or quantitative representation, the patterns can be qualitative or quantitative, as described in the next section.

Pattern Detection Methods

Pattern detection methods have been widely used for tasks such as image recognition, speech analysis, traffic analysis, smog detection, and health care predictive analytics [21]. The aim of pattern detection is to identify an object (eg, patient) as belonging to a particular class (eg, patients who develop AKI) by extracting patterns and regularities that are specific to the instances of that class [22]. The underlying idea is that the objects associated with a particular group share more common attributes (ie, patterns) than the objects in other groups [23]. A pattern detection procedure can be divided into 2 basic tasks: description and classification [24]. The description task extracts the features from each object using feature extraction techniques. The classification task assigns a group label to the object based on the extracted attributes using a classification method [25].

Two main types of feature extraction for the description task of pattern detection are described in the following sections: symbolic and structural pattern detection.

Symbolic Pattern Detection

Symbolic (also known as categorical or qualitative) patterns are extracted from multivariate time series represented by interval alphabets extracted through temporal abstraction. These patterns are mostly referred to as time interval–related patterns (TIRPs) [26-28]. The most common approach to extract TIRPs is using Allen’s temporal relations [29]. These are seven different relations capturing the state of two alphabetic time intervals against each other (eg, overlap, equals, and meets). Several studies attempted to use these all or part of these relations for pattern extraction [16,30-32]. Moskovitch and Shahar [15] proposed KarmaLego, a fast time interval–mining method, to exploit temporal relations [15]. KarmaLego includes two main steps: Karma and Lego. In the Karma step, all frequent two-sized TIRPs are discovered using a breadth-first-search approach. In the Lego step, the frequent two-sized TIRPs are extended into a tree of longer frequent TIRPs. Recently, the same authors proposed a set of three abstract temporal relations as disjunctions of Allen’s relations (ie, before, overlap, and contain) and showed that it is more effective than using the full set of Allen’s relations [20]. They called their general framework for classification of multivariate time series analysis as KarmaLegoSification (KLS). In this study, we used KLS with the three temporal relations to implement symbolic pattern detection as a baseline for comparison with our proposed structural pattern detection method.

Although symbolic pattern detection methods are promising, their performance is highly dependent on temporal discretization [33]. Domain knowledge is not always available for knowledge-based methods and automated methods are often not so effective, as automation may result in information loss [15]. For example, SAX labels time intervals by producing equal-sized areas under a Gaussian curve of normalized time series. Once time series are transformed to alphabetic time intervals (eg, low (L), medium (M), and high (H)) the original data are lost, which may mislead the classification process. For instance, Table 1 shows the breakpoint cutoffs of SAX applied to our dataset compared with physicians’ domain knowledge according to [20] for hemoglobin A1c. The SAX values might be different in other datasets.

Therefore, numerical patterns can be more effective than categorical patterns, at least in the lack of knowledge-based methods, as they benefit from the original data without any data manipulation or arbitrary discretization. More details on different discretization methods can be found elsewhere [34].

Table 1. Hemoglobin A1c breakpoint cutoffs of aggregate approximation (SAX) in our dataset compared with the physician’s domain knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Expert value range</th>
<th>SAX value range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;7</td>
<td>&lt;5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7-9</td>
<td>5-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9-10.5</td>
<td>8-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt;10.5</td>
<td>&gt;9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Structural Pattern Detection

Structural pattern detection was intuited by human perception for object recognition [35]. Humans involve mental representations of structure-oriented characteristics of objects to detect them [36]. In a study by Biederman et al [37], the human object recognition process was explained by the following steps: (1) the object (eg, patients’ time series) is segmented into separate regions (eg, time windows); (2) each segmented region is approximated by a simple geometric shape; (3) these shapes are combined to build a geometric composition; and (4) the similarity between the geometric composition and a set of predefined object groups in the human mind recognizes the object.

Following a process similar to the human mind, structural pattern detection methods split the data into smaller partitions, each with different subpatterns. Then, each subpattern is represented by one or more features to generate a feature vector. For temporal data, structural patterns can detect the local trends at different parts of a time series (eg, heart rate, temperature, and serum glucose) and represent each part with a different structural pattern (model). More specifically, the time series is segmented into a sequence of fixed-sized, nonoverlapping, consecutive windows (or intervals) [8]. Then, each window is represented with a specific set of features extracted to show the structural patterns of all data values within the window.
Although structural pattern detection has been widely used to capture the local trends in the data, they can be also applied to the windowed data to capture global trends [38]. To do so, each window is represented by a single aggregation measure. The most common method to implement this approach is piecewise aggregation approximation, which extracts the average of the data values in each time window [8]. Then, structural pattern detection is applied on the aggregated time series. The output is a set of quantitative features organized into a feature vector where each feature has its own position (eg, mean at the first position, SD at the second position).

The most frequently used structural patterns include (a) constant, (b) linear, (c) exponential, (d) sinusoidal, (e) triangular, and (f) rectangular [24]. These patterns can model most types of trends within time series data. In this study, we employed structural pattern detection for both local and global trend detection (see the Methods section).

### Acute Kidney Injury Prediction

Although there is a rich literature on different prediction tasks in the context of AKI [39], this section is focused on those that primarily attempted to predict the occurrence of AKI. As a result, studies such as those predicting the progression of various stages of AKI [40] or prediction of AKI mortality [10] were excluded. We found three different categories of studies. The first category included approaches to predict AKI after surgical procedures using patients’ data before the procedure. Wong et al [41] predicted AKI after cardiac surgery. To achieve this, different predictors were collected until the morning of the procedure, such as preoperative intra-aortic balloon pump, ejection fraction, the type of surgery, previous cardiac surgery, cardiopulmonary bypass time, clamp time, pump time, and the number of bypass grafts. A multivariate logistic regression [42] combined with a stepwise selection method achieved an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.78. Park et al [13] predicted AKI after living-donor liver transplantation (LDLT) surgery using predictors such as alcoholic liver disease, liver disease score, and Child-Turcotte-Pugh estimated graft to recipient body weight ratio. Similar to the previous study, they gathered the information before the procedure to predict AKI. A multivariate logistic regression analysis resulted in AUC=0.85. In both previous studies, most of the predictors were specific to the procedure and therefore not generalizable to other procedures.

The second category is AKI prediction in critical care settings. Kane-Gill et al [43] attempted to predict AKI for older adults with critical illness. The input to the model included susceptibilities and exposures consisting of age, sex, race, body mass, comorbid conditions, severity of illness, baseline kidney function, sepsis, and shock collected from the first 24 hours of patients’ ICU admission. AKI was defined according to the Kidney Disease: Improving Global Outcomes [44] criteria and predicted by multivariable logistic regression. The approach obtained good performance with AUC=0.744. Schneider et al [45] predicted AKI in critically ill-burn patients in ICU settings. The authors defined AKI according to the risk, injury, failure, loss, and end-stage kidney criteria [46] to predict AKI using a classification and regression tree (CART) model [47]. The decision tree used the first 48 hours of admission data to predict which subset of patients would develop AKI. The proposed method reached an overall accuracy of 73%. This was one of the first studies in AKI prediction to use a machine learning method rather than regression models. Both studies focused on specific types of patients and also used specific, nongeneralizable features. To our knowledge, there is no study in this category that attempted to predict AKI in all ICU patients.

The third AKI prediction category includes AKI prediction in hospitalized patients, regardless of unit. Kate et al [9] applied a variety of machine learning models to predict AKI in hospitalized older adults including logistic regression, Naïve Bayes [48], C4.5 decision tree [49], support vector machine [50], and an ensemble of all these methods. Laboratory results, demographics, medications, and comorbidities recorded in the first 24 hours were used as input. The logistic regression model outperformed other models with AUC=0.743. In a more recent study by Cheng et al [6], the authors attempted to early predict AKI 1, 2, and 3 days before its occurrence. They applied a variety of machine learning methods on all hospitalized patients using laboratory results, vital signs, demographics, medications, and comorbidities. The Random Forest classifier had the highest AUC for 1, 2, and 3 days (0.765, 0.733, and 0.709, respectively) before the AKI occurrence. Compared with studies in the categories mentioned earlier, the datasets used in this category had very imbalanced datasets (ie, <15% positive cases), as the incidence of AKI in the general hospital population is lower than the incidence in ICU settings.

In summary, there are three main limitations in prior AKI prediction methods. First, previous studies used only the last recorded value before the prediction point to represent temporal data. This approach can compromise the prediction performance by missing potentially useful data trends in the time series. Second, most of the studies have used predictors that are specific to certain types of patients (eg, burn) or procedures (eg, cardiac surgery, LDLT) and do not generalize to other prediction problems. Third, previous studies aimed to predict AKI in specific types of patients. To our knowledge, no previous attempt has been made to predict AKI in all patients admitted to the ICU using the entire time series data available in this setting, which is important given the high incidence of this AE in critical care settings.

### Leveraging Time Series Data for Patient Status Predictions

As discussed earlier, there is a great need to develop and demonstrate methods that can take advantage of all temporal data existing in the EHR to predict as early as possible the onset of critical adverse events. To this end, in this paper, we report our work in using both local and global temporal pattern detection and classification techniques to better the prediction of AE using available time series data. We demonstrate our methods by leveraging patients’ ICU temporal data for AKI prediction by extracting structural temporal pattern features. We used general predictors such as a set of laboratory results and vital signs, which are widely available as time-series values for any patient in ICU settings. We considered a cohort of all ICU patients without any exclusion to ensure generalizability
Methods

Study Design

The study method consisted of the following steps: (1) dataset and data preparation; (2) implementation of local and global structural pattern detection; (3) AKI prediction; and (4) evaluation. Each of these steps is explained in detail in the following sections (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. An overview of the proposed method and evaluation. AKI: acute kidney injury; ICU: intensive care unit.

Dataset and Data Preparation

The Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) III [51] dataset was used for this study. MIMIC III contains comprehensive clinical deidentified data of 38,597 patients admitted to the ICU. As in previous studies [6,43], we used data from the first 48 hours of ICU admission to predict if patients developed AKI before hospital discharge as the main study analysis (binary prediction). As secondary analyses, we also assessed the performance of our proposed model for different data collection periods (see Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S1). Patients who died within the first 48 hours or developed AKI within the first 48 hours were excluded. Moreover, as in previous studies [6,10], patients with end-stage renal disease on admission (identified based on diagnosis codes and admission serum creatinine >4 mg/dL) were excluded. The resulting dataset contained 22,542 patients. On the basis of findings from previous studies [52,53] on AKI prediction, the 17 time series features listed in Table 2 were chosen as input. We focused on features that are not specific to any condition or procedure to maximize generalizability to other AEs.

Table 2. Input features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category and subcategory</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vital signs</td>
<td>Heart rate, temperature, systolic blood pressure, and diastolic blood pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematology</td>
<td>White blood cells, hemoglobin, and platelets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>Sodium, anion gap, blood urea nitrogen, potassium, prothrombin, calcium, magnesium, chloride, bicarbonate, and phosphate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, following Mandelbaum et al [10], the onset of AKI was defined according to the AKIN [53] criteria as follows:

- Increase in serum creatinine by ≥0.3 mg/dL within 48 hours
- OR
- Increase in serum creatinine by ≥1.5 times the baseline within the previous 7 days,

where the lowest serum creatinine measurement during the ICU stay was used as the baseline level. All serum creatinine measurements, from patient admission to discharge, were used only as output parameters to determine the class label, that is, occurrence of AKI.

To prepare the input data, time series features (see Table 2) were transformed to uniform time intervals using a DT, where each time series was segmented into a sequence of fixed-sized nonoverlapping consecutive windows (or intervals) [8]. As suggested in previous research [20,33], we tried different window sizes with lengths of 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 hours, which led to 48, 24, 12, 8, and 6 windows, respectively. The length of 2 hours (ie, 24 windows) had the best performance compared with others ($P<.05$ for all comparisons). Therefore, all subsequent experiments used this window size. Table S2 in the Multimedia Appendix 1 contains the experimental results of all window sizes.

We used 30% of the data as a development dataset for selecting the best classifiers after tuning their parameters. The remaining 70% was used to build and evaluate the models using 20-fold cross validation. The splitting process was random and stratified to keep the same ratio of the positive to the negative AKI classes (Table 3).

**Table 3.** Dataset description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Patients, N</th>
<th>With AKI, n (%)</th>
<th>No AKI, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full dataset</td>
<td>22,542</td>
<td>12,848 (57.00)</td>
<td>9694 (43.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model building and evaluation</td>
<td>15,779</td>
<td>8994 (57.00)</td>
<td>6785 (43.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>6763</td>
<td>3855 (57.00)</td>
<td>2908 (43.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$AKI: acute kidney injury.

**Implementation of Local and Global Trend Detection Approaches**

To implement structural pattern detection to detect local and global trends, we followed four steps. First, we divided the time series of each input measurement (eg, heart rate, temperature) into fixed sized windows. Second, for local trend detection, structural pattern detection methods were applied on each window to find the structure that best fits that window, including constant, linear, exponential, sinusoidal, triangular (see Figure 2). Third, for global trend detection, the average value of each window was extracted building a time series of the average values. Then, the same structural pattern detection methods were applied to the time series of averages to find the best fitting structure. Finally, the local and global trend detection outputs were used as features to build a classification model for prediction.

**Figure 2.** Structure detectors’ shapes and formulas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure detector</th>
<th>Formula</th>
<th>Shape</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>$f(Y_t) = c$, $c = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} Y_i$</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Linear             | $f(Y_t) = a \times t + b$ | \[ \]
| Exponential        | $f(Y_t) = a \times |b|^c + e$ | \[ \]
| Sinusoidal         | $f(t) = a \times \sin(t + b) + e$ | \[ \]
| Triangular         | $f(Y_t) = \begin{cases} a + b \times t + e & (t \leq e) \\ (a + b \times t + e) - (b + e) & (t \gt e) \end{cases}$ | \[ \]

The process of structural pattern detection was the same for both local and global trend detection. That is, a time series was provided as the input and a new time series was generated as the output containing a set of values that describe the identified structure. This process is explained below.

The input of structural pattern detection was a time series of ordered data points, $Y(t)$. The structural pattern detection task was to apply different structures and find the one that best fits $Y(t)$. Each individual structure was a function that approximates $Y(t)$ with a specific pattern [54]. This approximation function is defined as: $f(Y(t)) = \hat{Y}(t)$. Then, to find the structure with the best fit, an error function, $E$, evaluates how closely $\hat{Y}(t)$ approximates $Y(t)$ for each structure. The following error function was used in this study:
The formulas of the structures (ie, approximation functions) used in this study are shown in Figure 2 [24].

These functions are the most commonly used in the literature [55]. Using more sophisticated functions would require a much higher number of data points in each window than what was available in the study dataset. Figure 3 shows an example of data points for a 24 data series of Hemoglobin. The best fit pattern for these values is the linear model with a =0.128 and b =7.133.

To find the optimal parameters (ie, a, b, and c) of a time series’ structural pattern, standard linear regression equations were used for Constant and Linear structure detectors. For the remaining structure detectors, we needed to search for the best parameter values that minimized the error function. To achieve this, we used Simplex search [56], which is a direct search method guided by evaluating the error function with various combinations of values for the three parameters (ie, a, b, and c).

![Figure 3. An example of extracted linear structure from a Hemoglobin time series.](image)

**Acute Kidney Injury Prediction**

For the classification task, several state-of-art machine learning algorithms were applied to predict AKI. To achieve this, each algorithm was tuned to find its best performance [57]. These algorithms include Random Forest [58], Extreme Gradient Boosting Tree [59], Kernel-based Bayesian Network [60], Support Vector Machine (SVM) [61], Logistic Regression [42], Naïve Bayes [62], K-Nearest Neighbor [63], and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [64]. Algorithms were evaluated with the following parameter tuning settings: maximum depth, number of bins, and learning rate were varied for the extreme gradient boosting tree, kernel type and number of kernels were varied for the Kernel-based Bayesian Network; number of hidden layers, number of nodes in each layer, and learning rate were varied for the Neural Network; Kernel type along with the corresponding parameters of each kernel type were varied for the SVM; the value of k and the weighted voting method were changed for the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm; and the number of trees was varied for Random Forest. Similar to previous research on AKI prediction [6], a Random Forest classifier achieved the best performance. This is an ensemble learning algorithm that fits several decision trees on different subsamples of the data. The mode value of the decision tree outcomes determines the final predicted label of the algorithm [58]. Therefore, this classifier was used in all experiments described below. The performance results comparison of all classifiers can be found in Table S3 of the Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Evaluation**

In the evaluation step, we tested four hypotheses that were defined a priori. The hypotheses were tested according to a 2x2 factorial study design [65] with local structural pattern and global structural pattern as dimensions. The factorial design allowed us to compare the performance of all possible combinations from a baseline to an approach with both local and global structural patterns.

- **Hypothesis 1**: A baseline symbolic temporal pattern detection method has higher accuracy than a nontemporal pattern detection method (ie, last recorded value before the prediction point) in the prediction of AKI in ICU patients.
Hypothesis 2: Global structural pattern detection has higher accuracy than symbolic pattern detection in the prediction of AKI in ICU patients.

Hypothesis 3: Local structural pattern detection has higher accuracy than global structural pattern detection in the prediction of AKI in ICU patients.

Hypothesis 4: Global and local structural pattern combined has higher accuracy than global and local structural pattern detection separately in the prediction of AKI in ICU patients.

As the baseline, we implemented the symbolic pattern detection according to the KLS framework by Moskovitch and Shahar (the most common approach for multivariate time series classification) [20]. This framework includes four main components: temporal abstraction, time-interval mining, TIRP-based feature representation, and classifier selection, where each component has its own settings. Aligned with the authors suggestion after trying different settings in several evaluations [20], we used the following parameter settings: SAX was used for temporal discretization with four bins; KarmaLego with epsilon value of 0 and minimal vertical threshold of 60% was used for three time-intervals mining; the three abstract relations (ie, before, overlaps, and contains) proposed by the authors were used for temporal relations; mean duration was used to represent TIRPs (without any feature selection); and Random Forest was used as the classifier. We also tried EWD as the second-best method for temporal discretization suggested by Moskovitch and Shahar [20], but it was outperformed by SAX (accuracy of 0.706 vs 0.667; P<.001).

To test the significance of the differences between the classifiers, we used ANOVA (analysis of variance) repeated measures test [66], with classification accuracy as the primary outcome. This approach allowed us to test for a potential interaction (ie, dependency) between parameters of structure detectors for local and global trends (see Section 3.1). We used the baseline (ie, symbolic) as the control group and the local and global trends as the two treatment factors, with the 20 folds as the observations. In other words, for each fold, we have results for the baseline (ie, control group), local structural pattern (ie, factor), global local structural pattern (ie, factor) and the combination of local and global local structural patterns (ie, interaction). This experimental design is similar to previous studies on AKI prediction [13,41].

Results

Hypothesis 1: Symbolic Pattern Detection Versus Last Recorded Value

The accuracy of symbolic pattern detection in predicting AKI was significantly higher than the last recorded value method (0.706 vs 0.581; P<.001). Similar significant differences were found in terms of F-measure and AUC (Figure 4).

![Figure 4](image-url)

Figure 4. Accuracy, F-measure, and AUC of the latest recorded value method versus symbolic pattern detection for AKI prediction. AUC: area under the curve; AKI: acute kidney injury.

Hypothesis 2: Global Structural Pattern Detection Versus Symbolic Pattern Detection

The accuracy of global structural pattern detection in predicting AKI was significantly higher than symbolic pattern detection (0.744 vs 0.706; P<.001). Similar significant differences were found in terms of F-measure and AUC (Figure 5).
Figure 5. Accuracy, F-measure, and AUC of the global structural pattern detection versus symbolic pattern detection for AKI prediction. AUC: area under the curve; AKI: acute kidney injury.

Hypothesis 3: Local Versus Global Structural Pattern Detection

The accuracy of local structural pattern detection in predicting AKI was significantly higher than global structural pattern detection (0.781 vs 0.744; \(P < .001\)). Similar significant differences were found in terms of F-measure and AUC (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Accuracy, F-measure, and AUC of the local versus global structural pattern detection method for AKI prediction. AUC: area under the curve; AKI: acute kidney injury.

Hypothesis 4: Global and Local Structural Pattern Detection Combined Versus Global and Local Structural Pattern Detection Separately

The accuracy of combined global and local structural pattern detection in predicting AKI was significantly higher than global and local structural pattern detection separately (0.813 vs 0.744 and 0.781; \(P < .001\)). Similar significant differences were found in terms of F-measure and AUC (Figure 7). Also, Table 4 shows the distribution of extracted patterns for local and global structure detectors.

Figure 7. Accuracy, F-measure, and AUC of the global and local structural pattern detection combined versus global and local structural pattern detection separately for AKI prediction. AUC: area under the curve; AKI: acute kidney injury.
Discussion

Principal Findings

We investigated methods for extracting temporal patterns from patients’ data to predict AEs in critical care settings. Overall, we found that local and global structural pattern detection methods outperformed the accuracy of symbolic pattern detection in AKI prediction (78.1% vs 74.4% vs 70.6%), with local and global structural patterns combined yielding the highest accuracy of all methods investigated (81.3%). Such finds are clinically important, as early prediction of AEs may warn clinicians to implement interventions or closer monitoring strategies to help prevent AEs in a timely manner. In fact, compared with symbolic pattern detection, the combined local and global approach resulted in 1076 out of 9392 additional AKI patients correctly identified. This is a remarkable improvement that, if integrated with routine clinical care, has the potential to reduce hospital morbidity and mortality.

We conducted four experiments to test four hypotheses. The first experiment demonstrated the value of temporal data using symbolic pattern detection, which significantly outperformed the last recorded value (70.6% vs 58.1%), which is the most common approach in the literature. As the incidence of AKI in the dataset was very high (57%), the accuracy of the classifier based on last recorded values was similar to always predicting cases as positive. Thus, this finding highlights the importance of using all information in time series data rather than using a single value.

The second and third experiments showed that detecting local and global trends using structural pattern detection improves the accuracy of the baseline symbolic pattern detection method (78.1% vs 74.4% vs 70.6%). This suggests that information loss caused by temporal discretization has significant negative effect on the performance of symbolic pattern detection. Also, local trends provided a significantly contribution to the increase in accuracy compared to global trends. Most important, the fourth experiment found that combining local and global trends achieved the best accuracy of all methods in this study. This finding highlights the importance of detecting trends at different data segments rather than one trend over the whole time series.

Shedding more light on the local and global trends detected by the structural pattern detection methods, Table 4 shows the distribution of different types of structure detectors. As seen, more than 90 percent of the fitted structure detectors for local trends are either constant or straight line. One reason for the small percentage of other structure detectors could be because there is a small number of data values on each window, which is not suitable for sophisticated models (eg, sinusoidal). Similarly, Constant, Straight and Triangular are the most common patterns in global trends. The implication is that patients’ health status at local and global time windows may not need complicated structure detectors.

Our study had some limitations. First, we focused on the prediction of AKI as a case study and did not test the generalizability to other AEs. Nevertheless, to maximize generalizability, we used a set of input features that are widely used in critical care settings and are not specific to any condition or procedure. Future studies are needed to assess generalizability to other AEs and datasets. Second, as we did not have access to serum creatinine data before ICU admission, as in previous studies, the lowest serum creatinine level after ICU admission was used as the baseline. Third, as the focus of our study was on testing different temporal pattern detection methods, we limited our dataset to numeric variables that change frequently overtime, which is not the case of variables such as age, gender, and comorbidities. As AKI is a frequent comorbidity, expanding the model input to include medical conditions—for example, sepsis, heart failure, and age would likely improve model accuracy but might not significantly change the relative performance levels of different structural patterns. Fourth, as we applied structural pattern detection on granular time series data, clinical interpretation of the patterns associated with AKI prediction was very difficult. There is always a trade-off between accuracy and explainability, and in this study, we focused on accuracy. Tackling the explainability limitation is a subject for future studies. Currently, we are investigating the use of deep learning approaches, especially recurrent neural networks, with a larger number of predictors, along with the proposed local and global pattern detection method.

Conclusions

We investigated the effect of temporal pattern detection methods on AE prediction, using AKI as a case study. Capturing patterns in local and global trends with structural pattern detection significantly improved the accuracy of AKI prediction in ICU settings. Besides the technical contributions, accurate prediction of patients with a high risk for AEs has the potential to decrease hospital morbidity and mortality.
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Abstract

**Background:** Long-term care for patients with chronic diseases poses a huge challenge in primary care. There are deficits in care, especially regarding monitoring and creating structured follow-ups. Appropriate electronic medical records (EMR) could support this, but so far, no generic evidence-based template exists.

**Objective:** The aim of this study is to develop an evidence-based standardized, generic template that improves the monitoring of patients with chronic conditions in primary care by means of an EMR.

**Methods:** We used an adapted Delphi procedure to evaluate a structured set of evidence-based monitoring indicators for 5 highly prevalent chronic diseases (ie, diabetes mellitus type 2, asthma, arterial hypertension, chronic heart failure, and osteoarthritis). We assessed the indicators’ utility in practice and summarized them into a user-friendly layout.

**Results:** This multistep procedure resulted in a monitoring tool consisting of condensed sets of indicators, which were divided into sublayers to maximize ergonomics. A cockpit serves as an overview of fixed goals and a set of procedures to facilitate disease management. An additional tab contains information on nondisease-specific indicators such as allergies and vital signs.

**Conclusions:** Our generic template systematically integrates the existing scientific evidence for the standardized long-term monitoring of chronic conditions. It contains a user-friendly and clinically sensible layout. This template can improve the care for patients with chronic diseases when using EMRs in primary care.

*(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e14483) doi:10.2196/14483*
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Introduction

Long-term care for patients with chronic diseases poses a huge challenge. There are deficits regarding monitoring and creating structured follow-ups. In Switzerland, unlike other countries, there are a plethora of different electronic medical record (EMR) providers. Although no official registry is maintained, the estimated number of current EMR providers is 60. Due to the lack of unified software standards, interaction between providers is impossible and migration of data is practically unfeasible. This fact illustrates the need for standardization across EMRs, and this may also be the reason why many practices in Switzerland still prefer paper-based records.

To introduce a tool for monitoring patients with chronic diseases within the EMR, it is essential to know the needs of potential users and to develop a customized tool. A survey of physicians not using EMRs showed that most concerns relate to the improvement of quality of care, the workflow process, and the
physician-patient relationship [1-3]. Thus, to increase EMR use, it is crucial to enhance the benefits. This can be achieved by customizing the EMR for increased productivity. For example, combining monitoring elements with time saving features, ergonomic navigation, and clear design could facilitate fast retrieval of all relevant information.

EMRs are not only a practical bookkeeping tool; they can also improve disease management. For chronic diseases, EMRs enable more thorough record keeping and surveillance of treatment intensification, thus improving monitoring [4-6]. In addition, EMRs can help with both documenting and reducing errors that are common in paper-based medical records, such as legibility, prescription, and transcription errors [7,8]. Further advantages of EMRs include the graphic representation of monitoring indicators and, more importantly, the migration of data for care coordination between different providers and between providers and patients. However, the poor dissemination and lack of standardization of EMRs poses a huge obstacle for research in primary care.

We have previously identified a structured set of evidence-based indicators for five common chronic conditions [9]. In this study we aimed to develop an evidence-based standardized, generic template that improves monitoring of patients with chronic conditions in primary care by means of an EMR.

**Methods**

Figure 1 shows an overview of the methodology.

![Figure 1. Study flow: Summary of all steps of the monitoring tool project.](image)

**Prior Work: The Systematic Review**

In the first phase of this study [9], we performed a systematic review to identify and assess a set of clinical indicators that can be used for monitoring chronic diseases in primary care. In this study, we selected clinical indicators for five diseases that have high prevalence globally and are associated with multimorbidity and polypharmacy including type 2 diabetes mellitus, arterial hypertension, chronic heart failure, asthma, and osteoarthritis [10,11]. The review consisted of the appraisal of clinical guidelines and primary peer-reviewed studies of any design that were carried out mainly in primary care.
Tool Development
The second phase in this study was an adapted Delphi procedure conducted to evaluate the usability of the indicators in practice and to develop a monitoring tool by integrating the indicators in a user-friendly EMR layout. Figure 1 presents the three phases of the study and the associated research steps. The steps for the development of the tool included consensus from general practice experts, an evaluation by specialists, and a draft of a tool that included the relevant indicators. In the following sections, we present the methods in more detail.

General Practice and Expert Consensus
Experts from the region of Zurich were contacted by email. We identified “well-renowned” expert physicians in the region of Zurich that had a special interest in chronic care and work experience in an outpatient setting. The experts were either well-known by some members of our team, who are clinically active physicians, or were identified by asking colleagues. All contacted experts agreed to participate. The study team included two experts in primary care and EMRs (CC and MZ) and an expert in systematic reviews (NM-G) as well as a medical student who was not considered as an expert (LF). For asthma and arterial hypertension, two experts in outpatient care with a special interest in chronic care, Dr. Claudia Steurer-Stey and Dr. Paolo Suter, participated in the study. For type 2 diabetes mellitus, chronic heart failure, and osteoarthritis, Dr. Henryk Zulewski, Dr. Tobias Höfflinghaus, and Dr. Lukas Wildi, PD participated, respectively. We contacted five additional experts in total, one for each chronic disease. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows a list of all experts and affiliations.

Assessment of the Monitoring Indicators
Experts in any of the five chronic diseases evaluated the set of indicators by means of an adapted Delphi procedure. The Delphi procedure is a structured communication method consisting of a panel of participants and experts on a certain topic [12]. Multiple rounds are conducted on a specific topic, and in every new round the decision of one expert is influenced by the anonymous decisions of the rest of the expert panel in the previous round. The Delphi procedure has been proven to be a feasible method in evaluating indicators for chronic diseases and for generating a consensus [13,14]. We use the term adapted Delphi procedure, because the evaluation rounds were not anonymous and consisted of only a few participants. In total, we performed three rounds.

The first round consisted of face-to-face meeting sessions with our study group of four, including two experts in primary care and EMRs, one expert in systematic reviews, and a doctoral student (Multimedia Appendix 1). Each indicator was categorized into one of four types of data elements: 1) to be part of the monitoring at least annually, 2) data normally included in EMRs, 3) data not to be collected at a regular basis, and 4) data that should not be collected at all. Table 1 exemplifies this approach for diabetes mellitus. Before the second discussion round, we excluded data the experts indicated should not be collected.
Table 1. Extract from the set of indicators for diabetes mellitus type 2 identified by the systematic review and categorized based on the adapted Delphi procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Considered to be part of the monitoring at least annually</th>
<th>Data normally included in EMR</th>
<th>Data not to be collected at a regular basis</th>
<th>Data that should not be collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes education history</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current treatment</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight history</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccination status</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity patterns</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring of urine glucose</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutritional status</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teeth’s condition</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eye examination</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspection of skin</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyperkeratosis</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dryness</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilated veins</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin examination for insulin injection sites</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aNot applicable.

In a second round, the study group and one consulting expert of each specialty discussed the condensed set of indicators resulting from the first round (Multimedia Appendix 1). The discussion led to an even more condensed set of indicators, which the study group further re-evaluated in a third round to focus on feasibility and exclusion of redundant indicators.

Design and Development of the Monitoring Tool

Based on a table of the condensed set of indicators, we developed a framework table for each condition, including 1 to 4 sublayers, to provide a structure for the indicators. We introduced the different layers to optimize usability and improve the overview. Layer one is the first visible layer when the tool opens. Each indicator represents itself or its own category of sub-indicators. When an indicator is selected from the first layer, the subsequent layer becomes visible. We designed the monitoring tool in a layout format that enables its integration into an EMR.

Results

Delphi Procedure

The adapted Delphi procedure resulted in a thorough set of indicators, since only relevant and practical (ie, useful and operable) indicators were selected. The systematic review provided 1162 indicators for the five chronic conditions; however, only 25.47% (296/1162) were considered by the experts as being of high enough relevance and feasibility to be implemented in the monitoring tool, including 20.48% (51/249) of diabetes mellitus indicators (ie, 12 in additional tab, 4 in cockpit, 11 in first layer, 21 in second layer, and 3 in third layer), 26.78% (49/183) of asthma indicators (ie, 12 in additional tab, 3 in cockpit, 7 in first layer, 11 in second layer, and 16 in third layer), 14.63% (49/335) of arterial hypertension indicators (ie, 12 in additional tab, 4 in cockpit, 3 in first layer, 23 in second layer, and 7 in third layer), 33.33% (77/231) of chronic heart failure indicators (ie, 12 in additional tab, 6 in cockpit, 6 in first layer, 40 in second layer, and 13 in third layer), and 42.68% (70/164) of osteoarthritis indicators (ie, 12 in additional tab, 7 in cockpit, 7 in first layer, 17 in second layer, 20 in third layer, and 7 in fourth layer).

The Monitoring Tool

The face-to-face discussion sessions about the eligibility and relevance of the indicators resulted in a condensed set of relevant and practical indicators as part of an EMR monitoring tool. During the Delphi procedure, which was primarily meant to discuss the relevance and feasibility of the indicators, an additional subject that was determined to be important was the ergonomics of how the indicators should be displayed. Ergonomics within the tool were uniformly identified by all involved specialists as an essential element to achieve acceptance of a new monitoring tool. For each selected disease, the indicators were categorized and linked into sublayers, which can be accessed depending on the requirements of the user. The first layer gives an overview of the most important indicators.
or categories. Clicking on each layer opens a set of further indicators. For a clear design and ergonomic use, we did not exceed four layers. The tool contains an additional tab with nondisease-specific information such as allergies, smoking, or drinking habits. This tab can be accessed at any point during tool use. The tool is completed by a “cockpit”, which serves as a guidance in the process of disease management. The cockpit includes individually predefined treatment goals, and thus enables benchmarking in the monitoring process. In addition, the monitoring interval can also be documented. To guarantee individual adjustments, blank spaces described as “free text” are added in every layer. Figures 2-6 show the final design of the suggested monitoring tool that evolved during the Delphi procedure. Figure 7 shows an example of how some of the indicators of type 2 diabetes mellitus could be integrated into the EMR.

**Figure 2.** Monitoring of diabetes mellitus type 2. Light blue to dark blue represents layers one to three. HbA1c: glycated haemoglobin; ACE: angiotensin-converting enzyme; CKD-EPI: Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration.
Figure 3. Monitoring of asthma. Light blue to dark blue represents layers one to three.

Cockpit
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Figure 4. Monitoring of arterial hypertension. Light blue to dark blue represents layers one to three. TIA: transient ischemic attack.
**Figure 5.** Monitoring of chronic heart failure. Light blue to dark blue represents layers one to three. NTproBNP: N-terminal pro b-type natriuretic peptide; ICD: International Classification of Diseases; NYHA: New York Heart Association; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; NSAR: nonsteroidal antiinflammatories; CKD-EPI: Chronic Kidney Disease Epidemiology Collaboration; TSH: thyroid stimulating hormone.
Figure 6. Monitoring of osteoarthritis. Light blue to dark blue represents layers one to four. CPPD: calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate.
Discussion

To our knowledge, this study represents the first scientifically-based recommendation for the generic, standardized long-term monitoring of patients with chronic illnesses in primary care by means of a user-friendly and clinically sensible EMR layout. Previously, Steenkiste et al [13] used an adapted Delphi procedure to identify items for diagnosis and treatment of asthma for a Dutch electronic patient record. The adapted Delphi procedure proved to be a feasible method for selecting the indicators. However, a complete list of the items or a graphical presentation of the items is lacking in their study. Similar to our study, Lougheed et al [15] used the Delphi procedure and modified RAND/UCLA Appropriateness Method to identify core and optional data elements for asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease to be integrated into electronic health records (EHR) for primary and tertiary care. In contrast to our study, their selection of indicators was not based on a systematic review but on several data sources. Their method also lacked a presentation of potential implementation.

The tool that we developed facilitates the monitoring of patients with chronic diseases by providing all the essential monitoring indicators, which should be assessed at regular intervals according to the current scientific evidence. All indicators are arranged in up to four sublayers that contain only the most relevant indicators. This layout avoids a surplus of information and ensures that the patient, not the computer screen, remains the focus of the consultation. Therefore, all sublayers exceeding the first one are only visible if actively clicked on. The cockpit gives an overview of all preset goals as well as the current situation and, therefore, can serve as a benchmarking tool. By clearly displaying this critical information, the cockpit facilitates a patient handover or holiday replacement and, therefore, enables the continuity of care. Preset goals also help to overcome clinical inertia, a widespread problem in the care of patients with chronic diseases [16]. Additional tabs that contain nondisease-specific information, such as allergies or body mass index, give an overview on basic but relevant patient information.

In Switzerland, where the study was conducted, EMRs are less developed than in other countries, and the number of physicians still using paper-based medical records is higher than elsewhere [1,3]. Therefore, it is necessary to first provide a functioning EMR basis within primary care. In a second step, it will be desirable to integrate modern applications into the EMR, such as mobile devices that allow patients to be in more control of their chronic conditions. The standardization of EHR tools such as the ones presented here could enable the provision of decision-support tools and add an extension to an EHR. This will link physicians and patients to provide a holistic approach to the process of monitoring.

In long-term care, the involvement of several professionals of different health care disciplines is common. Skill-mix models involving nonphysician disciplines, such as practice nurses, dieticians, or physiotherapists are on the rise; however, due to the specific regulations in different countries concerning allocation of responsibilities, it is not feasible to establish an international standard. This tool will thus have to be adapted according to different health care systems and their needs.

Strengths and Limitations

A strength of this project is the iterative Delphi process that identified the importance of the ergonomic layout of the monitoring tool. Consideration of ergonomics can enhance user-friendliness and facilitate chronic care within an EMR. This tool offers a practical approach for implementing scientific results into everyday practice. By involving generalists with extensive practice experience as well as specialists in different medical fields through an adapted Delphi procedure, a condensed set of indicators were identified as relevant for...
everyday use in primary care. A potential limitation of our study is that the adapted Delphi procedure did not meet all criteria of a typical Delphi procedure. Since the discussions were not performed anonymously and the persons involved might have selected the indicators they were most familiar with, this may have increased the chances of bias. Furthermore, the adapted Delphi procedure included in total only ten experts and, in certain phases, only four experts (three experts from the study group including two in primary care and EMRs and one in systematic reviews, and an additional expert in the respective field), which might reduce external validity. Additionally, the complexity of the technical integration of indicators (beyond the visual layout on the screen) is not addressed in this manuscript. Details of EMR integration will vary between the different software companies and the needs of different health care systems.

**International Consensus Paper**

As mentioned in Figure 1, our final goal is an international consensus paper. This will be achieved by an international Delphi procedure with a larger number of experts in general practice and other specialties. To meet the demands of monitoring the rising number of multimorbid patients, the method we present here is meant to be extended to more diseases that will also be linked to each other. In the future, we hope the tool will become an integral part of the process of collecting patient data, as well as a clinical decision support system that will directly link current guidelines and algorithms with therapy suggestions.

**Conclusion**

Our generic template systematically integrates the existing scientific evidence for the standardized long-term monitoring of chronic conditions. It contains a user-friendly and clinically sensible layout and can improve the care of patients with chronic diseases by means of an EMR in primary care.
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Abstract

Background: The National Health Service (NHS) Long-Term Plan has set out a vision of enabling patients to access digital interactions with health care professionals within 5 years, including by video link.

Objective: This review aimed to examine the extent and nature of the use of patient-facing teleconsultations within a health care setting in the United Kingdom and what outcome measures have been assessed.

Methods: We conducted a systematic scoping review of teleconsultation studies following the Joanna Briggs Institute methodology. PubMed, Scopus, the Cochrane Library, and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature were searched up to the end of December 2018 for publications that reported on the use of patient-facing teleconsultations in a UK health care setting.

Results: The search retrieved 3132 publications, of which 101 were included for a full review. Overall, the studies were heterogeneous in design, in the specialty assessed, and reported outcome measures. The technology used for teleconsultations changed over time with earlier studies employing bespoke, often expensive, solutions. Two-thirds of the studies, conducted between 1995 and 2005, used this method. Later studies transitioned to Web-based commercial solutions such as Skype. There were five outcome measures that were assessed: (1) technical feasibility, (2) user satisfaction, (3) clinical effectiveness, (4) cost, (5) logistical and operational considerations. Due to the changing nature of technology over time, there were differing technical issues across the studies. Generally, teleconsultations were acceptable to patients, but this was less consistent among health care professionals. However, among both groups, face-to-face consultations were still seen as the gold standard. A wide range of clinical scenarios found teleconsultations to be clinically useful but potentially limited to more straightforward clinical interactions. Due to the wide array of study types and changes in technology over time, it is difficult to draw definitive conclusions on the cost involved. However, cost savings for health care providers have been demonstrated by the goal-directed implementation of teleconsultations. The integration of technology into routine practice represents a complex problem with barriers identified in funding and hospital reimbursement, information technologies infrastructure, and integration into clinicians' workflow.

Conclusions: Teleconsultations appear to be safe and effective in the correct clinical situations. Where offered, it is likely that patients will be keen to engage, although teleconsultations should only be offered as an option to support traditional care models rather than replace them outright. Health care staff should be encouraged and supported in using teleconsultations to diversify their practice. Health care organizations need to consider developing a digital technology strategy and implementation groups to assist health care staff to integrate digitally enabled care into routine practice. The introduction of new technologies should be assessed after a set period with service evaluations, including feedback from key stakeholders.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e15380) doi:10.2196/15380)
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Introduction

Telemedicine is a branch of medicine, which concerns the use of information technologies (IT) in all aspects of medical care and education. A literary consensus defined telemedicine as: “…a subset of telehealth, uses communications networks for delivery of health care services and medical education from one geographical location to another, primarily to address challenges such as uneven distribution and shortage of infrastructural and human resources” [1]. Common examples of telemedicine include using telephones for patient interaction, videoconferencing with multidisciplinary team meetings, and the use of email in professional practice. Many of these technologies are considered integral to routine clinical practice. The National Health Service (NHS) refers to telemedicine as being synonymous with teleconsultations, involving a video link with patients [2]. To avoid confusion with other definitions, this review shall use the term teleconsultations rather than telemedicine.

Teleconsultations have the potential to improve access to medical care and reduce travel and costs for patients while maintaining the quality of care [3]. The NHS’s recently published Long-Term Plan has set out a vision of how to transform outpatient care using technology. It states the desire to offer all patients the choice of digital interaction, including the use of teleconsultations, within 5 years, and to remove 30 million face-to-face appointments [4]. With such an ambitious plan, this review looks at the UK evidence of teleconsultation use for patient-facing interactions.

Although a systematic review may provide evidence for how effective an intervention is based on a predetermined study type, usually a randomized controlled trial (RCT), a scoping review can answer the broader question of what is already known; what the extent, nature, and range of intervention use is, and allows for greater inclusivity of different study types [5]. The objective of this review was to map the available evidence in relation to the use of patient-facing teleconsultations in the NHS. A review of the literature before commencing this review identified no existing systematic or scoping review that addressed this issue.

Methods

Methodological Framework

This review was guided by the methodological framework devised by Arksey and O’Malley [5], and further amendments that were contributed by Levac et al [6] and the Joanna Briggs Institute on conducting systematic scoping reviews [7]. This framework consists of a number of consecutive stages: (1) identifying the research question, (2) identifying relevant studies; (3) study selection; (4) charting the data; (5) collating, summarizing, and reporting results. This methodology summarizes the evidence available on a topic to convey the breadth and depth of that topic. We used the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta Analyses (PRISMA) extension for Scoping Reviews checklist to report our results [8]. At present, the international Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews does not publish protocols for scoping reviews.

Identifying the Research Question

The purpose of this review was to find out what health care settings in the United Kingdom teleconsultations have been used in. The broad research questions of this review were as follows: What is the extent and nature of use of patient-facing teleconsultations within a health care setting in the United Kingdom and what outcome measures have been assessed?

Identifying the Relevant Studies

Information Sources and Search Strategies

As this review is interested only in the UK-based experience of teleconsultations, the study’s search strategy was restricted to the United Kingdom or NHS affiliated authors. Databases searched were PubMed, Scopus, Cochrane library, and the Cumulative Index of Nursing and Allied Health Literature. Studies up to the end of 2018 were included with no predetermined lower range. The search strategy was developed in PubMed and translated into other databases. This is outlined in Table 1. Search results were exported to the Mendeley reference manager (Elsevier) and duplicated results were removed.

Table 1. PubMed search strategy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search field</th>
<th>Search term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>(Teleconsultation* OR telemedicine OR virtual clinic* OR video clinic* OR virtual consultation* OR video consultation*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted to UK-based authors</td>
<td>AND (UK[Affiliation] OR NHS[Affiliation] OR United Kingdom[Affiliation])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date restrictions</td>
<td>Studies up to December 31, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total articles</td>
<td>2065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eligibility Criteria

Types of Participants
This review included all participants that used teleconsultations in a health care setting. The only restriction was geography, as the area of the interest is specifically the NHS in the United Kingdom. All studies which used teleconsultations for direct patient-facing care were included. Any studies that used teleconsultations in a nonpatient facing capacity (eg, professional to professional teleconsultations for multidisciplinary meetings) were excluded.

This review was limited to studies that were conducted in the United Kingdom, and there was no restriction on the specialty or type of professionals involved in the consultations. Studies up to the end of 2018 were eligible for inclusion. All studies up to December 31, 2018, were included, and the date of the last search was on February 7, 2019. Study titles and abstracts were independently screened by two reviewers (MOC and MAS) based on predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria, which are outlined in Table 2. Where abstracts were not available, these articles were excluded.

### Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search Parameter</th>
<th>Inclusion criteria</th>
<th>Exclusion criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>Any health care setting</td>
<td>Non–health care setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Up to December 31, 2018</td>
<td>N/A&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study type</td>
<td>No restrictions</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Teleconsultations involving real-time video link with patients</td>
<td>No video link–based telemedical intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>United Kingdom/NHS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Not patient-facing (eg, teleconference multidisciplinary team meeting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Not real time (eg, store and forward models in teledermatology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-UK-based studies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>N/A: not applicable.
<sup>b</sup>NHS: National Health Service.

Study Type
There was no restriction on the study type eligible for inclusion.

Study Selection
All studies up to December 31, 2018, were included, and the date of the last search was on February 7, 2019. Study titles and abstracts were independently screened by two reviewers (MC and MS) based on predetermined inclusion and exclusion criteria, which are outlined in Table 2. Where abstracts were not available, these articles were excluded. If the study suitability was not clear from the abstract, the full paper was requested for review. Disagreements between reviewers were resolved through consensus. The reasons for exclusion were only recorded at the full-text stage.

Charting the Data
The research team developed a data extraction tool that included the following items: (1) article identifiers (ie, year of publication, author, and title), (2) study identifiers (ie, study design and sample size), (3) setting/population (ie, area of medical specialty), (4) outcome measures assessed, and (5) brief article synopsis.

Data were extracted by one reviewer and verified by a second. The table charting of these articles in temporal order is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1 [9-109].

Collating, Summarizing, and Reporting the Results
A descriptive numerical summary of the characteristics of the included studies was performed. Tables and graphs were created to reflect the overall number of studies included, study designs and settings, publication years, and the outcomes reported. In line with the methodology of scoping reviews, an assessment of the quality of the included studies was not performed.

Statement of Patient and Public Involvement
This research was conducted without patient involvement. Patients were not invited to comment on the study design and were not consulted to develop patient-relevant outcomes or interpret the results. Patients were not invited to contribute to the writing or editing of this document for readability or accuracy.

Results

Study Characteristics
A total of 3132 articles were retrieved. In total, 140 full texts were retrieved, with 101 meeting the inclusion criteria for review. The PRISMA flowchart is shown in Figure 1.
What is the Extent and Nature of the Use of Patient-Facing Teleconsultations Within a Health Care Setting in the United Kingdom?

There were a total of 101 studies across 24 different specialties included in the review starting in 1995 and ending in 2018. There was a large variation in study type, shown in Table 3. Pilots, audits, service reports, and case series/reports represented more than half of the articles included for review, whereas there were 13 RCTs [21,25,26,40,41,59-61,64,71,74,84,87]. Of these RCTs, there were 8 papers written about 4 RCTs [25,26,40,41,59,60,64,71]; therefore, only 9 could be considered unique study populations. Of these, 4 [61,74,84,87] had 30 or fewer participants, including one with 6 [61] and another with 11 participants [87].

Accident and emergency (A&E) was the most common single specialty studied with 19 articles, followed by psychiatry/psychology, neurology, and acute stroke. There were 15 studies that included more than one specialty, sometimes with a mix of primary and secondary care. Most specialties, however, were represented in 2 or fewer papers. These are shown in Table 4.

The timeline of published articles shows that there was significant interest in the potential of teleconsultations in the early 2000s, but this reduced significantly from 2003 until 2017 when publication numbers began to rise again. This is shown in Table 5.
Table 3. Summary of article types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Article type</th>
<th>Count, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systematic review</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviews</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomized control trial</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohort</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-cluster, balanced crossover, blind</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed method</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualitative study</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-control</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrospective study</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service report</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audit</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case report/series</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptive study</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study protocol</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Publications by specialty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Publications, n</th>
<th>Participants, n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accident and emergency</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry/psychology</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General practice</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pediatrics</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephrology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehabilitation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech and language therapy</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ophthalmology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rheumatology</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal/hepatology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrinology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care of the elderly</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unspecified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietetics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transplant medicine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oncology</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What Outcome Measures Have Been Assessed in UK-Based Studies?

There are five main outcomes that were identified. These are (1) technical feasibility; (2) user acceptability; (3) clinical effectiveness; (4) economic assessment; and (5) logistical and operational considerations. Each section will provide an overview of the article types and a narrative summary of the findings of these studies.

Technical Feasibility

Technical feasibility relates to practical issues with using the technology used for teleconsultations, for example, where a study reports difficulties with the audiovisual link. We identified 18 articles, which reported aspects related to technical feasibility of which there were 8 pilots [14,32,37,39,43,56,82,86], 2 case reports/series [17,36], 1 descriptive study [46], 1 RCT [61], 2 systematic reviews [73,75], 2 nonsystematic reviews [54,67], 1 mixed method study [105], and 1 study protocol [38].

In total, 11 studies, including both systematic reviews, reported acceptable quality and reliability of the teleconsultation link. In total, 3 studies reported problems with audio or video quality, and this tended to follow the perceived importance of that deficiency. For instance, one study reported that the image quality of a video link was so poor such that 46% of dermatologists felt the diagnostic accuracy would be adversely affected [14]. In another, among peritoneal dialysis patients, poor image quality affected its utility in assessing Tenckhoff catheter sites [61]. A teletherapy study found that sound lag affected the flow of therapy at times, although it concluded that this was not prohibitive to continuing the session [43].

In a study designed to assess the feasibility of a dedicated teleconsultation link in a police college, the authors reported significant reliability issues, where only half of the intended patients were able to be seen by teleconsultation due to unspecified technological failures [86]. A more recent study, using commercial Web-based video calling technology, found that technical issues were minor but often prohibitive to proceeding with the consultation if not rectified. Workarounds by the clinician rectified these; loss of sound on two occasions was overcome by using a telephone for audio, and lack of video was found to be due to the patient forgetting to turn on the Web camera [105].

User Satisfaction and Experience

Satisfaction and user experience with teleconsultations was reported in 43 articles of which there were 17 pilots [9,14-16,23,39,43,45,50,52,56,70,77,81,85,97,108], qualitative studies [33,51,57,76,89,93,98,100,101,107,109], 4 RCTs [21,40,59,61], 2 mixed method studies [102,105], 3 trial protocols [38,68,106], 2 case-control studies [42,69], 1 cohort [18], 1 systematic review [31], 1 nonsystematic review [54], and 1 descriptive study [47].

Satisfaction was assessed using feedback questionnaires in 23 articles, including 3 RCTs. Of these, 19 reported high levels of satisfaction with the medium. In 2 RCTs, satisfaction in the teleconsultation arm was actually greater than the face-to-face group [21,59], whereas another found no difference [40]. By contrast, only 1 small RCT found that patients were less satisfied with teleconsultations due to poor image and audio quality [61]. One pilot found that, while patients were satisfied, health care staff were uncomfortable with it; citing that they felt more on show to senior colleagues and families than would be normal in a face-to-face appointment [70].

A systematic review of patient satisfaction with teleconsultations concluded that although the published evidence suggests that teleconsultations appear to have high satisfaction rates in a variety of settings, we should be cautious about interpreting that as a true reflection of real life [31]. The authors suggest that most studies conducted tried to minimize the inconvenience for those taking part, and often, patients were seen both in person and by teleconsultation.

Patients and staff may be satisfied with teleconsultations, but that is not to say that they are preferable to face-to-face consultations. Several studies found that patients were satisfied with teleconsultations but also that they would still want the option to attend in person as they believe it to be the gold standard [77,107,109].

Qualitative studies exploring users’ experiences of teleconsultations find that the main benefits commonly reported by patients are convenience, reduced travel, and greater accessibility to specialist care and improved flexibility of appointments, allowing minimal disruption to daily life [102,107]. Several studies found that the medium allowed patients to open up more than face-to-face consultations and that they felt empowered to ask more questions [57,107]. Among staff, a greater sense of job satisfaction and a reduced burden of travel have been reported [101]. Among a cancer population, participants reported a preference for receiving bad news in the comfort of their homes rather than in hospital [105].

By contrast, among a teenaged population being treated for chronic fatigue, participants raised concerns about privacy, fearing that they might be overheard by family. Their parents worried that the connection might not be secure enough to...
ensure privacy, while some health professionals thought it was an invasion of patients’ personal space [107]. There was the awareness that teleconsultations had certain physical limitations; the qualitative analysis from the large RCT by Wallace et al [59] found, either due to patient expectation or physician need, that the inability to perform physical examinations limited its usefulness [76]. A recent study found that physicians often restricted who was offered teleconsultations based on preconceived impracticalities, or they simply refused to participate in them [105].

One study, in which teleconsultations between patients and hospital specialists were facilitated by general practitioners (GPs), concluded that teleconsultations had a different dialogue flow than traditional face-to-face appointments. In particular, the opening phase of the consultation was found to be unfamiliar, leading to interruptions and apologies on both sides while a dialogue flow was established [89]. Morris et al [102] reported that patients and staff could find the medium awkward and uncomfortable when there was no previous relationship built up. The authors concluded that when there were staff changes in service or new-patient appointments, teleconsultations would not be appropriate. Haig-Ferguson et al [107] found that some participants felt teleconsultations were less personal and that the therapist was less real over a video link, with the screen acting as a physical and emotional barrier. Paradoxically, the same study found that being physically removed from the therapist allowed other participants to open up more easily. Due to these potential social difficulties, authors have suggested that teleconsultations are more appropriate for follow up appointments [102,107].

A telestroke study found that the utility of teleconsultations in facilitating timely care was acknowledged by families of acute stroke sufferers but that the clinical expertise of the on-site team was important for them to have confidence in the process [98].

**Clinical Effectiveness**

Where articles commented on the efficacy, safety or other clinical outcomes, these were categorized as assessing the clinical effectiveness of teleconsultations in delivering clinical care. There were 48 articles of which there were 12 pilots [14,15,30,34,43,48,62,63,65,86,88,108], 5 case reports/series [19,22,36,72,99], 7 case-controls [28,42,44,49,53,69,78], 1 qualitative study [10], 2 mixed method [102,105], 4 retrospective studies [35,58,80,92], 3 audits [83,94,95], 7 RCTs [26,40,59,64,74,84,87], 1 single-clustered, blinded crossover design study [79], 1 cohort [66], 2 systematic reviews [73,75], 1 nonsystematic review [54], 1 descriptive study [90], and 1 service report [96].

Within psychiatry, a single-cluster balanced crossover, blind study (where each patient had both a face-to-face and teleconsultation with a different researcher and each researcher was blind to the psychiatric assessment of the other) concluded that there was significant intermethod concordance, confirming its accuracy in psychiatric assessment [79]. This confirms the findings of an earlier systematic review [75].

Teleconsultations in acute stroke management networks are now widespread in the United Kingdom. In total, 3 retrospective studies of a combined 287 patients conducted in the United Kingdom confirm that its implementation has been safe; door-to-needle time, morbidity, mortality, and discharge rates were comparable to national standards for acute stroke management [92,94,95]. A novel study exploiting an inherent advantage of teleconsultations describes an international telestroke service between Scotland and New Zealand. In this small case series, there were no negative patient outcomes, and the authors suggest that utilization of the time difference would avoid doctor fatigue [99].

In total, 2 case-control studies in neurology assessed the concordance of diagnosis in both an inpatient and outpatient setting and found 96%-100% of cases were accurately diagnosed and managed via teleconsultation [28,29]. An RCT in a neurology outpatient setting compared face-to-face consultations with teleconsultations and found that the teleconsultation arm generated more investigations despite no difference in the diagnostic category of the cases seen. The authors conclude that this reflected a lack of confidence in their teleconsultation diagnosis [40]. A cohort study of 111 inpatients assessed by video link found no difference in 3-month mortality compared with all other hospital admissions during that time. On follow-up, no patient had their diagnosis or management changed when seen face-to-face, and no difference was seen in the use of hospital services in the following 3 months after discharge [66].

A large multispecialty RCT, by Wallace et al [59], enrolled over 2000 patients. They measured the number of investigations per patient and follow-up rates and, in contrast to the previously mentioned RCT, found that teleconsultations actually resulted in fewer investigations, at a rate of 0.79 per patient. However, this figure is offset by a higher rate of subsequent follow up seen in this group.

In an A&E setting, an RCT found no significant differences in diagnostic accuracy or management when teleconsultations were compared with the traditional model of care [64]. In minor injury units, the use of teleconsultations, connecting with a regional A&E center, allowed the majority of patients to be managed locally, with continued improvements seen with increasing technological familiarity [48,58,62,65].

In rheumatology, 2 studies reported conflicting findings. Graham et al [30] found rheumatologists—using a junior doctor as a proxy—were only 40% accurate in assessments via teleconsultation with physicians missing subtle but clinically important signs of inflammation. A year later, Leggett et al [42] concluded that teleconsultations—using a 3-way consultation between the patient, GP, and specialist—were 97% accurate in diagnosing fibromyalgia, degenerative arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and soft tissue disease.

In ophthalmology, some eye conditions such as simple ptosis and strabismus could be accurately assessed in up to 97% of cases. However, more complex eye conditions such as socket problems in patients who had a previous enucleation or those with nonspecific ocular pain were better assessed in a face-to-face consultation [44,49].
In Airedale NHS trust, providing a teleconsultation link between care homes and hospitals reduced nonelective admissions by 1731—a 37% reduction—compared with the same period before the intervention [96]. In a hospital diabetic clinic setting, over 4 years, appointment did not attend (DNA) rates were lower (13% vs 28%) in patients choosing to attend by teleconsultation with improved hemoglobin A1c control [102]. In a prison inmate setting, the use of teleconsultations, coupled with other interventions, improved clinical outcomes for those being screened and treated for hepatitis C compared with controls [108].

Real-world data on teleconsultation appointments as a proportion of clinical activity has been rarely reported and ranges from 2% among a diabetic cohort to 22% among postoperative hepatobiliary cancer patients [105].

Cost

In total, 19 articles looked at health care provider cost, patient cost, or costs incurred by both. This comprised 5 RCTs [25,26,41,60,71], 3 systematic reviews [73,75,104], 2 nonsystematic reviews [54,91], 1 retrospective study [27], 1 case-control study [78], 1 service report [96], 3 pilots [12,43,55], and 3 protocols [38,68,106]. Nearly all of the studies reported higher costs for health care providers, including all RCTs. The issue of cost is closely related to the technology used, which has changed greatly over the period of this review—from expensive audiovisual systems to the use of smartphones and computers.

Early studies found that the initial cost of suitable videoconferencing equipment was prohibitively expensive. One early study quotes a figure of £48,000 (US $61,439) to establish a teleconsultation link, including videoconferencing unit and integrated services digital network connection charges [26]. Loane et al published the results of an RCT in 2 papers [25,26]. They found that real-time teleconsultations were 5 times more expensive to run for health providers than store-and-forward teleconsultation models: £132.10 (US $169) vs £29.60 (US $37.90). Although patients saved time and money due to reduced traveling, health care-associated costs were higher in the real-time arm as they took up more physician time than the store and forward model.

Direct comparison with face-to-face appointments in an outpatient setting has found teleconsultations to be more expensive for health care providers. In total, 3 RCTs and 1 case-control study set in pediatrics, neurology, secondary care outpatients, and A&E concluded that teleconsultations were between 15% and 100% more costly to run [41,60,71,78]. A systematic review from an A&E setting found only 23% of RCTs and 3 protocols [38,68,106]. Nearly all of the studies reported higher costs for health care providers, including all RCTs. The issue of cost is closely related to the technology used, which has changed greatly over the period of this review—from expensive audiovisual systems to the use of smartphones and computers.

Several studies make reference to consultation length, in which teleconsultations are as much as 4 times as long as their face-to-face equivalent [53,57,64]. However, several others found them to be shorter in length [34,102,105]. Williams et al [103] found no difference in consultation length but reports that by avoiding travel to peripheral clinics, clinicians were able to provide more emergency care with the time saved, thus maximizing their clinical efficiency. In older studies, there was often an intermediary, either a GP or another health care professional who would sit with the patient and establish the teleconsultation link [26,59,66]. The extent to which this disruption affects the service provision of the health care professional that is acting in this capacity is not described. In addition to normal duties, clinical staff have reported that they are often needed to triage those who might be suitable for teleconsultations [105]. Furthermore, clinicians may not have dedicated time to do teleconsultations, having to fit them around their normal outpatient schedules instead [59]. Benger et al [64] found that waiting times to access A&E advice were shorter for patients seen by teleconsultation than face-to-face consultation as they bypassed the normal admission processes—in essence skipping the queue.

Altering the way patients are seen can lead to improved operational efficiencies; Ditchburn et al [101] describe a service established to support patients undergoing peritoneal dialysis at home. By avoiding the need to travel to individual patient access specialist services [55]. In Scotland, a report on telehealth services found teleconsultations for a 10-week rehabilitation course could be delivered for 3% to 10% of the cost associated with an outreach model (where the therapist travels) or a centralized model (where the patient travels), with the savings primarily being delivered through reduced travel costs [91].

A service report from a well-established teleconsultation service in Airedale, which links an acute hospital with several care homes, reported setup and maintenance costs of £175,000 (US $223,938). However, factoring in costs from avoided A&E attendances and reduced nonelective admissions, the project is estimated to have saved £1,194,083 (US $1,529,939)—a saving of £6.82 (US $8.73) for £1 (US $1.28) invested [110].
homes, staff reported that their time was used more efficiently as they were able to do other work on their computer while monitoring the patient via the video link. Nonattendance at hospital appointments is a source of lost revenue for health care providers and results in inefficient use of clinician time. By selectively choosing patient populations with high DNA rates, it is possible to achieve more operational efficiency. Morris et al [102], among a diabetic cohort, improved the DNA rate from 28% to 13%. Morey et al [108], among a prison population, describe a complete overhaul of a hepatitis C screening program pathway (along with other measures, teleconsultations were introduced), which led to a significant fall in DNA rates. These examples demonstrate clinical staff as drivers of change, but they can also be barriers to wider implementation [70].

Teleconsultations, as described by many of the studies included, can be seen as supporting a hub and spoke model of care, with district general hospital (DGH) spokes using teleconsultations to connect with more specialized hub hospitals. Agarwal et al [95] describe a telestroke mesh network of DGHs without a central hub, where out of hours stroke thrombolysis support was provided using telestroke rota shared across the region, thus reducing the frequency of a stroke physician’s on-call nights. Furthermore, such a model meant that thrombolysis care could continue without significant investment in staff and reorganization of thrombolysis care into a hub and spoke model.

The extent to which these services have been integrated into routine practice has been largely superficial. This means that small scale services were often provided with ad hoc support from IT departments rather than formal arrangements [101]. To provide a wider rollout of teleconsultations would require dedicated support from IT. Greenhalgh et al [105], through key stakeholder interviews, reported that NHS IT processes would require major changes to speed up the introduction of new technologies into practice.

In the NHS, hospital trusts are reimbursed through tariffs, often based on a per-patient seen basis, with different tariffs in place for face-to-face consultations and phone consultations. No such tariff existed for teleconsultations, which means that managers are often unwilling or unable to justify diverting the cost of such services from increasingly stretched clinical budgets [70,105].

Discussion

This scoping review was aimed at assessing the extent of literature around UK-based teleconsultation patient interventions and the main outcome measures. The use of teleconsultations stretches back nearly 25 years, encompassing over 20 different specialties. Most of the specialties are represented in only a few articles and, though quality assessment of articles was not undertaken, pilots and case reports/series represent a significant proportion of that breadth. It is perhaps surprising to see that the decade between 1995 and 2005 accounts for two-thirds of the articles covered by this review, including all but 2 of the RCTs. The reasons behind this are not clear, but it may be a by-product of the challenging public finances since the 2008 economic recession. In that time, the NHS’s budget has faced a sustained period of constrained annual growth of 1.1% to 2.3%, compared with an average annual rise of 6% in the preceding years from 1996 to 2009 [111]. There was a narrowing of clinical focus during these years, perhaps to focus on where the need was most acute; the most enduring success of patient-facing teleconsultations in the United Kingdom is its use in acute stroke management, an intervention which was first reported in 2012 [92]. Nonetheless, the era in which most of these studies were carried out presents a number of problems for modern generalizability. Early studies used bespoke, expensive, complex, and cumbersome systems, which have now been largely superseded by the development of Web-based video calling technology such as Skype (Microsoft Corporation). This, coupled with the rise in smartphone use since 2007, means that videoconferencing technology is now in the pockets of millions of patients [112]. In a United Kingdom setting, however, relatively few studies have been done using this new technology.

Technical Feasibility

The clarity of many older audiovisual connections was criticized—particularly by professionals [14,43], though patients were not universally satisfied that they could see and hear everything that was needed either [39]. The technology employed in these studies has now been superseded by Web-based platforms. Using these modern solutions does not prevent technical issues, and contingency plans need to be considered to overcome common problems, such as poor internet speed and lack of an audiovisual stream with Web-based solutions [105]. Although potentially prohibitive, these technical issues were usually rectifiable to allow continued operation of these services, but it does raise concerns that clinician time is being used inefficiently in such cases.

In total, 9% of the population (disproportionately older people) have never used the internet [113]. This, among other reasons outlined below, makes teleconsultation services unlikely to be accepted as a replacement to traditional care models and more likely that it should be offered as a choice.

User Satisfaction and Experience

For the most part, patients seem to be satisfied with their experience of teleconsultations. Indeed, it seems that most teleconsultation interventions are aimed at improving aspects of the patient experience, such as convenience, rather than improving the experience of health care staff. They recognize its convenience and its utility when accessing specialist care in remote areas, or in time-sensitive matters. In some cases, patient satisfaction was higher than traditional clinic models, although as one author points out, this may be due to the increased accommodation provided to these patients for participation [31]. Avoidance of travel, although also convenient, may prove more pertinent; hospital-associated travel may cause stress in its own right, with 20% of older patients finding simply getting to and from appointments causes increased stress and anxiety [114]. It is interesting to note that among cancer patients, there was a preference for receiving bad news at home suggesting that even complex or challenging discussions may be had over teleconsultations. This is not a consistent finding internationally; patients in an acute medical setting had opposing views on receiving bad news over the video link. One patient in favor of
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such an approach stated. “If it was something earth-shattering, you could cry in your own bedroom and not have to worry, I mean driving from downtown and you’re upset or what-not....” But others were against this, explaining, “If the doctor were telling me I have a fatal disease or a disease that could be fatal, and I have to go into immediate serious care, probably better in-person” [115].

More is not always necessary or better as sometimes the telephone is sufficient. Therefore, it is important to explore if teleconsultations are needed to provide the intended benefit [61]. It should be noted that patients can be quite satisfied with their teleconsultation but still perceive face-to-face appointments to be the gold standard [107,109].

Among health care professionals, the view is more divided. Preconceptions about its utility from the perspective of the health care professional undoubtedly dictate the enthusiasm with which the service is promoted, in some cases, failing to even consider it as an option [105]. It is unlikely that a consensus will ever be so unanimous as to universally accept teleconsultations, and the wide variation of views on utility and acceptability means that they should only be offered as a choice and not a replacement to traditional models of care [76,107].

Clinical Effectiveness

Teleconsultations appear to be a safe and effective way to assess and manage a variety of clinical situations. Clinical consensus, even within specialties, is not universal, however, and the types of consultations that are suitable are dependent on their complexity and physician comfort with the medium. Although physical examination is limited in teleconsultations, there are many examples in both inpatient and outpatient settings that demonstrate its utility. Neurological conditions and simple ophthalmological presentations such as strabismus could be safely diagnosed and managed.

The inability to perform some aspects of physical examination is likely, in some cases, to restrict its utility to more routine outpatient appointments. Among an inpatient, A&Es, or acute stroke setting, the presence of a proxy examiner appears to be an effective way of overcoming this. Although proxy examiners (often GPs) were used in several outpatient-based studies, more recent outpatient studies assessed patients at home without a proxy present. The NHS is experiencing staff shortages, which are most acute in nursing (1 in 10 posts vacant) and general practice (1.6% decline in numbers) [116]. The use of proxy examiners is unlikely to be viable; therefore, the outcomes reported in such studies may not be replicable in today’s health service.

An interesting perspective on physical examination is that it has become a ritual, expected, and performed as tradition rather than clinical usefulness [117]. Novel technological solutions already allow certain physiological parameters—such as peak expiratory flow rate, heart rate/rhythm, and remote blood sugar levels—to be monitored remotely [118]. Digital stethoscopes can allow heart sounds to be transmitted via Bluetooth to a connected device [119], and smartphone ophthalmoscopes may be easier to master than direct ophthalmoscopy [120]. Wearable technology continues to develop, and solutions to other more nuanced aspects of physical examination may be developed in the future, however, for the time being, teleconsultations in outpatient settings are most likely to be confined to dialogue-based consultations where the need for rigorous physical examination is absent.

Cost

The nature and method of assessment of cost were assessed in a heterogeneous way, which makes the comparison between studies speculative; however, it is clear that technology-associated costs have changed. Early studies used bespoke technological solutions with often prohibitive setup costs [26]. Technological advances mean that commercial teleconsultation services are fully scalable to the needs of the health care provider. Whereas many older studies almost universally found costs for the health care provider to be higher than the traditional model of care, more recent evidence from NHS Airedale’s experience shows that investment in a large-scale service can save significant costs by reducing unplanned admissions [96]. By reducing missed patient appointments, trusts can also make significant cost savings. Notwithstanding a few examples, real-world data on the financial implications of teleconsultations is lacking. Further in-depth case studies and service evaluations of established services are needed to accurately model the financial implications of teleconsultations.

For patients, the potential cost saving is more clear cut where travel and parking fees are only a part of the cost incurred. The true cost of patient time is likely to be much higher with one estimate putting the actual cost at £17.86 (US $22.89) per hour of travel, compared with just £1 (US $1.28) for a digital interaction [121].

Logistical and Operational Considerations

Clinical trials have failed to replicate real-world operational challenges that such a service would create and is a distinct disadvantage to using a clinical trial methodology to assess the utility of digital technology in health care. The successful adoption of technology may be predicated on demonstrating safety and acceptability, but it will only survive in the real world if it can be integrated into existing health care pathways.

Several examples of real-world evaluations of working teleconsultation services have demonstrated that they can achieve meaningful reductions in DNA rates [102,108]. In one example, this required a complete overhaul of the existing clinical pathway, which was not fit for purpose [108]. Notwithstanding this example, a redesign of most clinical and administrative pathways would be a costly and an enormous logistical undertaking. In this, there is a disconnect between policies aimed at promoting more digital technology use and the real-world practicalities of establishing these services in busy and financially stretched hospital trusts. Embedding teleconsultations into routine clinical practice, in reality, has proven more complex than expected [105].

A key goal of the Long-Term Plan is to reduce the number of outpatient appointments, which have doubled to 120 million in the last decade. Through the use of technology, the NHS hopes to reduce this by a third over the next 5 years [4]. To achieve
this, there is the promise of *central funding*, which trusts can access for technological improvements. It is not clear that this is ring-fenced in a way that will allow unencumbered access to service development funding. The expectation may be that these services will fund themselves through the anticipated £1 billion a year saving the outpatient reduction will achieve. As provided for in the National Tariff Program, trusts can opt to fund services on a block contract basis rather than a payment by results (PbR) basis. This would allow trusts more flexibility in how they engage with patients. A concern of this model is that unexpected service costs would not be reimbursed; however, PbR-based reimbursement has been criticized for the apparent incentivization of trusts to simply see more patients. NHS England has introduced a new digital tariff into the National Tariff payment system, which provides for reimbursement at 75% the rate of face-to-face consultations [122]. This should provide financial reassurance for trusts using a PbR model. Redesigning payment systems to be more flexible, perhaps to include elements of both, may be needed to overcome the diverse funding needs of the NHS [123].

**Where Do We Go From Here?**

Well-funded, goal-orientated implementation of teleconsultations has been shown to be viable on a large scale in the NHS [96]. A number of important factors show that it is not known how replicable these results would be at a national level; NHS IT infrastructure is recognized to be stretched, and reluctance from health care professionals can stifle the growth of such innovations. Further investment is needed to address these issues [70,105].

Teleconsultations may not be suitable for every population. Therefore, teleconsultation services should be introduced gradually in a way that allows proper evaluation, with staff and patient feedback being used to fine-tune the pathway to suit local service needs and expectations. Routine clinical interactions are likely to represent the most pragmatic starting point for most services, but that is not to say that teleconsultations should be limited to such scenarios. To date, clinical interactions have been limited by the ability to perform examinations, but complex scenarios that involve a verbal exchange only, such as breaking bad news to patients with cancer, can be done effectively over a video link. Such interactions necessitate further investigation.

Although the *gold standard* of research methods, more RCTs are, arguably, not the correct way to find these answers. Finch et al [124], in an ethnographic study of telehealth integration into health care, found that participants felt that the RCT design conflicted with the dynamic nature of the health service environment. Participants saw greater value in pragmatic service evaluations that often produced results, which evaluators could use and—unconstrained by a rigorous trial protocol—they could adapt the service more readily to improve the project’s stability.

**Limitations**

Scoping reviews are not intended to assess the quality of the literature included; therefore, the conclusions of this review are based on the existence of published research rather than the quality of it. Nevertheless, this scoping review provides a comprehensive, contemporary overview of the existing research on teleconsultations in a UK setting.

**Conclusions**

Teleconsultations appear to be safe and effective in the right clinical situations. Where offered, it is likely that patients will be supportive of such measures, although they should only be offered as an option to support traditional care models rather than replace them outright. Health care staff should be encouraged and supported in using teleconsultations to diversify their practice. Health care organizations should consider developing digital technology strategy and implementation groups to assist health care staff in integrating technologically enabled care into routine practice. The introduction of new technologies should be assessed after a set period with service evaluations, including feedback from key stakeholders.
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Abstract

Background: Previous research shows that being a “digital native” or growing up in a digital environment does not necessarily lead to increased digital competencies, such as digital health literacy or evaluation of webpage quality.

Objective: This study showed how medical students searched for health information online, specifically the recommended testing for histamine intolerance, by comparing the use of various search engines (Google, Medisuch, and a website of the student’s choice) to find out more about search strategies in future health professionals. As Medisuch presents a qualitatively better search engine, we assumed that medical students using this search engine might find valid information faster on more reliable webpages, and might recommend the correct diagnostic steps for histamine intolerance to their patients more often than students using a generic search engine like Google.

Methods: Medical students in their third year of study were asked to find the relevant diagnostic steps of histamine intolerance online. They were randomly assigned to use one search engine: Google, their personal choice, or Medisuch. Their process of seeking information online was video recorded.

Results: In total, 140 medical students participated in this study. The total number of webpages found did not differ among the groups (P=.52). Students using Medisuch (P=.02) correctly identified the elimination diet as a relevant diagnostic step more frequently. The provocation test was reported by almost half of the students independent of the search engine used. In general, medical students commonly identified trustworthy webpages in all three groups (Google: 36/44, 82%; free choice: 31/36; 86%; and Medisuch: 35/45, 78%).

Conclusions: The results indicate that medical students were able to find trustworthy health-related information online independent of the search engine used. Medical students that are digital natives seem to have proper internet skills and a knowledge of how to use them. They entered specific medical terms (evidence-based diagnostic steps) or names of reliable webpages (DocCheck) in the search engines to gain correct information. However, it remains to be seen if this behavior can be called true “digital literacy”.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e16279) doi:10.2196/16279
KEYWORDS
digital health literacy; medical education; evidence-based online information; digital native; trustworthy webpages

Introduction
The internet is omnipresent and has become the primary source of information for many [1]. It has been reported that 52.2% of Europe’s population has used internet searches for health and health-related issues [2]. Coklar et al [3] reported that online information search strategies represented one of the most important variables in effective and efficient internet use. Previous research has shown that online search strategies might be influenced and explained by the time spent online, Web experience, and individual difference (like domain knowledge or epistemological belief) [4-7]. An investigation of university students’ online search strategies in different contexts indicated that the students were able to search online for daily life information. However, they had difficulties in the online search strategies used for learning activities, and the authors suggested that teachers should help students develop online search strategies for academic uses [8]. The need for guidance—particularly for people with little expertise—has also been highlighted by Armstrong and Large [9] in their manual on online search strategies.

Furthermore, it has been shown that falling in the category of “digital natives” [10] or showing “digital nativity” [3] (ie, being born in a digital world and, therefore, frequently using internet or media devices since early childhood) does not automatically correlate with online literacy [1,3]. Therefore, attempts have been made to clarify quality indicators for online information.

One such approach involves introducing specific search engines that prefilter for the user and only show reliable results, such as the German webpage Medisuch [11]. Another approach is to certify webpages with trustworthy, evidence-based medical content and introduce certificates that make it easier for average people and professionals to decide quickly if a webpage can be trusted. At first glance, this approach seems easy; however, people seeking information online still have to be properly trained [12]. Examples of certificates available in the topic of health-related information are the afgis certificate and the Health On the Net Foundation Code of Conduct (HONcode) certificate. For a more comprehensive list, see Pauer et al [13].

To properly advise patients, medical students need to be generally aware of diagnostic steps; if they lack the knowledge, they should know how to find reliable information. As medical students are still learning, specific training can impact their attitude and behavior. This study compared various search engines to investigate how medical students search for health information online. The aim of this study was to track medical students’ searches for health information online and identify potentially weak strategies, which could be addressed specifically within the medical curriculum. We wanted to compare three different approaches and focus on the medical students’ findings on histamine intolerance. As Medisuch presents a qualitatively better search engine [11], medical students using it may find valid information faster on more reliable webpages, and may recommend the correct diagnostic steps for histamine intolerance to their patients more often than students using a generic search engine like Google.

Methods
Study Design and Participants
This study was performed in an explanatory cross-sectional manner. Third-year students from the Faculty of Medicine of the University Hospital Tuebingen, Germany, were recruited from their curricular courses in the Department of Internal Medicine VI. They had all received theoretical input on functional disorders and differential diagnoses with a focus on intolerances before participating in the study. Group sizes consisted of 8 to 16 students per teaching session. Students were taught by experienced physicians. Participation in the course was mandatory, but participation in the study was on a voluntary basis.

Ethics
The study received ethical approval from the Ethics Committee of the Tuebingen Medical Faculty (443/2018BO2). All participants gave written informed consent. They did not receive a reimbursement for their participation.

Process of Study
Students of the university must attend a 2-week course on psychosomatic medicine in their third year. Every 2 weeks, a new group of approximately 12 to 15 students start the course. The topic is “somatoform disorders” on the third day of the course. Students received a case report involving a patient who consulted her physician due to abdominal pain. The patient in the fictitious case had already researched her health problem beforehand and asked specifically about potential causes such as problems with digestion of histamines. The patient wanted to know which steps had to be taken to rule out or confirm histamine intolerance. Each student had access to one stationary computer with connection to the internet via Internet Explorer or Firefox (both were installed and students were free to choose). Students were instructed to complete a worksheet about histamine intolerance by searching for related information online. They were randomly assigned to one of three groups: Google [14], free choice, or Medisuch [15]. In the free choice group students could choose any search engine they wanted to use. There were no prerequisites for participation, and they were not taught further information about the various search engines. Medisuch is a specific search engine that prefilters the information found and only shows reliable results (ie, medical webpages that are certified or evidence-based) [11]. The students had 10 minutes to research information online and mark their findings on the worksheet, which was collected by a study assistant after the time period. Teaching then continued with an interactive discussion where students were informed about the correct diagnostic steps as well as quality indicators of good webpages and apps. Figure 1 shows an overview of the study. The quality indicators were based on the checklists used by
Students were asked about demographic variables such as age and gender, as well as experience with electronics such as possession of electronic devices and time spent online per day. They also rated their competence on the topic of histamine intolerance on a 6-point Likert scale (0 = not competent at all and 5 = highly competent).

**Video Recording**

Before starting the teaching session, students were asked to start Morae (TechSmith, Michigan) [16] on their computer, which was used to track students’ online search for health information via a screen recording of their desktop. Morae has been previously applied within the research area of online search behavior by university students [17-20]. The software generates quantitative data on different variables such as time spent on each webpage and clicks made. To the best of our knowledge, no other standardized procedure exists that would successfully analyze the video-recorded data in a qualitative way. In alignment with the previously described procedure [20], we aimed to develop a categorical system (eg, search engine, number of webpages, search strategies) to guarantee standardized analysis and evaluation of the Morae videos.

All Morae videos were coded according to this categorical system by experienced members of the research team. All webpages students had visited were listed alphabetically, and their quality was classified according to a rating sheet by two independent raters. In cases of a disagreement, a third independent rater was consulted.

**Information-Seeking Behavior**

Students answered specific questions about the search engine(s) used, keywords entered, and the number of webpages they consulted before making their diagnostic recommendation. Additionally, they rated the number of pages considered as trustworthy as well as the number of pages they would recommend to a patient. Trustworthy was defined as an evidence-based and certified webpage; thus, untrustworthy was defined as a nonevidence-based one such as an advertisement or self-made webpage by an individual. To get an idea on the effectiveness of medical students’ searches, the number of pages opened and the keywords needed to get to the desired answer were considered as relevant markers.

**Diagnostic Recommendation**

Students had to give specific recommendations on the next diagnostic steps. They were asked to choose one or more of the following options: antibody testing, assessment of diaminoxydase, nutritional diary, elimination diet, H₂ breathing test, histamine testing, provocation test, and test of urine and feces. To pass, students needed to mark one or more of the following options: provocation test, nutritional diary, or elimination diet, as these were the diagnostic factors recommended by a clinical expert.

**Data Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 25 (IBM Corp, Armonk, New York). Mean values, associated SDs, frequencies, and percentages of relevant factors such as age and gender were calculated. To test possible relationships among the variables, Chi-squared tests were used. Analysis of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted to compare differences between mean values. In addition, the Pearson correlations were calculated. Beforehand, distribution of data was tested by the

---

Figure 1. Process of study including teaching and assessment.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. \( P \) values < .05 were reported as significant.

**Results**

**Sample**

There were 140 students who took part in the survey, and the response rate was 83.3\% (140/168). The average age was 24.36 (SD 2.84) years. Females constituted 61.7\% (85) of the participating students. There were 50 students randomly assigned to Google, 46 to Medisuch, and 44 to the free choice group (\( \chi^2_{278}=280.0, \ P=.46 \)). All participants completed the accompanying worksheet.

There were no significant differences between the groups with regards to age (\( F_{2,135}=5.04, \ P=.008 \)), gender (\( \chi^2_{4}=4.5, \ P=.34 \)), and previous formal medical or information technology (IT) training (\( \chi^2_{1}=1.5, \ P=.23 \)). Smartphones were owned by 78.6\% (110) of the students; only 2.1\% (3) had a smartwatch; 46.4\% (65) had a tablet; and 72.1\% (111) had a laptop. The vast majority (131, 93.6\%) reported spending from 1 to 6 hours online daily.

**Video Recording**

Videos were successfully recorded from 125 students (44 from the Google group, 45 from the Medisuch group, and 36 from the free choice group). The remaining 15 recordings were lost due to technical reasons such as the recording or storing not working. The following data are based on these video recordings except those on diagnostic recommendation, which were based on the worksheet.

**Information-Seeking Behavior**

There was no significant difference between groups regarding the total number of webpages students considered before making their diagnostic choice. The same result was shown for the number of pages regarded as useful. However, students of the free choice group (mean 0.88, SD 0.79) reported significantly fewer pages as recommendable to patients than the other two groups (\( F_{2,133}=5.04, \ P=.008; \ M_{Google} 1.55, \ SD 0.91; \ M_{Medisuch} 1.52, \ SD 1.53 \)).

Information seeking-behavior of students regarding the total number of webpages, the number of pages considered useful, and the number of pages considered recommendable for each group, as well as the means and SDs of the webpages are shown in Figure 2. Students in the free choice group opened significantly fewer recommendable pages (\( F_{2,133}=5.04, \ P=.008 \)).

There were no significant differences between groups in regards to the number of keywords entered in the search field or the number of webpages accessed (Figure 3).

There was no significant difference regarding the amount of keywords and webpage names found by students for each group. Means and the corresponding SDs are shown in Figure 3.

There was a highly significant difference between groups in whether or not the students entered specific medical terminology in the search engine (\( \chi^2_{4}=16.6, \ P=.005 \)). The majority of students in the Google and free choice groups entered either specific medical webpages such as DocCheck or specific medical terminology such as “evidence-based” into the search engine to specify their search; however, in the Medisuch group, more than one-third did not. Of the 44 students in the Google group, 38 (86\%) used specific medical terminology for their search. In the free choice group 35 out of 36 (97\%) students used specific medical terminology. In the Medisuch group 29 students out of 45 (64\%) used specific medical terminology.

---

**Figure 2.** Information-seeking behavior of students regarding the total number of webpages.
Quality of Webpages

In total, 53 different webpages were accessed by the whole sample. Quality ratings showed that 34 pages fulfilled the criteria of a qualified webpage. Interrater-correlation after Cohen $d$ was $r=.73$.

There were significantly high Pearson correlations between the number of webpages and the number of reliable webpages for all three groups (Google: $r=.895$; free group: $r=.912$; Medisuch: $r=.860$; all $P<.001$).

There were no significant differences in the frequencies of trustworthy webpages found among the three groups with $\chi^2_{14}=16.45$, $P=.29$. The webpage of German national treatment guidelines was used by students of all three groups (Google: 15.9%; free choice: 33.3%; and Medisuch: 51.1%). With regard to the quotient of reliable webpages and all webpages found by students, again, no significant difference was shown ($F_{2,121}=1.68$, $P=.19$) between the groups. The mean quotients of the single groups were high with Google: 0.82 (SD 0.20); free group: 0.86 (SD 0.22); and Medisuch: 0.77 (SD 0.23) (Figure 4).

Figure 4 presents the means (and corresponding SDs) of the quotients of trustworthy or untrustworthy sources by the total number of pages found, which are separated by each group. There were no significant differences for trustworthy and untrustworthy sources.
Diagnostic Recommendation

Independent of the search group, approximately 60% of students identified nutrition diary as a correct diagnostic step (Table 1). With regard to the provocation test, almost half the students found this procedure to be correct. The Medisuch student group reported the elimination diet as a correct diagnostic step for histamine intolerance more often than the Google or free choice groups. However, they suggested the wrong answer “antibody detection” significantly more often than the other groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Diagnostic decision after online search.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diagnostic step (correct or wrong)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antibody detection (wrong)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Histamine testing (wrong)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment of diaminoxydase (wrong)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H₂ breathing test (wrong)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Test of urine and feces (wrong)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nutrition diary (correct)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elimination diet (correct)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Provocation test (correct)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aNot applicable.*

Discussion

In this explanatory study, we examined medical students’ information-seeking behavior when assigned to use a generic search engine or a search engine of high quality. The hypothesis that students of the qualitatively better search engine would find the correct diagnostic steps for histamine intolerance more often was not fully supported. The Medisuch group significantly identified the elimination diet as a correct diagnostic step more frequently; however, this was not the case for the nutrition diary or the provocation test. The students of the Google and free choice groups reported the antibody detection as wrong more often than the Medisuch group. Furthermore, students of all three groups identified reliable webpages, which indicates that they do have internet skills that allow them to identify reliable information online. They were able to search for information online without navigation issues by entering specific webpages (like Flexicon) or medical terminology (diagnostic steps) in order to find reliable results [21]. Thus, students have successfully avoided the problem of standard search engine strategies, which often produce a multitude of results that users are forced to scroll through and sort the results [22]. This may be the reason why we did not find any differences between the groups using different search strategies.

A general question arises when viewing these results: Is entering specific terms or webpages into a generic search engine part of “digital literacy”? Many students searched at DocCheck [15], a webpage that is known for its trustworthy medical information. Students know that this webpage is a reliable source for information, as they use it for their medical studies [21,23,24]. Based on these results, medical students were able to comprehend the information found online and develop an...
understanding of how to find and evaluate it, which could be interpreted as information literacy [3,25]. Furthermore, medical students showed technical use competency by including specific terms in the search strategies [3,26], which previous studies have described as digital nativity [27,28]. Thus, information literacy and digital nativity were shown by the medical students involved in this study, which are determinants of online information search strategies. This point presents an argument for the medical students having digital literacy [3].

Finding health information online still includes the risk of being misinformed by unreliable information or information providers, which ultimately affects patients [29,30]. Consequently, medical students as future health professionals should have appropriate internet skills and use them to help patients find trustworthy information online. Additionally, online technologies for health information should be implemented in the medical curriculum [1].

One limitation of this study might be that search results and choices of relevant information is only one step out of many. It might be relevant to both track students' search behavior and assess their cognitive processes preceding the search, such as defining the problem, choosing a certain source of information, or formulating the search strategies [30]. Additionally, in their feedback, students in this study reported that 10 minutes for conducting an information search seemed too short to gather sufficient information. However, as time in daily practice is limited, we consider this a realistic time frame to look for needed information. Furthermore, we need to consider that the number of reliable webpages could differ if other search engines or different topics were used. Generally, it can be argued that the free Web might not offer the same reliable information like customized webpages do (eg, UpToDate or AMBOSS). Future studies, thus, should focus on the patients’ online search strategies and use a similar setting to get more insights into general digital health literacy.

This study showed that medical students are able to search and find relevant medical information online regardless of the search engine used, and thus, this study confirms previous findings of medical students having internet skills in a professional sense. Future studies could focus on how to best integrate these internet skills into the medical curriculum. Furthermore, it needs to be determined if the online behavior of the students involved can be considered proper digital literacy. The next step could also focus on patients and their online search strategies.
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Abstract

Background: Electrocardiographic (ECG) monitors have been widely used for diagnosing cardiac arrhythmias for decades. However, accurate analysis of ECG signals is difficult and time-consuming work because large amounts of beats need to be inspected. In order to enhance ECG beat classification, machine learning and deep learning methods have been studied. However, existing studies have limitations in model rigidity, model complexity, and inference speed.

Objective: To classify ECG beats effectively and efficiently, we propose a baseline model with recurrent neural networks (RNNs). Furthermore, we also propose a lightweight model with fused RNN for speeding up the prediction time on central processing units (CPUs).

Methods: We used 48 ECGs from the MIT-BIH (Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel Hospital) Arrhythmia Database, and 76 ECGs were collected with S-Patch devices developed by Samsung SDS. We developed both baseline and lightweight models on the MXNet framework. We trained both models on graphics processing units and measured both models’ inference times on CPUs.

Results: Our models achieved overall beat classification accuracies of 99.72\% for the baseline model with RNN and 99.80\% for the lightweight model with fused RNN. Moreover, our lightweight model reduced the inference time on CPUs without any loss of accuracy. The inference time for the lightweight model for 24-hour ECGs was 3 minutes, which is 5 times faster than the baseline model.

Conclusions: Both our baseline and lightweight models achieved cardiologist-level accuracies. Furthermore, our lightweight model is competitive on CPU-based wearable hardware.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e17037) doi:10.2196/17037

KEYWORDS
path-type ECG sensor system; ECG classification; deep learning; recurrent neural network; fused recurrent neural network

Introduction

Background

Arrhythmia refers to any change causing the heart to beat too fast or slow, or erratically [1], and can lead to sudden death or critical adverse outcomes such as embolic stroke [2]. Therefore, early detection and treatment of arrhythmia are very important. One of the most widely used diagnostic methods for detecting arrhythmia is electrocardiographic (ECG) monitoring. ECG monitoring is a simple and noninvasive method for recording electrical activities of the heart by using electrodes placed on
human skin. However, at least 24 hours of ECG signals should be monitored to confirm arrhythmia since it occurs irregularly [3,4]. Recently, single lead patches that are wireless, compact, and lightweight have been proposed for long-term wear [5-7]. Despite improvements to measuring ECGs and patient comfort, it is still difficult to diagnose arrhythmias because identification of abnormal ECG patterns from large amounts of recorded ECGs is not trivial. For example, an ECG record, measured for 24 hours in patients with a heart rate of 80 bpm, consists of 110,000 beats. It takes at least 2 hours for an expert to analyze this 24-hour ECG signal. Large-scale machine learning methods have been investigated to reduce the human efforts for ECG beat classification [8-10]. However, most machine learning approaches with static and handcrafted features have performed at lower accuracy rates over new types of ECGs because those features are insufficient for representing the great diversity of ECG patterns from various patients. Therefore, several self-learning approaches based on a deep neural network have been proposed recently [11-13].

Among the deep learning approaches, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are most commonly used for ECG classification. CNNs typically consist of convolution, pooling, and fully connected layers [14]. CNNs extract implicit features of ECGs through each level of convolution layer and use the abstraction from these features to solve problems such as classification and regression [15]. Rajpurkar et al [11] used a CNN to classify 12 ECG rhythms, which are longer units consisting of 2 or more beats. Their model consisted of 33 convolutional layers with shortcut connections followed by a fully connected layer and a softmax layer. The model achieved an F1 score of 0.81 compared with the responses of board-certified cardiologists. Acharya et al [12] proposed an ECG beat classification model using a CNN together with noise removal, wavelet transformation, and segmentation method. Their model consisted of three convolutional layers, three max-pooling layers, three fully connected layers, and finally, a softmax layer with five output neurons. The model resulted in an average accuracy of 94.03% compared with the MIT-BIH (Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel Hospital) gold standard.

However, a limitation of CNNs is that the length of inputs must be fixed since the filters of the networks have static sizes. When it comes to ECG classification, the length of ECGs can be varied according to an individual’s heart rate. Therefore, adjusting data such as linear interpolation is required to achieve same-size inputs [11-13].

In contrast, RNNs are able to handle this sequential problem because the networks recursively learn data as time progresses [16]. Tan et al [17] proposed the implementation of a long short-term memory network (LSTM), which is the most widely used method among RNN approach, with a CNN to diagnose the presence of coronary artery disease from the ECG signals. Although they focused on specific diseases, they achieved an F1 score of 0.96. Oh et al [18] diagnosed five types of rhythms: normal sinus rhythm, left bundle branch block, right bundle branch block, atrial premature beats, and premature ventricular contraction. Their model consisted of three 1D convolution layers, one LSTM layer, and three fully connected layers. They achieved a 98.10% accuracy using 10-fold cross-validation. Yildirim [19] also classified five types of rhythms but chose bidirectional LSTM (bi-LSTM) instead of unidirectional LSTM (uni-LSTM). The proposed model was composed of four wavelet transform layers, two bi-LSTMs, and two fully connected layers. This model showed a recognition accuracy of 99.39%.

However, existing studies using RNNs have limitations in application [17-20]. First, subject-specific evaluation to explore differences between patients is generally not conducted. Therefore, it is difficult to trust predictions of RNNs on new patients’ ECG signals that were not included in the training data. Second, RNNs have disadvantages related to financial cost and inference time. Most of the papers did not consider the cost of using a graphics processing unit (GPU) instead of a central processing unit (CPU) and did not present the time to inference with their deep learning models. This weakness in computational efficiency is a critical drawback of RNN applications. To accelerate and maximize the computational efficiency of RNN layers, MXNet proposed fused RNN operator by applying several optimization methods: (1) various general matrix multiplication (GEMM) modes such as combining small GEMMs, Batch GEMM, and Pack GEMM; (2) vectorization of elementwise operations using Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram (BLAS) libraries and Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL); and (3) saving and reusing intermediate results during forward computation [21,22].

**Objectives**

We used ECG signals measured with Samsung S-Patch 2, a small (120×29×4.4 mm in size) and light (8 g in weight) patch-type ECG monitor [7]. To diagnose arrhythmias using S-Patch devices effectively and efficiently, we propose a baseline model with RNN that can learn sequential patterns. Furthermore, we also propose a lightweight model with fused RNN for conducting the classification process on CPUs with a shorter prediction time.

**Methods**

**Data Collection**

We analyzed an open-source ECG database (PhysioBank MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database [23]) together with our own deidentified dataset collected with the S-Patch device. Overall, the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database contains 48 subjects’ ECGs, each measured for 24 hours at 360 Hz.

The S-Patch database was obtained according to the following procedures. First, we collected the ECGs using S-Patch at the Samsung Medical Center in Seoul and at Counties Manukau Health in New Zealand from February 2017 to April 2018. A skilled nurse at each hospital attached an ECG monitor to patients’ ECG signals that were not included in the training data. Therefore, it is difficult to trust predictions of RNNs on new patients’ ECG signals that were not included in the training data. Second, RNNs have disadvantages related to financial cost and inference time. Most of the papers did not consider the cost of using a graphics processing unit (GPU) instead of a central processing unit (CPU) and did not present the time to inference with their deep learning models. This weakness in computational efficiency is a critical drawback of RNN applications. To accelerate and maximize the computational efficiency of RNN layers, MXNet proposed fused RNN operator by applying several optimization methods: (1) various general matrix multiplication (GEMM) modes such as combining small GEMMs, Batch GEMM, and Pack GEMM; (2) vectorization of elementwise operations using Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram (BLAS) libraries and Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL); and (3) saving and reusing intermediate results during forward computation [21,22].

**Objectives**

We used ECG signals measured with Samsung S-Patch 2, a small (120×29×4.4 mm in size) and light (8 g in weight) patch-type ECG monitor [7]. To diagnose arrhythmias using S-Patch devices effectively and efficiently, we propose a baseline model with RNN that can learn sequential patterns. Furthermore, we also propose a lightweight model with fused RNN for conducting the classification process on CPUs with a shorter prediction time.

**Methods**

**Data Collection**

We analyzed an open-source ECG database (PhysioBank MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database [23]) together with our own deidentified dataset collected with the S-Patch device. Overall, the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database contains 48 subjects’ ECGs, each measured for 24 hours at 360 Hz.

The S-Patch database was obtained according to the following procedures. First, we collected the ECGs using S-Patch at the Samsung Medical Center in Seoul and at Counties Manukau Health in New Zealand from February 2017 to April 2018. A skilled nurse at each hospital attached an ECG monitor to patients’ ECG signals that were not included in the training data. Therefore, it is difficult to trust predictions of RNNs on new patients’ ECG signals that were not included in the training data. Second, RNNs have disadvantages related to financial cost and inference time. Most of the papers did not consider the cost of using a graphics processing unit (GPU) instead of a central processing unit (CPU) and did not present the time to inference with their deep learning models. This weakness in computational efficiency is a critical drawback of RNN applications. To accelerate and maximize the computational efficiency of RNN layers, MXNet proposed fused RNN operator by applying several optimization methods: (1) various general matrix multiplication (GEMM) modes such as combining small GEMMs, Batch GEMM, and Pack GEMM; (2) vectorization of elementwise operations using Basic Linear Algebra Subprogram (BLAS) libraries and Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL); and (3) saving and reusing intermediate results during forward computation [21,22].
by removing personal and location information. Third, the three experts annotated each beat using the Web portal. If consensus could not be reached on the classification of a beat, the experts rediscussed the issue to make a final decision. Consequently, we collected 1828-hours of ECG data from 76 subjects. The average length of the ECGs from S-Patch was 17 hours (from 28 minutes to 45 hours). Each ECG collected with S-Patch was sampled at 256 Hz.

In this study, we used five beat categories defined in the AAMI/IEC (Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation / International Electrotechnical Commission) standard [24] (ie, nonectopic [N], supraventricular ectopic [S], ventricular ectopic [V], fusion [F], and paced or unknown [Q]). Overall, 5,575,512 ECG beats were used in this study, as shown in Table 1.

![Figure 1. Usage of S-Patch for Samsung SDS Cardio.](image)

**Figure 1. Usage of S-Patch for Samsung SDS Cardio.**

**Table 1.** The five subtype classes and the number of samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AAMI/IEC categories</th>
<th>Number of beats</th>
<th>MIT-BIH dataset, n (%)</th>
<th>S-Patch dataset, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonectopic</td>
<td>90,386 (82.19)</td>
<td>5,303,245 (97.03)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supraventricular ectopic</td>
<td>3026 (2.75)</td>
<td>27,288 (0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventricular ectopic</td>
<td>7708 (7.01)</td>
<td>135,013 (2.47)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion</td>
<td>803 (0.74)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paced or unknown</td>
<td>8043 (7.31)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>109,966 (100.00)</td>
<td>5,465,546 (100.00)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aAAMI: Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation.
cMIT-BIH: Massachusetts Institute of Technology-Beth Israel Hospital.

**Data Preprocessing**

We performed ECG preprocessing as follows (Figure 2A): downsampling, noise removal, segmentation, and short-time Fourier transform (STFT). The examples of preprocessed signals for the beat classes are also depicted (Figure 2B): A normal beat has a regular beat interval with a small wave (P-wave) before a larger and sharper wave (QRS wave); a supraventricular beat has an irregular beat interval; a ventricular beat has a wide QRS wave with a vague or no P-wave; a fusion beat is a combined pattern of normal and ventricular beat; and a paced or unknown beat has none of the abovementioned features and can be observed in diverse patterns.

http://medinform.jmir.org/2020/3/e17037/
First, we downsampled the ECG signals to handle the different sampling rates between data from different databases. For consistency, the MIT-BIH records were downsampled to 256 Hz, which is the same as the sampling rate of the S-Patch dataset. Second, we tried to reduce artifacts in the data. The ECGs collected with S-Patch are real-world data. Therefore, they contained all kinds of noise such as loose contacts, motion artifact, muscular activation interference, baseline wandering, and AC (alternating current) interference (Figure 3). We excluded noise caused by loose contact that falls below 0 mV. Thereafter, we applied a bandpass filter with a high-frequency cutoff at 40 Hz and a low-frequency cutoff at 0.5 Hz to handle other types of noise. Third, in order to deal with 24-hour ECGs effectively, we segmented the ECGs into beat units. Since the duration of a beat is different according to the heart rate of each patient, we extracted 3-beat ECG signals with R-peaks identified using the algorithm developed by Kathirvel et al [25] instead of an arbitrary time duration. Specifically, we selected a window with a length of 3 beats because information on the middle beat, which is the target to be classified, is affected by the preceding and following beats. Finally, we applied STFT to all ECG segments.

**Figure 2.** Data preprocessing of electrocardiograms: (A) full steps from downsampling to short-time Fourier transform; (B) an example of a 3-beat electrocardiographic segment for each class. ECG: electrocardiogram; RNN: recurrent neural network.

**Figure 3.** Examples of electrocardiographic signal noise: (A) loose contact, (B) motion artifact, (C) muscular activation interference, (D) baseline wandering, (E) alternating current (AC) interference (low signal-to-noise ratio), (F) AC interference (high signal-to-noise ratio).
Baseline Model With Recurrent Neural Network

We segmented ECG signals into 3-beat units during the preprocessing; thus, their lengths varied according to the subjects’ heart rates. As baselines for ECG pattern classification, we implemented Vanilla RNNs (Figure 4), which can handle input sequences with various lengths. However, the variable length of input data can reduce the learning efficiency of deep learning models. Therefore, we used a bucketing method to handle the variable length of inputs. Bucketing is suggested to improve the parallelization capabilities of the recurrent training process. We set up several buckets and assigned each instance to the bucket with the closest size. Within a bucket, each instance was padded with zeroes up to the length of the bucket. Although the buckets had different internal models, their parameters were shared in time.

Figure 4. Model architecture (general).

After bucketing, the training process for instances of each bucket was as follows: first, the input data was convolved with 11 filters (3×11 in size) with a stride of 1 in the first convolution layer, which was followed by a convolution layer with 11 filters (3×3 in size) with a stride of 1. Second, the outputs of the convolution layer proceeded through consecutive two Vanilla RNN layers with hidden states of 1760 for each. Finally, the outputs of the RNN layers passed to a fully connected layer, and a softmax function was used in the final layer. Batch normalization was used in each layer of the architecture.

Lightweight Model With Fused Recurrent Neural Network

Baseline model inference was performed on CPUs (Intel Xeon Platinum 8000 v4). However, it was about 6 times slower than the GPU-based inference (Tesla K80). In order to improve the inference speeds on CPUs, we propose a lightweight model by reducing the input size and adopting fused RNN (Table 2).

To reduce the input size, we selected a minimum sampling rate by halving the sampling rate from 256, provided there was no degradation in accuracy. Finally, we downsamplied the MIT-BIH (360 Hz) and S-Patch data (256 Hz) to 64 Hz. As the input size decreased, the filter size changed from 3×11 to 3×5 and the number of convolution layers changed from two to one, compared to the baseline model. Additionally, we changed the RNN layers to fused RNN instead of Vanilla RNN to maximize the computation efficiency of the RNN layers in CPUs. Additionally, we used Intel Math Kernel Library 2018 update 3 for matrix-multiplication operation.
Table 2. Comparison of the baseline and lightweight models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Baseline model</th>
<th>Lightweight model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling rate (Hz)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolution layer</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convolution filter size</td>
<td>3×11×11, stride 1; 3×3×11, stride 1</td>
<td>3×5×11, stride 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recurrent layer</td>
<td>Vanilla RNN(^a)</td>
<td>Fused RNN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)RNN: recurrent neural network.

**Experimental Setup**

We divided a total of 124 subjects into two groups—112 and 12 subjects for the train (including validation) and test sets, respectively. The train set consisted of 43 subjects from MIT-BIH and 69 from S-Patch, and the test set consisted of 5 subjects from MIT-BIH and 7 from S-Patch. Specifically, the 12 subjects in the test set were carefully selected by cardiologists to evaluate various types of beats.

Normal beats comprised more than 90% of the total data; therefore, we randomly sampled beats in the normal class equal to the total number of beats in other classes every epoch to avoid this data imbalance problem. Moreover, most of the samples for abnormal classes were from MIT-BIH; thus, data imbalance between MIT-BIH and S-Patch were also handled by balancing the number of samples for normal and other classes.

We used MXNet to create the baseline model with RNN and the lightweight model with fused RNN [26]. We trained both models on GPUs (OS: Linux, CPU: Intel Xeon E5-2686 v4 processor, memory: 488 GB, GPU: four NVIDIA K80 GPU) with Xavier initialization and Adam optimizer. The baseline model’s learning rate was 5E-06 with a batch size of 1000 over 400 epochs, and the lightweight model’s learning rate was 1E-05 with a batch size of 900 over 300 epochs. After training, we selected the best model with the highest validation accuracies for the three classes (N, S, and V Classes).

**Evaluation Metric**

Classification performance was measured by four standard metrics (ie, accuracies, sensitivities, specificities, and positive predictive values) that have been used in the literature [9,12,13]. These were calculated using the four values from the confusion matrix, true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN). The accuracy is the ratio of the number of correctly classified patterns to the total numbers of patterns classified, \(\frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN}\). The sensitivity is the rate of correctly classified events among all events, \(\frac{TP}{TP+FN}\). The specificity is the rate of correctly classified nonevents among all nonevents, \(\frac{TN}{TN+FP}\). The positive predictive value is the rate of correctly classified events in all detected events, \(\frac{TP}{TP+FP}\). In addition to the metrics, we calculated an overall accuracy using the equation proposed by Landis and Koch [27]. To measure the inference speed, 24-hour ECGs with 64,976 beats were inferenced on both the GPUs and CPUs (OS: Linux, CPU: eight 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon Platinum processors, memory: 16 GB).

**Results**

**Accuracy of Baseline and Lightweight Models**

Figure 5 shows the overall performances in the classification of ECGs for the baseline (RNN) and lightweight (fused RNN) models. There was no significant difference between the baseline and lightweight models because the overall accuracies were close to each other: 99.72% for baseline and 99.80% for the lightweight model.
Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate the accuracies of the baseline and lightweight models for Class S (99.82% and 99.90%, respectively) and for Class V (99.91% and 99.89%, respectively). These results were far superior to those of previous works, wherein the results ranged from 92.4% to 97.6% for Class S and from 96.7% to 99.0% for Class V [13,28,29]. Note that we excluded the results for Class F because the number of beats in Class F was only 17.

Furthermore, both baseline and lightweight models performed higher than 97% in subject-specific accuracies, similar to the overall accuracy (Table 5). These results ensured the internal reliability of the models. The accuracy fluctuation range was 2.42% for baseline (from 97.56% to 99.88%) and 0.84% for lightweight model (from 99.12% to 99.96%). Our lightweight model with fused RNN improved overall accuracy and internal reliability even though it is relatively lighter.

Table 3. A confusion matrix of the baseline model for the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class (ground truth)</th>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>ACC(^i) (%)</th>
<th>PPV(^g) (%)</th>
<th>SEN(^b) (%)</th>
<th>SPEC(^j) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>a(^a)</td>
<td>481,491</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>b(^b)</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>3935</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>c(^c)</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>33,980</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>d(^d)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>e(^e)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)N: nonectopic.
\(^b\)S: supraventricular ectopic.
\(^c\)V: ventricular ectopic.
\(^d\)F: fusion beat.
\(^e\)Q: paced or unknown beat.
\(^i\)ACC: accuracy.
\(^g\)PPV: positive predictive value.
\(^b\)SEN: sensitivity.
\(^j\)SPEC: specificity.
\(^j\)Not applicable.
### Table 4. A confusion matrix of the lightweight model for the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class (ground truth)</th>
<th>Classification results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Predicted class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>481,587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>n/N: nonectopic.<br><sup>b</sup>s/S: supraventricular ectopic.<br><sup>c</sup>v/V: ventricular ectopic.<br><sup>d</sup>f/F: fusion beat.<br><sup>e</sup>q/Q: paced or unknown beat.<br><sup>f</sup>ACC: accuracy.<br><sup>g</sup>PPV: positive predictive value.<br><sup>h</sup>SEN: sensitivity.<br><sup>i</sup>SPEC: specificity.<br><sup>j</sup>Not applicable.

### Table 5. Overall accuracies of the baseline and lightweight models according to subjects in the test set. (Subject numbers 100 to 223 are from MIT-BIH, and the rest are from S-patch.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject #</th>
<th>Rhythm</th>
<th>Beats, n</th>
<th>RNN&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Fused RNN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ACC&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (%)</td>
<td>PPV&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>2273</td>
<td>99.74</td>
<td>99.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Paced</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>98.04</td>
<td>95.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>1756</td>
<td>97.56</td>
<td>93.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>Afib&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2133</td>
<td>98.87</td>
<td>97.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>VT&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2604</td>
<td>97.45</td>
<td>93.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12010</td>
<td>SVT&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt; and VT</td>
<td>75,914</td>
<td>99.89</td>
<td>99.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>RNN: recurrent neural network.<br><sup>b</sup>ACC: accuracy.<br><sup>c</sup>PPV: positive predictive value.<br><sup>d</sup>SEN: sensitivity.<br><sup>e</sup>SPEC: specificity.<br><sup>f</sup>Afib: atrial fibrillation.<br><sup>g</sup>VT: ventricular tachycardia.<br><sup>h</sup>SVT: supraventricular tachycardia.
Inference Speed
The inference time of the baseline model on GPUs took 15 minutes and 12 seconds. On the other hand, the lightweight model on CPUs took 3 minutes and 1 second (Table 6). Namely, our lightweight model took only 2 milliseconds to process one beat, and this implies that our model is competitive on a CPU-based wearable hardware [30]. The inference speed according to each parameter can be found in the AWS Re:Invent [31]; controlling the sampling rate and adopting fused RNNs each reduced the inference time. This result also demonstrated that replacing Vanilla RNNs to fused RNNs does not change the processes or parameters constituting a network but only accelerates the processes; consequently, the inference speed was improved without loss of accuracy.

Table 6. Comparison of accuracies and latencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Latency (min)</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNN(^a) in GPUs(^b)</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>99.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN in CPUs(^c)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fused RNN in CPUs</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)RNN: recurrent neural network.
\(^b\)GPU: graphics processing unit.
\(^c\)CPU: central processing unit.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The results showed that both baseline and lightweight models achieved high prediction performances (ie, accuracies of over 99%). The final model, fused RNNs, showed superior performance in both subclasses: supraventricular and ventricular beat. In addition, the reliability of the lightweight model with fused RNNs was supported with a prediction accuracy of over 99% in each subject as well as overall model performance.

Limitations
The accuracy of the lightweight model with fused RNN for beat classification was high, but there were still incorrect cases. These false cases were caused with specific rhythms, such as supraventricular tachycardia, bigeminy, and paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. We reviewed 1018 beats that were falsely predicted by the lightweight model and interpreted the errors. As a result, the beats composing the abnormal rhythm were often misunderstood (Figure 6). For example, in the case of subject #12010, supraventricular beats in the supraventricular tachycardia rhythm were predicted incorrectly as normal beats. This is because the supraventricular beats in supraventricular tachycardia rhythm have very short intervals between two consecutive beats but have similar morphology to normal beats in normal rhythm (Figure 6A). Supraventricular beats can be easily misjudged as normal beats when the model reviewed only one segment, which has 3 beats. In another example, subject #12011, normal beats in the bigeminy rhythm were predicted as ventricular rhythm. This is because the intervals between normal beats in the bigeminy rhythm are relatively longer due to the leading and trailing ventricular beats. Therefore, normal beats in bigeminy rhythm have a different morphology from those in other rhythms (Figure 6B). The differences in beat morphology were also confirmed in the atrial fibrillation rhythm (Figure 6C).
The case review confirmed that the rhythm affects each ECG beat. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a rhythm model using a wider ECG window. Although Rajpurkar et al [11] recently conducted a classification task for 14 ECG rhythms, most existing studies on rhythm predictions were limited to a specific rhythm such as atrial fibrillation [32,33]. We are developing a universal rhythm prediction model that integrates the results of the beat model developed in this study and other features such as R-R interval and R-peak amplitude.

In our case, the subject-specific evaluation was conducted to demonstrate the reliability of the deep learning models. However, it is necessary to perform an evaluation based on real-world data to support the model’s reliability, which can provide generalized predictions for new data. Currently, this is in progress at a tertiary hospital in South Korea.

Future Works
The lightweight deep learning model for ECG classification proposed in this paper was adopted as an analysis module for Samsung SDS Cardio. Cardio is a service that collects ECG signals with S-Patch, sends the signals to a cloud-based Web portal for ECG diagnosis, and reports the diagnosis to users through their mobile or gear applications. This service also can be extended to health monitoring for elderly people, who are vulnerable to cardiovascular disease, and for first responders such as firemen. Furthermore, our ECG classifier can be embedded into a health care system together with patient-generated biomedical information analysis (eg, mobile search log, geotagged data) [34] and provide wider and deeper information to users.

Conclusion
We proposed lightweight deep neural network models that were effective and efficient for ECG beat classification. The proposed models were trained using both the standard Pysionet MIT-BIH database and Samsung S-Patch 2 dataset collected by two major hospitals in New Zealand and South Korea. Our lightweight model with fused RNN achieved a cardiologist-level accuracy of 99.80%. Furthermore, the lightweight model conducted ECG beat predictions on a CPU five times faster than the baseline model with Vanilla RNNs without accuracy loss.
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Abstract

Background: Cardiac arrest is the most serious death-related event in intensive care units (ICUs), but it is not easily predicted because of the complex and time-dependent data characteristics of intensive care patients. Given the complexity and time dependence of ICU data, deep learning–based methods are expected to provide a good foundation for developing risk prediction models based on large clinical records.

Objective: This study aimed to implement a deep learning model that estimates the distribution of cardiac arrest risk probability over time based on clinical data and assesses its potential.

Methods: A retrospective study of 759 ICU patients was conducted between January 2013 and July 2015. A character-level gated recurrent unit with a Weibull distribution algorithm was used to develop a real-time prediction model. Fivefold cross-validation testing (training set: 80% and validation set: 20%) determined the consistency of model accuracy. The time-dependent area under the curve (TAUC) was analyzed based on the aggregation of 5 validation sets.

Results: The TAUCs of the implemented model were 0.963, 0.942, 0.917, 0.875, 0.850, 0.842, and 0.761 before cardiac arrest at 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, and 48 hours, respectively. The sensitivity was between 0.846 and 0.909, and specificity was between 0.923 and 0.946. The distribution of risk between the cardiac arrest group and the non–cardiac arrest group was generally different, and the difference rapidly increased as the time left until cardiac arrest reduced.

Conclusions: A deep learning model for forecasting cardiac arrest was implemented and tested by considering the cumulative and fluctuating effects of time-dependent clinical data gathered from a large medical center. This real-time prediction model is expected to improve patient’s care by allowing early intervention in patients at high risk of unexpected cardiac arrests.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e16349) doi:10.2196/16349
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Introduction

Background

In-hospital cardiac arrest (IHCA) is etiologically different from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest owing to the variety of underlying illnesses in hospitalized patients. Unfortunately, despite efforts to improve survival following IHCA, outcomes have not significantly improved over the last few decades [1,2]. In particular, unexpected cardiac arrest is the most serious adverse event related to death in intensive care units (ICUs). The common reasons for cardiac arrest in critically ill patients are severe respiratory insufficiency and hypotension.

Several studies have reported that mortality after IHCA was associated with the timing of cardiac arrest (day vs night shift), type of institution (teaching vs nonteaching hospital), and subsets of patients (ie, age and sex of patients) [3-5]. However, these are not preventable factors. To reduce mortality, we need to be able to predict which critically ill patients are at high risk for IHCA before arrest and the actionable factor to reduce the risk of cardiac arrest. Although many arrests are preceded by clinical deterioration that is either unrecognized or not managed effectively, the complex data of ICU patients make it difficult to model and monitor early warning signs [6]. An additional problem with arrest prediction is the nature of time to event (TTE); we would like to be able to predict not only whether or not cardiac arrest will occur but also when that event will occur [7].

Given the complexity and time dependency of ICU data, machine learning–based methods including the deep learning–based early warning system and gradient boosting machine have provided a good basis to develop risk prediction models using large clinical data contained within electronic medical records [8-12]. Specifically, several deep neural network algorithms have been applied to develop an early warning system for cardiac arrest to predict IHCA a few hours before the event [12,13]. However, in the time series data, constructing the label of the data by assuming the dependent variable is binary has various risks because the time for the onset of symptoms associated with cardiac arrest varies from patient to patient. In this study, rather than simply predicting the probability of cardiac arrest at the current time by binary classification, parameters of the Weibull distribution were used to predict the distribution of the probability of occurrence over time. This allows us to predict when cardiac arrest will occur at this time point, which will enable clinicians to alter the clinical trajectory to prevent cardiac arrest.

Objectives

This study aimed to develop a real-time deep learning model to predict the risk of cardiac arrest in critically ill patients in a medical intensive care unit (MICU). Then, we evaluated the performance of this system depending on the remaining time from the event occurrence.

Methods

Study Design and Subjects

We conducted a retrospective study with patients admitted to the MICU at the Asan Medical Center in Seoul, South Korea, between January 1, 2013, and July 31, 2015. For the development of a deep learning–based prediction model of cardiac arrest in critical ill patients of the MICU, we identified 759 distinct patients aged 18 years or older who stayed in the MICU for 1 day or more (Figure 1). All clinical data were extracted from our deidentified clinical data warehouse [14]. The extracted clinical data were categorized by patient demographics, diagnosis, medication, vital signs, medication, and inputs and outputs (Multimedia Appendix 1). As most clinical data were time series data, they were automatically recorded using patient monitoring devices. Vital signs and laboratory test data were collected at equally spaced intervals of 1 hour and 1 day, respectively.

The data were preprocessed in 2 ways. First, we selected features that patients have in common (see Feature selection in Figure 1). The features were divided into 6 broad categories (vitals, Sequential Organ Failure Assessment scores, laboratory results, demographics, diagnosis, and medications), and 45 common variables of 981 patients were selected. Second, we created a data pipeline to fit a gated recurrent unit (GRU) algorithm structure (see Data structure settings in Figure 2). Patient observations that had too many missing values were excluded to prevent biased model estimation. To filter out observations with many missing variables, 2 criteria were used: P_{id} and P_{ir} (Figure 1). P_{id} refers to the amount of missing observations after 2 tables (data pipeline fitted for the GRU structure and features) were joined. The threshold for P_{id} was set to 1000. P_{ir} is the ratio approach and is calculated as P_{id} divided by the total observations of patients in outcome variables. The threshold for P_{ir} was set to 20%. Furthermore, a threshold (τ) is defined to prevent large values of remaining hours in the uncensored group (ie, patients who did not experience cardiac arrest) from causing biased model estimation. For instance, if the uncensored group has many values greater than many hours (ie, 72 hours), then the likelihood of cardiac arrest may be estimated to be lower than that in the censored group. In addition, to accurately predict the occurrence of cardiac arrest, it is important to allow the model to learn the relationship between the time remaining just before cardiac arrest (eg, 1-3 hours) and the variables. Hence, only patients whose data were observed at least 1 hour before cardiac arrest were included in the study (Figure 2).

Finally, the 2 tables (data structure that fits the GRU algorithm and features) were joined.

This study was approved by the institutional review board of the Asan Medical Center, Korea (institutional review board number 2015-1015). The need for informed consent was waived by the ethics committee as this study involved routinely collected medical data that were anonymously managed at all stages, including data cleaning and statistical analyses.
Development of Risk Prediction Model

The Weibull distribution, a continuous probability distribution, is a parametric model that can calculate the distribution form of survival time. Given the advantage of parametric models in survival analysis, the Weibull model is often used to estimate
failure rate over time [15,16]. The probability density function of a Weibull random variable is shown in Figure 3.

**Figure 3.** The probability density function of a Weibull random variable. k: shape parameter; λ: scale parameter; x: the quantity of time to failure.

\[ f(x; \lambda, k) = \frac{k}{\lambda} \left(\frac{x}{\lambda}\right)^{k-1} e^{-\left(\frac{x}{\lambda}\right)^k} \]

The distribution consists of 2 parameters—the shape parameter \( k \) and the scale parameter \( \lambda \). The variable \( x \) is the quantity of time to failure. Failure rates decrease over time when the shape parameter is less than 1. Conversely, failure rates increase over time when the shape parameter is greater than 1. The scale parameter is a location parameter that affects the width of the distribution. The larger the scale parameter value, the larger the width of the distribution.

Character-level gated recurrent unit (Char-GRU) is often used to predict the next token given a sequence of previous tokens [17]. In this research setting, each patient time history (45 historical variables for 1 patient) was preprocessed to become a set of overlapping time histories (see the list of 45 variables in Multimedia Appendix 1). Thus, the data structure consists of a 3-dimensional array: the number of observations \( n \) \times the number of time steps \( v \) \times the number of variables.

Figure 2 represents the structure of the input tensor where \( o, n, v \) stands for \( o^{th} \) observation, \( n^{th} \) time step, \( v^{th} \) variable, respectively. For outcome variables, the algorithm estimates 2 parameters of the Weibull distribution by accumulating input variables for up to 48 hours (ie, 2 days). Thus, the 3-dimensional structure of tensor values at the input stage is changed to a 2-dimensional structure through the GRU network, and the parameters of shape and scale are estimated by the last point of the network.

The challenging point of learning the model was related to the censoring feature of the data structure (ie, 1=cardiac arrest occurred or 0=censored). The TTE of cardiac arrest is actually observed data, unlike in the case where the data point is not censored. However, the TTE of cardiac arrest is unknown when the data point is censored. Thus, the TTE of cardiac arrest is actually observed data, unlike in the case where the data point is not censored. We set 72 hours as a threshold based on the median number of hours that patients stayed in the MICU.

**Cost Function and Model Structure**

The outcomes of Char-GRU with the Weibull distribution algorithm are 2 parameters corresponding to the shape and scale of the Weibull model. These 2 parameters enable calculation of likelihood through the function proposed in Figure 3. The goal is to obtain the optimal parameter of the Weibull distribution from the sequential patient data; therefore, the negative log of the likelihood is set to the objective function to maximize the likelihood of the training batch. With the objective function, the Char-GRU network parameters were optimized using the Adam stochastic optimization [18].

The total number of patients was 759, consisting of 37 cardiac arrest patients and 722 non–cardiac arrest patients. As 45 variables for 1 patient are repeatedly observed 48 times, the number of observations for cardiac arrest patients is 1776 and that for censored patients is 34,656. Thus, the shape of the input data delivered to the GRU algorithm is a 3-dimensional array of 36,432 × 48 × 45. If 45 variables of a timewise vector are missing, we apply a masking layer that skips the vector and the learning. It is then delivered sequentially to a layer of 50 GRU units. The activation function of this layer is an all hyperbolic tangent function. Next, a fully connected layer of 20 units is connected with the hyperbolic activation function. Finally, the 2 fully connected layers are connected to estimate the shape and scale, the parameters of the Weibull distribution with a softplus activation and exponential function, respectively.

**Cross-Validation Procedure**

A fivefold cross-validation test (training set: 80% and validation set: 20%) was implemented to determine the consistency of the model’s accuracy. Overall, 5 models were learned independently from each dataset each time. Time-dependent receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was performed from the aggregated set of the probability of an individual having cardiac arrest in each time step, which was estimated from 5 validation sets [19]. The mechanism for applying the result of the deep learning model to time-dependent ROC analysis is as follows: tensors, which were 3-dimensional in the input level, were passed through the GRU network to estimate the Weibull distribution by learning the shape and scale parameters. The Weibull distribution in this study setting indicates the likelihood (from 0%, low risk, to 100%, high risk) of a heart attack within the next hours from the current point in time. In other words, the time-dependent risk of cardiac arrest for each patient was estimated based on the deep learning model. Thus, the time-dependent risk probability of having a cardiac arrest was passed to the time-dependent ROC analysis.

**Open Source Software**

All procedures for data preprocessing and model implementation were conducted through the open source programming languages R and Python. To handle data in the format of a data frame (ie, data table) and an array, 2 open source libraries—Pandas and Numpy—were used. Char-GRU with a Weibull distribution was implemented in Keras (version 2.2.2), a wrapper library from TensorFlow (version 1.10.0), and a representative open source tool supporting the implementation of deep learning algorithms. Detailed concepts and mechanisms at the code level of this algorithm have been well documented in a previous study [16,20]. The ROC analysis was performed based on the R package pROC.

**Results**

**Patient Characteristics**

A total of 759 patients admitted in the ICU of the Asan Medical Center from March 2015 to March 2017 were enrolled in the study. Descriptive analysis was performed in 2 broad categories: demographics with 3 variables and diagnostic status with 8 variables. The Student t test was used for continuous variables such as age; the chi-square test was used for categorical variables such as Diab (ie, 1=diabetes or 0=no diabetes). The
The results of a descriptive analysis are reported in Table 1. Both age and body weight in the cardiac arrest group were statistically higher than those in the non–cardiac arrest group (ie, censored group; \( P < .001 \)). However, there were no statistical differences between the 2 groups for the remaining variables, including gender and underlying diseases.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the demographics and underlying diseases of the patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Cardiac group (n=37)</th>
<th>Censored group (n=722)</th>
<th>( P ) value (test type)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>62.509 (12.311)</td>
<td>60.526 (13.991)</td>
<td>(&lt;.001) (t test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg), mean (SD)</td>
<td>59.734 (13.166)</td>
<td>57.816 (13.435)</td>
<td>(&lt;.001) (t test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.15) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>451</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>271</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnosis, n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.35) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematologic malignancy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>617</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver disease</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.43) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>611</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxygenation index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.97) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>694</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory index</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.99) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>712</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.84) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>661</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.92) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>218</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>504</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary Sinus Pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.68) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>704</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialysis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(.85) (chi-square test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>646</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)The digits outside the parentheses mean \( P \) value.

Model Learning Results

As 5 cross-validation procedures were performed in this study, each of the 5 models was trained independently. Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the cost values over 1000 epochs for the training set and the validation set of each model. Although there were many points where the cost changed rapidly over the course of learning, the cost value decreased continuously over the epochs. From the first fold to the fifth fold, the cost value for the validation set was 0.217, 0.242, 0.271, 0.329, and 0.251 (Multimedia Appendix 1). As there is no clear criterion on when to stop training parameters during model training, we stopped model training with a heuristic approach based on the shape of the cost function. Specifically, the overall cost value hardly decreased when the epochs exceed 300. However, the cost values of both the training and validation sets suddenly increased after 500 epochs and settled after 700 epochs (Multimedia Appendix 1). To check if the cost instability was recaptured,
we trained the model up to 1000 epochs and then stopped the learning.

**Time-Dependent Model Performance**

Overall, 5 time-dependent areas under the curve (TAUCs) were calculated using the aggregated set of 5 validation sets (Figure 4). In this study, these TAUCs were segmented according to 5 time points. The TTE equated to 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, or 48 hours remaining to cardiac arrest in the cardiac arrest group and to be censored in the non–cardiac arrest group. The number of cardiac arrest cases according to the 5 folds was 41 (6.63%), 41 (6.63%), 42 (6.77%), 42 (6.77%), and 42 (6.77%). We show the performance of the 5 folds through the median for all time points (Multimedia Appendix 1). TAUCs for TTEs 1, 8, 16, 24, 32, 40, and 48 hours were calculated as 0.963, 0.942, 0.917, 0.875, 0.850, 0.842, and 0.761, respectively, indicating that model performance decreases as TTE increases. For all time points, the area under the curve of performance for the 5 folds is increased linearly (Multimedia Appendix 1). The average correlation coefficient between TAUC and time point in 5 folds was 0.910. Despite the smaller number of patients with cardiac arrest as compared with censored patients, the sensitivity ranged from 0.846 to 0.909. The specificity was generally high, ranging from 0.923 to 0.946, except for 48 hours, when there was a lack of prior information.
**Figure 4.** Results of time-dependent receiver operating characteristic analysis according to the fold change. AUC: area under the curve.

**Figure 5** shows how the risk probability in the cardiac arrest and the non–cardiac arrest groups changed over time. For the group with a cardiac arrest, the risk probability increases as the time for a cardiac arrest approaches. Conversely, the group without a cardiac arrest did not show an increase in the risk of cardiac arrest when the data were closer to the censored time. From 48 to 16 hours before cardiac arrest, the interquartile range (IQR) values overlap for the cardiac and noncardiac groups. However, the IQR of the risk probability of the 2 groups is separated from 15 hours ago. The median risk probability value from 15 hours ago also differs more than 10 times, and the difference continues to increase 1 hour before cardiac arrest.
Predicted Cumulative Distribution Function at Time Point

An additional problem with arrest prediction is predicting when a cardiac arrest event will occur. A cumulative distribution function was derived through the shape and scale inferred by the model from each time point. Using the Weibull distribution parameter derived for the 48 time points, curves corresponding to cumulative distribution functions were drawn (A in Figure 6). Each line represents the probability of a cardiac arrest occurring from the start time point of the parameters until the remaining time. The closer the time to the cardiac arrest, the higher the beginning of the cumulative distribution function. This shows that even when the time point is far from cardiac arrest, a patient can be predicted to be high risk. Furthermore, the predicted time remaining until the patient has a cardiac arrest is presented (B in Figure 6). As the time approaches the cardiac arrest, the time remaining before the cardiac arrest occurs is estimated to be very small.

Figure 6. (A) Cumulative distribution function lines from the predicted time point to censoring time point for a patient with cardiac arrest at 48 time points; each function line is color-coded. (B) Predicted hours remaining until a patient has cardiac arrest; the y-axis was limited to less than 25 hours for readability. pTime: predicted time.
Conversely, the distribution of the cumulative distribution function of a certain patient without cardiac arrest shows that, at all time points, the probability does not increase over time (A in Figure 7). Likewise, the time remaining until the patient has cardiac arrest is predicted to be very high (ie, more than 25 hours) over the entire time (B in Figure 7).

Figure 7. (A) Cumulative distribution function lines from the predicted time point to censoring time point for a patient without cardiac arrest at 48 time points; Each function line is color-coded. (B) Predicted hours remaining until a patient has cardiac arrest; the y-axis was limited to less than 25 hours for readability. pTime: predicted time.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we developed the prediction model for cardiac arrest in critically ill patients through machine learning using electronic medical records. Besides vital sign, we used the underlying disease, laboratory data, medication, and organ failure as parameters to improve the accuracy of the prediction model. The TAUCs for TTE of 8, 16, and 24 hours were 0.942, 0.91, and 0.811, respectively, and the model performance decreased in accordance with increasing TTE.

Informative Outcomes

In previous studies related to cardiac arrest predictions, modeling techniques that predict whether an event occurs within a predefined predicted time window have often been implemented [4,9,12]. Although these approaches are efficient in terms of model implementation, these approaches have limitations because it is impossible to forecast whether cardiac arrest occurs or not outside a defined window or when it will occur. To overcome the limitations, we attempted to combine the Weibull distribution estimation technique with a Char-GRU. This modeling approach provides information about the cardiac arrest risk probability over the future time. Therefore, it is possible to provide an answer to how many hours are left until cardiac arrest occurs without a predefined time threshold that may limit the information. Thus, it is obviously much more informative to predict cardiac arrest in clinical practice.

Early Warning in Real Time

The early recognition of cardiac arrest and its prompt correction are critical to reducing the mortality of critically ill patients. To decide clinically who is unstable or who is going to deteriorate, many intensivists often scrutinize the vital signs of intensive care patients, such as blood pressure, heart rate, respiratory rate, and peripheral capillary oxygen saturation [21,22]. However, several studies have shown that these signs may not be effective in forecasting the risk early (ie, several hours before) [21,23]. This may be because of insufficient information on vital signs in predicting cardiac arrest in advance. However, considering that critical patient data are continuously generated in real time from numerous sources, including vital signs and information from organ support devices [12,13], the use of big data may provide models with sufficient information for the early prediction of cardiac arrest. Furthermore, the use of deep learning models, taking into account cumulative historical patterns of large clinical data, is expected to be very effective in predicting cardiac arrest in advance. In this regard, we implemented a deep learning–based model using a large dataset of 45 variables and found that the model could potentially be used for the early prediction of cardiac arrest.

Flexibility and Operational Reality

As cumulative and fluctuating effects of clinical variables over time can be reflected in deep learning algorithms, the use of long time series data to predict cardiac arrest is ideal. However, it is not appropriate to take no action until the patient has accumulated sufficient time series data. Waiting for sufficient time (ie, 48 hours) to accumulate patient time series data in clinical settings is undesirable for both patients and intensivists. Even if variables have not yet accumulated for a sufficient amount of time, a model should be available. In this situation, the Char-GRU structure allows the model to use the clinical variables. Specifically, the Char-GRU model can predict the risk of a patient’s cardiac arrest using clinical variables accumulated up to the present time (ie, 3 hours after entering the ICU) [17].

Estimation Efficiency

The early detection of disease onset is challenging in terms of the configuration of deep learning algorithm structures and data pipelines, as there is no reference for early time. Previous studies have been limited in predicting the onset of an illness just 1
time step ahead (a week or a month before) [24,25]. However, disease onset could be forecasted at various time points. For instance, the probability of 3 hours before, 2 hours before, and 1 hour before the onset of a disease may be predicted at the same time. In this setting, 3 dimensions—the number of observations, time steps, and disease indication (1=onset or 0=nononset)—should be considered in determining cardiac arrest. However, it is inefficient to predict cardiac arrest onsets over all time steps because it is unknown how many hours earlier the onsets should be predicted. However, when estimating the occurrence of a disease by estimating a Weibull distribution, the dimension of the outcome variables (ie, shape and scale parameters) is 2 (observation ID and Weibull distribution parameters—shape and scale). In other words, this setting estimates the time remaining until the onset of the disease in the form of a continuous variable so that the time dimension (ie, the cardiac arrest onset over time remaining) is removed from the outcome variable area. Therefore, this method is much more efficient because it can significantly reduce the need for various experiments.

Limitations
This study has limitations that need to be addressed in further studies before applying Char-GRU with the Weibull distribution algorithm to clinics. In this study, rigorous validation was not performed while focusing on algorithm implementation using clinical data. As clinical data from only 1 medical institution were used, various additional validations are needed to generalize the results. To conduct rigorous validation, it is recommended to validate deep learning–based Weibull models using published data such as the modified early warning score [12].

Another limitation is the inability to fully control the reflection of certain effects in the collected data, which may affect the model results. For instance, data from a treated patient who is perceived to be in a very dangerous condition may cause a bias against the time series characteristics in the high-risk group [26]. In other words, the patient’s data reflecting the time series characteristics of the non–cardiac arrest group would ultimately reflect the time series characteristics of the cardiac arrest group if the patient had not been treated [26,27]. In the previous studies, such data were just removed or corrected based on statistical methods [26,28]. Therefore, further research that validates this algorithm requires in-depth consideration of data selection and preprocessing.

Conclusions
The cardiac arrest survival rate in hospitals is about 24%, and even after survival, patients suffer from fatal problems such as brain damage [29,30]. However, because of the difficulty in forecasting cardiac arrest in advance, adequate prior interventions were rarely provided. We hope that the early prediction of cardiac arrest is linked to early intervention for the prevention of cardiac arrest. For that purpose, further research is essential to discuss how to operate deep learning models linked with a database and what forms of model outcomes should be provided to medical providers in practice.
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- **Char-GRU**: character-level gated recurrent unit
- **GRU**: gated recurrent unit
- **ICU**: intensive care unit
- **IHCA**: in-hospital cardiac arrest
- **IQR**: interquartile range
- **MICU**: medical intensive care unit
- **ROC**: receiver operating characteristic
- **TAUC**: time-dependent area under the curve
- **TTE**: time to event
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Abstract

Background: Metabolic syndrome is a cluster of disorders that significantly influence the development and deterioration of numerous diseases. FibroScan is an ultrasound device that was recently shown to predict metabolic syndrome with moderate accuracy. However, previous research regarding prediction of metabolic syndrome in subjects examined with FibroScan has been mainly based on conventional statistical models. Alternatively, machine learning, whereby a computer algorithm learns from prior experience, has better predictive performance over conventional statistical modeling.

Objective: We aimed to evaluate the accuracy of different decision tree machine learning algorithms to predict the state of metabolic syndrome in self-paid health examination subjects who were examined with FibroScan.

Methods: Multivariate logistic regression was conducted for every known risk factor of metabolic syndrome. Principal components analysis was used to visualize the distribution of metabolic syndrome patients. We further applied various statistical machine learning techniques to visualize and investigate the pattern and relationship between metabolic syndrome and several risk variables.

Results: Obesity, serum glutamic-oxalocetic transaminase, serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase, controlled attenuation parameter score, and glycated hemoglobin emerged as significant risk factors in multivariate logistic regression. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve values for classification and regression trees and for the random forest were 0.831 and 0.904, respectively.

Conclusions: Machine learning technology facilitates the identification of metabolic syndrome in self-paid health examination subjects with high accuracy.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e17110) doi:10.2196/17110
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Introduction

Metabolic syndrome is a cluster of disorders, including insulin resistance or hyperglycemia, visceral adiposity (identified by a large waistline or overweight), atherogenic dyslipidemia (eg, raised triglycerides or reduced high-density lipoprotein [HDL]), and endothelial dysfunction (characterized by elevated blood pressure) [1]. Metabolic syndrome has significant impacts on the development and deterioration of several diseases and is a critical predictor of cardiovascular diseases [2,3]. Numerous modifiable risk factors and practical intervention strategies regarding metabolic syndrome have been proposed [4-14]. Identifying high-risk patients to prevent the incidence and
deterioration of metabolic dysregulation and relevant diseases is therefore vital.

A recent study showed that nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is closely correlated to metabolic syndrome. Patients with metabolic syndrome frequently show an increase in fat accumulation in the liver (steatosis) and hepatic insulin resistance [15]. Nevertheless, the gold-standard method for NAFLD diagnosis is liver biopsy, which is a highly invasive procedure for patients. Several reports have demonstrated that ultrasound using FibroScan, also known as transient elastometry, can accurately assess the staging of NAFLD in a noninvasive manner with comparable results to liver biopsy [16,17]. The new models of FibroScan (marketed after 2013) can assess the staging of NAFLD using a liver stiffness score (E score) and a liver steatosis score (controlled attenuation parameter [CAP] score). Interestingly, the CAP score alone was found to be a useful indicator of the presence and severity of metabolic syndrome [18]. Using traditional statistical modeling, we previously validated this finding, confirming that the CAP score alone can be used to detect metabolic syndrome with moderate accuracy (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve [ROC] of 0.79), and the accuracy was improved to 0.88 when combined with other biomarkers [19].

Machine learning, whereby a computer algorithm learns from prior experience, was recently shown to have better performance over traditional statistical modeling approaches [20-22]. Various supervised machine learning models based on decision trees have been successfully applied to medical data [23-29] for accurate prediction of a wide range of clinical conditions such as myocardial infarction [30], atrial fibrillation [31], trauma [32], breast cancer [33-35], Alzheimer disease [36-38], cardiac surgery [27,39], and others [27,28,40-42]. However, each decision tree machine learning algorithm has its own strength and weakness. Therefore, comparing different decision tree algorithms can reduce the bias in the results and provide a more robust outcome. Accordingly, the aim of this study was to determine whether decision tree algorithms can predict the state of metabolic syndrome among self-paid health examination subjects who were examined with FibroScan.

Methods

Study Design

This was a single-center retrospective cohort study. The cohort comprised self-paid health examination subjects at the Health Management Center of Taipei Medical University Hospital who were examined with FibroScan from September 2015 to December 2018.

Setting

The electronic healthcare records of subjects examined with FibroScan were reviewed at Taipei Medical University Hospital, which is a private, tertiary-care, 800-bed teaching hospital in Taiwan. The Institutional Review Board of Taipei Medical University approved the study design for data collection (TMU-JIRB No.: N201903080) in accordance with the original and amended Declaration of Helsinki. The requirement for informed consent was waived owing to the retrospective nature of the study.

Population and Data Collection

The study included all Taiwanese adult patients aged >18 years who had undergone a self-paid health examination comprising an abdominal transient elastography inspection using FibroScan 502 Touch (Echosens, Paris, France). Individuals who underwent FibroScan examination on physician’s orders were excluded. The routine protocols of the Health Management Center were applied to all participants. The subjects were first interviewed by thoroughly trained personnel who verified the correctness of self-completed questionnaires on demographics, existing medical conditions, and medication use. In addition, the personnel confirmed adherence to health examination prerequisites (eg, overnight fasting for at least 8 hours) for the package chosen by the study participant. Those found to have not fulfilled the necessary prerequisites were advised to reschedule their appointment. Anthropometrics, including weight, height, waist circumference, and arterial pressure, were measured. Instruments were regularly calibrated per the manufacturer’s specifications. According to the chosen package, the required samples of blood, urine, and specimens were collected for laboratory tests. Regular laboratory test items included alpha-fetoprotein, glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase (GOT), serum glutamic pyruvic transaminase (GPT), uric acid, creatinine, blood urine nitrogen, red blood cell count, hemoglobin, hematocrit, mean corpuscular hemoglobin, mean corpuscular volume, mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration, platelet count, white blood cell count, percentage of neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, eosinophils and basophils, total protein, albumin, globulin, albumin/globulin ratio, total bilirubin, direct bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase (γ-GT), total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, LDL/HDL ratio, triglycerides, fasting blood sugar, and thyroid-stimulating hormone. The estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) was calculated using equations for the Modification of Diet in Renal Disease for Chinese patients [43], with chronic kidney disease (CKD) measured as follows: 175 × (Scr)$^{1.234}$ × (Age)$^{-0.179}$ × 0.79 (if female). CKD was defined as an eGFR of <60 mL/min per 1.73 m$^2$ of body surface (mL/min/1.73 m$^2$), according to the definition from the Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative for CKD ≥ stage 3 [39,44]. Body mass index categories were defined as follows: obesity, ≥27 kg/m$^2$; overweight, 24-26.9 kg/m$^2$; and normal weight, <23.9 kg/m$^2$, according to the ranges established for Asian populations by the Ministry of Health and Welfare of Taiwan [45].

Outcome

According to the National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel III definition of metabolic syndrome consensus, metabolic syndrome was identified if at least three out of the following five symptoms were present: large waistline (80 cm for women and 90 cm for men), high triglycerides (150 mg/dL) or use of medication to control triglycerides, reduced HDL levels (<50 mg/dL for women and <40 mg/dL for men) or use
of medication to control HDL, elevated blood pressure (systolic blood pressure 130 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure 85 mmHg) or use of relevant medication to control blood pressure, and increased fasting blood sugar (100 mg/dL) or use of relevant medication to control blood sugar. The classification of cutoff points was adopted from the National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel III definition consensus with ethnicity-specific cutoff points for waist circumference [46,47] and an equality principle for the five disorders.

**FibroScan**

FibroScan is a noninvasive device that assesses the hardness of the liver using ultrasound-based elastography. Liver hardness is evaluated by measuring the velocity of a vibration wave, which is determined by measuring the time that the vibration wave takes to travel to a particular depth inside the liver from the skin (Figure 1). For each FibroScan inspection, two scores are reported: the CAP score and E score. The dashboard of FibroScan provides a CAP score only when an E score derived from identical signals is validated as successfully computed; higher E scores indicate higher transmission velocity and liver stiffness levels, and higher CAP scores indicate faster wave amplitude attenuation and higher levels of liver steatosis. Notably, the adoption of probe size (medium or extra large) is based on the recommendation of the instrumental autodetection function.

**Figure 1.** Illustration of the FibroScan device: liver diagnosis by ultrasound-based elastography. FibroScan measures fibrosis and steatosis in the liver. Measurements are performed by scanning the right liver lobe through the right intercostal space. The fibrosis result is measured in kiloPascals (kPa), and is normally between 2.5 and 6 kPa; the highest possible result is 75 kPa. Fibrosis score: F0 to F1, no liver scarring or mild liver scarring; F2, moderate liver scarring; F3, severe liver scarring; F4, advanced liver scarring (cirrhosis). The steatosis result is measured in decibels per meter (dB/m), and is normally between 100 and 400 dB/m. Steatosis can be graded from S0 to S3, corresponding to the severity of fatty liver from “0-10%” to “67% or more”.

---

**Machine Learning Technique**

**Overview**

A decision tree is a widely used effective nonparametric machine learning modeling technique for regression or classification purposes. To obtain solutions, a decision tree makes a sequential, hierarchical decision regarding outcome variables based on the predictor [48].

**Classification and Regression Trees**

Classification and regression trees (CART), the typical tree-based models, explore the structure of data, while evolving to visualize decision rules for predicting a categorical (classification tree) or continuous (regression tree) outcome [49]. The decision at each internal node is assessed by information gain or entropy to compare the value of attributes in the data from the root to each of the leaves. CART was generated through the “rpart” package in R [50].
**C5.0**

C.5.0 is derived from C4.5 and ID3 with improvements according to the disadvantages of the predecessor trees. The “C50” package was applied to implement the C5.0 tree [51,52].

**Chi-Square Automatic Interaction Detection**

Chi-square automatic interaction detection (CHAID) is a specific decision tree using adjusted significance testing (Bonferroni testing) for prediction. An algorithm for recursive partitioning is implemented by maximizing the significance of a chi-square statistic for crosstabulations between the categorical dependent variable and the categorical predictors at each partition. Moreover, CHAID can create nonbinary trees since nominal, ordinal, and continuous data are used. CHAID tree is available from the “CHAID” package in R [53].

**Conditional Interference Trees**

Conditional interference trees (ctrees) embed tree-structured regression models into a well-defined theory of conditional inference procedures. They use a significance test procedure to select variables instead of selecting the variable that maximizes any information measure. In addition, ctree is applicable to all types of regression issues, including nominal, ordinal, numeric, censored, and multivariate response variables, as well as arbitrary measurement scales of covariates. A flexible and extensible computational tool in the “partykit” package of R is suitable for fitting and visualizing ctrees [54,55].

**Evolutionary Learning of Globally Optimal Trees**

Evolutionary learning of globally optimal trees (evtree) describes recursive partitioning methods that create models using a forward stepwise search. An evtree is learned using an evolutionary algorithm. Notably, a set of trees is initialized with random split rules in the root nodes. Mutation and crossover operators are then applied to modify the tree’s structure and tests that are applied in the internal nodes. After each modification step, a survivor selection mechanism identifies the best candidate models for the next iteration, terminating when the quality of the best trees ceases to improve. The “evtree” package in R applies an evolutionary algorithm for learning globally optimal classification and regression trees [56].

**Generalized Linear Model Trees**

Generalized linear model trees (glmtree) involve model-based recursive partitioning based on generalized linear models. They are convenient for fitting model-based recursive partitions using “mob” functions in R. A glmtree internally sets up a model-fit function for mob using the negative log likelihood as the objective function. It is also implemented by the “partykit” package in R [54,57].

**Random Forest**

Random decision forests are an ensemble learning method for classification, regression or other applications based on decision tree structures at the time of training. The idea of random forest is to create multiple decision trees (CART) and then combine the output generated by each of the decision trees. In the decision tree algorithm, the Gini index is a measure of the frequency of a randomly chosen element from the set that would be incorrectly labeled. The Gini index is calculated by subtracting the sum of the squared probabilities of each class from 1. This approach removes the bias that a decision tree model might introduce to a system while considerably improving the predictive power. In addition, random forests can be used to rank the importance of variables in a regression or classification problem in a natural manner, which can be conducted in the R package “randomForest” [58].

**Statistical Analysis**

**Basic Statistics**

Statistical analysis was conducted using R (version 3.6.1; R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) or SPSS (version 17.0; SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) software.

Categorical variables were tested using the chi-square test or Fisher exact test. The nonparametric Mann-Whitney U-test was applied to determine differences in the median of continuous variables between the two groups. Multivariate logistic regression was employed to assess the significance of clinical data, and the variance inflation factor was also used to check for multicollinearity. \( P < .05 \) was considered statistically significant [59,60].

**Principal Components Analysis**

High-dimension data were processed by principal components analysis (PCA), using an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of correlated variables to provide a two-dimensional or three-dimensional visualization with its leading principal components.

**Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve**

ROC curves were used to illustrate the diagnostic ability of classification trees in the machine learning methodology. The area under the ROC curve (AUC), true positive rate (also called sensitivity or recall), and false positive rate (specificity) are represented in a graphical plot [61]. The F1 score, which constitutes the harmonic mean of precision and recall, was also evaluated. The F1 score has been widely used in the natural language processing literature and for machine learning [62,63].

**Missing Values**

Data with missing values were statistically regulated by the expectation-maximization algorithm, which is an iterative procedure that preserves the relationship with other variables. Only 9 factors had missing values, and most of them accounted for less than 5% of the sample size. Direct bilirubin, which had the largest proportion of missing values (298/1333, 22.36%), was at high risk of multicollinearity; thus, it was not a crucial element in the model [64].

**Comparison of Decision Trees**

To compare the performance of the aforementioned decision trees, the same setting for the training set and testing set was considered. In addition, the boundary for each tree’s height was limited between 4 and 5 instead of pruning each decision tree according to its own criteria. Finally, outcomes from each decision tree were summarized to investigate common and reliable results supporting the conclusions.
Results

After data cleaning, a total of 1333 individuals undergoing self-paid annual health examination were enrolled in this study. The baseline characteristics of the 193 patients diagnosed with metabolic syndrome and 1140 participants without metabolic syndrome are compared in Table 1. All categorical elements were found to be extremely significant in the chi-square test. Among the continuous variables, most of the risk factors were highly significantly different between groups in the nonparametric test, although not enough evidence was found for age, alpha-fetoprotein, bilirubin, and thyroid stimulating hormone to support rejection of the null hypothesis. However, large samples and P value problems had to be considered owing to the numerous and complex data in this analysis [65]. The foremost factors were then validated by a series of additional evaluations.

The visualization of the two groups was achieved by PCA with the advantage of dimensionality reduction (Figure 2). All factors with significant outcomes by the tests mentioned above and shown in Table 1 depicted an internixing view because the two groups of patients overlapped (Figure 2), with weak explanatory power for the first two principal components PC1 and PC2 at 27.7% and 13.2%, respectively. A variety of views in three-dimensional PCA plots are also displayed in Multimedia Appendix 1. The two groups could not be clearly discriminated, even if the coordinates were rotated in the three-dimensional graph.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics and testing of risk factors in health examination data with potential metabolic syndrome as the dependent variable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk factors</th>
<th>No metabolic syndrome (N=1140)</th>
<th>Metabolic syndrome (N=193)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronic kidney disease</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1</td>
<td>585 (51.32)</td>
<td>71 (36.8)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2</td>
<td>530 (46.49)</td>
<td>115 (59.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3</td>
<td>24 (2.11)</td>
<td>6 (3.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 4</td>
<td>1 (0.09)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>female</td>
<td>564 (49.47)</td>
<td>44 (22.8)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>576 (50.53)</td>
<td>149 (77.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obesity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>underweight</td>
<td>49 (4.30)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal weight</td>
<td>667 (58.51)</td>
<td>22 (11.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overweight I</td>
<td>293 (25.70)</td>
<td>65 (33.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>overweight II</td>
<td>131 (11.49)</td>
<td>106 (54.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td>44 (38-50)</td>
<td>45 (40-51)</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hepatic indices, median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin (g/dL)</td>
<td>2.26 (1.637-3.12)</td>
<td>2.43 (1.71-3.14)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFPb (ng/mL)</td>
<td>58 (48-69)</td>
<td>62 (54-75)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALKp^c (IU/L)</td>
<td>20 (17-24)</td>
<td>24 (19-31)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOTd (IU/L)</td>
<td>19 (13-27)</td>
<td>33 (22-51)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPTe (IU/L)</td>
<td>0.6 (0.5-0.8)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.5-0.9)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total bilirubin (mg/dL)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.2-0.3)</td>
<td>0.2087 (0.2-0.3)</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct bilirubin (mg/dL)</td>
<td>16 (12-25)</td>
<td>29 (20-45)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ-GTf (U/L)</td>
<td>239 (209-274)</td>
<td>311 (271-340)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPg score (dB/m)</td>
<td>4 (3.4-4.8)</td>
<td>4.9 (4.3-5.8)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E score (kPa)</td>
<td>12 (10-15)</td>
<td>13 (11-15)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nephritic indices, median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUNh (mg/dL)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.6-0.9)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.7-1.0)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDRDI (mg/dL)</td>
<td>91.07 (81.3-105.17)</td>
<td>86.23 (75.05-98.82)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAj (mg/dL)</td>
<td>5.2 (4.3-6.5)</td>
<td>6.3 (5.5-7.3)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blood lipid and thyroid markers, median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol (mg/dL)</td>
<td>187 (165-208)</td>
<td>194 (165-220)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDLk (mg/dL)</td>
<td>121 (101-142)</td>
<td>136 (106-158)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA1c (%)</td>
<td>5.4 (5.2-5.7)</td>
<td>5.7 (5.4-6.1)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSHl (μIU/mL)</td>
<td>1.93 (1.30-2.52)</td>
<td>1.89 (1.38-2.51)</td>
<td>.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aProgressive discrete variables.
bAFP: alpha-fetoprotein.
cALKp: alkaline phosphatase.
dGOT: glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase.
eGPT: glutamic-pyruvic transaminase.
$\gamma$-GT: gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase.

CAP: controlled attenuation parameter.

BUN: blood urea nitrogen.

MDRD: Modification of Diet in Renal Disease.

UA: uric acid.

LDL: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.

HbA$_{1c}$: glycated hemoglobin.

TSH: thyroid-stimulating hormone.

**Figure 2.** Principal components analysis (PCA) of metabolic and nonmetabolic groups by two-dimensional and three-dimensional visualization. (a) PCA with 95% CI shown as ellipses for all risk factors in Table 1. (b) PCA with 95% CI shown as ellipses for specific major variables in Table 3. Light blue nodes represent people diagnosed with metabolic syndrome, and dark blue nodes represent people without metabolic syndrome. PC1 explains the most variability among the samples, followed by PC2, PC3, and so on. (c) Three-dimensional PCA including PC1, PC2, and PC3 for all risk factor data from Table 1. (d) Three-dimensional PCA for specific major variables from Table 3.

Next, we applied multivariate logistic regression to assess factors influencing metabolic syndrome. As shown in Table 2, the number of significant variables was reduced to 3, and included obesity, CAP score, and HbA$_{1c}$. Among these, HbA$_{1c}$ was obtained from blood tests, whereas information on obesity and the CAP score was obtained through noninvasive means.
Notably, obesity and HbA\textsubscript{1c} exhibited high odds ratios, exceeding 2. In addition, the variance inflation factor was taken into account for multicollinearity.

### Table 2. Multivariate logistic regression analysis of risk factors related to metabolic syndrome.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Odds ratio\textsuperscript{a} (95% CI)</th>
<th>VIF\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>ΔVIF\textsuperscript{c}</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex, Male/Female</td>
<td>0.742 (0.335-1.641)</td>
<td>3.590</td>
<td>1.630</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>1.025 (0.999-1.051)</td>
<td>1.622</td>
<td>1.506</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity</td>
<td>2.915 (2.175-3.907)</td>
<td>1.429</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albumin, g/dL</td>
<td>1.866 (0.821-4.239)</td>
<td>1.218</td>
<td>1.176</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFP\textsuperscript{d}, ng/mL</td>
<td>1.045 (0.915-1.193)</td>
<td>1.162</td>
<td>1.153</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALKp, IU/L</td>
<td>0.959 (0.983-1.007)</td>
<td>1.158</td>
<td>1.140</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOT, IU/L</td>
<td>0.959 (0.923-0.997)</td>
<td>7.226</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT, IU/L</td>
<td>1.023 (1.003-1.045)</td>
<td>7.747</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total bilirubin, mg/dL</td>
<td>2.599 (0.562-12.015)</td>
<td>8.334</td>
<td>1.246</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct bilirubin, mg/dL</td>
<td>0.011 (0.2-5.07)</td>
<td>8.413</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ-GT\textsuperscript{h}, U/L</td>
<td>1.002 (0.994-1.009)</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>1.379</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP\textsuperscript{i}, score, dB/m</td>
<td>1.011 (1.007-1.016)</td>
<td>1.455</td>
<td>1.398</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E score, kPa</td>
<td>1.046 (0.926-1.182)</td>
<td>1.284</td>
<td>1.256</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CKD\textsuperscript{j}</td>
<td>1.135 (0.615-2.097)</td>
<td>3.387</td>
<td>2.550</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUN\textsuperscript{k}, mg/dL</td>
<td>0.952 (0.893-1.016)</td>
<td>1.397</td>
<td>1.338</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creatinine, mg/dL</td>
<td>4.288 (0.196-94.014)</td>
<td>10.957</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDRD\textsuperscript{l}</td>
<td>1.012 (0.994-1.031)</td>
<td>4.860</td>
<td>2.863</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA\textsuperscript{m}, mg/dL</td>
<td>1.127 (0.967-1.314)</td>
<td>1.642</td>
<td>1.596</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cholesterol, mg/dL</td>
<td>1.003 (0.986-1.021)</td>
<td>9.855</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL\textsuperscript{n}, mg/dL</td>
<td>0.994 (0.976-1.012)</td>
<td>9.701</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HbA\textsubscript{1c}\textsuperscript{o}, %</td>
<td>2.170 (1.631-2.888)</td>
<td>1.236</td>
<td>1.230</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSH\textsuperscript{p}, μU/mL</td>
<td>0.876 (0.727-1.054)</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>1.078</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}The odds ratio represents the exp(\(\beta\)), which is the exponential of the estimator in logistic regression.
\textsuperscript{b}VIF: variance inflation factor (to check multicollinearity); factors with high VIF values are italicized.
\textsuperscript{c}ΔVIF: variance inflation factor after removal of predictor variables with high VIF values; VIF values with a sharp decline are italicized.
\textsuperscript{d}AFP: alpha-fetoprotein.
\textsuperscript{e}ALKp: alkaline phosphatase.
\textsuperscript{f}GOT: glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase.
\textsuperscript{g}GPT: glutamic-pyruvic transaminase.
\textsuperscript{h}γ-GT: gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase.
\textsuperscript{i}CAP: controlled attenuation parameter.
\textsuperscript{j}CKD: chronic kidney disease.
\textsuperscript{k}BUN: blood urea nitrogen.
\textsuperscript{l}MDRD: Modification of Diet in Renal Disease.
\textsuperscript{m}UA: uric acid.
\textsuperscript{n}LDL: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.
\textsuperscript{o}HbA\textsubscript{1c}: glycated hemoglobin.
\textsuperscript{p}TSH: thyroid-stimulating hormone.

To inspect the potential indices used for metabolic syndrome, several types of decision trees were applied to health examination data for the classification of metabolic syndrome (Figure 3). In general, obesity, CAP score, and HbA\textsubscript{1c} were found to be important predictive variables in the decision trees.
Moreover, important variables appearing in each node of the decision trees were recorded 100 times (Table 3). CAP score, obesity, and HbA1c were regarded as outstanding variables in the root, and E score, γ-GT, LDL, and GPT were secondary variables in the decision trees. The thresholds for factors classified as nodes are listed on the branches of each decision tree. In addition, a right skew pattern at the leaves was apparent and expected because the classification of metabolic syndrome was achieved efficiently and hierarchically by the decision trees (Figure 3).

**Figure 3.** Metabolic syndrome prediction by various decision tree models. The decision tree takes on a flowchart-like structure. The six most commonly used decision trees are shown: (a) classification and regression tree (CART), (b) C5.0 classification tree modified from C4.5 and ID3 tree, (c) chi-square automatic interaction detection (CHAID), (d) conditional inference tree (ctree), (e) evolutionary learning of globally optimal tree (evtree), and (f) generalized linear model tree (glmtree). Each decision tree is applied for the prediction of metabolic syndrome to explore the factors with the greatest influence as an index to distinguish metabolic syndrome.

Table 3. Major factors as classified nodes in decision trees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision tree</th>
<th>Root&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Primary node&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; (root included)</th>
<th>Secondary node&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CART&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>CAP&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; score (0.91)</td>
<td>CAP score (0.99)</td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity (0.09)</td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.95)</td>
<td>Total bilirubin (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity (0.94)</td>
<td>Albumin (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E score (0.05)&lt;sup&gt;v&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>TSH (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAP score (0.17)</td>
<td>ALKp&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt; (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ-GT&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt; (0.40)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Age (0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GOT&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt; (0.31)</td>
<td>CAP score (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UA&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt; (0.28)</td>
<td>GPT&lt;sup&gt;m&lt;/sup&gt; (0.17)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AFP&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt; (0.25)</td>
<td>LDL&lt;sup&gt;n&lt;/sup&gt; (0.15)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E score (0.21)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>MDRD&lt;sup:o&lt;/sup&gt; (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5.0</td>
<td>CAP score (0.90)</td>
<td>Obesity (1.06)</td>
<td>Sex (0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity (0.06)</td>
<td>CAP score (0.94)</td>
<td>Total bilirubin (0.41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.04)</td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.25)</td>
<td>Obesity (0.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAP score (0.17)</td>
<td>GOT (0.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ-GT (0.34)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>CKD&lt;sup&gt;q&lt;/sup&gt; (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E score (0.29)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>UA (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAID&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Obesity (1.00)</td>
<td>Obesity (1.00)</td>
<td>CAP score (1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GPT (0.99)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>AFp (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.74)</td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CAP score (0.70)</td>
<td>GPT (0.41)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LDL (0.42)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>E score (0.32)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ-GT (0.06)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>E score (0.29)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctree&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Obesity (0.96)</td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.89)</td>
<td>Obesity (1.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAP score (0.04)</td>
<td>CAP score (0.85)</td>
<td>AFp (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity (0.51)</td>
<td>AFp (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ-GT (0.14)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>AFp (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LDL (0.17)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>LDL (0.17)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evtree&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Obesity (0.33)</td>
<td>Obesity (0.82)</td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.30)</td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.58)</td>
<td>GOT (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAP score (0.17)</td>
<td>CAP score (0.53)</td>
<td>γ-GT (0.13)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Escore (0.05)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Escore (0.10)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GPT (0.11)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UA (0.05)</td>
<td>UA (0.10)</td>
<td>E score (0.25)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rGT (0.05)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>ALKp (0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glmmtree&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>CAP score (0.85)</td>
<td>Obesity (1.16)</td>
<td>Obesity (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity (0.15)</td>
<td>CAP score (0.92)</td>
<td>LDL (0.23)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HbA&lt;sub&gt;1c&lt;/sub&gt; (0.85)</td>
<td>CAP score (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>γ-GT (0.79)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>MDRD (0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Escore (0.35)&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>GPT (0.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Major variables are listed with their weights as candidate nodes in each decision tree; since some variables may be considered candidate nodes in the decision tree more than once, the proportion of variables can be larger than 1.

<sup>b</sup>The root shows factors appearing as the first classified node and their proportions.

<sup>c</sup>The primary node (italicized) includes variables selected as the top three nodes (root included) with their proportions (>0.05); variables with lower weights as candidate nodes in the primary nodes are excluded.

<sup>d</sup>The secondary node includes all remaining candidate nodes in each decision tree with their proportions; only candidate nodes with proportions >0.1 with a certain influence in the classification of metabolic syndrome are shown.

<sup>e</sup>CART: classification and regression trees.

<sup>f</sup>CAP: controlled attenuation parameter.

<sup>g</sup>HbA<sub>1c</sub>: glycated hemoglobin.

<sup>h</sup>γ-GT: gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase.

<sup>i</sup>GOT: glutamic-oxalocetic transaminase.
PCA was then applied again to visualize the nonmetabolic syndrome and metabolic syndrome groups according to the prominence of factors from the decision trees, which comprised the CAP score, obesity, and HbA₁c (Figure 2b). PC1 and PC2 explained greater variability of 56.7% and 29.1%, respectively. With this analysis, discrimination between the two groups was evident, although the junction of the two groups was explicit in the union (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Finally, the accuracies of various decision trees were determined using 500 rounds of random sampling from the entire health examination dataset with fixed-size divisions of training and testing sets (Table 4). Independent training and testing sets were used for each evaluation to confirm the performance and reliability of each model. The AUC of the ROC curve was determined to evaluate the performance of each decision tree and random forest (Table 4, Figure 4, and Multimedia Appendix 3). Prominent variables obtained with random forest are shown in Figure 4. In general, CAP score, obesity, HbA₁c, GPT, and γ-GT were the leading variables in accuracy, whereas CAP score, HbA₁c, obesity, GPT, γ-GT, and E score played essential roles in random forest for classification.

Table 4. Accuracy and area under the curve (AUC) values of various decision trees in receiver operating characteristic curve analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision tree</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1-score</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minimum</td>
<td>mean</td>
<td>maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CART&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.797</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5.0</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAID&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctree&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.864</td>
<td>0.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>evtree&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0.805</td>
<td>0.857</td>
<td>0.906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glmtree&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>0.812</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Accuracy and F1-score were calculated from 500 machine learning trials with different training sets for comparison with the number of candidate trees from random forest. Accuracy is the probability of true positives and true negatives for all data, whereas F1-score is a measure of performance, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The dataset was divided 80% as the training set and 20% as the testing set independently for each analysis with randomized sampling.

<sup>b</sup>CART: classification and regression trees.

<sup>c</sup>CHAID: chi-square automatic interaction detection.

<sup>d</sup>ctree: conditional inference tree.

<sup>e</sup>evtree: evolutionary learning of globally optimal tree.

<sup>f</sup>glmtree: generalized linear model tree.

<sup>g</sup>The terminal nodes of the R package glmtree are not a simple classification form to calculate the confusion matrix for accuracy; therefore, the area under the curve was used to reach a balance in comparison between the seven decision tree techniques on the same training and testing set.
Figure 4. Random forest model for predicting classification performance and variable importance. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve with area under the curve values for (a) classification and regression tree and (b) random forest. The color bar indicates the value of specificity in the false positive rate. (c) Variable importance ordered by accuracy of a mean decrease in random forest. (d) Variable importance ordered by the gini index of a mean decrease in random forest. The leading variables obtained by random forest are listed in darker blue, and less important variables are in lighter blue.

Discussion

Principal Findings

The use of artificial intelligence in health care, particularly machine learning methods, can help to discover underlying patterns and correlations through the learning of data-driven prediction models. We applied various machine learning techniques to visualize and investigate predictive variables leading to metabolic syndrome, which revealed that obesity, serum GOT, serum GPT, CAP score, and HbA1c are the most important predictive variables.

Among these predictive variables, the predictive power of the CAP score was similar to that of other key indices such as obesity. Despite the significance of the CAP score, these factors make sense cumulatively rather than as exclusive alternatives.

In other words, more research is required to determine whether the CAP score can be used as a standalone test method to screen for metabolic syndrome, and whether a minimum set of nonblood test variables can be combined with the CAP score to improve the accuracy of predicting metabolic syndrome. Such future research may help subjects who are resistant to the inconvenience of overnight starvation or painful blood assays.

Metabolic syndrome demonstrates a spectrum of physiological manifestations with groups of pathologies that are complicated and progressive. Traditional diagnostic criteria often dichotomize the population into those with metabolic syndrome and those without. However, based on the results of our PCA, such a sharp distinction may be inappropriate. We found that CAP score, obesity, and HbA1c were the principal factors predicting metabolic syndrome, although E score, γ-GT, LDL,

http://medinform.jmir.org/2020/3/e17110/
and GPT also considerably affected the predictions. Notably, GPT had more predictive power than GOT. We consider this difference to be related to aspartate aminotransferase as a relatively less specific indicator of liver damage than alanine aminotransferase, which is common in patients with fatty liver. Our study suggests that current diagnostic criteria for metabolic syndrome fail to capture its wide range of presentations, and should thus be expanded to include hepatic and nephritic indices.

Liver-related indices such as γ-GT, GPT, and E score ranked among the highest predictors in our models. A previous study also showed a strong correlation between liver function tests and metabolic syndrome based on Pearson correlation coefficients [66]. HbA$_1c$ is reported to be more closely associated with several chronic diseases than fasting plasma glucose. In addition, although fasting glucose levels are commonly believed to be reproducible across days, acute perturbations of glucose homeostasis due to stress and other factors have been described. By contrast, HbA$_1c$ is not influenced by acute perturbations or insufficient fasting; thus, it can be measured at any time. Accordingly, HbA$_1c$ might prove to be a more suitable predictor of metabolic syndrome [67].

Multivariate logistic regression has been extensively utilized in medical research, and its many biases have been well documented. One of the drawbacks we observed in our models was the multicollinearity problem. To avoid multicollinearity (Table 2), GOT, direct bilirubin, creatinine, and cholesterol were eliminated from the regression model. By contrast, the decision trees had few such disadvantages and offered more intuitive visualizations. The trained decision tree models could also be more easily interpreted by human experts, which is vital for establishing various important pathways to metabolic syndrome. In general, our result that random forest has the best accuracy in detecting metabolic syndrome agrees with previous research [68]. One of the reasons for the better accuracy of a random forest model is that it creates multiple decision trees and then combines the output generated by each tree; each tree is built from a sample drawn with replacement from the training set. This approach therefore removes the bias that a decision tree model might introduce in the system, thus substantially improving the predictive power.

**Limitations**

This study has several limitations. First, this was a retrospective study, and therefore a sufficiently powered prospective cohort study is needed to conclusively address the usefulness of supervised machine learning models to diagnose metabolic syndrome. Second, this study included only health-conscious Taiwanese participants that underwent a self-paid health examination; therefore, this study should be replicated and validated in other populations. Third, this study failed to include some new obesity biomarkers (such as leptin and adiponectin) that may further improve the prediction of metabolic syndrome [69].

**Conclusion**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to apply machine learning algorithms to identify metabolic syndrome in subjects examined with FibroScan. We found that decision tree learning algorithms identified metabolic syndrome in self-paid health examination subjects with high accuracy, and obesity, serum GOT, serum GPT, CAP score, and HbA$_1c$ emerged as important predictive variables. More research is required to validate the CAP score as a standalone test method to screen for metabolic syndrome, and to determine whether a minimum set of nonblood tests variables can be combined with the CAP score to improve the accuracy of predicting metabolic syndrome.
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**Multimedia Appendix 1**

Three-dimensional principal components analysis (PCA) of all risk factors. The three-dimensional PCA plots provide different visual points to observe the scatter of both the metabolic syndrome and nonmetabolic syndrome groups. All factors in Table 1 are considered in this analysis. The leading principal components PC1, PC2, and PC3—which explain more variability among the samples—are shown in all three-dimensional graphs. The aggregation of two groups is obvious when rotating the coordinate in the three-dimensional graph.
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**Multimedia Appendix 2**

Three-dimensional principal components analysis of only the major risk factors. In this case, the distinction between the metabolic syndrome and nonmetabolic syndrome groups is apparent because only the major variables obtained from Table 3 are included, although the borders of the two groups still overlap.

[ PNG File, 317 KB - medinform_v8i3e17110_app2.png ]
Multimedia Appendix 3
Receiving operator characteristic curves and area under the curve (AUC) values of six decision trees. The specificity is revealed by the color bar, and the diagonal line is presented as a dashed line. Most AUC values exceed 0.80 except for that of the C5.0 tree.
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Abstract

Background: A timely decision in the initial stages for patients with an acute illness is important. However, only a few studies have determined the prognosis of patients based on insufficient laboratory data during the initial stages of treatment.

Objective: This study aimed to develop and validate time adaptive prediction models to predict the severity of illness in the emergency department (ED) using highly sparse laboratory test data (test order status and test results) and a machine learning approach.

Methods: This retrospective study used ED data from a tertiary academic hospital in Seoul, Korea. Two different models were developed based on laboratory test data: order status only (OSO) and order status and results (OSR) models. A binary composite adverse outcome was used, including mortality or hospitalization in the intensive care unit. Both models were evaluated using various performance criteria, including the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) and balanced accuracy (BA). Clinical usefulness was examined by determining the positive likelihood ratio (PLR) and negative likelihood ratio (NLR).

Results: Of 9491 eligible patients in the ED (mean age, 55.2 years, SD 17.7 years; 4839/9491, 51.0% women), the model development cohort and validation cohort included 6645 and 2846 patients, respectively. The OSR model generally exhibited better performance (AUC=0.88, BA=0.81) than the OSO model (AUC=0.80, BA=0.74). The OSR model was more informative than the OSO model to predict patients at low or high risk of adverse outcomes (P<.001 for differences in both PLR and NLR).

Conclusions: Early-stage adverse outcomes for febrile patients could be predicted using machine learning models of highly sparse data including test order status and laboratory test results. This prediction tool could help medical professionals who are simultaneously treating the same patient share information, lead dynamic communication, and consequently prevent medical errors.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e16117) doi:10.2196/16117
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Introduction

For time-sensitive diseases, timely decisions are essential; however, the availability of data is extremely limited in the early stages of medicine [1,2]. Data obtained in the long term after the patient’s visit provide sufficient information, and the results of analysis to predict the patient’s outcome are highly accurate. However, the timing and effectiveness of this long-term data are limited in early decision making because the results do not reflect the patient’s initial status. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a time adaptive model that reflects the decision-making process by utilizing the pattern of interim information in uncertain situations during the initial stages of the patient’s visit.

Biomarkers, especially those obtained via laboratory data, play a key role in clinical decisions in emergency settings [3-5]. Laboratory data are important for predicting the patient’s prognosis but can lead to delays in decision making since many test results are not available during the initial stages [6-9]. This further exacerbates the inherent problems with laboratory data including a high level of sparsity due to the many test types and variation in individual orders [8,10]. Therefore, we try to maximize the utilization of laboratory information through patterns and the use of order status, which can infer the patient’s initial status before obtaining test results.

Previous studies have focused on utilizing a sufficient amount of laboratory test data. Most predictive models have been developed based on long intervals such as those to predict mortality occurring within 24 or 48 hours rather than earlier periods; with these longer periods, researchers can be guaranteed of adequate information from test results [11,12]. Previous studies have also used a limited number of the frequently measured test variables, rather than including all possible tests, to predict mortality, and they found that sufficient data were available to develop prediction models [13,14].

This study aimed to develop time adaptive models that predict adverse outcomes for febrile patients in the emergency department (ED) based on a machine learning approach and highly sparse data.

Methods

Study Setting

This retrospective study was conducted with ED data from a tertiary academic hospital in Seoul, Korea. The hospital has approximately 2000 beds. The outpatient department has an average of approximately 9000 patients per day, while the ED has approximately 220 patients per day. Since the opening of its comprehensive cancer center in 2003, the hospital has a large portion of oncology patients undergoing both surgical and medical procedures. This study was approved by the institutional review board of the study site (IRB File No: SMC 2018-08-125). This report follows the Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis (TRIPOD) reporting guideline.

Source of Data

Data were obtained from a clinical data warehouse containing medical data for research, which enables de-identification and retrieval of patient information from electronic medical records for research purposes. It uses global standard terminology and provides near real-time data through daily updates. In addition to basic patient demographics, it provides information on tests, medications, diagnoses, and operations.

Participants

Patients who visited the ED from March 2017 through February 2019 were included in the study. Then, only febrile (body temperature >38°C [15] and adult patients (aged ≥18 years) were included. Patients were excluded if the main reason for their visit was determined as trauma.

Outcome and Predictors

We used a binary composite outcome for severity. Severity was considered as death or admission to the intensive care unit after transfer from the ED.

Only laboratory test data were used as predictors, and the list of laboratory tests was selected by experts. Predictors were selected based on the typical ED process in which all possible laboratory tests could be performed after the initial assessment by physicians [16]. Figure 1 shows the general process from the typical initial process to patient discharge from the ED. This study focused on the initial process and the ordering of laboratory tests and test results in particular. Two models were developed from the viewpoint of the initial process, using laboratory test order status and laboratory test results that became available later.

The laboratory test data provide the order status and result for each laboratory test, and all the variables were categorized. Order status indicates whether a patient has an order for a laboratory test, and the test result reflects whether it was normal, abnormal, or not reported. When the test was repeatedly performed, only the first test data were included. We developed two predictive models using these laboratory test data: order status only (OSO) for the first model and order status and results (OSR) for model 2 (Figure 2).
For a group of laboratory tests that are not frequently ordered but are conducted for only a few patients, the order status information causes severe data sparsity. Rather than using the order status information for each of those tests, new variables were introduced. First, rarely ordered tests (ROTs) were identified as tests that had an ordered rate <5%. The new variable ROT was defined as the number of ROTs ordered for each patient. Likewise, for tests that generate rarely detected abnormal results (RARs; <5% of the results are abnormal), a new variable RAR was defined as the number of RARs obtained among those tests for each patient.

Patients were randomly assigned to two cohorts for model development (70%) and validation (30%), which had similar distributions with respect to the outcome. We applied and compared various machine learning methods, including random forest (RF), support vector machine, logistic regression with least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, ridge, and elastic net (EN) regularization [17-21]. For optimization, the grid search was used for all algorithms, and the stochastic gradient descent method was used for penalized regression algorithms. The Gini index was selected to measure the split quality in RF. Linear and sigmoid kernels were considered for the support vector

**Analytical Methods**

**Order Status and Result (OSR)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Status Only (OSO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Order Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For a group of laboratory tests that are not frequently ordered but are conducted for only a few patients, the order status information causes severe data sparsity.**
machine. Moreover, hyperparameters for each algorithm were tuned with the accuracy measure based on 10-fold cross-validations that were repeatedly conducted 5 times to reduce the partition bias in model development.

The predictive models were evaluated with the validation cohort using various performance measures, such as the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC), area under the precision recall curve (AUPRC), balanced accuracy (BA), sensitivity, specificity, F1 score, positive likelihood ratio (PLR), and negative likelihood ratio (NLR) [22]. For each measure, we provide 95% CIs, which were estimated by bootstrapping 2000 resamples, and selected the optimal thresholds with which BA was maximized. Moreover, net reclassification improvement [23] was used to measure the incremental value of adding test results to the order status in the prediction. Comparison of the performance between the models was conducted using the bootstrap-t method [24]. The resulting predictive models were further compared with the Modified Early Warning Score (MEWS), a reference algorithm currently used to predict the severity of a patient’s condition in clinical practice [25]. The clinical usefulness of the models was demonstrated in two ways. First, we conducted Spearman correlation analysis to evaluate whether clinically meaningful variables were selected consistently across the algorithms. Second, the Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test were used to estimate and compare survival curves between high-risk and low-risk groups as predicted from the OSR model. We used 2-sided \( P < .05 \) for statistical significance.

Class imbalance existed in our outcome data. This can lead to the classifier having poor performance because it can create bias against a class and may not be able to distinguish between noise and the individuals from the minority class [26,27]. We investigated its effects on prediction performance using various scenarios in which different techniques and class ratio were considered for imbalance reduction. Three oversampling and three undersampling approaches were considered. The oversampling methods included random, synthetic minority oversampling technique, and adaptive synthetic sampling. The undersampling methods included random, NearMiss-2, and edited nearest neighbors [28]. Furthermore, we increased the ratio between the minority and majority classes from 1:1 to 1:10 and tried to find the best performance. For each scenario, we used EN for model development, and the performance was assessed using 100 bootstrap resamples from the original dataset.

The preprocess was conducted using R version 3.4.4 [29], and the analytic process was performed with Python version 3.6.2 (Python Software Foundation, Wilmington, DE) using pandas, numpy, sklearn, and imblearn library. More details related to the model development are available in Multimedia Appendix 1.

**Results**

**Patient Demographics**

A total of 154,402 patients visited the ED between March 1, 2017, and February 28, 2019. Based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, 9491 patients remained in the final dataset (Multimedia Appendix 2). The randomly divided model development and validation cohorts included 6645 and 2846 patients, respectively, with a composite adverse outcome frequency of 4.6% in the 2 datasets. The baseline characteristics reflect only the initial patient status. The mean age (SD) was 55.2 years (17.7 years); 4839 of the 9491 patients (51.0%) were female; and 432 of the 9491 patients (4.6%) experienced the composite adverse outcome. Patients in the development and validation cohorts were similarly distributed (Table 1).

The three most frequently observed laboratory tests were C reactive protein, chlorine, and sodium. Among a total of 286 laboratory tests after preprocessing, 201 ROTs (order rate <5%) and 231 tests with RARs (abnormal rate <5%) were identified. The OSO model had 85 order status variables as well as the ROT variable. Similarly, the OSR model had 55 result variables, the RAR variable, and the variables in the OSO model.
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the total sample and comparisons between the two patient cohorts used to develop and validate the two models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Total sample</th>
<th>Model development cohort (n=6645)</th>
<th>Model validation cohort (n=2846)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>4839 (51.0)</td>
<td>3399 (51.2)</td>
<td>1440 (50.6)</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4652 (49.0)</td>
<td>3246 (48.8)</td>
<td>1406 (49.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>55.2 (17.7)</td>
<td>55.0 (17.8)</td>
<td>55.6 (17.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transportation, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7483 (78.8)</td>
<td>5224 (78.6)</td>
<td>2259 (79.4)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulance</td>
<td>2008 (21.2)</td>
<td>1421 (21.4)</td>
<td>587 (20.6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Route, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect</td>
<td>1217 (12.8)</td>
<td>830 (12.5)</td>
<td>387 (13.6)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>8274 (87.2)</td>
<td>5815 (87.5)</td>
<td>2459 (86.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mentality, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>9206 (97.0)</td>
<td>6449 (97.1)</td>
<td>2757 (96.9)</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not alert</td>
<td>285 (3.0)</td>
<td>196 (2.9)</td>
<td>89 (3.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pulse rate, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (60-120 beats per minute)</td>
<td>7108 (75.1)</td>
<td>4956 (74.8)</td>
<td>2152 (75.7)</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal (&lt;60 or &gt;120 beats per minute)</td>
<td>2361 (24.9)</td>
<td>1671 (25.2)</td>
<td>690 (24.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Respiratory rate, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (10-30 breaths per minute)</td>
<td>9399 (99.2)</td>
<td>6577 (99.2)</td>
<td>2822 (99.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal (&lt;10 or &gt;30 breaths per minute)</td>
<td>73 (0.8)</td>
<td>51 (0.8)</td>
<td>22 (0.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systolic blood pressure, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (90-140 mmHg)</td>
<td>7212 (76.0)</td>
<td>5044 (75.9)</td>
<td>2168 (76.2)</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal (&lt;90 or &gt;140 mmHg)</td>
<td>2279 (24.0)</td>
<td>1601 (24.1)</td>
<td>678 (23.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Diastolic blood pressure, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (60-90 mmHg)</td>
<td>6790 (71.5)</td>
<td>4738 (71.3)</td>
<td>2052 (72.1)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal (&lt;60 or &gt;90 mmHg)</td>
<td>2701 (28.5)</td>
<td>1907 (28.7)</td>
<td>794 (27.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SpO2a, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (&gt;90)</td>
<td>9070 (97.4)</td>
<td>6356 (97.5)</td>
<td>2714 (97.2)</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal (&lt;90)</td>
<td>245 (2.6)</td>
<td>166 (2.5)</td>
<td>79 (2.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Outcome, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>9059 (95.4)</td>
<td>6342 (95.4)</td>
<td>2717 (95.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite adverse outcomeb</td>
<td>432 (4.6)</td>
<td>303 (4.6)</td>
<td>129 (4.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aSpO2: peripheral oxygen saturation.
bDefined as death or admission to the intensive care unit.

Model Performance and Specification

The OSO and OSR models were each developed based on 5 different algorithms. The RF-based models were selected as the final predictive OSO and OSR models because they had better performance overall in terms of the most evaluation measures, including specificity, precision, F1 score, NLR, and PLR (Multimedia Appendix 3). Note that the EN-based OSR model was comparable to the RF-based OSR model. Compared to the MEWS (AUC = 0.68), the final OSO and OSR models showed significant AUC improvement, at 12% and 20%, respectively (Table 2, Multimedia Appendix 4). Both models had better performance than the MEWS according to most of the other measures, including the AUPRC, maximum BA, and F1 score.
Table 2. Internal validation of the models using different laboratory information, reported as the score and 95% CI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>MEWSb</th>
<th>OSOc</th>
<th>OSRd</th>
<th>Difference (MEWS vs OSO)f</th>
<th>Difference (OSO vs OSR)f</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUCf</td>
<td>0.68 (0.63 to 0.73)</td>
<td>0.80 (0.76 to 0.84)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.85 to 0.91)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.12 to 0.12)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.08 to 0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUPRCh</td>
<td>0.14 (0.10 to 0.20)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.18 to 0.33)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.30 to 0.47)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.11 to 0.11)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.14 to 0.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.49 (0.42 to 0.61)</td>
<td>0.70 (0.62 to 0.82)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.76 to 0.89)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.21 to 0.22)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.10 to 0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.82 (0.66 to 0.83)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.66 to 0.83)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.75 to 0.83)</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.04 to -0.04)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04 to 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balanced accuracy</td>
<td>0.65 (0.62 to 0.69)</td>
<td>0.74 (0.71 to 0.77)</td>
<td>0.81 (0.78 to 0.84)</td>
<td>0.09 (0.09 to 0.09)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.07 to 0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.11 (0.08 to 0.14)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.10 to 0.16)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.13 to 0.20)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.02 to 0.02)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04 to 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 score</td>
<td>0.18 (0.14 to 0.22)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.17 to 0.26)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.23 to 0.32)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.04 to 0.04)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.06 to 0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLRi</td>
<td>2.68 (1.76 to 3.27)</td>
<td>3.10 (2.25 to 4.29)</td>
<td>4.22 (2.92 to 4.94)</td>
<td>0.49 (0.48 to 0.5)</td>
<td>1.07 (1.06 to 1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLRj</td>
<td>0.63 (0.49 to 0.73)</td>
<td>0.39 (0.24 to 0.49)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.12 to 0.31)</td>
<td>-0.25 (-0.25 to -0.25)</td>
<td>-0.14 (-0.15 to -0.14)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aCalculations were completed with the validation set, and 95% CIs were computed using 2000 bootstrap replicates for each performance measure.
bMEWS: Modified Early Warning Score.
cOSO: model with order status only.
dOSR: model with both order status and test result.
eDifference in each performance measure between the MEWS and OSO model.
fDifference in each performance measure between the OSO and OSR models.
gAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
hAUPRC: area under the precision recall curve.
iPLR: positive likelihood ratio.
jNLR: negative likelihood ratio.

Compared with the OSO model, the OSR model showed significant improvement in the AUC, at 8%, and maximum BA, at 7%. Additionally, the OSR model was more informative than the OSO model in predicting low-risk and high-risk patients in terms of outcome (P<.001 for difference in both PLR and NLR). A significant additional increment in reclassification was also observed between the OSO and OSR models (net reclassification improvement=0.15). Despite the lack of information from laboratory test results, the OSO model showed considerable performance (AUC = 0.80). Therefore, the order pattern itself can be important information for prediction, and it is better to use the OSO model in the early stages than to wait until test results are obtained. However, because it utilizes laboratory test results obtained later in time, the OSR model has higher accuracy and better performance than the OSO model. According to the Kaplan-Meier survival curves (log-rank test, P<.001) comparing the predicted outcome groups, the OSR model can classify patients well (Figure 3). The complementary use of these two models can be beneficial both before and after all laboratory test results are available in clinical situations such as those in the ED.

Important variables selected from the RF-based and EN-based models were moderately correlated in terms of their value importance and odds ratios, respectively (r_s=0.603 and 0.626 for the OSO and OSR models, respectively; Multimedia Appendix 5). Among the top 10 variables selected in each of the RF-based and EN-based models, 80% and 60%, respectively, were shared by the OSO and OSR models. Therefore, the important variables were very similar between the RF and EN models, potentially suggesting our models are robust, regardless of the algorithm used. The order statuses of cardiac troponin I, creatine kinase, and creatine kinase-MB were the top 3 variables in terms of importance in both the RF-based and EN-based OSO models. The order status of creatine kinase remained in the top 10 important variables in the OSR models. The lactic acid test result was the most important variable in both the RF-based and EN-based OSR models.

The data had severe outcome imbalance: 95.4% (9059) for the majority class and 4.6% (432) for the minority class. However, the sensitivity analysis to calibrate the imbalance with various reduction scenarios did not reveal any considerable improvement in the prediction performance. Therefore, our models are not affected much by the imbalance problem (Multimedia Appendix 6).
Figure 3. The curves indicate how the actual outcome developed over time when the patients were divided into high-risk and low-risk categories, as predicted from the OSR model. The graph was plotted using the Kaplan-Meier survival curve, and the P-value shows the log-rank test result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients at risk</th>
<th>Length of Stay (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted composite adverse outcome group</td>
<td>1186 884 527 387 227 154 124 101 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted normal group</td>
<td>8305 4672 2908 2151 1195 830 664 540 389</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we developed a time adaptive model to predict adverse outcomes for patients in the ED. These patients are likely to have insufficient and unconfirmed clinical information, especially in the early stages of the ED process. The OSO model, which only utilizes test order status, supports our hypothesis that it is feasible to predict patient prognosis based only on the fact that a laboratory test has been ordered and without the test results. Patient demographics or vital signs were also not required for the prediction.

Febrile patients have a considerable number of laboratory tests to consider. The ED receives patients with different illnesses and febrile patients with various diseases in particular. Fever is also the most common sign of potential sepsis [30,31], requiring more laboratory tests. Febrile patients were selected as the target population to investigate the sparsity and large number of tests typically required initially and to reflect as many tests as possible.

The OSO model mimics the ED physician’s clinical reasoning process in practical settings, while prediction models developed previously are limited by using only confirmed results [11-14]. For time-sensitive conditions, multiple tests are performed simultaneously, resulting in a combination of confirmed and unconfirmed results, which necessitates models that can be applied in real practice. This study is the first step to overcome these limitations. Furthermore, it is possible to predict the initial outcome of patients with a severe condition using the OSO model and then update the prediction using the OSR model when additional information becomes available in a time adaptive manner.

In modern medicine, a multidisciplinary approach is a cornerstone of better quality [32,33]. In the ED, multiple providers work as a team to simultaneously treat various conditions [7]. Analyzing laboratory test orders and results could benefit the whole treatment team by interpreting the initial impression and intention of physicians who give the orders for tests. It is possible that each physician may not be aware of the intention of others while simultaneously treating the same patient [7,34,35]. In this context, the prediction tool can help
share information, lead dynamic communication, and consequently prevent medical errors.

This study could be expanded further by including vital signs, procedures, and medications for better prediction. In addition, the application could be broadened to include diagnosis as well as adverse outcomes, especially for diseases where the patient’s response over time after a particular treatment is important. Additionally, it can be extended to anticipate clinical decisions, which may be integrated as clinical decision support. The time variable is the most essential component for these predictions, and this model has successfully shown its feasibility.

Limitations
This study has some limitations. First, the models were developed and internally validated using data from a single large hospital. Although cross-validation was performed with repetition, optimization, and several candidates of hyperparameters, along with survival analysis to increase their clinical impact, further studies are required for external and prospective validation.

Second, the primary parameters such as laboratory results, which may vary across individuals and clinical fields, were from febrile patients. Therefore, it could be difficult to apply these to other populations, although we attempted to include as many tests as possible. However, we believe the important variables that were selected related to laboratory tests from the 2 models are clinically relevant for the outcome variables, so there is potential to extend the models to other target populations in future studies.

Third, the OSO and OSR models were not developed with a continuous time sequence. Instead of creating a continuous model, we tried to build representative models to reflect test order status and results. Further research will be required to create a continuous model for practical use, which can be applied to various time thresholds.

Last, the imbalance of data could have affected the performance of models developed using raw data. Although various methods to deal with the issues related with imbalanced data were applied to develop and validate the model, only a few of algorithms among the methods for calibrating the class imbalance were used. It is possible that the use of other algorithms would have changed the results even though the results in this study were not significantly improved after addressing the issue of imbalanced data. Therefore, various additional algorithms should be used to address the imbalanced data in future studies.

Conclusions
Adverse outcomes during the early stages for febrile patients could be predicted using a time adaptive model and machine learning approach based on the highly sparse data from test order status and laboratory test results.
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Abstract

Background: The overcrowding of hospital outpatient and emergency departments (OEDs) due to chronic respiratory diseases in certain weather or under certain environmental pollution conditions results in the degradation in quality of medical care, and even limits its availability.

Objective: To help OED managers to schedule medical resource allocation during times of excessive health care demands after short-term fluctuations in air pollution and weather, we employed machine learning (ML) methods to predict the peak OED arrivals of patients with chronic respiratory diseases.

Methods: In this paper, we first identified 13,218 visits from patients with chronic respiratory diseases to OEDs in hospitals from January 1, 2016, to December 31, 2017. Then, we divided the data into three datasets: weather-based visits, air quality-based visits, and weather air quality-based visits. Finally, we developed ML methods to predict the peak event (peak demand days) of patients with chronic respiratory diseases (eg, asthma, respiratory infection, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) visiting OEDs on the three weather data and environmental pollution datasets in Guangzhou, China.

Results: The adaptive boosting-based neural networks, tree bag, and random forest achieved the biggest receiver operating characteristic area under the curve, 0.698, 0.714, and 0.809, on the air quality dataset, the weather dataset, and weather air quality dataset, respectively. Overall, random forests reached the best classification prediction performance.

Conclusions: The proposed ML methods may act as a useful tool to adapt medical services in advance by predicting the peak of OED arrivals. Further, the developed ML methods are generic enough to cope with similar medical scenarios, provided that the data is available.

(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e13075) doi:10.2196/13075
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Introduction

Worldwide, one of the fundamental issues in hospital management is the sudden inflow of outpatient and emergency department (OED) patients [1]. Influenza season (epidemic period) is one of the causes for OED overcrowding and generates a large flow of patients [2]. In particular, weather and air quality are important factors that affect the health status of
individuals and populations with chronic respiratory diseases [3]. Chronic respiratory diseases such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) often require regular OED medication as the condition changes, which can cause further OED overcrowding [4]. Nevertheless, the crowding could be alleviated and mitigated considerably by forecasting levels of demand for OED care and giving health-care staff an opportunity to prepare for this demand [5]. Efficient patient flow has been proven to potentially increase the capacity of the existing system, minimize patient care delays, and improve overall quality of health care [6-10].

There have been many attempts to predict daily patient volumes visiting emergency departments (EDs) using machine learning (ML) and deep learning models based on weather and air quality [11,12].

Bibi et al [13] created a computer-based model called an artificial neural network (ANN) using a backpropagation to predict volumes of ED visits of patients with asthma, COPD, or acute or chronic bronchitis 7 days in advance. The study included a dataset (1020 days of ED activity) extracted from an ED admittance database at the Barzilai Medical Center (Ashkelon, Israel). The mode integrated 5 indicators (ie, temperature, relative humidity, barometric pressure, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxide) and achieved the prediction accuracy with an average error of 12%. However, indicators and data collections are relatively inadequate.

Moustris et al [14] developed three different ANN models to forecast the childhood asthma admissions 7 days in advance for the subgroups of 0 to 4 years of age and 5 to 14 years of age, as well as for the whole study population. The study used 6 indicators, that is ozone, carbon monoxide, PM10 (particulate matter of 10 μm in diameter or smaller), PM25 (particulate matter less than 2.5 μm in diameter), and sulfur dioxide, from Athens, Greece to train the ANN model. The evaluation of the three ANN models’ forecasting abilities on the root mean square error (mean bias error) were 6.8 (1.4), 3.2 (1.3), and 5.2 (0.5) for 0 to 4 years of age, 5 to 14 years of age, and the whole study population, respectively. However, the study only took into account air quality indicators and ignored weather factors.

Soyiri [15] explored the base and reduced predictive quantile regression models (QRM) to detect peak numbers of daily asthma admissions in London with sensitivity levels of 76% and 62% as well as specificities of 66% and 76%, respectively. The research used 10 indicators (ie, air temperature, vapor pressure, humidity, ozone, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen oxide, PM10, and formaldehyde) to build the QRM. The findings also reaffirmed the known associations between asthma and temperature, and ozone and carbon monoxide levels. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the model is not very high.

Khatri et al [16] employed an ANN–based classifier using multilayered perceptrons with a backpropagation algorithm that predicts peak events, that is days of peak demand, for patients with respiratory diseases. The study used 8 predictors (ie, outdoor temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, carbon monoxide, ozone, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and PM25) to construct the model. The proposed ANN model achieved a good forecasting performance with the overall accuracy of the system at 81.0%. Even so, the study population only included visits for respiratory diseases data in EDs. Further, the research did not consider dividing data into weather and air pollution separately.

Yucesan et al [17] developed a multi-method patient arrival forecasting outline for EDs using a private hospital ED case in Turkey. The methods followed within this study include the single methods linear regression (LR), autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA), ANN, exponential smoothing, and the hybrid methods ARIMA-ANN and ARIMA-LR. The ARIMA-ANN hybrid model is shown to outperform in terms of forecasting accuracy. This study explored a novel attempt of applying these methods to model ED patient arrivals and making an overall assessment among them.

Muhammet et al [18] analyzed variations in annual, monthly, and daily ED arrivals based on regression and neural network models with the aid of collected data from a public hospital ED in Istanbul. Both of the methods have been proven to be useful and readily available tools for forecasting ED patient arrivals. The results show that ANN–based models have higher model accuracy values and lower values of absolute error in terms of forecasting ED patient arrivals over the long- and medium-term. The value of the standard error of regression for the ANN modeling, which is 30.022306, refers to the difference between the real ED patient arrivals and the forecasted ED patient arrivals per day covering the total of the three patient groups.

Although ED forecasting has attracted many researchers, we found few studies designed to predict OED visits of patients with chronic respiratory diseases using multiple ML methods. In a real medical scene, patients with chronic respiratory diseases often go to outpatient clinics. Therefore, it would be of great significance to forecast the peak OED visits for chronic respiratory diseases.

In this paper, we employed bagging [19], adaptive boosting [20] and random forest [21] algorithms to predict the peak arrival of chronic respiratory disease OED visits based on the weather and air quality data. Meanwhile, we compared the ensemble models with the general linear model (GLM) [22] and the polynomial nuclear support vector machine (SVM) [23]. The results show that ensemble models outperform the GLMs and SVM. Further, we found that the predictive performance of ML algorithms gradually improves with the increase of input features. By the ML approaches, the OED managers can plan resources to meet the excessive demand of patients with respiratory diseases after short-term fluctuations in air pollution or weather.

Methods

Data Acquisition

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of participants in our research. We identified 13,208 OED visits to the Second Affiliated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University that had a major diagnosis of a chronic respiratory disease defined by the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification code (J45.900, J44.001, J44.101, J44.803, and J98.801). The duration of the collected data lasted from January
1, 2016, to December 31, 2017, which is 731 days of continuous data. For statistical purposes, the days where the daily volume was less than 24 were labeled as nonpeak events, and the rest were labeled as peak events.

Table 1 describes the Pearson correlation coefficient between OED visit numbers and input indicators. We found that OED visit numbers showed positive correlations with wind speed, atmospheric pressure, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and PM25. However, OED visit numbers showed negative correlations with outdoor temperature, relative humidity, and ozone. The weather and air quality data distribution of patients with acute exacerbations of COPD from peak and nonpeak groups was shown in Table 2.

Figure 1. Flowchart of participants. ICD-10-CM: International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision, Clinical Modification.

Table 1. The Pearson correlation coefficients between outpatient and emergency department visit numbers and input indicators.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>WS, r</th>
<th>TP, r</th>
<th>AP, r</th>
<th>RH, r</th>
<th>PM25, r</th>
<th>SO2, r</th>
<th>CO, r</th>
<th>NO2, r</th>
<th>O3,8h, r</th>
<th>Number of visits, r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TP</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RH</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM25</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO2</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO2</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O3,8h</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of visits</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aWS: wind speed.
bTP: outside temperature.
cAP: atmospheric pressure.
dRH: relative humidity.
ePM25: particulate matter less than 2.5 μm in diameter.
fSO2: sulphur dioxide.
gCO: carbon monoxide.
hNO2: nitrogen dioxide.
iO3,8h: 8-hour average ozone slip in a day.
Table 2. Weather and air quality data distribution of peak and nonpeak groups visiting outpatient and emergency departments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Peak group, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Nonpeak group, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wind speed (m/sec)</td>
<td>2.49 (1.10)</td>
<td>2.15 (0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside temperature (°C)</td>
<td>17.81 (5.59)</td>
<td>23.11 (5.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere pressure (mb)</td>
<td>1009.99 (5.26)</td>
<td>1003.73 (6.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
<td>77 (12.51)</td>
<td>82.15 (9.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particulate matter less than 2.5 μm in diameter</td>
<td>43.74 (23.69)</td>
<td>32.83 (16.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur dioxide</td>
<td>13.16 (4.65)</td>
<td>11.45 (3.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon monoxide</td>
<td>1.06 (0.25)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen dioxide</td>
<td>60.05 (26.09)</td>
<td>46.43 (17.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-hour average ozone slip in a day</td>
<td>74.28 (54.90)</td>
<td>90.24 (52.46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Analysis
Since the effect of weather and air quality on respiratory conditions in humans was not instantaneous, representative lags were applied to variables based on the work done previously in this area [3,24-26]. To simplify the delayed impact of respiratory conditions, we considered a 3-day lag for all variables.

We removed records with less than 10 people on weekends to eliminate weekend effects, bringing the total number of samples collected to 559. To create a meaningful feature vector for training and cross-validation, we considered a 3-day lag for all variables. To create a meaningful feature vector for training and cross-validation, the date field was removed to obtain a (X, y), where X was a matrix with the dimensions (m x n = 559 x 9) representing values of variables, and y was a vector of length (m=559) representing the output class of the examples (ie, events). Analysis of the data suggested that the output class was highly imbalanced with 413 examples of nonpeak and 146 examples of peak events.

Machine Learning Approaches
In this section the ML algorithms are presented and discussed; details of the updating and classification processes are described in the following algorithms.

Generalized Linear Models
1. Construct the common linear model from the original training set: \( f(x) = w^T x + b \), where w is the weight vector and b is the bias, both of which are only determined by the training samples
2. Identify the contact function \( f^{-1} \)
3. Build the GLMs: \( f^{-1} (w^T x + b) \)
4. Calculate the classification on the test set

Support Vector Machine
1. Convert the sample space into linearly separable space with polynomial core functions \( K(x_i, y_i) \)
2. Calculate the support vectors with the following formula:
3. Then identify the hyperplane. The regular parameter C is a penalty factor, which can balance the model complexity and empirical risk. In addition, \( \varepsilon_i \) indicates the positive parameters called slack variables, which represent the distance between the misclassified sample and the optimal hyperplane.
4. Forecast the classification of the test dataset using hyperplane and support vectors

Bagging
1. Generate a new training set by sampling from the original training set
2. Repeat step 1 N times to get the N new training sets, and train N trees in N different training sets
3. Calculate the classification results by averaging the predicted value of each tree or use the majority
4. Out-of-bag error estimation: The data not sampled in step 1 is used as the test set of the corresponding generated tree to evaluate the predicted results

Random Forest
1. Create a new training set from a sample of a training set
2. Repeat step 1 N times to get N new training sets, and train N trees on the training sets
3. Identify the optimal candidate node as the prediction space from the randomly selected m feature set when building the tree model

Boosting
1. Initialize the weight vector of the training data
2. Construct m weak classifiers
3. Calculate the classification error rate of the m weak classifiers
4. If one sample is misclassified, its weight will be increased, and the next weak classifier pays more attention to this sample; otherwise, its weight will be decreased.
5. After all the weak classifiers finish the training, the stronger classifier is constructed.

Results
Metrics
Precision, recall, and F measure are the metrics that are used to evaluate our proposed ML methods. Based on the classification of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN), and false negatives (FN), we have the following formulas.
We then define the F measure, a metric that balances precision and recall.

**Evaluation**

We calculate the overall accuracy, precision, recall, and F measure for nonpeak events and peak events, respectively. Evaluation of the ML approaches on the weather and air quality data are shown in Table 3. It showed that the developed random forest gave the best predictive performance. This was mainly due to the data collection fitting better with the random forest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine learning approaches</th>
<th>F1 measure</th>
<th>Accuracy, % (n/N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalized linear model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>85.6 (479/559)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpeak</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support vector machine</td>
<td></td>
<td>80.2 (448/559)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>0.289</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpeak</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive boosting neural networks</td>
<td></td>
<td>84.7 (473/559)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpeak</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree bag</td>
<td></td>
<td>83.8 (468/559)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpeak</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td></td>
<td>88.3 (494/559)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpeak</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Evaluation of machine learning approaches on weather and air quality.

In addition, we used the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to evaluate the multiple ML approaches on the same dataset (Table 4). We found that adaptive boosting neural networks achieved the biggest ROC area under the curve on the air quality data, tree bag on the climate data, and random forest on weather and air quality data. In general, we discovered that the predictive performance of the ML approaches improves as data variables increase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Machine learning approaches</th>
<th>Weather, AUC</th>
<th>Air quality, AUC</th>
<th>Weather and air quality, AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generalized linear model</td>
<td>0.538</td>
<td>0.682</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support vector machine</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>0.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive boosting neural network</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree bag</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random forest</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Evaluation of machine learning approaches using receiver operating characteristic.

**Discussion**

**Clinical Significance**

Recent studies have shown that weather and air pollution have been a major problem leading to an increase in daily deaths and hospital admissions for chronic respiratory illnesses [3-5,27,28].

We focused the distribution of daily patient visits for 2 years (ie, 2016 and 2017) (Figure 2). It is worth noting that peak days are more dominant from October to March, which indicates that the haze is a strong predictor, as these months are mostly colder in Guangzhou. Thus, it is important to recognize the peak OED visits for respiratory conditions.
Previous studies mainly focused on the peak event forecasting ED visits for patients with one or more diseases. We expanded the study population to include outpatient visits for patients with chronic respiratory diseases. In fact, many patients with chronic respiratory diseases also seek treatment from outpatient departments. Thus, predicting the OED peak visits for chronic respiratory disease plays an important role in clinical management.

We developed a variety of learning methods to forecast the OED peak visits, from simple models to complex ensemble learning ones. In particular, the ensemble learning models achieved good prediction results. In terms of indicators, most of the previous studies used air pollution indicators to predict the peak events of ED visits; however, we used weather and air quality indicators to build a more complete set of features.

Limitations

There are a few limitations to this study. In this study, we used nine variables, namely, wind speed, atmospheric pressure, outdoor temperature, relative humidity, carbon monoxide, ozone, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and PM25, as these variables have been associated with exacerbation of respiratory diseases. However, there are some other variables that also contribute to the exacerbation of these diseases, such as formaldehyde and nitrogen oxide [29]. The Environmental Protection Agency of Guangzhou does not disclose the daily data for variables such as formaldehyde. Other pollutants are either not measured or had too many missing values. Therefore, we were not able to include these variables in our study.

In terms of weather, Guangzhou as a coastal city in southern China has a higher air humidity than other northern cities. In terms of air pollution, some studies have shown that patients with lower levels of economics and education are more susceptible to air pollution [30]. Guangzhou has a significantly higher economic and educational level than the national average. However, the pollution of haze and the harmful emissions of Guangzhou are also serious [31]. In particular, the lighter particulate matter is higher than other northern cities due to automobile exhaust and industrial emissions. Therefore, the prediction result of this study may not be directly applicable to other regions due to the regional differences in climate and air pollution.

Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated ML methods to forecast the peak events of patients with chronic respiratory diseases visiting OEDs combined with nine weather and air quality predictors. Overall, random forest outperforms the other methods in the accuracy, F measure, and ROC on the validation dataset. Compared with similar studies before, we used more indicators and ML methods to study the subject and achieved good results. The ML methods may act as a useful tool to adapt medical services in advance by predicting the peak number of OED arrivals.
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Abstract

Background: Medication errors are pervasive. Electronic prescriptions (e-prescriptions) convey secure and computer-readable prescriptions from clinics to outpatient pharmacies for dispensing. Once received, pharmacy staff perform a transcription task to select the medications needed to process e-prescriptions within their dispensing software. Later, pharmacists manually double-check medications selected to fulfill e-prescriptions before dispensing to the patient. Although pharmacist double-checks are mostly effective for catching medication selection mistakes, the cognitive process of medication selection in the computer is still prone to error because of heavy workload, inattention, and fatigue. Leveraging health information technology to identify and recover from medication selection errors can improve patient safety.

Objective: This study aimed to determine the performance of an automated double-check of pharmacy prescription records to identify potential medication selection errors made in outpatient pharmacies with the RxNorm application programming interface (API).

Methods: We conducted a retrospective observational analysis of 537,710 pairs of e-prescription and dispensing records from a mail-order pharmacy for the period January 2017 to October 2018. National Drug Codes (NDCs) for each pair were obtained from the National Library of Medicine’s (NLM’s) RxNorm API. The API returned RxNorm concept unique identifier (RxCUI) semantic clinical drug (SCD) identifiers associated with every NDC. The SCD identifiers returned for the e-prescription NDC were matched against the corresponding SCD identifiers from the pharmacy dispensing record NDC. An error matrix was created based on the hand-labeling of mismatched SCD pairs. Performance metrics were calculated for the e-prescription-to-dispensing record matching algorithm for both total pairs and unique pairs of NDCs in these data.

Results: We analyzed 527,881 e-prescription and pharmacy dispensing record pairs. Four clinically significant cases of mismatched RxCUI identifiers were detected (ie, three different ingredient selections and one different strength selection). A total of 546 less significant cases of mismatched RxCUIs were found. Nearly all of the NDC pairs had matching RxCUIs (28,787/28,817, 99.90%–525,270/527,009, 99.67%). The RxNorm API had a sensitivity of 1, a false-positive rate of 0.00104 to 0.00312, specificity of 0.99896 to 0.99688, precision of 0.00727 to 0.04255, and F1 score of 0.01444 to 0.08163. We found 872 pairs of records without an RxCUI.

Conclusions: The NLM’s RxNorm API can perform an independent and automatic double-check of correct medication selection to verify e-prescription processing at outpatient pharmacies. RxNorm has near-comprehensive coverage of prescribed medications and can be used to recover from medication selection errors. In the future, tools such as this may be able to perform automated...
verification of medication selection accurately enough to free pharmacists from having to perform manual double-checks of the medications selected within pharmacy dispensing software to fulfill e-prescriptions.

*(JMIR Med Inform 2020;8(3):e16073)*  doi:10.2196/16073
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**Introduction**

**Background**

Medical error is the third leading cause of death in the United States, and medication errors are the most common type of these errors [1]. On a global basis, medication errors cost US $42 billion annually [2]. One of the medication errors with the greatest potential for harm happens when patients receive a different medication than that prescribed [3,4]. Outpatient pharmacies can dispense an incorrect medication in several ways [5]. For one, pharmacy staff members essentially transcribe e-prescription information by using software to select the medication product for dispensing based on the prescribed medication conveyed in an electronic prescription (e-prescription) [6-8]. Pharmacy software aids in the on-screen selection of a medication product from the pharmacy’s medication inventory by linking the medication data transmitted with an e-prescription to closely related drug product options. To identify the prescribed drug product, e-prescriptions carry a representative National Drug Code (NDC) along with a standard drug description from a commercial drug compendium (eg, DailyMed). Sometimes, when one exists, a corresponding RxNorm concept unique identifier (RxCUI) is also included in transmitted e-prescriptions for drug identification.

There are instances when pharmacy staff enter e-prescription medication information manually, bypassing available product identification safety features [8]. In these cases, pharmacy staff can type the name of any medication held in inventory into a new prescription record. This increases the risk of entering an incorrect medication into the pharmacy’s software and dispensing the wrong medication to the patient. An independent double-check by a pharmacist helps identify these medication selection errors. However, the pharmacist can still miss these errors as well because of fatigue, workload, or stress [9-12]. To support pharmacists, an independent, automated double-check of the medications selected to fulfill e-prescriptions could identify medication selection errors post hoc. The electronic transmission of e-prescriptions, coupled with electronic representations of prescriptions in pharmacy dispensing systems, enables machines to perform novel safety checks not possible in the past with handwritten or verbal prescriptions.

RxNorm, the US National Library of Medicine (NLM) drug terminology system, has the potential to detect medication selection mistakes and prevent patient harm. Bell et al [13] demonstrated the comprehensiveness of RxNorm by finding an RxCUI for all but 1 of 19,743 sample e-prescriptions. They also reported an RxCUI mismatch rate of 3.4% between e-prescription and pharmacy dispensing records. Most mismatches between the medication prescribed and dispensed were deemed not of clinical significance. One limitation of previous work is their use of downloadable .csv files of RxNorm content. RxNorm content is also available through an application programming interface (API). This API is important because it can support continuous detection of medication selection errors in pharmacy practice, making it possible to identify and resolve errors before they reach the patient. To demonstrate this, we make use of the publicly available RxNorm API to perform checks of past dispensing records.

**Objective**

The objective of this study was to establish an automated RxNorm API double-check and evaluate its performance as a method for detecting potential medication selection errors occurring in outpatient pharmacies. This study contributes a blueprint for how to do this with the widely available API resource from NLM.

**Methods**

**Overview**

We analyzed e-prescription and corresponding dispensing records that were transmitted through a mail-order pharmacy in the United States. NDCs for each medication were matched mainly to its associated semantic clinical drug (SCD) RxCUI identifiers using the NLM’s RxNorm API. Semantic branded drug (SBD) and generic pack (GPCK) RxCUIs were also used. A direct match was performed between e-prescription and pharmacy system dispensing record SCDs. Afterward, all mismatched pairs found were hand-labeled into categories. Finally, performance metrics were applied to evaluate the e-prescription-dispensing record matching algorithm for both total pairs and unique pairs of NDCs in the data. We use a prototypical example with a specific NDC pair in this section to communicate how the system functions (ie, NDC=00093-5117-98; Diltiazem HCl ER coated beads 180 mg and NDC=00008-0841-81; Protonix 40 mg oral tablet).

**Data Source**

We obtained 537,710 pairs of e-prescription and pharmacy dispensing records over the period of January 2017 to October 2018. For e-prescriptions, the variables included the free-text medication name, an alpha-numeric NDC (ie, these are representative NDCs required to transmit an e-prescription), and national provider identifier (NPI). A corresponding dispensing record for data appearing on the prescription label included the free-text medication name and an alpha-numeric NDC (ie, the specific product dispensed to the patient). To determine the origin of the e-prescription, we linked our prescriber NPI to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid’s National Plan and Provider Enumeration System NPI download file (November 2018 release) [14]. We used no personally
identifiable patient-specific data. The University of Michigan Institutional Review Board reviewed our study protocol and assigned exemption status.

**Data Filtering and Cleaning**

To ensure we included only valid e-prescription-dispensing record pairs, we performed a series of data filtering and cleaning tasks. We removed e-prescription-dispensing record pairs containing certain signal words: duplicate, cancel, wrong, and denied from the data. We also removed pairs containing missing NDC data. When necessary, we padded NDC codes with leading zeros to make them conform to a standard 11-digit format. This step normalized NDC codes and prepared them for the NLM’s RxNorm API. Figure 1 shows the results of our data cleaning steps.

**Figure 1.** Data cleaning process. e-prescription: electronic prescription; NDC: National Drug Code.

**Data Analysis**

We conducted a three-step analysis. The three steps of the analysis were (1) linking NDCs to SCD RxCUIs via the RxNorm API, (2) matching SCD RxCUIs in each e-prescription-dispensing record pair, and (3) calculating performance metrics. Besides reporting the results of the three-step analysis, we also report the most common medications dispensed by the mail-order pharmacy as well as the most common medication classes represented in our dataset. As the dataset came from a mail-order pharmacy, the dataset does not include injectable products exclusively used in inpatient or long-term care settings.

Moving from left to right in Figure 2, the first step in our analysis mapped the NDC conveyed by the e-prescription and the NDC on the pharmacy’s dispensing record to a corresponding SCD (or SBD or GPCK or branded pack) RxCUI. The automated checking system we created called the RxNorm API for “ndcstatus” to do this mapping [15]. When called in this manner using an NDC number, the RxNorm API returns a corresponding RxCUI for all current and retired NDC numbers passed to the API. According to the NLM RxNorm Technical Documentation, there is a one-to-many relationship between RxCUIs and NDC numbers [16]. Thus, no ambiguity should exist in this mapping process.

Figure 2 shows an overview of the analytic process and proposed future automated checking system. The figure also includes an embedded example of e-prescription record that failed to match its corresponding dispensing record.

**Figure 2.** Proposed system for detecting medication selection errors of e-prescriptions with RxNorm application programming interface. A prototypical example is included. API: application programming interface; e-prescription: electronic prescription; JSON: JavaScript object notation; NDC: National Drug Code; NLM: National Library of Medicine; RXCUI: RxNorm concept unique identifier; SBD: semantic branded drug; SCD: semantic clinical drug.

We performed additional identification of RxCUI term types to ensure RxCUIs in e-prescription and dispensing records were comparable. As SCD RxCUIs uniquely identify instances of drug name, strength, and form for the majority of drug products
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with NDCs, we chose to perform the comparison between corresponding SCD terms. If a term type other than SCD (eg, an SBD or GPCK) was returned by the RxNorm API (API method \texttt{rxcui/rxcui/properties}), we would call the API a second time (API method \texttt{rxcui/rxcui/related?tty=SCD}) to identify all SCDs corresponding to the SBD or GPCK in those cases [15]. For example, in Figure 2, the NDC 00008-0841-81 found in a dispensing record is mapped to SBD RxCUI 284400, which is linked using the RxNorm API to SCD RxCUI 314200.

The second step of analysis used a matching algorithm to compare RxCUI returned for each e-prescription and dispensing record pair. The algorithm identified pairs with matched and unmatched RxCUIs. The output divided pairs into three categories: pairs with missing RxCUIs, pairs with matching RxCUIs, and pairs with nonmatching RxCUIs.

We report examples of actual NDC numbers for those pairs missing a corresponding RxCUI from RxNorm. It is important to note that manufacturers can generate new NDCs on their own. The majority, but not all NDCs, are curated by NLM and appear in RxNorm.

For the other two categories of pairs of e-prescription and dispensing records, we analyzed incorrect medication selection using an error matrix. We labeled the outcomes of our matching algorithm in the following way:

- **True positives (TPs):** SCD mismatch with incorrect drug/strength
- **False negatives:** Nonequivalent drugs with matching SCD
- **False positives (FPs):** SCD mismatch with incorrect quantity/form/qualitative distinction/releasing mechanism or outside RxNorm
- **True negatives:** Equivalent drugs with matching SCD

In our running example that is also embedded in Figure 2, a mismatch between SCD RxCUI 830845 for the drug diltiazem and SCD RxCUI 314200 for the drug pantoprazole is found. Diltiazem and pantoprazole are different medications and so a medication selection error has been detected by the system.

As a final step, to evaluate the automated checking system’s overall performance, we analyzed unique pairs of NDCs and total NDC pairs. This allowed us to consider how the system might learn over time to reduce nuisance alerts in the pharmacy. For each specific mismatched e-prescription-dispensing record pair, we classified the mismatched pair as clinically significant or not. In a learning automated checking system, once a mismatch is tagged as nonclinically significant, the system should ignore that mismatch in the future and not fire an alert to pharmacists on subsequent mismatches of that pair [17].

For each unique NDC pair with mismatched RxCUIs, we identified the type and frequency of the mismatch. These types of mismatches included incorrect ingredient, incorrect strength, incorrect quantity, incorrect dosage form (eg, capsule vs cream), and problematic RxCUIs. We defined a true positive as a different ingredient selection or a different strength selection (eg, 25 mg vs 50 mg). These errors signaled a TP error because the different ingredient or strength could lead to patient harm [18,19]. We defined an FP as an incorrect medication selection that would typically not lead to patient harm (ie, different quantity, different dosage form, or problematic RxCUI). Using the error matrix, we calculated the following performance metrics: accuracy, sensitivity/recall, false-positive rate, specificity, precision, and F1 score.

We report these performance metrics for both the unique pairs of NDCs and for the total pairs of NDCs in the dataset. This allows us to consider the automated checking system’s performance if we deactivated alerts for specific mismatched RxCUI pairs after a pharmacist overrides them once (ie, as if the system operated as a learning system). For total pairs, we report performance of the automated checking system if the same mismatched RxCUI pair creates an alert every time the pharmacy dispensed the mismatched RxCUI pair (ie, as if the system operated as a static system that could not learn).

### Results

The processed dataset included 527,881 (527,881/537,710, 98.17%) of the original dataset) e-prescription-dispensing record pairs from 64,805 prescribers in all 50 US states. There were 17,123 unique NDCs and 3,838 unique SCDs in the prescription-dispensing record pair data. The most frequently dispensed medications were atorvastatin, amlodipine, hydrochlorothiazide, and omeprazole (Table 1). The most common therapeutic drug classes in the dataset were cholesterol-lowering agents, which accounted for 118,877 pairs (118,877/527,881, 22.52%). The next most commonly analyzed therapeutic drug classes were blood glucose–lowering agents for 46,553 pairs (46,553/527,881, 8.82%) and antidepressants for 44,586 pairs (44,586/527,881, 8.45%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RxCUI</th>
<th>Semantic clinical drug name</th>
<th>Matched pairs, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>617311</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 40 mg oral tablet</td>
<td>7688 (1.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>617310</td>
<td>Atorvastatin 20 mg oral tablet</td>
<td>7683 (1.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>198051</td>
<td>Omeprazole 20 mg delayed release oral capsule</td>
<td>7674 (1.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>497061</td>
<td>Amlodipine 5 mg oral tablet</td>
<td>6631 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310798</td>
<td>Hydrochlorothiazide 25 mg oral tablet</td>
<td>6252 (1.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first step of our analysis mapped each pair of NDC codes arising from an e-prescription-dispensing record pair to their related SCD RxCUI. We found 872 pairs with 1731 NDCs where the RxNorm API did not return an RxCUI. Table 2
contains a list of examples with NDC codes that did not map to an RxCUI. One NDC code sometimes corresponded to more than one medication product description within the e-prescription data. Examples of medications with these unmatched NDC numbers are multivitamin tablet, blood sugar diagnostic strip, and Lancets Miscellaneous. We excluded these 872 pairs from further analysis steps.

### Table 2. Ten most frequent National Drug Codes without a corresponding RxNorm concept unique identifier (n=1731).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Drug Code</th>
<th>Frequency, n (%)</th>
<th>Sample medication name&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000-20002-02</td>
<td>440 (25.42)</td>
<td>Cyanocobalamin (Vitamin B-12) 100 mcg tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000-00000-07</td>
<td>344 (19.87)</td>
<td>Blood glucose test strips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000-00000-08</td>
<td>220 (12.71)</td>
<td>Lancets 28 gauge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000-00000-09</td>
<td>108 (6.24)</td>
<td>Blood glucose meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2743-40010-21</td>
<td>38 (2.20)</td>
<td>Magnesium oxide 400 mg capsule</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9289-60000-08</td>
<td>36 (2.08)</td>
<td>Blood glucose meter kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0888-16096-00</td>
<td>34 (1.96)</td>
<td>Insulin syringe-needle U-100 1 ml 30 gauge × 5/16 syringe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3841-50003-08</td>
<td>34 (1.96)</td>
<td>Insulin pen needle 30 g × 8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9403-00002-02</td>
<td>30 (1.73)</td>
<td>Embrace blood glucose system strips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0862-70014-01</td>
<td>22 (1.27)</td>
<td>Dexcom G5 mobile transmitter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Some National Drug Codes correspond to multiple medication product descriptions.

As a result of the matching process performed by the automated checking system, 0.10% (550/527,009) pairs had different SCDs for their e-prescription and corresponding dispensing records. Table 3 reports on these 550 mismatched pairs by issue category. Three mismatched pairs showed different ingredients. One mismatched pair contained different strengths of the correct medication. Of the other 546 mismatched pairs found, 347 had concept names different in one or more essential term, including quantity (ie, number of units in a pack) or form (eg, solution for injection vs prefilled syringe). The other 199 were either special cases (eg, sugar-free vs not sugar-free) or were cases with NDCs that were not curated by RxNorm, meaning that the NDCs appeared in RxNorm but came from a vocabulary source other than DailyMed or First Data Bank [16,20].

### Table 3. Performance evaluation of the algorithm for detecting different medication selection, with examples (n=527,009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Frequency, n (%)</th>
<th>Electronic Rx (E-Rx) RxNorm concept unique identifier (RxCUI)</th>
<th>Medication conveyed by E-Rx</th>
<th>Pharmacy prescription label RxCUI</th>
<th>Medication dispensed by pharmacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Same medication</td>
<td>526,457 (99.90)</td>
<td>751620 Bystolic 2.5 mg oral tablet</td>
<td>Bystolic 2.5 mg oral tablet</td>
<td>751620</td>
<td>Bystolic 2.5 mg oral tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different ingredient</td>
<td>3 (0.00)</td>
<td>313585 24 HR venlafaxine 75 mg extended release oral capsule</td>
<td>966225 Levothyroxine sodium 0.15 mg oral tablet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different strength</td>
<td>1 (0.00)</td>
<td>861700 Amylases 82000 UNT/endopeptidases 51000 UNT/lipase 15000 UNT delayed release oral capsule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1595476 Amylases 84000 UNT/endopeptidases 63000 UNT/lipase 20000 UNT delayed release oral capsule</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different pack quantity</td>
<td>285 (0.05)</td>
<td>905100 12 (risedronate sodium 35 mg oral tablet) pack</td>
<td>905092 4 (risedronate sodium 35 mg oral tablet) pack</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different form</td>
<td>67 (0.01)</td>
<td>835840 testosterone cypionate 200 mg/mL injectable solution</td>
<td>2047882 1 mL testosterone cypionate 200 mg/mL injection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept outside RxNorm</td>
<td>40 (0.01)</td>
<td>1371671 Proprietary</td>
<td>1371861 Proprietary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (eg, qualitative distinctions)</td>
<td>159 (0.03)</td>
<td>198034 24 HR nifedipine 30 mg extended release oral tablet</td>
<td>1812011 Osmotic 24 HR nifedipine 30 mg extended release oral tablet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After removing duplicates, 0.33% (94/28,817) unique e-prescription-dispensing record pairs contained a mismatched RxCUI. Figure 3 shows the error matrix for clinically significant incorrect medication selection detection from the data. Table 4 reports performance with and without duplicate mismatched e-prescription-dispensing record pairs.

Figure 3. Results of medication safety event error matrix with and without duplicate e-prescription-dispensing record pairs.

Table 4. Algorithm performance with and without duplicate electronic prescription–dispensing record pairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Unique electronic prescription (e-prescription)–dispensing record pairs (n=28,817)</th>
<th>Total e-prescription-dispensing record pairs (n=527,009)α</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0.99688</td>
<td>0.99896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity/recall</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
<td>1.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False-positive rate</td>
<td>0.00312</td>
<td>0.00104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0.99688</td>
<td>0.99896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.04255</td>
<td>0.00727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1 Score</td>
<td>0.08163</td>
<td>0.01444</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

αPairs including duplicate dispensing of the same National Drug Code pair.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study demonstrates a straightforward method of using the publicly available US NLM RxNorm API to identify potential medication selection errors made during transcription and processing of e-prescriptions in outpatient pharmacies. We evaluated the performance of an automated comparison for e-prescription-dispensing record pairs of medications ordered and dispensed using a dataset from a mail-order pharmacy. The automated checking system we developed identified 550 cases (550/527,009, 0.10%) of mismatched e-prescription-dispensing record pairs with issues ranging from incorrect medications to problems with unresolved NDCs. This rate is low when compared with a study reporting a 3.4% mismatch rate using RxNorm [13]. One potential reason for this is that the pharmacies sampled in the previous study were largely community pharmacies and may have different dispensing software, physical environments, and workloads.

Clinical Implications

To promote correct dispensing of medication, the RxNorm SCD is recommended by the National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) SCRIPT standards (currently 10.6), when one exists, to be included with the transmission of all e-prescriptions [21]. Unlike NDCs, RxNorm codes are centrally managed, making them easier to resolve to an actual drug product and potentially more suitable as a drug product identifier data standard. Including SCDs with all e-prescriptions can help to ensure that the meaning of the clinical drug product information is communicated correctly to the pharmacy so that pharmacy staff can select the drug product that they will dispense to the patient accurately. Besides, as more health information technology applications consume and process e-prescription information, having SCDs included in e-prescriptions will help protect the public from unintended software errors.

A 2014 national sample of e-prescriptions revealed that only 33.0% (n=49,997) were transmitted with an SCD in the HL7 message, even though the e-prescribing network allows for transmitting these identifiers. Since then, the adoption of SCD
RxCUIs has increased significantly as a result of Office of National Coordinator supporting the NCPDP SCRIPT standards [22] and more recently, due to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services requiring the use of NCPDP SCRIPT standards for conveying e-prescriptions [21]. The use of a representative NDC to convey a prescribed drug product via an e-prescription is too specific, and NDCs are also potentially stale and no longer accurate [23]. In the pharmacy, staff are responsible for selecting the exact NDC of the drug product that is dispensed to the patient. Inclusion of the RxNorm SCD can aid the transcription of e-prescription information into pharmacy systems, resulting in fewer dispensing errors. As an added benefit, our automated checking system can be extended to the international community based on the recent expansion of RxNorm to integrate with other medication terminology standards, such as the Identification of Medicinal Products used by the European Medicines Agency and DrugBank used in Canada [24].

Consistent with previous literature, the evident rate of errors that reached the patient because of incorrect medication selection was approximately 0.1% [25]. We detected different ingredient errors, different medication strength errors, dosage form errors, and errors in the quantity to be dispensed. These are all common types of dispensing errors reported by community pharmacies around the world [26-31]. These errors differ in their potential to cause harm. In the worst case, when the wrong drug is dispensed, two kinds of harm may follow. First, in such a case, an individual does not benefit from getting the correct drug until the error is discovered. Second, the individual is exposed to a different drug. In other cases, for example, when the wrong package size of the correct drug is dispensed, the harm that may result is less, although such an error can lead to confusion for the patient. Owing to these important differences in the potential of errors to cause harm, in the future, we plan to explore methods of quantifying harm averted as well as errors avoided.

This study demonstrates the potential for the RxNorm API to enable an automated double-check of e-prescription and dispensing record information that could substitute for many of the manual double-checks provided by pharmacists today. Instead of having pharmacists double-check the fidelity of every e-prescription entered into the pharmacy system, the number requiring a manual double-check might be reduced 1000-fold or more, saving pharmacists’ worktime and cognitive effort [9]. In addition, the efficiency and reliability of the RxNorm-enabled matching algorithm suggest it may be feasible to apply this type of automated checking at different stages in the medication dispensing workflow. For example, using the RxNorm API in real time to fire an alert if the technician makes an incorrect drug selection. Alternatively, automated checking could trigger alerts to an off-site staff member to determine the clinical significance of the problem before interrupting the workflow in the pharmacy.

However, there is a potential for alert fatigue by using this type of automated checking. A previous study found that pharmacy staff were annoyed by false-positive alerts but also that their satisfaction with alerting goes up when given opportunities to prevent dispensing errors [13]. We found that just 4 out of the 550 cases of mismatched pairs were of clinical significance in this study. This means there were 137 false alerts for every clinically significant one. To overcome alert fatigue, we are interested in developing a learning capability to complement the automated checking capability demonstrated here. If the current automated checking system could learn the difference between mismatched pairs that are clinically significant and those that are not, then we could suppress alerts for insignificant mismatches. Our tests show that in this case, given the sequence of prescribing events, there is the potential to lower the number of alerts needed to surface a clinically significant issue from 138 (137:1) to 24 (23:1). Over time, continuing to learn from the mismatched pairs identified would further lower the ratio of false-positive to true-positive alerts. We believe this type of learning approach could decrease the chance of alert fatigue [32].

Previous studies have demonstrated a variety of uses for the RxNorm drug terminology system, including improving medication history taking, resolving free-text medication naming conventions from electronic health records (EHRs), and matching clinical drug names across medication formularies [33-35]. RxNorm provides a distinct advantage over using NDCs in that the RxNorm’s RxCUIs provide normalization of drug naming concepts across systems with different configurations. This benefit from RxNorm is particularly relevant for EHRs and pharmacy dispensing software. EHRs are configured with different medication naming conventions. When different naming conventions are associated with the same NDCs, ambiguity arises in the e-prescription data ecosystem upon which pharmacies depend. RxNorm provides a means to reconcile the different ways that medication information is configured in EHRs, helping to address and remove unwanted ambiguity from the e-prescription data ecosystem. Using RxNorm RxCUIs with e-prescriptions and dispensing records improves the quality of data and helps ensure accurate transmission of e-prescription information.

**Future Work**

To validate our findings, a logical next step is to expand the use of automated checking to process a larger dataset drawn from multiple pharmacies. Given that 1.91 billion new e-prescriptions are transmitted annually in the United States, other future work needs to establish a reliable technical infrastructure for outpatient pharmacies to analyze e-prescription-dispensing record pairs routinely with the existing capabilities of the RxNorm API. One solution to prevent the worst medication selection errors would be to use the RxNorm API to link an NDC from the e-prescription to a list of NDCs mapped to the same SCD in the pharmacy dispensing software. Once these capabilities are further demonstrated and made widely available, additional research should focus on other areas where automated checking can have this kind of positive impact.

**Limitations**

These findings are limited primarily because the dataset came from a single mail-order pharmacy in the United States. Although the e-prescriptions received by this pharmacy came from all over the country, the dataset is not a representative national sample of e-prescription and dispensing records. These data also only contain medications used in the outpatient setting.
(ie, not injectable or infusion products using in inpatient or long-term care settings). A second limitation is that although our algorithm detected seeming clinically significant medication safety incidents, it is possible that there were other plausible explanations for these mismatches (eg, the case of a pharmacist who receives verbal approval from a prescriber to change the medication product). Another concern is that drug concepts and their codes are only valid for a limited period of time. During our analysis, we have checked and remapped obsolete NDCs and RxCUIs to active concept unique identifiers. But the reuse of an NDC number can lead to problems when combining datasets. Today, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) allows firms to reassign an NDC 5 years after the expiration date of a discontinued drug [36]. As the FDA does not restrict the creation of NDCs, some codes fall outside the intended scope of RxNorm (eg, proprietary prescription compounds or diabetic testing supplies). This means that some NDCs will never be analyzable with the proposed RxCUI matching system.

Conclusions
In this study, we used the NLM’s RxNorm API to enable accurate automated checks of e-prescription-dispensing record pairs. We identified a small but critical number of e-prescription processing errors made at the pharmacy. Our method can detect potential dispensing errors before they cause harm and, if combined with other machine-checking interventions, has the potential to eliminate the need for the majority of the manual pharmacist double-check to compare the e-prescription medication product with the medication product selected for dispensing. This type of automation can help reduce the risk of dispensing the incorrect medication to the patient while sparing the pharmacist’s worktime for higher value patient care tasks. Using these results, validation in other pharmacies is necessary before the widespread adoption of this system as one part of a safety management system that relies on the retrospective analysis of e-prescription and dispensing record data.
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